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THESE ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that John Wesley's model of spiritual 

development, and his interpretation of scriptural symbolism, is not on1 y coherent in terms 

of theology, but also as a fom of psychologicai transfomation - a comprehensive and 

systematic method of personality change. The study provides a s w e y  of modal 

tendencies in I gth-century British childrearing. It singles out three culturally normative 

developrnental difticulties: invasive parental authontaria~sm, early loss of prirnacy 

caretaken and the precocious preoccupation with death and divine judgrnent. These 

stresses placed considerable strain on emotional development, thereby interfering with 

the integration of the positive superego. Wesley's model not only encapsulated these 

issues symbolically, but also facilitated a gradua1 resolution of conflict and allowed the 

ego greater access to the self-regdatory functions of the superego. 

During repentance, a spontaneous regret for past behavior was coupled with 

exacerbgted sel f-reproaches. This stage included a deli berate practice of gneving that 

triggered the depressive components of the three traumata listed above. It culminated in 

an experiential sense of divine forgiveness, an ecstasy that Wesley deemed justification. 

The ecstasy manifested personal ideals amid euphoria, and provided a temporary 

condition of enhanced self-esteem. Justification is conceptualized psychoanalytically as 

the emergence of previously repressed ego-ideals which form the bais  of conscience. 

Watching and praying consisted of the use of two meditation techniques that promoted a 

sense of God's favor, petpetuated self-esteem, and pennanently consolidated the insights 

of justification. 

In psychoanalytic ternis, the exacerbation of grief in the repentance phase may be 

Mewed as the onset of a tramference neurosis whox object was God In context of 

Wesley's preaching of a loving deity, the theological aaalysis of the relation to God 

seMd as therapeutic insight into eontlicted patterns of object relations rooted in 

childhood. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: METHODISM AND PERSONALITY CHANGE 

John. Wesley (1 703- 179 1 ) was the founder of British Methodism, an evangelical 

movement which, during his lifetime, was an extension of Anglicanism, but later 

separated to become an independent church body. He was born and raised in his father's 

.parish at Epworth in the county of Lincolnshire. Although both of his parents had 

converted to Anglicanism long before he was born, Wesley's ancestors were Puritan 

non-confmists. Up until his death. Wesley belonged to the Church of England, and 

regarded Methodism as a legitimate expression, as well as a necessary outgrowth of, 

Anglican piety. 

Following in his father's footsteps, Wesley was educated at Oxford where he 

received his orden as an Anglican priest. In the mid 1 730's, after refusing to take up his 

father's post in Epworth, Wesley sewed as a clergyman in the colony of Georgia. 

Disillusioned by failed expectations and haunted by the belief that he did not possess an 

authentic faith, he returned to Britain in 1738. Under the missionizing influence of Peter 

Bohler and Philip Molther, Wesley became convinced of the Moravian conception of 

faith which consisted of an instantaneous and immediate sense or witness of God's 

pardon. On May 24, 1738, Wesley himself received the witness of assurance during a 

sermon given at a religious society in Aldengate street in London. Many view this event 

as the decisive turning point in his religious life and in his celebrated career as a 

preacher. Following a short lived collaboration with the Moravians at Fetter Lane, 

Wesley, who could not accept their Calvinist precepts, went on to form his own society at 

Kingswood. Here he began field preaching to the Kinewood colliers in 1739. 

Although be was not the first to take his ministry into the field, Wesley holds a 

place in history as perhaps the most important and successful early popularizer of open 

air revivalism. As the first Methodist revival took shape in the late 173O's, and onward 



into the next decade, Wesley's travels as a preacher gradually spanned the whole of the 

British Isles. His nototiety cm be attributed to several key factors: his charismatic 

presence and ski11 as an orator, his rendering of the gospel, and the fact that large 

numbers. especially those in the north country and in bwgeoning industnal areas, were 

senously neglected by the Anglican Church, and therefore eager to recieve his message 

of hope. As thousands became amacted to the movement, Wesley tirelessly established 

a network of wcieties and preaching houses thioughout England. He recniited both 

ordained as well as lay circuit preachers to assist him in his cause. His efforts were 

largely met with disdain by the Anglican church, who accused him of enthusiasm, of 

breaking church nile by encouraging the unordaineci to behave as though they were 

priests and by violating jurisdictions that were already overseen by official clergy. 

Wesley orchestrated the institutionalization of Methodism almost entirely on the 

basis of his own authority and judgment. He assumed a monarchical stance in presiding 

over his flock, and, with few exceptions, relegated al1 executive power to himself. In 

addition to providing an extensive code of conduct for both his preachers and the Society 

memben, he assiduously monitored the dissemination of what he regardeci as the correct 

fom of doctrine. For example, he took geat liberties in editing and revising Christian 

texts so that they appeared to confonn with his own theologicai position. He l a s  also the 

founder and sole editor of a Methodist journal, The Arminrun Muguztne. 

Wesley's theology emphasizes the universal bmevolence o f  Goâ, while animing 

the freedom of human will, as both prompted and yided by grace. His understanding of 

spirituality, and, indeed, salvation, resteci on the idea of development, of growth in 

personal holiness. When believers wen bom anew, not only were they forgiven or 

"justified", their sensibilities were rehabilitated by an inhision of grace and divine 

righteousness. By continually exercising this~righteousness in daily affain, they would 

pdually perfect their holiness until al1 desire, intention and action were exclusively 

i n f o d  by the values of Christian altniism. by the law of love. In essence, this was 



Wesley's conception of sanctification, a soteriological doctrine which he felt was central 

to scripture, and which he popularizcd through the revival. He held that the eradication 

of sin, a momentous transformation of the Spirit, was something that was possible in this 

life. Like the forgiveness of sins. sanctification was fieely available to al1 who genuinely 

sought it. 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that Wesley's spiritual model, and his 

distinctive interpretation of scriptural symbolism, correspond to discrete psychological 

phenornena. His description of spiritual development is not only coherent in ternis of 

theology, but also as a fonn of psychological tmsformation - a comprehensive and 

systematic method of penonality change. The metaphors employed in each successive 

stage of development are representations of psychodynamic processes, portrayed within a 

religious idiom. Dniwing on studies of childparent relationships in 18th century 

Britain, 1 will show how the initial stage of repentance is a symbolic expression of 

conflicts stemming back to infmcy and early childhood. Dunng this phase, as 

individuals becorne painfully aware of their sinfulness and their desire for forgiveness, 

previously unconscious contlicts - those centering on issues of parental authority, 

punishment. unresolved grief and separation anxiety - are figuratively drawn into 

auareness where they can begin to be consciously worked through. Furthemore, 

because Methodist conversion experiences typically involved a "perceptible inspiration", 

what Taves refers to as a "displacement of ordinary wking consciouuiess" ( 1993, p. 

206), justification and the new birth may k regarded as the ecstor~c emergence of ego 

ideals. The sudden and compelling manifestation of moral and altniistic insights is a 

direct outcome of the tesolution of the previous stage of repentance. In tum, 

sanctification refers to the long-terni integration or consolidation of these insights. The 

perfection of holiness is a gradUBJ pmcess involving a meditative procedure which 

pennits believers to become awan of their aggression, and hence their tesistance to 

change, while simultaneuusly providing them with the means to overcome the resistance. 



In clinical psychoraalysis, psychic change and growth are secured by the patient's 

immediate relationship to the analyst. In technical tenns, the thenipeutic alliance 

between the patient and the anatyst allows foi an examination of the patient's 

transference neurosis. This fosten insight into unconscious wishes and anxieties, and, in 

tum, promotes a working through of conflict. I argue that the same sequence is 

observable in Mahodism, with the cruciui exception that the trunsference neurosis and 

the therupeutic alliance are focuseil priniririly on cult~~~ally medioied notions ofdivinity. 

In this way, as Arlow has pointed out, the God imago may be regarded as a 

'hnsferential figure" (quoted in Grossman, 1 993). 

Wesley as Psychologht 

Wesley's theology synthesized various streams of tradition. According to 

Heitzenrater, "Wesley embodied ideals and qualities not always easily held togrther or 

reconciled" ( 1989, p.56). and is often dubbed a "radical conservative", a "romantic 

realist", or a "quiet revolutionary", at once evangelical and sacmental. Various authon 

attempt to single out a primary doctrinal influence which is seen to uni@ the work and 

define its essential nature. Hildebrant ( 1 95 1 ) appeals to Lutheranism; Monk ( 1966) and 

CeIl( 1935) highlight Calvinism. Semmel ( 1973) sets Wesley as primarily Arminian. 

Borner (195 1) stresses high church Anglicanism, while Knox ( 1950) and Davies ( 1963) 

regard hirn as an enthusiast. For Towson ( 1957). the disthctive features of Methodist 

doctrine and organizational structure are chieflj indebted to Moravianim. 

Various "a~nsdenorninational" interest groups have also singled out partxular 

strains of Wesley's thought, and presented them as pre-erninent themes: 

"Evangelicals" bave portrayed a Wesley who looks much like a frontier 
nvivalist; the "social gospel" folk like to sec Wesley the philii~ltbropist 
and social worker; the "holiness" faction stresses the cenaality of his 
doctrine of sanctification; the "ecumenical" types emphasize his catholic 
spirit; the "f'undamentalists" build upon a defined package of his doctrines 
- eac h of aiese, and others besicles, editing Wesley carefully so as to fit 



into a mold that is, not surprisingly, identical to their own (Heitzenrater, 
1989, p. 6 1 ). 

Attempts to locate and characterize Wesley's conversion have similarly attracted 

denominational debate (Rack, 1989, pp. 145- 1 57). The discrepancy involves conceptions 

of conversion that are held by evangelicals versus writen such as Green (196 1 ) with 

"Catholic sympathies" stemming fiom high church Anglicanism. The former group 

defines conversion along Lutheran lines - as an instantaneous event - and therefore sees 

Wesley's 1738 Aldersgate conversion, with its auumption of Protestant justification by 

grace thaugh faith, as decisive. The latter Catholic stance, "'or those unsympathetic to 

evangelical notions of defining real Chn'stianity in tems of a sharp transition from 

salvation by works to salvation by faith", play down the significance of Aldengate (Rack, 

1989, p. 145). In Catholic tradition, conversion as a technical terni means "entering 

religion", or, becoming a member of a religious order (p. 154). More genenlly, 

conversion here implies a conscious and voluntary commitment to lead a Christian life. 

This group holds that it is more nasonable to locate Wesley's conversion in the mid 

1720's, where, as a young Oxford undergraduate, his disciplined commitment to holiness 

and asceticism, influenced by the likes of Jeremy Taylor and Thomas a-Kempis, first 

took shape. 

Whaling ( 1 98 1, pp.2-3) rightly argues that analyses of Wesleyan theology and 

spintuality which emphasize single M n a l  idluences, lose sight of their rich and 

overdetermined character. The diverse aspects of traâition in Wesley's amalgam are 

inextricably bound to each other. Citing Roman Catholicism, Anglicanism, Continental 

Mysticism, the Eastern Fathea and Protestantisrn, Whaling States, 'the Methodist revival 

assirnilated the work of many Christians and .mmy movements. ..the Wesleys inherited a 

Christian tradition at the beginning of the eighteenth centwy that contained a cluster of 

ekments that providcd the background wherein they could &velop their vision of God". 

Several commenuton stress Wesley's theological and doctrinaî syntheses. For example, 



both Rack ( 1989) and Dimod (1926).point to the interface of supemaniral enthusiasm 

and rationalism. Maddox claims Wesley' s anthropology and his Mews on redem ption 

incorporate western juridical emphases (i.e. sin as 3 "debt") alongside ''thenipeutic" 

concems of eastern orthodoxy (i.e., sin as a "disease"), in which redemption is seen as a 

gradua1 inwwd mtoration to God-likeness (Maddox, 1994, pp. 65n). Examples such as 

these are copious in the literature. 

A different tack is taken by authors wch as Thompson (1966), and Outler (1964) 

who dispute the existence of any systematic consistency in Wesley's writings. For 

example. Outler speaks of a folk theological "pastiche" dictated by evangelical concems. 

A more extreme version of this position is articulated by Thompson who holds that 

Methodism, as a system of thought, is unintelligible. This position is inadequate given 

what we know of Wesley's passionate predilection for logical consistency. 

Dryer ( 1983) ho!& that it is not expedient to rely exclusively on theological and 

doctrinal elements if we are to identify consistent themes in Wesley's work. He argues 

that philosophical empiricism, informed largely by Lockean epistemology, is a fulcnun, a 

central organizer in Wesley's synthesis of tradition. "Nothing is known". he writes, '3hat 

cannot be felt" (p. 28). This principle, with its many psychological implications, is 

characteri stic of Wesley's theological stance as revealed in both his sermons, treatises 

and leners, as well as his most notable docmnal disputes. 

For example, in opposition to Anglicans, Wesley held that personal discemment 

of justifying faith was not an intellectual exercise dependent solely on rational 

sel ftvaluation. Faith is experiential and therefore immediately apparent to the semes. 

E pistemological and psychological concerns also highlight his debate with the 

Moravians. Wesley refused to accept Molther's static view of faith which entailed an 

instantaneous and entire renewal of the whole pm (Heitwmter, 1989, pp. 123-1 24). 

Molther held that once this renewal occumd, it was a permanent and unchanging 

disposition. To the consternation of both his Moravian ad Calvinist detractors. Wesley 



fomiulated a dynarnk mode1 of spiritual growth that was doctnnally flexible in 

accounting for both variations in individual exprience, degrees of faith and holiness, and 

periods of regession and progression. In time, Wesley's tbeology would account for 

backsliding, variations in the content and intensity of assurance. and episodes of 

depression and doubt. 

Al! of these subjective variables contradicted the assumptions of pre-election and 

the exclusivity of imputed versus imparted righteousmss. Frorn the Calvinist position, 

Wesley's dynamic spiritualit- was heretical. Since righteousness was not actually infused 

but imputed in a purely juridical manner, and since God's preordained selection of the 

elect was absolute, assurance and holiness could not be conceptualized by subjective 

degrees. For Wesley, proof of the theological legitimacy of imparted righteousness 

mted on its very percepiibility. Thw, as Dryer has shown, Wesley's early break with the 

Moravians, and his abiding rejection of the central tenets of Calvinist doctrine was in 

large rneasure due to his willingness to prioritize psychological considerations: "the great 

controversies of his life al) tmed on points of psychology" ( 1 983, p. 14). 

Wesley's empirical bent, combined with his belief in rigorous self-examination, 

promoted an acute psychological awareness that tempered al1 facets of his views. His 

semons and letters reveal a remarkabk pastoral sensitivity replete with insights oflen 

consistent with basic psychoanalytic understandings of human motivation. For example, 

in explaining why an individual may not be aware of or unable to acknowledge another's 

suite of spiritual perfection, Wesley appeals to various psychological factors that impede 

perception: one's own lack of spiritual vital& guilt over "unrepented sin, which lies 

upon one's conscience"; the cbovervaluati~n" or idealization of the other or convenely, 

the overestimation of one's self (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 334). 

With respect to guilt, Wesley was not unfamiliar with the idea of the denial of 

conscience (cf RangeIl, 1 974). In his sennon on The Wildemess State, he daims that 

one explanation of d t y  and &pression in the puiwt of holiness is  uaacknowledged 



sin. Once sin is identifd through introspection, one may anticipate the return of joy in 

the Holy Spirit (Wesley, 1984-87,Il: pp. 208.22 1 ). Moreover, Wesley rejected the idea 

of "natuial conscience", arpuing instead that moral  conviction^'^ were supematurally 

mediated by the Ho1 y Spirit. Al1 individuals, even those who appear morally bankmpt, 

possess some m a u r e  of "preventing grace" (Lindstrom, 1 946, p. 48). Wes 1 ey daims, 

however, that the "generality of men stifle [their convictions] as mon as possible, and 

after a while forget, ot at lest deny, that they ever had them at all" (Wesley, 1 984-87,11: 

p. 157). Cornmenting on the idea of prevenîent gnice, Outler States Wesley "punues the 

selfexcusing 'natural man' into the depths of his unconscious motives as if there were a 

conscience at their core" ( 1984c, p. 248). 

Along with the denial of guilt, Wesley articulated other psychologically astute 

observations on the topic of sin. For example, immoral behavior and the denial of y i l t  

require a self-deceptive rationalization in the form of collusion. A sinner may nced to 

persuade others to behave sirnilarly in order ?O further reinforce the rationalization (II: pp. 

556 457). Or, in connection with backsliding Wesley realized that despair destroys 

one's sense of mastery. Therefore, it i s  easy to be deceived by appearances. Those who 

persist in a course of sin may not necessarily do so out of presumption, but out of 

hopelessness (1: pp. 2 1 1-2 12). 

Wesley was equally perceptive on the theme of love. The experiential sense of 

God' s pardon and acceptance instills a reciprocal love for God and all his creatures. In 

psychological language, a good conscience creates a shift in the projective cwents which 

often distort interpmonal relations. Wesley writes, "Love prevents a thousand 

provocations which would otherwise &se, because it thidceth no evil 2. One no longer 

infers evil where it does not appear, nor tessons about things which are not seen. ''Love] 

tears up, mot and b m h ,  al1 imgining whkh we have not hm.  It casts out al1 

jealousies, al1 evil smisings, al1 readiness to believe evil. It is frank, open, 

unsuspicious; and as it cannot design, so neither Qes it fear evil" (1: pp. 503-504). Love 



emkates suspicion Wesley's language is consistent with Kleinian thought (Klein, 

1988, p.353). The consolidation of a good interna1 object mitigates both aggression and 

the negative projections which follow. Love conferred upon the ego by its identification 

with a good object obviates paranoid thinking and cultivates b u t  and gratitude. 

Consider Wesley's exegesis on forgiveness as it appears in the Lord's prayer. He 

Al1 our trespasses and sins are forgiven us ifwe forgive, and as we 
forgive, others ... So that if any malice or bittemess, if any taint of 
unkindness or anger remains, if we do not cleariy, fully, and fiom the 
hem, forgive al1 men their trespasses, we far cut short the forgiveness of 
our own. God camot clearl y and fully forgive us. He may show us some 
degree of mercy. But we will not suffer him to blot out al1 our sins, and 
forgive al1 our iniquities (Wesley, 1984-87, 1: pp. 587). 

Here again, Wesley's thinking is reminiscent of psychoanalytic theory. In 

persistently harboring resentmnt and hostility, the superego will not give the ego 

permission to forgive itself. One cm not gain narcissistically what one is unprepared to 

give. Therefore, y i l t  remains. 

Wesley's psychological mindedness is apparent not only in his pastoral insights, 

but ultimately in his articulation of a gaàated mode1 of spiritual development. The 

mode1 presupposes what in modem parlance can be deemed "personality change". 

Wesleyan spirituality entails the active attaiment and permanent consolidation of 

religiously defined motal values. Ideally, this development involves the entire person in 

that it simultaneously effects perception, temperament Pnd character. 

The Centnlity of Pemnality Change 

Pemna1ity change understood as growth in piety and holiness is pivotal in 

Methodism. Lindstrom ( 1942, p. 102) holds that sanctification as an "ethical 

aansformation of the hem and life of man" is the most imporwt conception in 

Wesleyan theology. Sanctification encompasses both "inwd" and "outward" holiness - 
a muisformation of both subjectivity and behavior. in as much as Wesley correlates 



sanctification and salvation, his understanding of salvation extends beyond the Luthenin 

idea of a legal transaction gumteeing eternal blessedness in a friture life (Maddox, 

1994, p. 143). For Wesley, salvation is also a @ual pmcess of growth cornmencing in 

the present: 

. ..What is Salvarion? The saluation which is here spoken of is not what is 
fieqwntly undetstood by that word, the going to heaven, etemal 
happiness. It is not the ml ' s  going to paradise... It is not a blesstng which 
lies on the other side of death, or (as we usually speak) in the other 
world.. .lt is not something at a distance: it is a present thing, a blessing 
which, through the ftee mercy of God, ye are now in possession of. ..the 
salvation which is here spoken of might be extended to the entire work of 
God, fiom the fint dawning of gace in the soul till it is conswnmated in 
glory (Wesley, 1 984-87, 11: p. 156). 

Similarly, in his long elucidation of the Sennon on the Mount, Wesley 

distinguishes between the present and final eschatological aspects of the coming of 

Chnst's kingdom (1: pp. 581-583). nie kingdom i s  "begun below, set up in the believer's 

heart" when he "repents and believes the gospel". Redemptive grace is volwtarily acted 

upon in order to foster an on-going regeneration of the believer's soul: "He taketh unto 

himself his mighty power; that he may subdue a11 things unto himself . He goeth on in 

the sou1 conquering and to conquer, till he hath put al! things under his feet, till -every 

thought' is 'brought into captivity to the obedience of Christ"'. The full eschatological 

"kingdom of glory in heaven" i s  regarded as "the continuation and perfection of the 

kingdom of grace on earth". 

The kinghm is the "immediate miit of God's reigning in the soul" (1: p. 224), 

Clapper ( 1989) and Steele ( 1 994) demonsuate thaî, for Wesley, the "fhits of the spirit" 

refer to a specific set of affécts that vitalize perception, promote happiness, and mohvate 

believers to live in accordance with Christian values. In this way, the kingdom "within" 

is characterircd by "righteousness, and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost", the love of God 

and al1 mankinâ, and a calm serenity of soul that excludes fear (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 



Furthemore, Wesley continudy insisted that the character traits associated with 

regeneration wen conspicuous, and clearly observable. The change i s  so thoroughly 

apparent that those who have been bom of the spirit can not help but be exemplary. 

Their bearing and their actions n a t d l y  instill an evangelizing influence on othen. 

Always carehil to align his views with scripture, Wesley held that genuine Christians are 

the "salt of the earth", and the "light of the world. 

. . .so long as tnie religion abides in our hearts it is impossible to conceal 
it ...' Ye' Chnstians 'are the light of the world', with regard ôoth to your 
tempers and actions. Your hdiness rnakes you as conspicuous as the sun 
in the midst of hegven. As you cannot go out of the world, so neither cm 
ye stay in it withwt appehng to al1 mankind ... it is impossible to hide 
your lowliness and meekness and those other dispositions whereby ye 
aspire to be perfect.. . Love cannot be hid anymore than light; and least of 
al1 when it shines forth in action, when ye exercise yourselves in the labor 
of love, in beneficence of every kind (1: p. 539). 

Wesley also pointed to the indisputable signs of dramatic characterological 

change in his followen. In his ietters he writes, 

Now, transfer this to the case before us: and those who were blind, but 
now see - those who were sick many yean, but are now healed - those 
who were miserable but are now happy - will afford you also a very mong 
evidence of the truth of Christianity.. . 

The habitua1 dninkard that was is now temperate in al1 things; the 
whoremonger now flees fornication; he that stole, steals no more, but 
works with his hands; he that cuned and swore, perhaps at every sentence, 
hes ROW leamed to serve the Lord with f e u  and rejoice with him in 
reverence; those formerly slaved to various habits of sin are now brought 
to unifonn habits of holiness.. .My Lorà, can you dmy these facts? (quoted 
in Lee, 1936, pp. 14 1-142). 

The centrality of personality change within the whole economy of Mehdist 

soteriology was, from early on, reflected in its communal structure. Indeed, the 

hierarchical cast of the Methoâist societies reflected Wesley's conviction that holiness 

entailed persona1 growth and change. The pastoral design of group meetings was directly 

modeled on Wesley's stages of holiness, his ordu saIutis (Rack, 1989, pp. 23û-239). 



Those who had yet to receive the experiential witness of God's pardon (i.e., justification) 

were placed in "classes" of 12, overseen by a spiritually advanced leader. Those who 

had been justified and were actively pmuing the gift of perfection assembled in "bands". 

A select number of the spiritually elite who had received the additional witness of entire 

sanctification met in "select societies" or "seiect bands". This th-t iered division was 

supplemented by a band that ministered specifically to "penitentials", or backsliden 

"who were gown slack" (Heitzenrater, 1 995. pp. 123- 1 34). Rack States that societal 

membenhip itself became a means for defining stages in spiritual development ( 1989, p. 

240). 

Maddox (1 994) has show that Wesley's exegetical approach to scripture was 

infomed by a unifying principle which highlighted four sotenological miths: the 

corruption of sin, justification by faith, the new birth, and present inward and outward 

holiness. Thus. logical consistency in biblical interpretation, like the structure of 

Methodist societies, was in fomed b y the key phases of personal transformation. 

Sanctification and Self-Actualhtion 

At the tum of the century, Starbuck ( 19 1 1) and James (1 982). the founders of the 

psychology of religion, took up the problem of spiritual progess. Starbuck, whose 

informants were predorninantly American Methodists, &voted an entire chapter to the 

topic of sanctification. Starbuck understood sanctification as a more or less complete 

personal adaptation to a set of religious ideals manifesting originally during conversion. 

At conversion, the penon hm accepted a new ideal as his own. It is vivid 
and real enough, but it exists largely as a possibility for fiiture 
developnnit.. .Sanctification is the step, usually afler much striving and 
discontent, by which the personality is finaily identifid with the spiritual 
life which at conversion existed as a h a q  possibility ( 19 1 1, pp. 3 83-384). 

Sanctification is a state in which one is "cleansed" of former temptations and evil 

habits. The absence of intemal confîict is coupled with growth in altniism and the 



conviction that one's life is encompmsed within a greater whole, &en expressed as a 

deeper consciousness of God's presence. 

James expanded Starbuck's obsewations on spintual growth by identifjmg a 

variety of crises that typically preceded conversion and, on this basis, created a generic 

typology (1982, pp. 127-258). A "sick-soul" is initially beset with conflicts arising fiom 

tensions between unrealized existential or religious ideals and a present state of 

deptession cbaracterized by a group of ailments including loss of identity, malaise, guilt 

and anxiety. James set a histoncal precedent by fomulating a depth-psychological 

understandmg of conversion as an instance of conflict resolution. "Subliminal" 

influences in the "subcanscious" incubate towards a solution that resolves the conscious 

problem. The gradua1 or instantaneous emergence of subconscious ideas constitutes the 

revelatory character of conversion, and the sick-sou1 enters the ranks of the '%vice-bom". 

If the rejuvenating effects of conversion are pennanent, the individuel may go on to 

achieve "saintliness" (i.e., asceticism, purity and charity), which may, in am, be 

followed by mysticism. 

Merkur ( 1996a) States that Starbuck's and James' description of spintual progress 

can be seen, from a psychoanalyti'c penpective, as the integration of religious ideais 

within the sense of self Although they may emerge passively during convenion, the 

actual integation of religious ideals occurs aRer a period of conscious consideration: 

"the manifestation of the ego-ideal - Mer ,  positive superego - materials and their 

integration within the ego is analogous to the psyc hoanalpc processes of acquiring 

insight and working it through" (pp. 2-3). 

Following the work of Staibuck and James, academic reseruch has focused 

mainly on the problem of conversion. interest in longitudinal postconvenion personaiity 

development resurned only with Maslow's work on "self-actualization" ( 1970; 197 1 ), the 

Nfillment of the inbom potentiais of the pcrsdity. For example, clinical researchers 

fiom both humanistic and transpenonal schools of psychology studied the relatimhip 



between "pet& experiences" (Maslow's term for unitive ecstasies) and transformations in 

the personality which coincideci with the criteria of self-actualiation (Pahnke et al, 1969; 

Kurland et al, 1973). 

It is therefore noteworthy that Oakland (198 1) and Carter (1981) point to a 

thematic convergence between Wesleyan sanctification and Maslowkm 

self-actualization. Oakland delineates several areas of general concurrence ( 198 1, p. 

162). Faith implies fieedom fiom intemal tension, or Car1 Rogen' notion of b%usnisting 

one's own organism". "Union with Christ" or the "indwelling of the Spirit" is seen to be 

phenomenologically similar to peak experiences. St. Paul's discussion of the fmit of the 

spirit in Galatians 5 is compared to Maslow's profile of the self-achialized personality. 

... love. joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faihfulness, gentleness, 
self-control, [are] not tembly di fferent fiom self-actualization 
characteristics such as spontaneity, humor, acceptance, democratic 
character structure, social interest, deep interpersonal relationships, 
resistance to encultunition, life mission and ethical awareness (p. 162) 

Carter draws a parallel between salvationas the renewal of the image of God, and 

the actualization of persona! potential(1981, p. 155). Furthemore, he. along with 

Hauenvas (1  985), daim thrit Christian matunty is synonymous with the principle of 

"*mngnience", the holistic balancing of affect, cognition and behavior, which is the mark 

of integtity (Carter, 198 1, p. 1 57)). 

Although Dimond's ( 1926) work pfedated that of Maslow, his assessrnent of the 

effects of Methodist spirituality on penonality are remarkably similar to Maslow's 

criteria Dimond speaks of a progressive psychological integretion through which the 

penonality is r a i d  to a hi@ar level of vitality (p. 204). The pnnciple of congruence is 

implied when he nfers io the unification of character, a "cos~dination of al1 mental 

resowces, so that effort and volition provoke no conflict" (p. 204). Methodist conversion 

leci to an increased appnciation of the values of tnith, goodness, and beauty. Echoing 

Maslow's acwunt of the cognitive content of peak experiences, Dimond refen to the 



"normal mysticism of the evangelicai", a self-muiscending sense of continuity with a 

universe that is infused with value and order (p. 268). This kind of sensibility 

spontaneously evokes an attitude of worship and a sense of deep peace (cf Maslow, 

1970). 

Oakland's and Carter's daim that there is a thematic correspondence between 

sanctification and self-actualization opens up a useful line of inquiry. The concept of 

self-actualization talces psychological integration for granted and therefore invites 

comprison with Wesley's depichon of sanctification as "hannony of the soul" 

(Lindstrom, 1946, p. 159). However, several important qualifications deserve mention. 

Firstly, these authors' findings remain far too genenil and broadly descriptive. Oakland's 

correlation of peak expenences with the "indwelliag of the Spirit" and "union with 

Chnst" is vague and needs to be clarified with greater precision. Carter's discussion o f  

sanctification is generic and cuts across traditions. Since the terni is used differently in, 

for example, Catholic, Lutheran and Pentecostal teachings (Alexander, 1989), as well as 

in later incarnations of Methodist theology (White, 1 %6), his conclusions cannot be 

applied universal l y. 

Furthemore, we must keep in mind that sanctification and self-actualization are 

not isomorphic terrns. In contrast to the idea of integration, Cohen argues that holiness 

may also becorne a medium throqh which neurotic and psychotic pathology is played 

out (198 1, p. 145). Because holiness can be present without health, there can only be a 

partial correlation. According to Brierly, the "integistion of sanctity" involves a "'total 

sunender of egditection to super-ego contrd", and is a variation of the more "inclusive 

and democratic hmonizstion of id, ego and super-ego systems" (1947, p. 47). This kind 

of organization is mon likely to kad to conflict and the repression of instinctual needs. 

Merkur nminds us that many mystiçal traditions "shun love, sex, partnership, parents, 

children, etc ..." (1996b). 



As important as these qualifications are, the ideas of integr~tion and moral 

development, so central to the concept of self-actualization. are useful indices of analysis 

for a psychological examination of Wesley's method and mode1 of long-terni spiritual 

development. His understanding of "Christian fnedom" presumes a whole-hearted 

integration of moral values. Active cornmitment to Christian ideals is a result of 

"yieldedness", as opposeâ to "stmgth" (Deiter et al, 1987, p. 35). In king  justifiai, the 

love of God is shed ab~oad in the believer's hem and powerful emotional cunents 

compel the ego to yield, that is, to identify freely and lovingly with its newly acquired 

ideals. Christian service then flows fiom an eagemess to fulfill the law, and not a 

coercive sense of obligation that is fraught with ambivalence and fear. Put differently, 

superego imperatives become more fully accepted by the ego, and interna1 conflict is 

thereby reduced. 

Various authors provide overarching assessments of the general effkct of 

Wesley's regenerative vision on the lives of his disciples and followen. Church stresses 

self-enhancement through the acquisition of a new standard of moral values ( 1948, p. 3). 

Moral conviction brought confidence, purpose and peace to othenvise hopeless lives. 

Ramage holds that conversion led to a "marked and permanent reformation of 

character and a general increase in penonal contentment and eficiency" (1967, p. 

143). Rack, although wary of facile gneralizations on the overall achievements of 

Methodism. daims it is reasonable to suppose that "an elite achieved a hi@ degree of 

devotion and sacrificial semke, and that a larger number achieved a more orcîerly, moral, 

civilized and indeed happier life than they would have without their faith" ( 1989, p.436). 

The comrnentary on the topic of spiritual developnent and sanctification that 

exists within the purview of Wesleyan studies has ken lsrgely histoncal (e.g., Gunther, 

1 989; Heitzentater, 1 989; Rack, 1 989), sociological (e.g., Thompson, 1 963; Werner, 

1984) or theologieal (e.g., Lindstrom, 1950; Deiter et al, 1987). There are as yet no 

sustained psychological discussions of both conversion and post-conversion sequmces 



and dynamics, nor of the religious techniques wd to achieve sanctification. Given that 

various authoa refer to the beneficial effects of Wesleyan spirituality and its integrative 

influence, the problem is highly significant and wanants systematic treatment. If we are 

to speak of psychological integation, two questions natunilly arise: what is it that is 

king intepteci, and how may we define the prior state of disintegration? In the 

following chapter 1 will answer these questions by examining three common 

traumatogenic experiences that were a part of 18th century childreanng practices in 

England. 

Tbeory and Data 

In Wesley's witings, the process of sanctification is characterized by a series of 

standard vicissihdes occming within successive stages of development. Furthemore, as 

Methodist autobiographies show. idiosyncratic progressions, regressions. complications 

and distortions arise due to variations in individual personal ities and li fe circ umstances. 

For this reason, the theoretic basis for the present study will reflect the approach of recent 

psychoanalytic writings on the topic of personality transformation and religious 

experience (e.g., Fauteu, 1994; Merkur, 1998a). These works presume a multifaceted 

and sophisticated understanding of religious experience that does not intrinsically 

patholo@ze the data. Of particular importance in this regard is the role of ideals and 

idealization. 

According to Bacal and Newman (1990, p. 260), prior to Kohut's work on 

narcissism, psychoanalytic views on idealization focused on resistance - the need to 

defend against contempt and hostility. For example, Klein emphasizes the relation 

between idealizatim and splitting ( H i n s h e l w ~  1991, p. 3 19). The former is used as a 

means of warding off aggression stemming fiom the pressures of the death Qive. Writen 

such as Reik (1953; 1954; 1960) and Chasseguet-Smirgel(1985), both of whom see the 

ego ideal as a regressive precunoi of the superego proper, point to the way in which 



idealization is connected to the destruction of the rea'ity principle, and the ego's ihobility 

to accept its limitations. Kohut, on the other hand, argues that idealization is a basic and 

fundamental need in psychological development. An "enfeebled self' is provided with 

"nutrients" through mirnoring and identification with idealized sel fsbjects (Bacal and 

Newman, 1990, p. 260). In a similar veih Eigen writes: "In instances of serious 

personality impoverishment, contact with ideal images can genuinely nourish the ego, 

build supplies, and restore hope, as well as stimulate and support the need for meaningful 

work" ( 1993, p. 9 1 ). It is significant that when Freud first formulated the concept of the 

ego ideal, he claimed it played a facilitating role in sublimation ( 19 14). Moreover, 

notwithstanding Klein's primary conception of idealization as a defense, she was aware 

that "a stable psychic development also requires the preservation and enhancernent of the 

imago of the idealized good parent or parents" (Sagan, 1988, p. 1 89). 

As we shall see, religious ecstasies and unitive experiences play a key role in 

Methodist spirituality. Because unitive ecstasies are psychological States of ideality, they 

too have been pathologized along lines similar to that of idealization. Lewin ( 195 1 ) 

holds that mystical unity is a fonn of manic denial predicated on onil regression to an 

ideal state of fusion with the breast ( 195 1 ). For Hartocollis ( 1974; 1976) mystical 

expenence is motivated by anxiety over intemal aggression and is therefore an elaborate 

reaction formation. Along with Lewin, Hartocdlis refers to the passive-regressive fusion 

of the self and nwturing breast in the service of &nial. Chasseguet-Smirgel(1985, p. 

2 17) also defines mystical unity as a fom of pathdogical ideaiity. lnstead of submitting 

to the demands of the reality principle, mystics experience an oedipal trîurnph through 

fantasied fusion with the predipa l  mothet. 

In line with Waelder's ptinciple of multiple fmction (1930). 1 suggest that the 

that the uses and fùnctions of idealkation are vanable, complex and overdetennined. 

Judgment as to whether idealizing transferenccs or unitive nptwes are inherenily 

abpive or pathological lose sight of the &en indeterminate array of human 



motivations. Either-or perspectives are irreducibl y m yopic. W, ccommenting on the 

relationshi p between m ystici sm and ''ideal experiencing", makes the sarne point. 

What I am emphasizing, however, is not the traâitional analyttc agenda of 
pathological, defensive, or compensatory uses of thex various degrees of 
dyadic unity in mystical experiencing. As M i c k l  Eigen has elaborated 
in a series of papers, For Freud, ideal experiencing, tbat is, states or 
moments of beatific (or horrible) perfection, in which 1 would include the 
mystical states, usually involved sornething in disguise - mother, father. 
xx ,  aggression and so on. Lacan, Winnicott and Bion (and implicitly also 
Enkson), on the other hand, look at ideal experiencing in its own right, as 
a spontaneously unfolding capacity for creative experiencing. This 
copociîy can be deployed definsively as has been spelled out in detuil in 
the F r e u h n  ilterature, but it is not coteminus with deferne (emphasis 
added; 199 1, p. 28). 

No âoubt, idealization may function as a resistance. Equally important, however, 

is the fact that these ternis may be revened. Healthy forms of ideai experience may 

themselves be subject to resistance (Hartmann and Loewenstein, 1962, pp. 6243;  

Eigen, 1993 p. 68). The sarne applies to unitive ecstasies in that they may bc both the 

outcome and object of defense (e.g., Fautew, 1994 pp. 52-82; Merkw, 1998, p. 95; 

1999a, pp. 1 14-1 2 3). Since states of ideality are central to the Methodist pursuit of 

"perfection", the sarne array of dynamics are discernible. For example, although 

Methodist ecstasies present the ego with ideals to be utilited towards greater degrees of 

psychic integration, their emergence rnay be hindered by repression. Or, when they do 

manifest, they may not only enhance certain facets of psychologi'cal functioning, but also 

simultaneously reinforce dissociative trends. in some instances, unresolved unconscious 

conflicts direct1 y attac h themselves to otherwise healthy and nonanflicted ideals and 

convert them into non-inkgrative neurotic compromise formations. As in the dream 

work, the divenity of conscious and unconscious meanings, motivations and processes 

involved in the determination of unitive experiences requircs a subtle and diffemtiated 

d y s i s .  Therefore my appruach is genetally indicative of Feutew's "dialectic 

perspective" in which religious experiences bover behmea p i e s  of pethology and 



adaptation, conflict and resolution, regression and progression. Although unitive 

experiences can be used to achieve geater wholeness, they may also cater to "hidden 

fears" and "childish needs" ( 1994, pp. 1-7). 

The primary sources of historical data for the present snidy are two-fold. The 

phenomenological Qlineation of stages, dynamics and techniques in Wesley's mode1 of 

spiritual development will be derived primclrily from four volumes of sermons assembled 

in The Bicentenniui Ediriun of the Worh ofJohn Wesley. This will be supplemented by 

other data from relat ed treatises, conespondences and memoin. 

One must bear in mind that Wesley's rnodel and pastoral insights were, in large 

mesure, shaped by direct obseniation of the experiences of his followen (Gunter, 1989, 

pp. 40, 209-21 1; Rack, 1989, pp. 157,548-550). By the late l7SO's, partly as a result 

of a second Methodist revival which came into full Fruition in the following decade, 

Wesley's delineation of sanctification came to be almost entirely infmed by others' 

accounts of their persona1 experiences. Therefore, dong with Wesley's writings, 1 will 

be paying particular attention to Methodist autobiographical narratives that highlight 

spiritual development. A funher rationale for the supplementation of thie data is the 

inevitable distinct ion between the "ministry 's teac hing and laity 's response" (Cohen, 

1986, p. 2 1 ). 1 have avoided citing matenal from third person accounts in otder to 

maxirnize the persona1 accuracy of written descriptions Following Albin's lead ( 1985), 

the primary source of first-hand accounts is Wesley's Armrnian Magazine, first published 

in 1 778 (and continued as the Methodisr Mugciine after 1 798). Autobiographical 

narratives wete regular inclusions in each issue. Citations from autobiographical texts 

published independently of the magazine - memoin and diaries - will also be included. 

Finally, occasional cornpankm to materials h m  nlated Christian traditions will be 

made in onkr to dari@ and ampli@ the pkmmenology anci psychology of early 

Methodist spirinrality. 



CHAPTER 2 

Trauma rad Conflict in 18th-Century British Chiidmaring 

Wesley's personal history, data derived fiom the autobiographical accounts of his 

followen, and the literature on childrearing and social conditions during this period, 

reveal three cultwaily normative phenomena co~ected to childhood experience. These 

are forms of autocratic prenting, an inordinately hi@ rate of mortality and childhooà 

bereavement, and precocious religious preoccupation with death, judgrnent and 

damnation. The stresses induced by these phenomena, which in some instances reached 

traumatic proportions, compliaited emotional development and led to disintegrative 

ruptures between the ego and what is referred to as the "positive superego" (Lederer, 

1964). Some discussion of the latter concept is required. 

The bulk of psychoanalytic literature focuses on the negative and punishing 

features of the superego which are denved from unresolved childhood conflicts. The 

positive dimensions of the superego which foster non-conflicted egomotivation, 

sublimation, selfesteem. and intimate relations with othen have, unfortunately, been 

largely overlooked. These are crucial components in the functioning of a healthy 

personal ity . However, several authors, including Schafer ( 1 !%O), Ledeter ( 1 964), 

Schecter (1979) and Josephs (1989) have written articles and monogmphs on the topic. 

Schafer makes a convincing case that the construct is already alluded to by Freud. 

The positive superego hes an important protective function in representing the 

intemalization of lonng parents or primary objects. It afEords courage, endurance and 

allows for the tolemtion of pain, privation, mistreatment and abandonment, what Saul 

refers to as "inner sustainment" ( 1970). 

The positive superego is implicated in the vicissitudes of self-esteern. In living up 

to one's ideals, the ego experiences relief, satisfaction, self-respect and pride. For the 

purposes of clarity, it is important to keep in mind the technical distinction between ego 



ideals and the superego as a whole. The former are properly regarded as funciions of the 

latter (Jacobsen, 1964; Milrod, 1990). Ego ideals are abstract and depenonified 

structures derived from representations of loved and admired qualities of the primary 

objects. They provide a reference point for the ego's achievements in reality (Laplanche 

and Pontalis, 1988, p. 144) and generate aspirations and direction, along with measures 

for selfcritical evaluation. Because they instill admiration, the ego's ability to both 

pmue and reaiize ideal standards becomes the bsis  for an on ping sense of selfesteem. 

The superego, as an ovenirching and autonomous structure, additionally engages in 

selfsbservation and the application of judgments of conscience in connection with the 

attainment of  ideals (Freuâ, 1933a ). In as much as the positive superego is the locus of 

values, it is, in health, characterized by strength and vitality. It is thereby involved in 

sublimation and in imbuing the personality with a sense of conviction and detemination. 

Loewaid (1962) and Lederer ( 1964) argue that the superego equips the ego with a 

decisive vision of the future, a "destiny" (Lederer, 1964, p. 29). Positive superego values 

promote self-transcendence and concem for other individuals (i.e., conscience). Lederer 

conceives of the superego as an othemess within the self - as an intemalization, the 

superego and its values are "good company", they provide "the ability to be alone" (pp. 

38-39). The imaginative use of various object representations through which the positive 

superep is constructed ensures the ability to identiQ with the subjectivity of others and 

therefore facilitates empathy and intimacy (Furer, 1967). 

The combined psychological effects of invasive parental authotitarianism, early 

loss and the morbid preoccupation with divine judgment are mutualiy reinforcing. Each 

of these items impacts negatively on the intedization of ego enhancing representations 

of parents and primary caretakers. Rage, grief and anxiety promote disintegrative 

defenses such as splitting and repression, which in hini obstxuct the consolidation of the 

positive superego. 



Rambo maintains thet the study of conversion is multifaceted, thereby 

encompessing the realms of cultural, social, personal and religious systems ( 1993, p. 7). 

Because they are intimately linked to these categories, we need to study the three 

disruptions in childhood experience. 

Susanna Wesley's approach to childrearing exemplifies a mode which Greven 

calls "evangelicai" ( 1  977) and Rubin refers to as "evangelical nurture" (1 994). For these 

authon, evangelical childrearing is primarily geared towards the religiously sanctioned 

goal of breaking the toddler's will (p. 48). It is characterized by an autocratie imposition 

of demands for impulse control at a time when the child is, from a maturational 

perspective, unprepared to comply without resorting to disniptive defense mechanisms. 

Susanna's children were, from birth onwards, "put into a regular method of 

living" (Greven, 1977. p. 36), which included strictly maintained schedules of dressing, 

sleeping and feeding. This would assure "that the infant's needs and desires would be 

shaped into conformity with the intentions and plans of the parents" (p. 36). Susanna's 

principle aim was to subdue and conquer the child's self-will in order to instill early on a 

sacrificial attitude necessary to fulfill the will of God and to secure etemal life (p. 1 16, 

Newton). She believed that parents who indulged the child's obstinacy, the inherited 

residue of Adam's rebellion, were aligned with the devil in condemning the child to 

etemal damnation. The following quotation is taken fiom a letter Susanna sent to her son 

John, offering advice on the proper method of childrearing: 

In order to form the min& of c h i l h ,  the first thing to be dont is to 
conquer their will and bring them to en obedient temper. To infom the 
understanding is a work of time, and mu t  with chilâren proceed by slow 
degrees, as they are wiable to bear it; but the subjecting the will is a thing 
that mu t  be done at once, and the sooner the better, for by neglecting 
timely correction they will contract a snibbornness and obstinacy which 
are hardly ever &r con~uereà, and never without using such severity as 
would be as painFul to me as to the child..When a child is correcte4 it 
must be conque- and this will be no hard matter to do, if it be not 
grom headstrong by too much indulgence. And when the will of the 



child is totally subdueà, and it is brought to revere and stand in awe of the 
parents, then a great rnany childish follies and inadvertencies may be 
passeci by ... no willful transgression ought ever to be forgiven children 
without chastisement less or more, as the nature of the circumstances of 
the case may require. 1 insist on the conquering of the will of children 
betirnes, becaw this is the only stmng and rational foundation of a 
religious education. without which both precept and example will be 
ineffectual.. .then a child is capable of king pverned by reason and piety 
of its parents till its own understanding cornes to rnaturity, and the 
principles of religion have taken root in the mind (quoted in Greven, 
1977, p. 38). 

The inculcation of fear as the handrnaiden of discipline was essential to the 

process. Susanna insisted on corporal punishment from an early age, and writes that 

when her children ' M e d  a year old (and some before) they were taught to fear the rod 

and to cry sofily, by which means they escaped abundance of correction which they 

might otherwise have had ..." (p. 36). As a result, '%ut most odîodious noise of the crying of 

children was rarely heard in the house, but the family usually lived in as much quietness 

as if there had not ken a child among them" (p. 36). Notwithstanding Susama's zealous 

concem for the welfare of her chilben, Greven (1991, p. 20) draws attention to her use of 

physical punishment in order to enforce control and silence her children by fear of pain. 

Daily infiactions such as entenng the kitchen without permission camed a strong threat 

of such reprisal. 

Wesley's sermons On the Education of Children (Wesley, 1984-87, III: pp. 

347-360) and On Obcdience ro Parents (nI: pp. 361372) clearly indicate that he was in 

full agreement with his mother's views. in these writings, Wesley augments his mother's 

recommendetions with a rhetoric that is more urgent and severe than his mother's. He 

writes: "Why, disobedience is as certain a way to damnation as cuning and swearing. 

Stop him, stop him at first, in the narne of God. 'Do not s p e  the rod and spi1 the 

child'. If you have not the kart of a tlger, do not Ove up your child to his own will, thpt 

is, to the devil" (m: p. 367). Tirelessi persisteme in the brcaking of children's wills is 

necessary in order to be "clear of their blood" (ID: p. 353). Children should be taught 



that they are "more ignorant, more foolish, and more wicked than they cm possibly 

conceive" (III: p. 356). Wesley's passionate objection to a parent's expression of warmth 

and affeçtion - a conviction legitimated by compassion for the child - reveals an 

ambivalence that is preswnably the fiuit of his own subjection to the regime he himself 

...[ fondness] is usually mistaken for love: but Oh, how widely different 
from it! It is  real hate; and hate of the most mischievous kind. tending to 
destroy both body and soul in hell! O give not way to it any longer, no not 
for a moment. Fight against it with your might! For the love of God; for 
the love of your children; for the love of your own soul! (III: p. 369). 

Evangelical numire produces several distinctive psychological effects. Rubin 

refen to a "culture-bound syndrome" rwted in Protestant ideology (1 994. p. 10). Basic 

trust and the attainment of confidence in one's sense of agency and mastery are 

considerably thwarted. Condemnation of willfulness and autonomy interfere with the 

toddler's gradua1 movement out of pnmary identification with sri ambivalently perceived 

parent. The guilt and shame that are attached to self-assertion create conflicts which 

become increasingly evident in the beginning of adolescence and onward into adulthood. 

Individuals may become ensnared in an oscillating cycle of rebellious acting out against 

parental and religious noms, which is then followed by guilt rîdden repentance and 

submission. 

The parent's equation of love and punishment is acceded by the child so that the 

pursuit of sel f-acceptance is imbued with masochistic qualities. Wesley expresses the 

alliance between love and punishment when he writes, "ûne of the grratest evidences of 

Gd's love to those that love him is to send them afflictions with grace to bear hem ... we 

feel pleasure in the midst of the pain, fiom king afliicted by him who loves us, and 

whom we love" (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 368). 

As a result of the infant's dependency on the patent, and the threat of physical 

retaliation, rage cannot be expresseci openly and is consequently tumed inward as guilt. 



The peaistence of unconscious aggression is reinforced by the identification with the 

punitive parent as an intemal censor; this compels the individual into endless rounds of 

submissive expiation. The early crystallization of a harsb superego means that proneness 

to depression is a defining symptom of evangelical numire (Greven, 199 1, p. 44). In 

Klauber's psycho-historical discussion of the doctrine of predestination, he points out 

that the introjection of "damaged and revenpful" images of t he parents unconsciousl y 

legitimates the idea of damnation (1974, p. 254). 

The chronic fear and actuality of punishment in childhood impairs the 

development of empathy (Greven, 1991, pp. l27-28), the "ability to put oneself in the 

place of others and to understand how they feel and experience life". Lapses in the 

ernpathic imagination impose limitations on the individual's ability to commune and be 

intimate with othen without experiencing conflict and dread. In this way, experiences of 

inner solitude, emptiness and loneliness are heightened. 

In sum, the most prevailing pathological consequences of evangelical nurture are 

the splitting of intemalized parental representations, intrapsychic conflict, and the futility 

of willful action connected to the proscription of autonomy. As we shall set, the 

psychological themes described above are symbolically repeated in Wesley's writings on 

the repentance phase which precedes justification and the new birth. Justification is 

viewed as a metamorphosis of one's ptevious expenence of God. A dramatic shift is  

effected between a wrathful deity who cannot be appeased by the irnperfect reparation of 

fallen mortals, and an al1 loving father who offers unconditionai forgiveness through the 

passive gifi of faith. 

We h o w  for certain that Wesley's inf'cy and childhd was consistent wiih the 

main features of evangelical nurtwe. The practice is historically linked to hiritan styles 

of chilârearing (Newton, 1968, p. 107; Pinchbeck and Hewitt, 1%9, p. 263; Byman, 

1978). Moore states that Susanna's letter provides valuable insights into the chilârearing 

practices of 18th cenniry England (1974, p. 32). He suggests that the popularity of 



Wesley's message dMng the early revival may have been due to the way in which it 

resonated with those who also had the same kind of "over controlling, close-binding 

rnother". 

Rack however, argws that there is no clear evidence to suggest that Susanna's 

approach was normative (1 989, p. 54-56). Data on Euopean childrearing practices 

between 1600 and 1800 is sketchy at best. E d e  (1989, p. 233) States that apart fiom 

fiagmentary excerpts, "silence surrounds every aspect of childhood". Amidst 

inconclusive evidence, a debate has emetged concerning general attitudes of parents 

towards their offspring. Stone holds that because high rates of mortality led to parental 

indiffetence towards children, they tended to be treated in a harsh and unloving marner, 

and were frequently beaten. By the second half of the 17th century, there was a shifi in 

attitude arnong the middle ranks towards a more kind and encouraging relationship. 

However, the majority of social historians reject Stone's thesis on the basis of 

"wirepresentative sources and selective quotations" (Earle, 1989, p. 232), and see little 

change in child-parent relations between the 16th and 19th centuries. Most parents loved 

their children, and the fear of losing them only intensified their tendemess. Pollack, who 

sides with this position, questions the common assumption of a Puritan preoccupation 

with original sin and the practice of infant will-breaking (1983, p. 120). Eatle (1989, p. 

232) finds Pollack's views more convincing than Stone's, but he cautions against 

overgeneralization. Pollack's work is based on extracts frorn British and Amcrican 

diaries and autobiographies. Although thne sources conîain clear evidence of benevolent 

and affeçtionate attitudes of parents towàs  children, they do not provide details on 

child care, discipline, early education and so forth. 

We cannot, therefore, assume that evangelical nwnire was a culturaily normative 

mode of childrearing in 18th centwy Britain. Still, there i s  ~ ~ c i e n t  evidence to suggest 

that a general ethos of parental iiuthoritarianism prevaileâ, pomoting comparable, if not 

exactly identical, effects in psychic deveiopment. Rammage malces the point that 



although the period of Puritan plitical ascendancy came to a close in the previous 

century, its psycho-social effects continued to reverberate through British culture. 

Puritan ideology became incorporated into "social conventions and parental anitudes, 

and Ipcguated] itself as a slowly dirninishing quantity for several generations aAer its 

original source had dried up" ( 1967, p. 200). According to Lorence (1974). parental 

styles during this pend cm be placed into two broad categories. The first is typified by 

indifference and minimal contact with children, and was most common among the upper 

classes and aristocracy. On the other hand, intrusive parents belonging mainly to the 

middle classes, molded and supewised their children, usually for religious reasons. It 1s 

generally held that economically dnven values associated with emergent middle-class 

domesticity dovetailed with t h s e  derivedfrom Puritan culture. The list of similarities 

includes self-control (i.e.. the govemment of passions and appetites), obedience, sobriety, 

and industry. These qualities were instilled by exploiting the child's sense of shame 

(Plumb, 1975, p. 69). 

I t  is thus important to note that a large proportion of Wesley's followers were 

poaitioned in the "middling ranks" (Dimond, 1926, p. 32; Hempton, 1996, p. 3; Rack, 

1989, pp. 9,22, 173,4404 1 .). Rack refers CO the mistaken assurnption that the majority 

of Methodists were outcasts belonging to the lower orders (pp. 438-439). Middling ranks 

of tradesmen, artisans, crabmen, industriai workers, etc. "were the real target of 

Methodism and the backbone of its mernbership" (p. 22). This sector constituted a 

rapidly increasing reading public whose sensibilities were shaped by a genre of 

devotional literature of high Anglican and Puritan piety. nKse publications were a 

substantial part of total publishing. Texts such as Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living and Holy 

Dying, as well as William Law's Serious Cafl to o Devouî and Holy Life were essentially 

ascetic in emphasizing self-control, duty and mord concem. Most books written 

specificaily for parents focused upon moral issues - the naed to inculcate in the child a 

fear of God and a respect for parental authority (Earle, 1989, p. 234). Earle's analysis of 



middle class wills is consistent with this view (p. 235). Fathers conveyed great concem 

about education and funire careers of children. In some instances, sons were disinhented 

for disobedience, unfaithfulness and lack of duty. Overall, there is little evidence of 

pampering and toletance of disobedience. The expression of filial honor and respect was 

encoded in a fonnal discoutse of bowing, kneeling or standing in the presence of parents. 

Earle characterizes middle class homes as "quiet" and "sombcr", where children were 

"seen but not heard", and "whisked away" if they became a nuisance (p. 237-238). A 

parent's desire for respect and obedience "created a more formal relationship than is 

suggested by some authorities" (p. 239). 

Locke's influential 1693 essay on the education of children is believed to have 

inaugwated a new awareness in child psychology, a more tolerant attitude supplanting 

the autocratie mindset of the Puritans (Plumb, 1975, p. 65-70). His view of the child 

shifted away fiom the conception that condensed willfulness, wickedness and original sin 

(Bayne-Powell, 1 939, p. 5 1 -5 2). Optimal educational development was now seen to be 

realized in an atmosphere of liberty devoid of "nagging and scolding". A proper 

facilitating environment and course of education would foster the innate goodness of the 

child and minimize the propensity for evil. However, Locke was equally concerned with 

the virtues of self-control, and his pre-eminence as a "chief educational authority" would 

contribute to prevailing middle-class domestic values in the foilowing century. Locke 

advocates an ascetic course in childrearing when he writes: "[Children] should be 

hardcned against al1 suRering, especially of the body, and have no tendemess but what 

aises from an ingenious sharne and a quick sense of reputation" (Locke, 1964, p. 145). 

He also states, "as the strength of body lies chiefly in king able to endure hardships so 

alw does that of the mhd" (p. 40). 

The prevailing conviction that children should k "hardeneci" as a means of 

inducing self-restraint was physically realized in the custom of infant swaddling whereby 

physical movement was dically resmcted fiom birth (Lorence, 1974, pp. 16-1 7). 



PIumb sees a direct association between this practice and the deliberate cultivation of 

subservience (1975, pp. 65-66). Swaddling wss rationalized, however, as a way of 

ensuring the proper growth of the skeletal structure and to protect internai organs 

(Rendle-Short, 1960, p. 100). Babies were ordinarily swaddled up until the second half 

of the 18th century when, as a result of increasingly vocal criticisms by physicians such 

as Cadogan and Buchan, the practice was gradually given up. In 1803, Buchan wrote the 

following: 

There is not any parts of my professional labors which 1 nMew with 
greater pleasure, than my exercions in early life to rescw infants fiom the 
cruel torture of swaddling, of rolling and of bandages. When 1 first 
ventured to take up the subject about half a century ago, it certainly 
required the ardor, courage and enthusiasm of youth to animate my 
opposition not only to the prevalence of customs and the stubbornness of 
old prejudices, but to the doctrines of the Faculty themselves (quoted in 
Rendle-Short, 1960, p. 105). 

As in evangelical nwture, middle class parenting encouraged precocity by 

"catapulting children into adulthood" (Lorence, 1974, p. 18). According to Pinchbeck 

and Hewitt ( 1969, pp. 264 tT.) children were regarded and treated as little adults, subject 

to the same religious pressures and disciplines as their forebears: "Parental anxiety and 

ignorance o f  developmental psychology conbibuted to the idea that childhood was but a 

brief introàuction to the heavy respnsibilities of the adult world" (p. 299). Youthfd 

precocity traces back to the Puritan substitution of a modly independent "inner 

direction" for "worldly values". Sommerville daims that Puritans recognized and 

encouraged a degm of intellectml and moral autonomy in childien (1978, p. 13 1 ). The 

danger Iay in a potential overestimation of the child's natural capacities, such that other 

psychological needs in the area of dependency were neglected. Similar to the fact that 

the Puritans deveîoped a rational chilàren's literature in lieu of folklore (p. 13 1 ), we find 

thet betwcen the 16tb and 18th centuries, there were virtually no books written to "divert 



and entertain children" (Pinchbeck and Hewitt, 1969, p. 299). There was, however, a 

surféit of works dedicated to their moral and religious edi fication. 

Leonore et al. (1987, p. 22). state that the middle rank's concem with controlled 

behavior was in part a response to wicertainty created by shifting economic forces, as 

well as the "depredations of illness" caused by fever, choleric epidemics, and 

consumption. Swivon of financial min and other devastations such as loss of kin 

would be dependent solely on their laboring skills in order to swive. What is more, the 

commercial activities of the middle class gave irnpetus to formalize and codiQ its 

domestic and vocational realms, thereby reinfotcing the ethic of behavioral control (p. 

26). Another motivating factor is specifically religious. In Pollack's sample of 

autobiographical extracts taken from 18th-century England, we see parents grieving the 

loss of children and anticipting re-union in the hereafier ( 1987, p. 1 26- 1 27). High infant 

mortality rates combined with parental separation anxiety would reinforce the early 

irnpartation of these behavioral trends to ensure the child's salvation. Finally, it is not 

surprising that parental authoritarianism held sway given the hierarchical cast of society, 

imbwd as it was with "the idea and practice and mentality of 'dependence"' (Rack. 

1989, p. 6). 

Evidence also suggests that floggings and other forms of corporal punishment 

were typical in the home, as well as schools and other educational facilities in the public 

domain. In an essay on "flogging", published in the Gentiemn 's Magcine in 1735, the 

author marvels that no writer has yet "treated professeâly of the art". A respondent's 

reply to the essay is rathet telling: ''1s not this sort of correction common in almost every 

family, as well as every school in Great Britain? W h  geat wonder that no leamed 

Dissertator has told us what everyone knows" (quoted in Pinchbeck and Hewitt, 1969, p. 

303). Ede  (1989, p. 233) refea to the omnipresence of corporal punishment in British 

life during this period. It was regularly advocated in conduct books, and exacted by 

parents, tachers, vocational trainers and conectional authorities. Even someone as 



liberal as Locke advocated it as a last resort. Furthemore, he believed corporal 

punishment was suitabie for chilàren too young to be persuaded by reason alone (Plumb, 

1975, p. 68). 

Instances of parental beatings are frequently reported in Methodist 

autobiographical narratives. For example. Hester A m  Rogers describes her father, an 

Anglican minister, as "beset" with the sin of anger (1832, p. 5). 

He was a man of strict mords ... of real piety. 1 was tniined up in the 
observance of al1 outward duties, and in the fear of those sins, which in 
these modem times are too often deemed accomplishments. I was not 
suffered to name God but with the deepest reverence; and once for feiling 
o lie. I was corrected in such a manner as I neverforgot (emphasis added; 
P 3)- 

ln celebratory tones, Thomas Payne recounts how his father did not spoil his 

children by sparing the rod: "[he] always remonstrated and then conected. His well 

timed corrections seldom failed to leave some good impression upon us" (Arminiun 

Maguzine, 1 78 1 ,  p. 58 1 ). Thomas Rankin was "severely beaten" by his father for 

tighting with school mates (Arminian Magcine, 1779, pp. 182-183). For lying, Richard 

Moss was "whipped severely" by his father, who told him he was "in the way to Hell" 

(Arminiun Magcine, 1798, p. 3). Being a man of violent temper, John Oliver's father 

infomed his son that he would "knock bis] brains out" if he associated with Methodists, 

and was known to break sticks and chairs on John's back (Aminicm Maguz;ine, 1779, pp. 

In surn, the domestic values associated with the rise of middle class culture in the 

18th century, promoted a genus of psychological and behavioral trends akin to chose 

wtiich characterize evangelicai numue. It is not unteasonable to assume tbat the 

combined impact of parental intrusion, the inculcation of selfaontrol and obedience, 

psychologid and physid "hardening", precocity and various corporal punishments 



would create corn plications and di ficulties in emotional development comparable to 

those connected with evangelical uprearing. 

In the autobiographical narratives published in Wesley's Arminian Maga-ine, we 

find that chi ldhd bereavement is exceedingly common. The list of names reporting the 

loss of parents, sibling and other relatives, is exhaustive. Wesley himself was one of 

nineteen children, only nine of whom swived to reach manuity (Wallace Jr.. 1997, p. 8). 

During his era, life expectancy was 35 years, and this was coupled with a rnarlcecily high 

rate of infant mortality (Rack, 1989, p. 8). Families were ofien devastated by epidemics 

of small pox, scarlet fever, consumption, typhus, malaria, thrush, tubercuIosis, 

etc.(Bayne-Powell, 1939, p. 157; Pollack. 1987, p. 93). The omnipresence of illness and 

death is captured in John Nelson's autobiography when he explains how he received a 

letter infonning him of numerous misfortunes - his daughter and father in law were dead, 

his mother sick and son feared to be dying, and his wife lamed by an accident with a 

horse (Nelson, 1842, p. 30). 

Common reactions to early loss have been documented by Bowlby. He refers to a 

"defensive exclusion", or deactivation of the child's attachent needs and behavion 

( 1980, pp. 46-52; 1988, pp. 70-7 1 ). Unresolved mouming or the chronic threat of 

sepration may promote a permanent deactivation, a sealing off of attachent structures 

which thcn impeàes the ability to expenence closeness and intimacy with others. 

Bowlby's lia of disordered variants of mouming includes features consistent with themes 

in the Methodist literature. For example, unresolved mouming may generate a hope of 

reunion which is expresseâ as the desire to die in order to join the lost parent (1980, p. 

354). At the age of eleven, James Rogers lost his father. For some time, he was 

inco~lable and would have gladiy given anythmg to have died as well. klieving he 

was unprepared for judgment, Rogers be@ his brother to tell him what he must do to 

be saved, convinceci that when he was ready, God would take him (Anniniun Magazine, 

1789, p. 349-3 50). Momver, several Methodists descni ecstasies in which rapturous 



emotions are so intense that one wishes one could die in order to be more Mly united 

with Chnst or God the Father in heaven (e.g . , A rminian Muguzine, 1 78 1 , p. 585; 1 784, p. 

52 1). Bowlby also refers to persistent guilt due to a child's ego-centric pmlivity for 

self-blame and reactive aggression (1980, p. 361343).  With respect to rage, Bowlby 

writes: "...there is no experience to which a young child cm be subjected more prone to 

elicit intense and violent hatred for the rnother figure than that of separation" (1960, p. 

24). These trends generally coincide with the legacy of guilt in Methodist literature and 

the frcquency of recurring cycles of depression. 

Unitive ecstasies (usually occumng at the moment of justification or 

sanctification) are normative in early Methodist experience. It is noteworthy that several 

authors have suggested a relation between mystical experience and the loss of significant 

othen (Zales, 1978; Aberbach, 1 987; Nixon 1995. 1 996a. 1998). To swnmarize, these 

writen hold that experiences of mystical unity may in part be motivated by an attempt to 

resolve gnef stemming from incomplete mouming. The lost objects. fiequently parents, 

are consciously or unconsciously equated with the religious or supernatuml object of 

union. Nixon (1995, p. 9-10) adds that complications in the mouming process due to 

guilt reinforce ascetic selfdenial in mystical practice. 

A third area of pathogenic potential in 18thtentury British childrearing is the 

early preoccupation with morbid themes of death, divine judgment and damnation. This 

cultural pattern is a parbcular form of precocity. and again is genealogically linked to 

Puritanism. (Pinchbeck and Hewitt, 1969, p. 269). In Grace Abounding to the Chief of 

Sinners, perhaps the most distinguished of Puritan conversion narratives, Bunyon recalls 

how even pleasure deiived in ordinary play was spoiled by the recriminations of his 

conscience. 

These things, 1 say, when 1 was but a child nine or tcn years old, did so 
dis tm my soul, that when in the rnidst of my many sports and childish 
vanities, ami& my vain companions, 1 was so oeen much cast down and 
affiicted in my mind therewith, yet couid 1 not let go my sins. Yea, 1 mis 



also then so o v e m e  with despair of life and heaven, that 1 should 0 t h  

wish either that there had been no Hell, or that 1 had been a devil - 
supposing they were only tomentors; that if it must needs be that I went 
thither, I rnight be rather a tormentor, than be tormented myself (quoted in 
Delamau, 1990, p. 5 19 ). 

Delameau writes, b'Excessive feelings of guilt in e d y  childhood, despair, sadistic 

temptations: Such are the deik vistas opened by this exceptionally loaded text" (p. 5 19). 

So much of children's religious literature in the 1 7th and 1 8th century is chanicterized by 

an "inability to appreciate the fiindamental differences between the nature of the 

religious experience of the child and that of the adult ..." (Pinchôeck and Hewitt, 1969, p. 

266). For example, James Janeway's A Token for Children, a Puritan text that had wide 

distribution well into the 19th century, infonned children that lying, tniancy, Sabbath 

breaking and neglect of prayer incites God's insufferable fury: ". .. When they beg and 

pray in Hell fire, God will not forgive them but there they must lye forever ... are you 

willing to go to Hell and be bumed with the Devil and his Angels? ... How do you know 

that you might be the next child to die?" (quoted in Pinchbeck and Hewitt, 1969, p. 266). 

Wesley wwites in much the same mariner: "1s it not coninon to Say to a child, 'put yow 

finger into the candle ... can you bear it even for one minute? How will you bear Hell 

fire?"' (Wesley, 1984-87, III: pp. 39-40). The erasure of psychological differences 

between child and adult is also evident in Janeway's instructions to young simen that 

they must retire in private and implore G d  for his forgiveness. 

... fa11 upon thy knees and weep and rnoum, and tell Christ that thou are 
afraid that he doth not love thee, but that thou would fain have his love; 
beg of him to give thee his grace and pardon for thy sins, and that he 
would make thee his child: tell God that thou dost not care who don't love 
thee, if G d  will but love the;  say to him Father, hast thou not a blessing 
for me, even for me? O give a Christ; O give me a Christ: O let me not 
be undone for ever. ..(quoted in Pinchôeck and Hewiti, 1969, p. 266). 

In English popular literature in the 17th and 18th centuries, perhcululy in 

religious chapbooks and low cost books, visual images of death and final judgrnent are 

favored over other types of Cbnstian iconography (Delameau, 1990, p. 510), and up into 



the 19th cenhiry, childnn's works continwd to couple moral instruction with morbid 

themes of damation. Plurnb speaks of a "savage and macabre mak" in attitudes 

towards children, and cites the "salumy" practice of corpse viewing et Wesley's 

Kingswood school( 1975, p. 83). In 1 770, during a tevival, the Kingswood students 

viewed the body of a dead neighbor. Some of the boys becarne so alamied that they 

rehed  to sleep until they had been safely wnverted (Rack, 1989, p. 359). 

Gniesome accounts and visual representations of unrepentant deaths along with 

the unthinkable prospect of etemal damnation brought considerable nervous strain to 

tender min& Distress was M e r  exacerbated by first-hand exposure to the vagaries of 

illness and the reality of loss. It is therefore not surprising that Wesley should refer to the 

prevalence of night tenors: 

I know not whether [Satan] may not have a hand in that unaccountable 
horror with which many have k e n  seized in the dead of night, even to 
such a degree that d l  their bodies have shoot Perhaps he has a hand also 
in those terriQing dreams *ch many have, even while they are in perfect 
health (Wesley, 1984-87, III: p. 27). 

In Methodist autobiographies, descriptions of night terrors and anxiety dreams 

accompany recollections of childhood brooding over hell and damnation. Richard Moss, 

whose narrative is mentioned earlier in connection with physical beating, writes that, at 

the age of five, he tesolved to stop swearing for fear that it would send him to hell 

(Artniniun Magazine, 1798, pp. 3-4). Afier king severely whipped by his father, he 

becarne "temfieâ" for a p e n ~ d  of three years. Moss, whom, it should be n o t a  also lost 

his mother at the age of three, experienced nightful dreams on a weekly basis. His family 

was kept up at night as a result of his screaming in his sleep. Resembling a pattern of 

exhaustion common in adults undcrgoing depressive crises prior to conversion, Moss' 

night tenon drained hirn of his M l y  strength. These episodes caused him to becorne 

"serious and thoughffii" - he couid no longer take pleasure in play during the final years 

of his schooling. In this example, we sec how the wmbined effects of early loss and 



physical punishment orchestrate a religiously iwpired dread of conscience. Hester Anne 

Rogers, also previously mentioned in context of corporal punishrnent, refers to her 

self-recnminations as a child (1 832, pp. 4-5). On one occasion, "her conscience accused 

her geatly" because she had neglected her nightly round of prayer. Consequemly, she 

had a vision of Satan appearing at her bed side and shrieked so loudly that her parents 

were roused. AAer that, Rogers became unemhgly diligent in prayer. 

Allusions to early morbidity and the precocious dread of conscience are 

comrnonplace in Methodist autobiographies. Mrs. S.N. found peace with God at the age 

of three (Arminian Magazine, 1789, p. 525426). In the following years she frequently 

wished she had died at that time. Upon tuming six, she realized she was a "hell deserved 

simer" and larnented that she had ever been bom. S.N.'s resolutions to do away with sin 

were continuslly broken and renewed, making her "very uneasy" when she was alone. 

Since her convictions became stronger as she grew older, S.N. began to devote henelf 

regularly to hours of prayer and self-examination, and kept a w&en record of her 

transgressions which she would confess to God, "sometimes with much brokeness of 

heart " . 

Before she was ten years 014 Catherine Corbett believed God was striving with 

her by his Holy Spirit (Arminian Magazine, 178 1 ,  p. 535). 

1 spent many hours in secret, weeping, and praying to the Lord, to take me 
to himself I was so much afraid of pride, that I could hardly be penuaded 
to put on new clothes, lest they should rnake me think better of myself; 
and 1 had continual fear of doing or saying anything to offend God: so that 
my relations used to say, ''The child is not for this world". 

Thomas Tennant was raised by parents who were converted to Methodism. 

T t ~ m t  mnemben having convictions of sin fiom his childhooddhood Although he was able 

to "get r i d  of them as he grew older, he was less successtitl in "shaking off the fear of 

death". Pnor to the age of fourteen, Tennant expenenced an acute p i c  atîack 

pncipitated by guilt over idling on the Sabbath (Aninian Magcine, 1779, pp. 469.470). 



One Sunday aftemoon, when I had sauntered up and down St. James's 
Park, 1 went into Westminster-Abbey, not for devotion, but to pass away 
time. I had not been there long before 1 was sûuck with a homble dread! 
My sins were set in array against me! I hastened out of the Church, but 
did not expect to get home dive. I seemed ready to expire, and was to my 
own apprehension "Condernn'd the second death to feel, Arrested by the 
pains of Hell!". 1 cried to the Lord in an agony of fear, who heard me 
fiom his holy place, and came to my deliverance. My dread and horror 
were in a measun removed; and I resolved never more to spend any part 
of the Sabbath in merely seeking my own pleasure. 

In several instances, precocious manifestations of morbidity and severe 

conscience are clearly associated with early loss of primary objects and general exposure 

to death. James Rogers believed that the spirit of God strove with him when he was four 

years old. 

On hearing a passing bell, or seeing a corpse, 1 was very thoughffil, and 
would often ask my parents pertinent questions about a fiitlire state. On 
seeing lightning, or hearing a loud clap of thunder, my fears were usually 
alarmed to a high degree; and the more so as an impression always 
followed me, that it was God speaking fiom the clouds; and as I generally 
expected at these times, that he was just descending to judge the world, 1 
woutd run to the door to see him corne! Such ideas as these were much 
increased and confirmed by several drems, which I hudfiom my infanq, 
about Jeuth, judgment, heaven and hell (emphasis added; Anniniun 
Magazine, 1789, pp. 347-348). 

When Rogers was ten, he dreamt of an apofalyptic scene in which the earth was 

set ablaze. "Bad people" and "many of my play-fellows who were accustomed to lie, and 

cheat, and play on the Sabbath were "struck with inexpressible horror and 

consternation". Feeling a "most painful anxiety" for his own safety, and "deeply 

conscious" of his unreadiness for judgment, Rogers' tenor toused him from his sleep. 

The &am Iefl a solemn impression for severai weeks and fiom this time fowrd, he 

sought instruction on how to become prepared to 'meet F s ]  judge with comfon". 

On losing his rnother at the age of four, Thomas Lee was removed to his uncle's 

home. 



From my early days, the Lord was at times powerfully working upon my 
soul. Frorn ten to eleven years of age 1 was exceedingly distrest. 1 
genemlly saw, as I thought, Hel1 kfore me, and believed it was to be my 
portion ... my life became a burden to me. For on the one hand, Hel1 
appeared intolerable, and on the other 1 found no delight in the senice of 
God, so that my àays were consumed in trouble. Frequently did I murmur 
against Go& and oAen wished to be annihilated (Aminian Magcine, 
1780, p. 25). 

At some undisclosed penod during his early schooling, Charles Hopper describes 

hoa his "favorite and oniy" school teachet succumbed to what is depicted as religious 

melancholy, ostensibly triggered by his involvement in a card game one week aAer he 

had received the sacniment at Ryton church (Anniniun Mugcine, 178 1. pp. 25-26). 

Whether or not this portrayal is an accunite account of the cause of the depression is 

beside the point. What is psychologically significant is Hopper's understanding of the 

meaning of his tacher's depression, which became increasingly more acute, culminating 

finally in suicide. Hopper writes: 'b'ïhis melancholy event made my hem tremble, and 

was a rneans of bringing some serious thoughts into my mind about hemen, heli, Jeuth, 

and judgmenr" (p. 25). These "imptessions" persisted until he became severely il1 for 

two years. Hopper, reduced to a "mere skeleton", was pronounced incurable by his 

doctor. The prognosis shocked hirn into serious prepration for a future life. Later in the 

namitive, however, he portrays something of his youthful sadism: "1 took pleasure in 

hanging dogs, worrying cats, killing birds and insects, mangling and cutting them to 

pieces" (p. 26). One evening, Hopper and his cornpanions triwnphantly pekd a group 

of frogs with stones. Later that night he was "requited by Gd: 

... 1 dreamt I fell into a deep place full of ftogs, and they seized on me fiom 
head to foot, ami begun to eat the flesh off my bones. 1 was in great tenor 
and found exquisite pain until I awoke, sweating and trembling, and half 
dead with fe8r (p. 26). 

Hopper immediately adds that it was arowid this time that his fadKr died of 

conswnption. It is important to note the rhythm of trauma and response which 

punctuates the account of his childhood Complications in mourning cm be seen in 



Hopper's "serious" tum to thoughts of death and damnation following the loss of his 

beloved school teacher. His phrasing suggests that the ensuing illness was the natuni1 

outcome of his ruminations. The reparative tum to holiness is spoiled by aggression, 

maliatory dreaà, and m e r  loss. Hopper's story conveys a dynamic pattern which is  

paradigrnatic in Methodist biographies. The psychological impact of early loss, the 

working through of sadness and rage, is thwarted by depictions of Gd's inscnitable 

~ 1 8 t h  and his temfying arsenal of punishment. A vicious circle of intrapsychic conflict is 

set up - rage is fiirther exacerbated and acted out in various ways, only to be met by the 

fear of punishment, and the compromise of despomlency . 

As a result, one can detect a recurrent mode of development in Methodist 

biographies which has psychological coherence, and is not sirnply the product of 

rhetoncal flourish or discursive style (e.g., Aminiun Maga-ine, 1780, pp. 25-26; 1780, 

pp. 650-65; 1798, pp. 3-5). We continually see a trajectory beginning with early loss of 

parents, siblings, friends etc., followed by the onset of a bad conscience and broodings 

over death and damnation. Anxiety and depression are variably persistent until they 

corne to a decisive head in adolescence and early adulthood. The stresses involved in 

negotiating adult autonomy are deepened by the smiggle to maintain allegiance to 

arnbivalently held parental and religious noms. Early adulthood is cheractetized by 

conflict, by oscillations between profane "revelry" and "mirth" (e. g., horse races, 

drinking, card playing, dancing), and resolutions to withstand the temptaiions of "sin". 

Since there is no joy in either of these positions, individuals describe themxlves as 

helplessly lacking in resolve, and continually overcome by "evil passions'.. This period 

of life is hught with shame, s m w ,  d e t y ,  depression and an increasing sense of 

futility. The futility experienced in attemphng to adhere to religious idcals is precisely a 

mult of the vïcissihdes descriid above. Persistent conflicts and unresolved mourning 

means that superego goals and directives are unconsciously infuxd with aggression and 



are regularly resisted such that the urge to succurnb to what is viewed as unholy, is 

overdetennined by a need to rebel, to act out the aggression. 

The repeated descriptions of psychological pain and distubance in these writings 

is not just a namitive device - it is cu~(~u1ly consistenl with their paîr exprienees. h 

light of the prevailing social-historical factors that are clearly apparent in the nanative 

accounts, preconvenion depression and conflict in «uly adulthood is psychologically 

consistent with the cornbined effects of harsh parenting, early loss and the culturally 

sanctioned emphasis on judgment and damnation. The convergence of these elements 

suggests that the recwrent themes in Methodist biographies are not simply a function of 

rhetorical devices emphasizing exaggerated depictions of chronic discontent. 

In ternis of emotional developrnent and the integration of the positive superego, it 

is clear that the psychological effects of these three culnirally normative traumas are 

mutually reinforcing in various ways. For example, evangelical numire and harsh 

parental authoritarianism diminish the child's empathy for the parent. This creates o 

dlffive sense ofloss of a more emotionally inclusive relationship, even in the living 

presence of  the parent. Bowlby holds that the demise of particular facets of relatedness 

to caretaken, as for example, the loss of the mother's love, "is in very mith, a 

bereavement" ( 1  %O, p. 38). Moreover, ambivalence towards the authontarian parent 

would complicate this "bereavement" even further if the parent were to actually die. 

Also, we have already seen how morbid preoccupation with damnation disrupts 

mouming. Al1 tfrree of these scenarios e f k t  the consolidation of autonomy. They 

invoke wunanageable aggression, and produce a range of affective dispositions including 

anxiety, rage, depmsion and guilt. 

In as much as there is continuity arnong these traumas, we may assume that 

mernories and fantasia of a wide range of experiences, al1 of which shared a cornmon 

emotionrl meaning, were thernatically condenseci, or biought together in the 

unconscious. In other woràs, significant moments in early development, those which 



contributed directly to the intedization of self and object images, becme 

emblematically grouped, or superimpsed into organized units of psychic structure (cf. 

Grof, 1976, pp. 46-77; Kemberg, 1976, p. 70; Lichtenberg 1989, pp. 253-293). These 

groupings, or what Lichtenberg refers to as '"mode1 scenes". are expressed in cultural 

narratives and myths. According to Freeman (1981. p. 337), individual myths "contain 

cornplex, condensed representations of many of the intrapsychic confïicts and 

developmental phases encountered by the child during the course of development". 

Keeping in mind what we know of Wesley's own childhood - evangelical numire and the 

multiple loss of siblings - we can observe the condensation of these core relational issues 

in his commentaries on hell and the fdl. 

In Wesley's view, the horrors of hell are primarily organized around the theme of 

loss. For the inhabitants of heli, the misery of sepration from loved ones is key: "niey 

are tom away from their nearest and dearest relations, their wives, husbands, parents, 

chiidren, and. ..the fnend which was as their own soul. Al1 the pleasure they ever enjoyed 

in these is lost, gone vanished away. For there is no friendship in Hell" (Wesley, 

1984-87, 111: pp. 34). The most unendurable loss is banishment from God himself Since 

G d  is the center of al1 created spirits, separation fiom him amounts to an etemity of 

unrest and destruction (III: p. 35). The pain of separation is made worse by the 

unendurable pangs of a guilty conscience, one that is  likened to the etemal gnawings of a 

wom that never dies (III: p. 36). Suffering is ruurlentingly sadistic: "No sleep 

accompanies that darkness.. .And be their suffering ever so extreme, be tbeir pin ever so 

intense, there is  no possibility of their fainting away - no, not for a moment" (HI: p. 4 1 ). 

In essence, Wesley's hell is a nightmare of sevend relationships and tortured 

absences, ''the punishment of loss". His description of those 'Yom away" fiom their 

loved ones is nminiscent of the language of kreavement. Moreover, loss is obviously 

w ~ e c t e d  to disobedience and willful infiaction so centrai to the psychology of 

evangeiical nurture. Sin dcsaoys an original intimacy with the parentdeity. In hell, 
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reprobete spirits are depnved of their natural rest in God, for whom they were created, 

and Mead are plagued by the burden of unbearable absence and guilt. The latter is 

intensified by several factors including the awareness of one's responsibility for the loss, 

the awareness of Goci's wrath, and the agonized penistence of the passions and tempers 

(e.g., rage, envy, jealousy, revenge) which destroy the boad to the very objects that are so 

desperately desired. 

In this way, hell is emblematic of a developmental conflict wherein aggression in 

response to discipline and conditional love dimi~shes the child's original sense of 

intimacy with the parent. The penistence of unconscious rage and envy towards the 

authorbian parent can not permit of reparation and the recovery of the original bond, 

thereby creating a permanent breach in the quality of relatedness. The central struggle in 

what Klein calls the depressive position (1988) (the fear that one's aggression will 

destroy the good object) can be seen in Wesley's depiction of the way in which a 

profound longing for divine presence is simultaneously coupled with the "unholy" 

passions and tempers which are responsible for the etemal rupture between the sou1 and 

God. Put differently, Wesley's interpretation of hell is an ideal rendering of the "worst 

fears" of evangelical numire - that ambivalence over issues such as the parent's invasive 

discipline, conditional acceptance, and the hstnition of autonomy will culminate in total 

rejection and the permanent los  of attachent. (My use of the expression "worst fean" 

is meant to imply thet not al1 expriences of loss were necessarily couched in an 

underlying psychology of guilt and punisiment. Although the cultural scene encouragecl a 

modal tendency in the direction 1 have described, we mut  assume that there were also 

Îndividuals whose sense of loss was primaril y based on love, and whose grief was not 

inordinately complicated by confiict). 

The same developmental issues are pment in Wesley's commmtary on Adam 

and the fall (Wesley, 1984-87, II: pp. 189-190). In the beginning, Aâam existed in a -te 

of perfection. Because he was created in God's image, Adam was endowed with the love 



and know1edge of his creator. The pericxi of undisturùed intimacy and inmnence at the 

start of creation represents an early state of attachent charactenzed by an unambivalent 

identification with an all-good parent. However, Adam's will hl disobedience, an act 

oral aggression (eating the forbidden miit), severs the bond between himself and God. 

Again, Wesley prioritizes themes of separation and loss: Adam "dies" to his maker, and 

"loses the li fe of God. Because of his infiaction, Adam is deprived of God's favor. 

Instead, he is, for the first time, subject to the power of servile fear. or, the threat of an 

angry parent whose love is denied in the face of the child's wicked display of willfùlness. 

The loss of pnmal intimacy is M e r  encoded in Adam's attempt to hide himself fiom 

God's presence, an image symbolic of the child's need to conceal his emotions. Adam's 

offense "kills" his soul, such that he becomes steeped in wickedness, comipt, abominable 

and wholly unclean (Lindstrom, 1946, p. 22) . Here, expressed in the idiom of rnyth, we 

see the crystallization of an early superego formed in the wake of parental antagonism 

and the child's stniggle to assert initiative and autonomy. Wesley's commentary clearly 

evinces a developmental line. With the increasing biological maturation of the infant's 

motor skills and general mobility, along with growing sophistication in mental 

development, the emotional placidity of the child's initial dependency relationship with 

the parent becomes disrupted by new developmental advances in the direction of  

autonomy - developments which are met by the parent's disapproval. 

Tbe Split Imago 

The developnent of interna1 representations, or schemas of self and other derived 

from interpersonal transactions, d o l d  in a developmental sequence which organizes 

these materials into higher order psychic structures that contribute directly to the 

hctions of d i t y  testing, relatedness to ohers, and the rrgulation of drives and affects. 

According to Blan et al, the dwelopmental sequence moves fiom "enactive. affective, 

and physicalistic to symbolic and abstract" ( 1997, p. 352). Therefore, object 



npresentations are cruciai ingiedients for the development of psychic structure; the 

depersonification and abstraction of representations is key to the consolidation of the 

positive superego. Theorists fiom several SC hools of psyc hoanal ytic thought emphasize 

the synthesis of polanked parental representations as part of the on going integration of 

the psyche (Mahler et ai, 1975; Kemberg, 1976; Klein, 1988). Because it is predicated 

on the intemalization of  primary caretaken, one cause of distortions in superego 

development is due to failures in the synthesis of libidinal and aggressive dimensions of 

parental representations. Anectively opposed object representations, or split imagos, 

produce various kinds of complications including strong ambivalence, conflict, 

repression, oscillations between idealization and devaluation of self and other, shifts 

between elated and depressive rnood States, etc. 

The three culturally normative traumas of 18thtentury British childrearing 

encouraged the polarization of self and object representations. For example, Greven 

daims that evangelical nurture and invasive parental authoritarianism provide adequate 

circumstances for the emergence of split imagos (Greven, 199 1, pp. 14 1 - 147). M e n  

parental love is based on the conditions of absolute obedience. and steeped in threats of 

physical punishrnent and the withdrawal of affection, the child is highly prone to the 

defensive splitting of love and rage. As a result of dependency on the parent, rage 

attached to images of a hostile object and a hurniliated self are either isolated or subject 

to repression. In this way, they are denied the opportunity for their affective extremis to 

be tond dom and tmnsfomied by assimilation with positive representations. Greven 

argws that the repression of rage in evangelical nurture fosters an enduring ambivalence 

that is reflected in "permanent impulses to aggression and destruction" (p. 142), as well 

as contradictory representations of God as both a loving father and as a fearsome and 

angry task-master. These tmids are observable in Wesley's advice to parents on how to 

insîmct c h i l h  about the love of Gd: "Think what he can do! He can do whatever he 

pleases. He c m  strike me or you dead in a moment. But he loves you; he loves to do you 



g d  (emphasis added; quoted in Madâox, 1994, p. 63). Also, it is crucial to keep in 

mind that oscillations7 reconciliations and transformations in these differing 

representations of the God imago are central to Wesley's mode1 of spirinial development. 

With respect to early las, contradictory emotions based on abandonment rage, 

guilt, and the need to idealite the lost object also encourage the splitting of self and 

object representations in order to maintain psychological equilibri um . 

Evidence of split imagos and marked ambivalence are common in Methodist 

autobiographies. As a child, Sarah Crosby idealized the figure of ksus: "From my 

childhood 1 had desires to serve God, and in prticular to love Jesus Christ, and often 

wished 1 had lived when he was upon the earth, that 1 might, like Mary, have sat at his 

feef and followed him, withersoever he went" (Anninian M-ine, 1 806, p. 4 19). At 

the sarne time, however, she also felt a "painful wish" that she "might be as good as 

anyone was". Funerals made her fret about her mortality and whether or not she would 

go to heaven when she died. Crosby concludes the opening paragraph of her narrative 

with reference to her unmmerly nature: "Yet I was extremeiy rude and heedless, u, that 

sorne who knew me feared for me" (p. 4 19). Crosby's fleeting surnmary of her childhood 

accentuates contradictory emotions that are reminiscent of evangelical numire. Her 

idealized view of Jesus and her desire to serve and bask in his loving presence are offset 

by fears of not king good enough for divine acceptance. This promotes reflections on 

the perils of dying unprepared for judgment: "When 1 die what will become of my souk if 

1 wen but sure of going to heaven, 1 would not care what becPrne of my M y "  (p. 419). 

nie jwtaposition of love and fear is followed by a reference to aggression, as expressed 

in her discourteous behavior. 

At the age of seventeen, after a period of growing guilt over such worldly 

"distractions" as singing, dancing and card playing, Crosby's conflict of ambivalence 

climaxed in a rnorbid panic attack. 



. . . while sitting alone, 1 was struck. as I thought, with death; king  seized 
with a cold üembling from head to foot, which increasing, 1 ditectly fell 
on my knees, and prayed the Lord to forgive my sins, and Save my soul. 
Al1 that 1 h e w  to be sin was then placed before me; so that 1 had but little 
hope of mercy. But while I laid myself down to die, my strength came to 
me again, for which 1 was very thankful, and made great promises to live 
to God; but did not put them in practice till some rnoaths afier ..." (pp. 
4 19-420). 

Ambivalence marks Crosby's entire account. She had a "strong proopensity to 

delight" (p. 4 19) in profme diversions, although their unholy charecter lefl her feeling 

guilty and unhappy. After overcoming the fear that God would take her life, she is 

grateful for king  spared and rnakes great promises, the realizations of which, are 

promptly postponed for several more months. 

William Hunter was put to school early and taught to read the scriptures fiom 

childhood. His recollections convey two cwrents of feeling towards God: "I felt a degree 

of the fear of God when very Young, and sweet drawings of love. Sornetimes the 

thoughts of death were dreadful to me, so that 1 felt very unhappy" (Armrnian Mugcrne, 

1779, p. 589). Following this admission, Hunter immediately recounts a nightrnare: "1 

once drearned that Satan came to me, and would have me: when 1 waked 1 was full of 

fear, and prayed much that 1 might be delivered fiom him ..." (p. 589). Given Hunter's 

apprehension of God, along with his thoughts of death, the Satan nightrnare can be seen 

as the negative pole of a split representation of deity. Hunter then refiects on his father, 

whom he says was "severe" and instilled in him much "dreaâ" (p. 589). Hunter, 

however, justifies his father's harshness with the daim that his own disohdience 

wananted such tnatment. Here again, an abbreviated account ofchildhood is organized 

by conflicted patîems of ambivalence: Hunter experiences sweet drawings of love 

towards Goâ, but fears him in connection with "dreadful" thoughts of death. In paral lel, 

Hunter also "dreads" his earthly fath«, but experiences guilt and "[shame] before the 

Lord* for having been responsible for provoking his fathet's wrath (p. 590). 



When contradictory images of the parent remain largely separated from one 

another, the ego's continually shifing identification with an approving and then rejecting 

object makes for a series of mood swings between rapturous acceptance and depressive 

dejection. Widely divergent self and object images prevent relative constancy in 

selfesteem. 

Long accounts of spiritual stniggie and growth in Methodist autobiographies are 

regularl y characterized by vacillations between el ation and depression, ideal ization and 

devaluation and perpetual efforts to keep unmanageable hostility in check. In tandem 

with the style of Puritan and other Protestant conversion narratives, it is common in 

Methodist accounts for writers to refer to cycles of "iebellion" against God, ranting and 

blaspheming against the Holy Spirit, followed by despair and, in the exberne, reactive 

suicida1 impulses (Rubin, 1994, p. 129). Sarah Ryan's narration of her spiritual 

difficulties illustrates this trend. One evening at a Methodist class meeting, the "power 

of God ovenvhelmed [her] soul" (Arminian Magazine, 1779, p. 302). Entering into 

trance, Ryan fell back in her chair and lost her eye-sight. Immediately, Jesus appeared to 

her "inward sight" (p. 302). This vision (along with words that were "applied with 

power" during the following moming) convinced Ryan that her sins had ken forgiven (p. 

302). She rejoiced and continued full of "lighî, happiness and heaven" for six weeks (p. 

302). However, introspection of sin, part of the Methodist punuit of sanctification, 

caused Ryan to doubt whether she really possessed faith and was ultimately forgiven by 

God. Frustratecl by her lack of certainty, Ryan experienced a compulsive hostility that 1s 

noticeabl y offset by attempts to safeguard h a  adoration of Gd. 

And feeling such enmity against God, I oAen thwght, "Must I always b 
this burden? If God can deliver me fiom it, he s h d .  I long to wonhip him 
in the beauty of holiness". But al1 this time 1 was exceedingly distressad 
and tempted of the devil. And when 1 attempted to ptay, those thoughts 
were continually suggested to me, that the Lord Jesus was only an 
impostor, and the scnptwe a cunningly devisad fable (p. 303). 



Ryan's dejection was deepened when she discovered that she harbored an id01 in 

her breast (an abiding atîachrnent to an absent husband) that stood between her sou1 and 

God. Consequently, she "continued in gret distress and anguish of soul" (p. 303) until 

an Eastet service when she again had words applied during communion and mis 'bfilled 

with light and joy and love" (p. 304). For six weeks, Ryan "went on in glorious light and 

wss taken above temptation" (p. 306). Once more the cycle repeated itself Her 

awareness of the evil which remainecl in her heart, now "more dreadful then ever", 

triggered a "violent" retum of her "old temptation, of denying the divinity of Chnst" (p. 

304). Ryan's attempts to conscientiously apprehend her "enmity" against God, a 

practice which was essential to spiritual renewal, simultaneously invoked doubt over 

divine acceptance, and caused further hsaation and aggression. intermittent episodes of 

ecstatic communion along with renewed ossurances of divine forgiveness provided 

temporary respite from her worry, leaving her spiritully exhilaratcd until the 

introspection of sin deflated her yet again. Ryan's palpable ambivalence led to 

alternat ing perioâs of identification with an idealized and then devalued and rejecting 

image of God. 

John Haime's autobiographical account is a remarkable example of an individual 

whose 1 i felong spiritual stniggles were punctuated by cycles of unbearable depressions. 

and unitive nipnires that provide only fleeting corn fort and reassunince (Arminiun 

Magazine, 1780, pp. 207 K). Haime's elaborate depiction of his profound ambivalence, 

aggression ami retaliatory anxiety begins with a short synopsis of his childhood. The 

description is paradigrnatic of a lifelong conflict: "...I was undutifid to my parents, and 

much given to Cursing, Swearing Lying and Sabbath-breaking. But 1 was not easy in this 

way, being often abid ,  that the devil would toke me away" (p. 208). A great deal of 

Haime's dcsultory life is spent wandering and traveling in solitude; although lonely, he is 

continually uprooting himself and fleeing fiom permanent relationships with others. 



Tyrannized by a savage superego, Haime's battle with his intense aggression produces a 

variety of symptomatic States and actions. 

Haime speaks of demonically infûsed (i.e. compulsive) "reasonings" or doubts 

conceming ''the king  of a God, which intensifid '?il1 ms] senses were aimost gone" 

(p. 208). Although the latter phrase is a standard trope in these narratives, there is strong 

evidence to suggest that the laquage is psychologically accurate. On one occasion, while 

traveling as a preacher in Ireland, Haime's distress induced a temporary fugue state, 

leaving him deprived of his senses and disoriented. Supporting himself by a gate in the 

r d  he was insensible as to where he was, where he came fiom, and where he was going 

(p. 309). Haime also experienced compulsive temptations to blaspheme: "[Satan] so 

strongly tempted me to blaspheme God, that 1 could not withstand (p. 208). Aggression 

was met with retaliatory dnad of damnation and despair. Haime speaks of tus efforts to 

ward off powefiul urges to utter blasphemies publicly in church (p. 210), and in one 

panicular instance, his attempt to maintain self-control resulted in a spontaneous 

eruption of blood fiom his nose and mouth (p. 267). Despair over unmanageable 

aggression tnggered such vehement suicida1 impulses that he was once camed into 

hospital, "just dropping into hell" (p. 265). 

One indication of the extent of Haime's aggression is the frequency with which 

concrete manifestations of the demonic appear in his narrative. For example, at tirnes he 

was unable to close his eyes and sleep lest he should be snatched away by the devil and 

wake up in hell (p. 209). He ofken experienced demonic nightmares. One evening, as a 

result of his resentment towards God, Hahe decided not to pray before going to bed. He 

consequently felt a "hell in [his] conscience" and was Whroughly persuaded, the Devil 

was in the rwm: and... fùily expected every moment, that he would be let loose upon 

[hm]" (pp. 209-2 10). Reifications of the bad object were sometimes coupled witb 

hystena: 



... one day as 1 was walking alone, and faintly crying for mercy, suddenly 
such a hot blast of brimstone flashed in my face, as almost took away my 
breath. And presently after, as 1 wslked dong, an invisible power stnick 
up my heals, and threw me violently upon my face (p. 267). 

Haime's aggiession not only precipitated guilt and extnme self-loathing, but 

ultimately created an unbearable isolation that took on cosmic proportions. Some of 

Haime's descriptions of his loneiiness are phenomenologically similar to Laski's 

category of desolation ex penences which are characterized by features exact- opposite 

to unitive ecstasies (cf. peak experiences): chaos venus unity; incarceration versus 

liberation; anguish and grief versus joy and peace; abandonment and exile versus contact; 

emptineu versus enlargement ( 1% 1, pp. 162- 163). Merku. holds that desolation 

experiences are directly related to unitive ecstasies in that they represent the inversion of 

unitive ideas - inclusion, relation, propriety etc. (1  999% pp. 1 20-1 2 1 ). Therefore, the 

cognitive-affective contents of desolation experiences may be viewed as the product of 

tesistances against unitive ideation due to conflict. Unitive ecstasies are symbolic 

manifestations of ego ideal materials (kartman, 1998a). Since ego ideals are 

developmentally rooted in intemal object representations, the inverse relation between 

desolation experiences and unitive ecstasies is generall y connected to the con flictual 

dynamics of the split imago. 

The desolation experiences reported by Hairne evince ideas of negative or inverse 

unity. Separation, loneliness and self-blarne are projected as cosmic totalities. While 

wandering moumfully in solitary places, he felt as if aff o h m  were content except 

himself, and klieved that be had no place in heaven, having sinned beyond mercy 

(AmMian Magcine, 1 780, p. 208). Furthmore, both God and humanity had 

abandoneci him: "1 thought, there was none that loved me now, none that hed any 

concem for my soul, but that God had taken away fiom everybody, the affection, they 

once haâ" (p. 272). The cosmos is perceived in ternis of persecutory absences. 



I could not look a man in the facr, nor bear to be in any 
company. ..everything was a burden to me.. .The roads, the hcdges, the 
trees, everything seemed curseâ of Goci. Nature appeared void of God, 
and in the possession of the Devil. The fowls of the air, and the beasts of 
the field, al1 appeareâ in league against me (pp. 265-266) 

In keeping with the unitive logic of synchronicity, events in the extemal world are 

brought into direct personal relation to Habne as projections of his intemal reproaches 

and, in this way, manifest in the form of negative synchronicities. 

ui rough weather, it was often suggested to me, "This is on yow account! 
See, the earth is cursed for your sake; and it will be no better till you are in 
hell.. .Evcrything seernrd to make against me. I could not open the Bible 
anywhere but it condemned me (pp. 171-272). 

Throughout the narrative, Haime experiences intermittent raptures which bricfly 

restore his sense of cosmic inclusion and relatedness to others and Gd. The following 

two examples occur early on in Haime's account. 

One day ... l cned aloud ... "Oh that thou wouldst hear my prayer, and let 
my cry corne up before thee!" ... He took away al! my sorrow and fear, and 
filled my sou1 with peace and joy in the Holy Ghost ... al1 nature seemed to  
rejoice with me.. .But 1 was so ignorant, I thought I should know war no 
more (emphasis added; p. 2 1 2). 

The next moming as 1 was going to water my hotse, just as hr: enter4 the 
river, in a moment 1 felt the love of Cod flowing into my soul. lnstantly 
al1 p i n  and somw fled away. No fear of hell or the Devi l was lefi; but 
love io ail munkind nowjiiied my ruvbhed sou1 (emphasis added; p. 2 12). 

Rapturous interludes restore his self-esteem because they convey an elated sense 

of inclusion in the world of nature, hwnan others and in the accepting eyes of God. Yet, 

over and over, the emotional intensity of these moments fades back into fmiliar 

dejection. Haime was unable to sustain se l feeem,  and although his unitive ecstasies 

brou@ a temporary sense of loving connectedness with others bis agression and guilt 

habitually retwned to spi1 the procas. This pattern is consistent with Haime's constant 

uprootedness and inability to remain settled in any one place, despite his longing for 

relatedness Haime's aggression prevented the intemal synthesis of widely divergent 



self and object representations. The fear of his own desüuctiveness promoted a life 

dictated by repeatedly unsuccessful rapprochements. For example, Haime States that 

a h  twenty years of severe depression, he finally achieved a relatively enduring sense of 

God's acceptance (pp. 3 10-3 13). This momentou tuni occwed during a prolonged visit 

with a kind family for whom Haime acted as a caretaker and spiritual oveneer. Although 

he considered staying on with them, he soon found that he was "bound in spirit", unable 

to pray without stnmmering, and felt "altopther comfortless" (p. 3 12). Som afler, he 

resurned his rounds as a traveling circuit preacher. It should be noted that the extremity 

and duration of Haime's depression were exceptional among Methodist autobiographical 

narratives. 

Al1 of the data presented above bears directly on the problem of personality 

transformation. In the previous chapter, 1 stated that if we are to understand psychic 

integration, we need to have an exact definition of what is king integrated. My 

examination of psychololjcal developrnent and change in early Methodism is ultimately 

based on the problem of the split imago (Le., conflicting self and object representations). 

Wesley's approach to spiritual development, his attempt to instill an immediate sense of 

God's forgiving presence, his instructions on how to use meditative techniques as a way 

of consolidating the moral insights that were an inherent part of the sense of presence, in 

short, his "method", provided followers with an oppomuiity to heal the intemal splits and 

to overcome the debilitating effects of infantile ambivalence. Each stage in his mode1 

represents an advancement in this development, a continual working through of 

aggression. With every step t o m &  the ideal of sanctification - the eradication of sin - 
Methodists gained M e r  mastery of their hostility. At the same time, they experienced 

an increasingly stronger feeling of satisfaction, self-regard, and purpose in king able to 

genuinel y ernbrace and continurlly abide by their ideals. 



C W T E R  3 

TBE STAGES OF SPIIUTUAL DEVELOPMENT 

Wesley's lenghest discussion of sanctification is his ! 766 treatise, A Pîain 

ACCOM of Christion Perjction, which was written in the aftemath of a second 

Methodist revival that fiowished during the early 1760%. Part of Wesley's intention in 

composing this document wasto offer a reasoned and more tempered.detinition of 

sanctification than that which had been touted by radicals such as Maxfield and Bell 

(Fraser, 1988, p. 32 1 ). Pnor to the revival. these men had ken lay- preachen for the 

Methodist cause. They eventually separated fiom Wesley's fold tu advance an extreme 

version of infal lible perfection. Refemng to themselves as "The Wi tnesses". (p. 367) 

Maxfield's and Bell's schism preached an "absolute perfection" that matched the stature 

of heavenly angels (p. 263). Given that the cunentpolitical climate eschewed any 

perceived f m s  of "enthusiasm" (Lee, 193 1 ), Wesley openly oondemned the witnesses 

for fear that their extravagances would only confim "the recuning suspicion that 

Methodism was simply a new version of the wild sects of the Intenegnum, or the more 

ment French Prophets" (Rack, 1989, p. 337). Arnong their extreme claims, the 

W imesses professed miraculous healings (curing the blind and mi sing the dead), 

exemption from death, and a saite of cornplest! renewal that dispensed with any need for 

selfexamination, prayer and participation in the sacraments (Fraser, 1988, pp. 338, 

773n). - 
Wesley relied heavily on the reports of others, and the revival fomented a variety 

of positions on sanctification whose validity he carefiilly considereû. ï h e  upsurge of 

prfectionism allowed Wesiey to study the phemmena up close. According to Fraser, the 

revivd became a "laboratory" designed. to test ideas about the possibilities of grace (p. 

3 18). Whereas prviously, Wesky had gmmlly believed that sanctification occumed 

shortly befwe death, what he observeci during the m i v a l  convinceci him thet it could be 



sought and expected as a present possibility. Divergent perspectives arose and sparked 

controversy (pp. 237-336). Were there more than two degrees of ngeneration? Was 

there a third "gift" beyonci justification and sanctification? Some claimed that after the 

heart was cleansed h m  sin, another degree of regeneration, the attainment of the mind 

of Christ (i.e., having one's mind pcnnanently and unintemptedly fofused on God 

without any distraction or "wandering thoughts") was to k expected. Did sanctification 

include an assurance of final perseverance, the impossibility of backsliding? What was 

the relationship between gradua1 growth in holiness and the fact that some testified that 

sanctification was an instantanmus event? Was the eradîcation of sin absolute, or 

qualified by the contingencies of a moml body? Did al1 those who were sanctified 

receive an experirnental proof of the trinity in the fom of a vision? 

After the flurry of revivalism and radicalism had settled, Wesley felt a need to 

provide a written consolidation of his views on these issues. Thus, his 1766 treatise 

provides definitive answen to al1 of the foregoing problems. As usual, Wesley is at pains 

to formulate logically defensible positions with a minimum of ambiguity . There fore, 

early on in the treatise, he provides a definitive outline of the stages of spiritual 

development, including brief descriptions of their experiential and affective 

characteristics (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, pp. 3 12-3 13). M e r  delineating these ranks, 

he remarks that "this is the strongest account [he] ever gave of Christian Perfection", and 

adds that it is "the same which me] taught from the beginning?' (p. 3 13). The latter 

statcment, however, eclipses the evolution of Wesley's thinking on the topic of spiritual 

development and san~ti~fication. Before,examining this-crucial outliae of stages, perhaps 

the most explicit o v e ~ e w  of Wesley's mode!, we nad to have some sense of the 

gadual maturation of his .understanding of holiness, and closely related theological 

notions such as fiith, assurance, and salvation (Maddox, 1994, pp. 124- 127; 

Heitzenrater, 1989, pp. 106-149; 1995, pp. 77-95). 



Already in the mid 17203, as an Oxford undergraduate, Wesley's conception of 

faith as the assuiance of salvation was influsnced by Lockean empincism. Even as his 

views evolved, the gened id= that the assurance of God's acceptance was a question of 

certain evidence remained constant. It was the psychologka1 constitution of that 

evidence, its mode and content, that shifted as time went on. Dwing this early pria 

faith was an "assent to a proposition on rational grounds" (Heitzenrater, 1989, p. 1 10). 

Since divine testimony was the most nasonable of al1 evidence, faith was rationally 

ensured by conformity to the conditions that ensured Gd's promise of acceptance 

(Madàox, 1994, p. 124). In an exchange of letters. Wesley's parents warned him of the 

deistic overtones in his thinking - belief predicated on ratiotionality alone was heretical. 

Wesley accepted their criticism, acknowledging that grace is an assent to God's 

revelation precisely because G d  has chosen to reveal it, and not because truth is denved 

fiom reason (Heitzenrater, 1989. p. 1 1 1). 

AI this time, Wesley's detinition of holiness was informed mainly by "extemal 

measures" (p. I 1 1 ) such as refhining h m  sin, anending church, saying prayers and 

participating in the sacnunents. Fmm 1725 onwards, he became increasingly concemed 

with cultivatin an inward piety. Muenceci by such writers as Jeremy Taylor, William 

LPw, Henry Scougai, and Thomas a-Kempis, Wesley's idea of faith began to encompass 

proper motives end intentions, as well as behavioral action. He therefore devised a 

systematic regime for the .cultivation of imer holiness. A rigorous schedule of ascetic 

n@ations with respect to sleep, diet, study and worship was supplemented by 

selftxarnination and meditation. The spint and structure of Wesley's efim became the 

b i s  of the Mord "Holy Club", a n e w k  of un&rgraciuate students whose 

conspicuous piety and works of chsrity attracted attention. They wete densively referred 

to as "Methodists", a terni which Wesley evenaully adopted. 

Dunng the latter half of the 1720s. Wesley believed that the certain evidence of 

asutance resided in the consciousness of the sincerity of one's efforts (pp. 1 14-1 16). 



This position, however, proved to be somewhat u~lsatisfactory. Not only were the signs 

of inward holiness more difficult to gauge thui those dictated by extemal measures, the 

very nature of introspection led to a kind of double bind. His careful examination of sin, 

a part of-the means by which virtue was implanteà, cast doubts on the extent to which he 

possessed sinctxity, and hence, faith (Gunter, 1989, pp. 102- 103, 1 14-1 1 5). Because his 

uncertainty only made him more scrupulous, his piety became markedly obsessive 

(Heitzenrater, 1995, p. 53; Rack, 1989, p. 95; Steele, 1994, p. 108). As we shall see, a 

crucial feature in Wesley's mature spirituality is the way in which the pmblems of 

depression and anxiety induced by self-examination were dispelleâ by recourse to an 

experiential sense of Gd's forgiving presence. 

Begi~ing in 1732, Wesley's cornmitment to i ~ e r  piety or "heliness of hem'' 

was for a time influenced by mystical writers (Heitzenrater, 1989, p. 1 16- 1 1.8). Ln 

addition to his familiarity with William Law, Wesley studied the works of Mmes. 

Bourignon and Guyon, Fenelon, Mons de Renty and others. The mystics' emphasis on 

"purgation", their rejection of temporal concem (rules, discipline and sacramental 

ritual) leading ultirnately to othei-worldly union with God seemed to offer a solution to 

the problem of Wesley's "growing obsession witb the rules of holy living" (p. 1 16). In 

the end, the mystical appmach proveâ to be eqully problematic. Wesley's personal style 

was inherently 'bcornpulsive, over organized [and] perfectionistic" (Moore, 1974, p. 36). 

Moore daims that these amibutes were denved not only fiom Susanna Wesley's 

autocratie style of pmnting, but also her klief that John was especially chosen to 

achieve unique stanis as a man of G d .  Wesley's chareaer, his perfectionism and 

ambition, did not sit well with the pwivity of mysticd pnctice. The removal of gooû 

works kprived him of the oppomuiity to gain a smse of assurance through action. Thus, 

although his later njection of mystical piety was based on a pragmatic critique of 

othemoildliness, it should k mted that the emphasis mystics plPced upon passivity and 



"blind fith" (Heitzemter, 1 989, p. 1 1 8; Tuttle, 1989 pp. 1 O6- 1 07) created too much 

anxiety for one with an obsessive nature. 

D d i g  his mission to Georgia in the mid 1730's, Wesley fint came into contact 

with the Moiavian Brethren (Heitzenrater, 1989, pp. 1 19-1 24). h conversations Ath 

August Spangenberg and later, on his retum to England, with Peter M e r ,  Wesley 

became convinced that Christian faith was a matter of trust bequeathed by the i w r  

witness of the Holy Spirit. Largely under the influence of Bohler's teachings, Wesley 

b e p  to understand that the assurance of salvation was imparted by the spirit in a single 

moment. Bohler also claimed that faith was not subject to degrees; weakness of faith 

was an entirely meaningless concept. Either an individual possessed it M y ,  or remained 

wccepted and unforgiven by God. When it carne, the inner workings of the Holy Spirit 

conveyed an immediate apprehension of divine pardon, as well as the cornpiete 

manifestation of the h i t s  of the spirit: a confidant joy and the freedom fiom sin, fear and 

doubt. Any lape in these subjective criteria of assurance, any residw of anxiety or 

diminution of joy, was a sure sign of unbelief During Wesley's own conversion at 

Aldersgate in May of 1738, his heart "was strangely wanned" (quoted in Whaling, 198 1, 

p. 20). He writes: "I felt 1 did trust in Chn'st, Christ alone for my salvation; and an 

assurance was given to me that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me fiom 

the law of sin and death". Even as he had received the assurance of forgiveness and felt 

that his sins were taken away, he immediately doubted his statu as justified by God. 

Adjudicating his experience by Bohler's rigid standards, Wesley believed he did not 

possess the full measure of the h i t s  of the spirit. Although he experienced peace in 

king forgiven, he lacked palpable feelings of joy, and love for Christ. 

Later thet same year, Wesley traveled to Germany to meet with Nicholaus von 

Zinzendorf, the heaci of a Moravian community in H d u t  (Heitzenrater, 1989, pp. 

124-1 26). Here Wesley discovered that some of the Bretiuen pmfessed more moderate 

views of faith that differed fiom E3ohIer's eitherlor stance. Zinzendorf held that the 



perception of assurance could occur after the achral moment of justification, therehre 

bringing into question the necessity of assurance as a prerequisite of the fmer. 

Spealring in ternis thst were more consistent with Wesley's own experience, Zinzendorf 

stated that peace rnuy be evident at justification and that joy was fiequently absent 

(Heitzenrater, 1995, p. 83). Overall, the German Momviam appeared to extol a more 

differentiated view of the mam.  Unlike Bohler, they made various distinctions that 

allowed for degrces of faith, an option which was more attractive to Wesley given his 

own lack of certainty. The Brethrrn discnminated between justitication and assurance 

(t heological ly and chronologicall y ), faith and assurance, and the begimhg and fullness 

of salvation (p. +83). Although Wesley would never fûlly accept al1 aspects of 

Zinzendorf's theological stance. these distinctions became intnnsic to Methodist 

spintuality. 

Since Wesley's sojourn in Gerrnany provided him with an altemate perspective, 

he becarne increasingly dubious of Bohler's absolutist claim. Ultimately, Wesley 

concluded that Bohler's conception of faith collapsed justification (the forgiveness of 

sin) and sanctification (the elimination of sin) (Fraser, 1988, pp. 34-4 1 ; Heitzenrater, 

1995, p. 83; Rack, 1989, pp. 394-397). As is evident in early sermons such as Scrlvafion 

by Faiih and The Almavt Chrisiion, Wesley continued publicly to adhere to the absolutist 

position. Pnvately, however, he was becoming more convinced of the difference between 

faith and full assurance, and the idea. that one could bc a Christian without k ing  hilly so. 

M m v e r ,  he realized that Bohler's stance had unfavorable psychological implications. 

His lofty critena could easily induce despair in those who bd in fact already received 

some legitimate measwe of Christianfaith ( M x ,  1994, p. 124). 

Wesley retumed h m  Hermhut in September of 1738. From this tirne ~ONVEU& 

he grsdually dismantled Bohler's stark dichotomy between Chnstians and nonChristians 

and kgan to fornulate qualitative distinctions and levels,.moving from static 

perfionisrn to dcgrees offaith. Now, authentic füth could exist amidst doubt d fear. 



The ideal of pefiection, one thot largely coincided with Bohler's description, wss by no 

means abandoned. The eradication of sin was ptesewed as an ideal, but seen in a more 

processual light. Fr&m fiom the reign of sin, or grace Oven io overcome temptation 

and guilt, chronologically preceded fnadom from the reinoins of sin (Heitzenrater, 1989, 

p. 129). In the sarne way, the assurance of faith, or present pardon, differed from the hill 

assutance of salvation. Wesley tended to view the latter category, the promise of unerring 

petseverance unto salvation, as exceptional and rare. Faith was acquiring a dynamic 

character involving the active cwperation of its recipients (Maddox, 1994, pp. 147, 

1 7 1 - 1 73). It could be enhanceci or neglated. In as much as it became a matter of "dail y 

confidence". Wesley never lost sight of  the possibility of backsliding (Heitzenrater, 1995, 

p. 89). 

By 1747, the essential tenets of Wesley's temporal and qualitative modifications 

of Moravian perfectionism were delineated publicly (Maddox, 1994, pp. 126- 177). 

Eventually, even the fear of God and reliacice on one's own imperFect righteousness, a 

condition which commonly preceded the perception of divine pardon, was reprded as an 

initial fom of justifjmg faith, one which anticipated the more complete reception of 

assurance. The notion that faith had vanous developmentd manifestations clearly 

demonstrates Wesley's serious consideration of subjective and psychological variables. 

Already in 174 1, applying the biblical allepry of Christian growth as found in St. 

John's first epistle, Wesley articulatexi a cdment picture of gradated development 

(Wesley, 1984-87, ïI: p. 105). "Babes" acquire peace with God because their sins are 

forgiven; they are freel y j ustified. To interpdate a more theological ly elaborate 

&finition of " b k s  in Christ", we find that in 1763, Wesley describes them as "partially 

sanctifieci" - bom in the spirit, they are still camal in part (1: p. 326-332). Thus, although 

thesc klievers are delivemi h m  the power and guilt of sin, they still fa1 the nmains of 

the "old man". Even as this power "cnicifies" the flesh, they main aware that it 

"struggles to break fiee fiom the ctoss". For example, Wesley explains that an individual 



may experience a strong propensity to anger. Yet, stnngth is imprted by the Holy Spirit 

to prwent its acîual expression. 

"Young men" differ f b m  bgbes in possessing an abiding witness of pardon (I: p. 

105). At this level of holiness, doubts and fears as to one's status are permanently 

dispensed with. "Fathen" are in possession of f i l 1  sanctification in k i n g  wholly fieed of 

evi1 thoughts and tempers. To interpolate mce.again, in the 1766 treatise on perfection, 

(Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 3 1 1.). Wesley identifies the psychological distinction 

between babes and fathers. For the former, evil thoughts arise, but immediateiy vanish 

by "lodting up" to Christ. Since the thoughts of fathers are continually fixeû in prayer, 

evil inclinations have no opportunity to even ansse, and, in this way, are completel y 

eradicated. 

ûegrees of faith and growth in holiness, here encapsulateci in metaphors of 

lifespan .development, are implicit in Wesley's 1766 delineation of spiritual stages 

leading to sanctification. Because Wesley regarded this statement as his "strongest" 

account of the process of sanctification, 1 have takemthe liberty to quote the text at 

Indeed, how God muy work, vue cannot tell: but the general manner 
wherein he does work is this: Those once misted in themselves, that they 
were righteous, that bey were nch, and increased in goods, and had need 
of nothing, are by the Spirit of God applying his word convinced that they 
are poor and naked. All the Uungs that îhey have done are brought to their 
rememberance, and set in m y  before them, so thrt diey con see the wrath 
of God hanging over their heads, and feel that they dcserve the damnation 
of hell. In theirtrouble they cry unto the Lord, and he shows them that he 
has taken away fheir sins, and opens the kingdom of hcaven in their 
h e m ,  nghteousness, and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. Somw and 
pain are fled away, and sin has no more dominion wer them. ffiowing 
t k y  are justified k l y  through feith in his blood, they have peace with 
God &ou& Jesus Christ; they mjoia in hope of the glory ofûoâ, and the 
love of God is shed a b d  in kir heairts. 
In this perce they remain for âays, or weeks, or mon* anci commonly 
suppose that they shall know war any more; 'till some of their old 
enemies, their bosom sins, or the sin whichdd most easily beset them 



(perhaps anger or desire), assault them again, and thrut sore at them that 
they may fall. Then arises fear that they shall not endure to the end, and 
often doubt whether God has not forgoth hem, or whether they did not 
deceive themselves in thinking theit sins wcie forgiven. Under these 
clouds, espccidly if thcy teason with the devil, they go mouming al1 the 
day long. +But it is seldom long before their Lord answen for himself, 
sending them the Holy Ghost to comfort theni, to btar witness continually 
with their spirits, that they are the childm of G d  Then they are indeed 
meek and gentle and terchable, even as a little child. And now first do 
they see the ground of their beart, which God before would not disclose 
unto them. lest the soul- should fail befare him, and the spint which he had 
made. Now they see al1 the hidden abominations thete, the depths of 
pride, self-will, and hell; yet having the witness in themselves: thou art an 
heir of God, a joint-heir with Cluist; even in the midst of this fiery aial, 
which contintially heighrens both the strong s e w  of they then have of 
their inability-to help themselves and the inexpressible hwger they feel 
after a full m w a l  in his image, in righteousness and mie holiness. Then 
G d  is mindful of the desire of them that feu him, and gives them a single 
eye, and a pure hem. He stamps upon them his own image and 
superscription; he creates them anew in Christ Jesus; he cornes unto them 
with his Son and Blessed Spirit, and fixing his abode in their souls, brings 
them into the rest which remains for the people of Gocl" (Wesley and 
Wesley, 198 1, pp. 1 12- 1 13). 

Since the rest of the chapten in the present study are based on the chronology of 

stages as laid out in the preceding e m c t ,  the remainder of this chapter will be devoted 

to p~oviding a brief ovewiew of the basic phenomenology and mlated psychodynamics. 

The initial stage, which Wesley elsewhere refen to as "repentance" (Wesley, 

1984-87,k p. 225), rnay be repded as a desolation crisis (Laski, 196 1, pp. 160- 170). 

Here the solemity of Gd's law is forcefblly recognized and accompanied by an acute 

conviction of petsonal sin and the need for spirihisl renewai. Repentant penons are 

plagued by the belief that their conduct and vanity are worthy of damnation. Low 

self-esteem is reinforced by the "sight of the wnth of God brngingover their head". 

During this phase, religious symbolism is used to exacerbate and magnify a pre-existing 

neurotic depcssion derived fiom the vicissitudes of the three modal traumas of 

chiidhood (see ohapter two). In ouier words, we my say that the preciristing neurosis is 

transformai into on existentid crisis. Uncowious ambivalence and guilt sternming 



originally fiom conflicteci nfations with parents are tmsfenntially manifested in the 

anxiety over divine judgment. God's wrath is  symbolic of a punitive superego which 

tyrmizes and demoralizes a p l y z e d  ego. Wesley writes that "Those who once tnisted 

in themselves are...by the Spirit of G d  applying his word convincd that they are p r  

and naked". This p h i n g  connotes an actiw and voluntuy invdvement in the 

deepening of the depression, and thus refers to various foms of rinial mouniing which 

accompany repentance. The courage to engage in ritual mourning and the ability to 

tokrate the deepening intensity of the desolation is patadoxically assured by the promise 

of Gd's eventuai acceptance. As we sball see, it is the desire for divine forgiveness, 

almg with the wish for more wholesome and satismng forms of relatedness to othea, 

that mobilizes the crisis and brings it to a head. The individual's ability to sustain a sense 

of hopefulness, to forge a therapeutic alliance with the positive superego, is key to the 

resolution of this phase of conflict. 

The symbolic amplification of confiict mobilizes important shifts in the defense 

stnicture of the personality. In general terms, the Methodist desolation crisis allows for a 

conscious acknowledgrnent and abreaçtion of repressed rage and guilt (Rammage, 1967, 

pp. 193- 194). Desolation culminates in justification, a unitive ecstasy characterized by 

the apprehension of God's forgiving presence. The ecstasy may be ngarded as the 

emergence of an inspiration, a creative solution that is unconsciously fomulated dwing 

the previous phase, and manifests as an ego ideal. Methodist repentance may be 

reasonaMy brought into line with other cross-cuitural techniques of ritual mourning used 

to achieve religious ecstasy ( M e h r ,  1989, p. 127). 

The experîentid characteristics of justification, the second stage, are 

psychologically and themetically intemlated. The justified becorne aware of God's 

pudoning love, and are blissfiilly enraptmû. This, in tum. eiadicates guilt, Poxiety and 

the sense of condemnation. Forgiveness is witnessed direct! y by conscience. The 

existentiddilemma of the previous stage is telllporurily resolved by divine acceptance 
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and the dramatic suspension of self-recrimination. The justified feel an intense devotion 

to God which is  generalized into an empathic wiitive love for all mankind. Central to 

justification is a metamorphosis of the conception and experience of deity, a 

transformation of the God imago (Riauto, 1979; Meissner, 1984). 

God is no longer the projection of a punitive superego, exacting obedience out of 

fear. He is  now an indulgent father compelling obedience out of love. During the 

repentance phase, intense depression and anxiety reach a threshold activating a 

compensatory abreactive process resulting in a spontaneous altemate state of 

consciousness. The unitive ecstasy is the vehicle through which an idealized imago is 

made conscious and replaces its petsecutory counterpart. 

The third stage in the process involves an initial state of psychological inflation 

which is eventually curtailed by depression. Wesley States that the justified remain in 

Face "for days, or weeks, or months, and commonly suppose that they shall not know 

war any more; 'till some of their old enemies, their bosoms sins ... assault them again...". 

The justification ecstasy typically induces a state of jubilation with certain manic 

overtones. Methodist autobiographies fiequently anest to a loss of both appetite and the 

desire for sleep as a result of an al! consuming pre-occupation with God (e.g., Armrnian 

Magcine, 1779, p. 189). This initial infatuation and relief causes many to beiieve that 

the process of mctitication has slready been completed. In time, however, various 

"unholy" inclinations, which for a period had betn put to rest, resdace and lead to a 

resmpion of the previous depression. The ~ i w  of failure in king unable to sustain the 

heighteneà emotimal rapport with their religious ideals, the disappointment of fecling as 

tkough they were falling back into patterns of peconvemion c d i c t  causes them to 

becorne uncertain of theit status. They wonder if they have been 'Yorgotten", or 

abdonecl by God, and whether or not their justification was authentic. A priod of 

mouming is then sunnounted by the comforting return of the Holy Spirit. It is important 



to note that the resumption of assunuice is portrayed as permanent: now the Holy Ghost 

bears "witness continually with th& spirits...". 

In psychodynamic ternis, after the repentance phase. unconscious aggression has 

net actually been worked through, but i s  split off, thereby accounting for the manic 

overestimation of personal holiness. Evenhially, cwmits of unconscious aggression are 

stirred and r e m  in the fom ofdoubt. This "dark night" ( F a u t e ~  1994, pp. 63-82) 

pattern of mouming provides an important. opportunity for the commencement of an 

active working through of neurotic depression. The sense of king abandoned by an 

absent God (a fantasy that used to rationalize persistent aggression and "immorality "), 

recapitulates a childhood dilemma. Aggression towards the parent i s  projected and 

exprienced as rejection. Now individuals utilize! the memory of their recent acceptance 

by and love for God as a source of motivational strength to withstand the hie o f  

tempation (acting out aggression), and stmggle to maintain hope in the resilience of the 

bond. The ability to tolerate the frustration of uncertainty and maintain trust throughout 

this p e n d  encourages the growth of  psychic structure in the fomi of both impulse 

control and the further consolidation of an inner object representation whose goodness 

can bear the pressures of rage and ambivalence. The successful enactment of this 

developmental task is met by the revival of assurance, a renewd bestowal of the 

superego's approval and love which is now enduring. What the superego i~t ial ly  

inspiml in ecstasy, the ego now begh to actualize in practice. This intrapsychic work 

involves processes that piuallel the achevernent of libidinal object constancy (McDevitt 

and Mahler, 1989). 

The fourth stage of Wesley's moQl is chamcterized primarily by the 

introspection of sin, a meditatiw technique which is indispensable to sanctification, or 

"righteou~css and tnie holiness", "a single eye and a pure heart". It commences at a 

point when the witness of pardon has become permanent, for then children of God are 

"meek and gentle and teacbabie". There is an important linlr between the pecsistence of 



the witnesq on the one ha&, and introspection and self-biowledge, on the other. Wesley 

states that here, for the first tirne, believers "see the ground of their heart, which God 

before w d d  not disclose unto thmi". They sce "hidden abominations", "the depths of 

pride and self-will and hell". Yet, in undergoing the "fiery trial" of introspection, in 

apprehending their carnal wickedness accompanied by the threat of damnation, they 

continue to feel God's pardoning acceptance. In shoh a sormd therapeutic alliance with 

the God imago strengthens the ego. Henin lies the genius of Wesley's method. The 

achievement of an abiding sense of forgiveness provides the courage to engage in the 

selfsxamination of the very impulses, thoughts, feelings and intentions which are starkly 

opposed to the will of God, and are othenvise felt to incite his wrath. Reviously, these 

impulses may have created anxiety or depression; they rnay have k e n  acted upon or 

unsuccessfully suppressed. In principle, they can now be systematically examined 

without interference by foms of neurotic reactivity. The persistence of divine 

acceptance mitigates depressive anxiety, while identification with religious ideals, the 

"inexpressible hunger" aflet full renewal, ensures that temptation will not translate into 

action. The achievement of a stable representation of a benign deity, the equivalent of 

libidinal object constancy with respect to the God imago, allows for this integraion to 

occur. In this way, aggression which was initially split-off during justification can now 

be mon substantially resolved. 

It must be kept in mind thot Wesley's rendering of discrete phases is an 

abstraction. His strict chronological demarcation of the stages is in part determined by 

the need to classi@ observations in acwrâance with his interpretation of scriptural 

standards, such as St. John's metaphors of lifcspn development (i.e.. 46baùes'", 'loung 

men" and 'Taihers"). Certainl y, the formulation of cdment distinctions has heuristic 

worth both theologically and pistorally. On the otber band, Metbodist autobiographical 

nanatives reveal a grest deal of idiosyncratic varicty in terms of spirimi progress. 

Unencumbercd liaear pagmsion through the stages is seldom represented Thus, 



tiauerwas (1 985, p. 253) points out that Wesley's scheme of  stages is '%KI neat"; such 

sequential "exactness" is not tme to actual pattems of human development. It does not 

ackquately account for regressions and the fact that the stages overlap. 

A final observation is necesscuy. In classical psychoanalysis, the modus operandi 

of the "recovery", the overcoming of resistmces and the working through of unconscious 

fixations resides in the tnuisference. Freud writes, "...in the han& of the physician, [the 

trsnsference] becornes the most powerful therapeutic instrument and it plays a part 

scsrcely to be overestimated in the dynamics of the process of cure" (Freud, 1923 [1922], 

p. 247). The notion that the patient displaces on to the analyst the essential pattems of 

object relatedness established prirnarily i.n childhood remains axiomatic in the 

pst-classical development of psychoanalytic thought. The therapeutic action of analysis 

resides in the working through of c d i c t  within the transference itself (Rycroft, 1973, 

p. 169). In clessical tenns, the conditions of the clinical encounter - lying prone on the 

couch, verbalizing the fiee tlow of one's thoughts, experiencing the intimacy of susîained 

personal disclosure - summon the riansference into king and thus mobilize and amplify 

the patient's neurosis in direct relation to the analyst. According to this view, the 

tramference reeloriunrh@ necessady exacerbates a d  facilitates the neurosrs tuwardc a 

therapewic end. Thwarted love and rage, ngidly embedded foms of interpersonal 

expectations such as the anticipation of seduction or rejection, feeling of envy, hostility 

and affection - ail these must ernerge in the immediacy of the encounter in order for 

change to occur. 

The h i c  assumption in this view of the remedial effect of psychoanalysis can be 

d to illuminate the psychology of transfomation in Wesleym spintuality. In the latter 

case, a crucial tramference ts ployeà out in the realm of religious symbolism, primarily in 

relation to individual's cultunlly mediated perception of God. In Wesley's model, the 

exacerbation of the murosis first occurs in the desolation phase. The ''tnursfetential" 

&ead of divine condemnation intensifies pcxisting dcpnssive trends. An equally 



powertiil wish to mite with an unambivalent object, reinforcd by the promise of 

Christ's unconditional accejmnce, is activated and then nalucd in the ecstatic moment 

of justification. The unprecedented access to a positive imago, whose uctuality is 

heighrened by the cognitive and affective features of the ecstary, is then subsequently 

utilized to overcome the debilitating legacy of unconscious aggnssion. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESOLATION 

in The Vurieries of Religious Experience, one of the inaugural texts of psychology 

and religion, James created phenomenological typologies of experience which 

represented perennial trends in religiosity ( 1985). Heavily iduenced by Protestant 

thought and revivalism, the universality of James' categories must be brought into 

question. Even so, it remains significant that he identified religious melancholy as one of 

the essential foms. In his discussion of conversion, he posits a direct and operative 

rekationship between despair und religious awakening. The conscious contents of 

religious and existential depressions activate compensatory processes in the subconscious 

(pp. 166-258). An ideological solution precipitates outside of awareness and manifests 

itself, whether gradually or suddenly. as a jubilant awakening which resolves the 

depmsion. 

James' treatrnent of the catalyzing role of religious melancholy represents the 

Protestant variation of a crossîultural phenomenon in which foms of depression. 

whether spontaneous or deliberately activated by ritual mourning, lead to religious 

ecstasy. For example, Zaehner refers to states in nature mysticism which he interprets as 

" the manic and depressive poles of what we now cal1 a manicdepressive psychosis" 

(1957. p. 85). States of bbcontraction", or "extreme depression" and "utter abandonment" 

are contrasteci by an "expansion" of the sou1 (p. 16 1). ûver and above Zaehmr's 

unwarranted pathologization, Laski argues that his correlation of nature m ysticism and 

bi-polar states is t w  narrow. 

But the acceptance and documentation of these sad scates in religious 
mysticism suggest that if some mystical states do have a dation to 
manic-depressive psychoses, such a relation is not d n e d  to the 
expience of people identified by Zaehner as not having bad theistic 
expriemes (1961, p. 161). 



That this bi-polar dynamic also appears in theistic contexts is show by its 

presence in Chnstian spiriniaiity. Laski cites St. John of the Cross' dark night of the sou1 

(p. 160). St. John's description of a darbiess that is eventually dispelled by an 

illumination is one instance of a common theme in Chnstian "affective mysticism" 

(Moller, 1965). Beginning in the twelfth century with St. Bernard of Clairvaux, affective 

mysticism emphasized an intensely personal relationship to God, wheie the descriptive 

language ofecstatic union expressed the "arnorous longings of the mystic" (p. 1 16). 

Fluctuating passions brought into play by separation fiom and union with divinity 

became psdgrnatic. Two examples suffice to illustrate the point. Sofia Von Klignau 

descnis a unitive ecstasy that is preceded by a guilt-ridden depression. Aftcr a midnight 

mas. she stood behind the altar and contemplated her faithlessness, her "defiled and 

sullied" sou1 which she felt was "ill-pleasing and loathsome in the sight of God (quoted 

in Buber, 1985: 8 1-83). Her dissatisfaction somatized into physical symptoms and pain. 

When her tonnent became intolerable, she fell into a swoon and collapsed several times. 

She felt "despicable", like "a worm that crawls upon the earth.". Later, she retired to her 

bed, made the sign of the cross and recited the verse, "In manus tuas". She writes: 

And when I haâ said [the verse], I saw that a light beautifil and blissful 
beyond masure was coming fiom heaven, and it surrounded me and 
shone through me and illuminated me entirely. and my heart was 
transformed al1 of a sudden and filled with an unspeakable and mange 
joy, so that I utterly and completely forgot al1 the misery and tonnent that 
1 had ever known until this tirne. 

Similarly, Arbman indicates that during the mystical pend of St. Theresa of 

Avila's life. she suffered acute spiritual crises, "states of violently agitated tomenting 

uniest, doubt, abandonment, anxiety and spiritual anguish, sometimes mmplete 

impotence and confusion" (1 963, p. 43). These "vehement depressive crises" ofien 

ended in ecstasy: "a wonderfiil, incomparable consolation and elevation, joy, satisfaction, 

courage and confidence" (p. 43). 



Outside of Christian spirituality, Kakar identifies the dark night pattern in 

Ramakrishna's first ecstatic encoumer with the Mother Goddess (1 99 1, p. 1 1 ). The 

dorshan, or vision, was preceded by a "full-fledged depression": restlessness, 

sleeplessness, loss of appetite, weeping, and suiciâal thoughts. Ramakrishna saiâ, 

There was then an intolerable anguish in my heart because 1 could not 
have Her vision. Just as a man wrings a towel forcibly to squeeze out al1 
the water fiom it, 1 felt as if somebody caught hold of my hem and mind 
and was wringing them likewise. Greatly afflicted by the thought that I 
might not have the mother's Msion, 1 was in great agony. t thought there 
was no more living in such a life. My eyes suddenly fell upon the sword 
that was in the Mother's temple. 1 made up my mind to put an end to my 
life with it that very moment ... suddenly I had the wondemil Msion of the 
Mother. and fell dom unconscious. 1 did not know what happened then 
in the extemal woild ... But in my hem of hearts, theie was flowing a 
current of intense bliss ... It was as if the houses, doors, temples, and al1 
other things vanished altogether; as if there was nothing anywhere! And 
what 1 saw was a boundless infinite conscious sea of light ! ... 1 found a 
continuous succession of efilgent waves coming forward.. . Very soon 
they fell on me and made me sink to the abysmal depths of infinity 
(quoted in Kakar, 1991, pp. 11-12). 

The bi-polar dynamic is well represemed in psychedelic ecstasies. Grof, who 

created a phenomenology of standard adverse reactions, identified three recumng crises. 

or "psychomimetic" phenornena, which usually occur prior to the onset of a unitive 

ecstasy: abandonment depression, life and death struggle, and death-rebirth. 

Afier the subject has experienced the very depth of total annihilation and 
has "hit cosmic bottom", he is stnick by visions of blinding white light 
and has feelings of enonnous decompression and expansion of space. The 
general atmosphere is that of liberation, redemption, salvation, love and 
forgiveness. The individual fecls cl& and purged, as if he has 
disposed of an inctedible amount of "gdmgey ', guilt, aggression and 
anxiety. He experiences ovemhelming love for his fellow men, 
appreciation of wami human relationships, solidarity and friendship. Such 
feelings are accompanied by humility and a tendency to engage in service 
and charitable EiCtivities (1 976, p. 1 39). 

Comparative data indicate that the bi-polar dynamic is activel'y exploited in 

religious contexts to provoke ecstasies by means of rinial mouming. Merkur has shown 



how Jewish apoealyptists engaged in exaggerated grieving which he daims was "the 

crucial psychological element of their technique for inducing an altemate psychic state" 

(1 989, p. 125). Mourning as a means of ecstatic induction can be traced back at lest as 

far as the 14th cenniry BCE in Canaan. The practice is also refened to in the Old 

Testament. Merkur argues, for example, that the book of Job "can be nad as a seer's use 

of lamentation to induce an ecstasy ..."(p. 125). In the writings of the Jewish 

apocalyptists, various references to lamentation, prayer, fasting and weeping in solitude 

point to ascetic practices co~ected to ntud mouming. These techniques produced 

"waking visionary experiences that culminated in positive revelatory material" (p. 126). 

Merkur draws cross-cultural evidence for the practice of ecstatic rnourning by citing 

Christian apocalypses, lewish mysticism, as well as the initiatory experiences of Native 

American peoples (p. 127). Ahman Nites that the Native initiatory vision quea 

commonly employed bitter complaint and weeping in order to secure a vision. 

A factor which ... calls for out perticular attention is the negative or ascetic 
aspect of the fasting procedure, the severe mortification of the flesh. This, 
over the entire North Amencan continent, took the form of a severe and 
prolonged fast, in many places connecteâ with other foms of physical and 
mental moriification: vigils, artificial vomiting and excretion caused by 
emetics and by other means, stem-bath and ice-cold baths, 
self-mutilation ... al1 undersfood as pwifjmg and hardening procedures, but 
also a means of arousing the pity and favor of the deity (1968, p. 598). 

Religious mouming, whether spontaneous or ritually induced, produces a mood 

swing fiom depression to elation. Merkur holds that the elation is the mult of a 

''versatile bipolar mechanism", an unconscious defense against the depression (1 989, p. 

133). This defense is not only wd in pathological instances (e.g., manicdepressive 

psychoses), but also manifests itseif nomally in daily lifc. Various examples include the 

shift fiom "vigilant concem" to '3oyous satisfaction" at the completion of a task (p. 133). 

elation stemming fiom depressive themes in humor, and the consoling aspects of 

religion. Merkur makes mention of the way in which religions pomote "unnecessary 



and exaggemted feelings of guilt, shame, doubt and despair.. . which are unconsciously 

transformed into the conesponding range of positive affects'' (p. 133). He reasons that 

because depression and elation are tied to the selfcritical and self-praising functions of 

the superego (cf. Jacobson, 1 964), the bi-polar affective shifl is due to the application of 

a superego "value judgment" (Merkur, 1989, p. 134). 

Psychologically, repentance. the first phase in Wesley's ordo saluîis. may be 

regarded not only as a state of min4 but also as a technique, a f o m  of religious 

mouming used to achieve an ecstatic apprehension of the Ho\y Spirit. Repentance 

conforms to what Laski refers to as a "desolation state" ( 1% 1, p. 162). It is distinguished 

by "feelings of falling, darkness, seeing things as lacking color; the 'mind' felt to be 

oppressed, the hem dry, hard, col& dejected; feelings of contraction, of king shut in; 

general depression; lack of interest or enthusiasm; feelings of isolation" (p. 165). She 

observes that the mental characteristics of the desolation state are the inverse of those 

which typiS, unitive ecstasies. 

In Methodist repentance, predisposing factors in the personality dovetailed with 

the deliberate use of techniques. Powerfully affective symbolism tapped into and 

enhanced pre-existing depressive trends, such that grief, abandonment anxiety and guilt 

were consciously rnagnified. Wesley understd that sonow over sin was to be actively 

drawn out and maximized. He instnicted his followen to know their corruption; grieving 

itself was the way to the kingdom (1984-87,1: p. 225). As we shall see, Methodist 

autobiographies document the use of various kinds of induction methods including 

fasting, sleep deprivation, lamentation and solitude. Whether individuals were already 

manifestly depressed before their contact with Methodism, or subsequently brought into 

desolation on hearing Wesley's message, they were encomged to voluntarily heighten 

their sadness and anxiety through ritual mourning. Although, theologically. the 

resoIution of the desolation was viewed solely as an act of grace, it was paradoxically 



understood that active mouming was involved in orchestrating the new birth since 

conmtion appealed to God's mercy. The relationship baween repentance and 

justification coincides with the bi-polar dynarnic. 

The practice of ritual mouning served to galvanize pre-existing neurotic 

conflicts, which, when brought closer to consciousness. were manifested as a 

transference neurosis ont0 Gd. As the transference developed. individuals became 

increasingly aware of their ambivalence and guilt. From a theological point of view, 

Wesley held that in otder to receive pardon, one had to become fully cognizant of sin. 

Only through this fonn of irnmediate self-bowledge, coupled with authentic remone 

and the desire to be saved, could one h o p  to be j ustified. The goal of the fint step in 

spiritual renewal was to achieve an intimate awareness of one's enmity towards God. 

Psychologically, the unfolding of the transference neurosis within the idiom of religious 

irnagery promoted a conscious acknowledgment and rnastery of unconscious 

ambivalence. thus creating the potential for a therapeutic shift in the relationship between 

the ego and the positive superego. 

Finally, although the transference neurosis of desolation was unconsciously 

hmed by the various traumas of infancy and childhood, its emergence was ultimatel y 

triggered and sustained by Wesley's invitation to accept Christ. The promise of 

unconditional acceptance, love and spiritual contentedness was a potent incentive that 

inevitably stitimd resistances, thereby eliciting the conflict of repentance. The prospect of 

Chria's forgiveness was also the prevailing source of hop, the object of a thenpeutic 

alliance that permined individuals to prevail through the stresses of desolation. 

Waky on Reptntam 

The depressive themes of Methodist repentance are situated within the histoncal 

discourse of melancholia (Rubin, 1994, p. 5). Hippomtic miters of the 5th century B E  

first conceptualized melancholy as a humoral imbalance. Its effects were the result of an 



excess of black bile pioduced by the spleen. Afflicted persons suffered from fear, 

saàness, loss of appebte and sleep, and despondency. Galen's systematization of humoral 

medicine in the 2nd century established melancholy as a bbclinical standard" for the next 

2000 years (p. 5). For the Elizabethms, melancholy was regarded not so rnuch as a 

disease, but as a virtue reflective of exceptionality and genius. This view was absorbed 

by Puritan spirituality. Here melancholy became a "special chastisernent" fiom God, a 

sign of his favor (p. 5). Trials of estrangement and conviction of sin fostered spiritual 

maturation. Thus, by the late 16th century, the humoral imbalance motif acquired a 

further distinction. Puritan conversion and its preoccupation with disceming the signs of 

eleciion created a "pathological discourse" (King, 1983, p. 15) focusing on what, in 

modem par lance, are considered "obsessional" themes. In his Treutise of Mefanchdia, 

Timothy Bright referred to a "salvation piinic" (Rubin. 1994, p. 5) associated with 

pietistic Puritans. Oppressed by conscience and overwhelmed by the sense of sin, 

individuals kcarne terrified of God's wrath and the prospect of etemal damnation. In 

1 62 1, religious melanc holy proper was fi rst identi fied by Robert Burton in his Anutowzy 

of Meiunchoi-v. Basing his observations on "Schismatics" or "Separatists" (King, 1983. 

p. 24), he adduced three interrelated conditions: innate depravity and sin; the crisis of 

spiritual passage and conversion (feeling forsaken by God and dread of the law): and 

extreme guilt (Rubin, 1 994, p. 5). The melancholic temperament was expressed in a 

senes of cornmon metaphon which became emblematic of the spintual crises of Puritan 

divines: "solitude, dryness, wildemess, desert; slime, mud, foulness, slough; sonow, feu, 

darkness, despair, doubt, weariness, exhaution, strain ..." (King, 1983, p. 24). 

The seemingly obsessive character of Puritan piety, typified by doubt and 

compulsion, was highlighted in Burton's treatise. He was not unaware that the qucst for 

the certain signs ofelection led to an uneasy hype~gilance that spread to al1 personal 

am and exteniai events. A sinfeit of interpretations and speculations conceming 



indications of election - the constant questionhg of intention and the disceming of signs 

in the daily flow of events - fostered agonized misgivings, indecision and hesitancy. 

individuals becarne perfectionistic, weighed down by a laborious attention to detail in 

order to ensure that "any mal1 business or circumstance [not] k omitteâ" (p. 26). The 

intolerable absence of certainty only magnified and nfined their circumspection, while 

despair loomed insistently in the mi& of their efforts. To add to their misery, Puritans 

found themselves "possessed" by demonic infusions or "fiery darts" (p. 27). They were 

vexed by irresistible compulsions in the fom of  fixed ideas. Blasphmous devaluations 

of Christ, verbal obscenities pressing towards actual expression, the suppression of 

destructive impulses towards self and other - these urges overcame them in private prayer 

and public wonhip. For Puritans, such cataclysms commonly preceded and accentuated, 

in bold relief, the ensuing exhilaration of divine acceptance. 

The foregoing t h e s  made their way into Methodist repentance, and were 

ninforced by Wesley's Puritan background. Although subject to theological 

modification (Wesley adamantly rejected predestination), the dread of having "passed the 

day of grace" (Anninian Magaine, 1778, p. 180), that is, the crippling suspicion that 

one's wkkedness created a permanent alienation from G d  was, as in the Puritan 

context, the requisite passage way to salvation. The stark opposition between salvation 

and damnation, ktween mie Chnstians and "almost Christians", is particululy apparent 

in Wesley's early sermons (Holland, 1973-74) while he was still under the sway of 

Moravian ahlutism. During the earty years of the revival, Wesley believed it proper to 

maxirnize feeling of anxiety and futility in those who had not ya received the assurance 

of pardon (Mad&x, 1994, p. 160). He mites, "it is my endeavor to drive al1 1 cm, into 

what you may temi [a] species of madness ... and which 1 term repentance and convicrion" 

(quoted in Holland 1973-74, p. 77). Various hysterical phenornena were puticululy 

apparent during the early revival: individuais hpping dom as if dead, bodily 



convulsions and wntortions, roaring alouâ, etc. Holland argues that these effects were 

the result of Wesley's continual adherence to an uncompromising view of faith. 

Followers were told they were damned until faith appeand passively through grace. 

Despite their "longing to be reconciled to G&, faith could not be 'toluntiuily 

exerciseâ" (p. 80). Therefore, mounting anxiety in the face of helplessness induced panic 

attacks and dissociative reactions. It is argued that Wesley's later modification of the 

eithedor stance, his reviseû conviction that those who waited eamestly for faith were 

already accepted, radically diminished the fiequency of depressive and hysterical 

reactions ( pp. 83-84; Outler, l984c, p. 200-202). 

Even so, it is crucial to note that the essentially depressive character of 

repentance, along with the array of hysterical manifestations, remained conspicuous in 

Methodist circles throughout the 1 8th centwy (Gunther, 1989, pp. 1 50-1 5 1 : Rack, 1989, 

pp. 195- 197). The emotional mayhem of the early revival may have diminished in the 

mid-17403, but it by no means becarne obsolete. Rolonged depressions, panic attacks 

and dissociative phenornena are consistently recounted in Methodist autobiographies. 

Even in the 1 7809s, Wesley documents instances of "mass hysteria" in his journal 

(Thompson, 1 963, p. 4 18). Moreover, such reactions were regularly observed by 

Methodist itinenrnt preachen (Gunther, 1989, p. 150), many of whom were perceived as 

"hell fire" preachers (e.g., Arminian Mugcine, 1780, pp. 98,309). Also, as late as 1760, 

we continue to find thetorical %are tactics" in Wesley's printed semons. Writing on the 

necessity of the new birth, he States that the unholy "will al1 drop into the pit together" 

and lie "in the lake of fire, 'the laLe of fire buming with brimstone'" (Wesley, 1984-87, 

II: p. 195). Commenting on the penistence of convulsive reactions, Rack States that many 

of these responses w e  the result of a cultural predispsith that opetated independently 

of cues given by hell fire preachets: "What is cornmon to al1 of them is often a mong 

sense of hell, and this seems to k indu&..by the subject~ own innote belief and 



conscience which appear to have requind little to arouse them. They created their own 

hell" (Rack, 1989, p. 197). Gunther (1 989, p. 1 5 1 ) suggests duit the downplaying of 

depressive crises and hysteria by Methodist scholars is due to a modem aversion to 

phenomena that were culturally acceptable in the 1 8th century. 

Wesley regarded repentance as an "awakening". Prevenient grace. or God-given 

conscience, which has hitherto been suppressed, now manifests consciousl y as 

"convincing grace" (Lindstrom, 1950, pp. 1 14- 1 1 5). Repentance promotes 

self-knowledge of one's state of spiritual decrepitude (Wesley, 1984-87.1: p. 225 ), 

wherein feelings of loss, low self'steem, and guilt are central. 

Themes of abandonment and separation are generally encapsulated in the idea of 

k ing  spirihially "lost" while one is "mouming for Goà" (1: p. 15 1). Loss is hrther 

reinforced by bereavement imagery in which the soul is conceptualized as "dead, both 

to itself. and to divinity. 

But before any dead sou1 can live, he 'hem (hearkens to) the voice of the 
Son of Gd': he is made sensible of his lost estate, and receives the 
sentence of death in himself. He knows himself to be 'dead while he 
liveth', dead to God and al1 the things of God: having no more power to 
perfonn the actions of a living Christian than a dead body to perfonn the 
functions of a living man (1: p. 145). 

Those who corne to realize that they are "dead to God" are encompassed by 

b4clouds of ignorance", and the "shadow of death", which in tum are the result of a 

"perverse and distorted" will(1: p. 226). The decimation of self-worth is brought about 

by the knowledge of absolute "corruption" (1: p. 225). Repentance is "mither more or 

less than a deep sense of the want of al1 gocx!, and the presence of al1 eMI" (1: p. 194), the 

"inbred comiption of the heart" (1: p. 226). 

All thy passions, both thy dcsim and aversions, thy joys and sonows, thy 
hopes and fears, are out of m e ,  an either undue in their degree, or 
placeci on undue objects. So that there is no soundness in thy soul, but 
'fiorn the crown of the heaà to the soul of the fa ' . .  .thete are only 
'wounds, and bruises, and peüifying sotes'' (1: p. 226). 



Comption is an "eM1 root" fiom which "springs unbelief, ever depming fiom the 

living G o d  (1: p. 226). It fostas "independence" fiom God - "affecting to be like the 

most High" (1: 226). 

From this evil fountain flow forth the bitter streams of vanity, thirst of 
praise, ambition, cwetousness, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, 
and pride of life. From this aise anger, hatreà, malice, revenge, envy, 
jealousy, evil sunnisings; from this al1 the foolish and hurtfbi lusts that 
now 'pierce thee through with many sorrows', and if not timely prevented 
will at length 'drown the sou1 in everlasting perdition' (1: pp. 226-227). 

This formulation is consistent with the psychology of evangelical numire. The 

idea of inbred cormption symbolizes the efiects of an unresolved fixation. The child's 

muggle for autonomy in face of the parent's disepproval produces adversarial conflict. 

To compensate for feelings of humiliation and envy. the child aggressively identifies with 

the parent's power (Le., "'affecting to be like the most High"). The narcissistic defense, 

exptessed hete as "pride". is seen as the fhit  of corruphon. Narcissistic wounds and their 

exaggerated compensations al1 too easily generate rage (i.e., "anger, hatred, malice.. .") 

and the ensuing fear of punishrnent. Intemal conflict stemrning fiom an early object 

relation is hem transcribed as a spiritual crisis. The homble sense of separation fiom 

God. and the fear of his wrath, is  genemted by an intemal struggle focusing on themes of 

"reùellion" and "independence". The latent content of the separation symbolism refen to 

the child's desire to be at one with the parent, a wish which is continually stymied by 

antagonism and dread of the parent's retaliation. 

Selfhowledge of sin and contrition flow from this dynarnic. For Wesley, this is 

the ceianl core of repentance. Methodist desdation is muked by a terrible pilt  which 

is magnjfied to an exmme pitch. 

These 'who are sick', the 'burden of whose sins is intolerable', are they 
that 'need a physician'; thtse who are guilty, who groan under the wrath 
of Gd, are they that need a pardon. These who are 'condemneâ alreaây', 
not only by G d  but aiso tbeir own conscience, as by a thowund 
wimesses, of al1 th& ungodlims, both in thought, and word, and wodc, 



cry aloud for him that 'justifieth the ungodly' ...( Emphasis added; 1: p. 
1%). 

The stalemate of ambivalence and the burden of overwheiming guilt, induces 

passivity, helplessness, and ultimately, a pervasive sense of futility. As mentioned, 

Wesley's inculcation of despair is part~cularty apparent in his early sermons, while he 

was still influenced by Moravian standards. This position was rationalized by the 

doctrine of the law. Wesley preached that until justification and the new birth, one 

remains subject to the old "covenant of works" (1: p. 210). This pact, which exacts 

unremitting perfection in both deed anâ inner intention, onginally coincided with 

Adam's divine status prior to the fall. At that time, his spiritual faculties bore the impnnt 

of the imago Dei. Created in God's image, Adam was "righteous, mercifut, tnie and 

pure", completely innocent of sin (Lindstrom, 1946, p. 25). He was therefore able to full? 

comply with the dictates of the law. AAer his transgression, he was deprived of the very 

faculties that ensured his perfection. Adam's loss of the divine image and his descent into 

abject camality was subsequently passed on to the rest of humanity. As a mult of 

original sin, the covenant of works necessarily devolved into a doctrine of unattainable 

ideais. Now, the total poverty of righteousness leads to "despair over works". Wesley 

Alas, thou canst do nothing; nothing that will in any wise make amends to 
God for one evil work or word or thought. If thou couldst now do al! 
things well, if fkom this very hour, till thy sou1 should retum to God, thou 
couldst perfonn perfect, unintemipted obedience, wen this would not 
atone for what is past. The not increasing thy âebt would not discharge it. 
It would still mnrn as great as ever. Yea, the present and h u e  
obedience of al1 the men upon the earth, and al1 the angels in heaven, 
would never make satisfaction to the Justice of God for one single sin. 
How vain then was the thought of atoning for thy own sins by anything 
thou couldst do! (1984-87.1: p. 228). 

Perhaps the most graphrc and systernatic âepiction of the repentance &solaiion is 

Wesley's 1746 sermon, The Spirit of Bondoge a d  Adoption. The following extracts are 

cited sequmtially according to the chronology and logic of Wesley's text. Each exnaet is 



reptesentative of the main thematic elements. Wesley begins his discussion by 

dembing repentance as a homd awakening into fear of an ornnipotently vengefid dei@ 

He is tembly shaken out of his sleep, and awakes into a consciousness of 
his danger ... Horrid light breaks in upon his soul; such light as may be 
conceived to gleam fiom the bottomless pit ... He at last sces the loving, the 
merciful God i s  also a 'consuming tire'; that he is a just G d  and a 
terrible rendering to every man according to his works, entering into 
jument  with the ungodly for every idle word, yea end for the 
imaginations of the hem. He now clearly perceives.. .that he is an avenger 
of everyone who rebelleth against him, and repayetb the wicked to his 
face; and that 'it is  a fearfbl thing to fall into the h d s  of the living Gd' 
(1: p. 255). 

The knowledge of God's awesome fury is accompanied by an acute awamiess of 

the infallible righteousness and omnipresence of his law. This leads to a exaggerated 

sense of self-reproach. 

The inward spiritual meaning of the Iaw of God now begins to glue upon 
him. He perceives the 'cornmanciment i s  exceeding broad', and 'there is 
nothing hid €tom the light thereof . He is convinced that every part of it 
relates not barely to outward sin or obedience, but to what passes in the 
secret messes of the soul, which no eye but Goâ's can penetrate. If he 
now hears, 'Though shah not kW, God speaks in thunder, 'He bat hateth 
his brother is a murdeter; ... If the law say, 'Thou shalt not commit 
adultery', the voice of the Lord sounds in his ears, 'He that looketh on a 
woman to lut &et her hath cornmitted adultery with het already in his 
heart.' (1: pp. 257-258). 

The conviction that one has "trodden under foot the Son of God" (1: p. 256), 

creates overwhelming guilt and further augments the negative sense of self. 

. . .so he sees himself nakeâ, strippd of al1 the fig-leaves which he had 
sewed together, of al1 his poor pretenses to religion or viw, and his 
wetched excuses for s i ~ i n g  against God..His beart is ban, and he sees it 
is al1 sin, 'deceitful above al1 things, despefately wickeà; that it is 
altogethet corrupt and abominable, more tbon it is possible for tongue to 
express; that there dwelleth there no good thing, but untighteousness and 
ungodliness only; every motion theteof, every temper and thought, k ing  
only M l  continually (1: p. 256). 

Self-hatd strrngthens the conviction that one tnily desewes etemal dannation. 



And he not ody sees, but feels in himself, by an emotion of sou1 which he 
cannot desnibe...[that] he deserves to be cast into the 'the fire that never 
shall be quenched'. He feels that 'the wages'. the just reward, 'of sin', of 
his sin above dl 'is death;' even the second death, the death which dieth 
not, the destruction of the body and sou) in hell (1: p. 256). 

In nun, the anticipation of death and damnation triggers persecutory anxiety. 

He feels ... fear of death, as king to him the gate of hell. the entrance of 
death etemal; fear of the devil, the executioner of the m t h  and righteous 
vengeance of Gd; fear of men, who if they were able to kill his body, 
would thenby plunge both body and sou1 into hell; fear, sometimes 
arising to such a height that the poor, sinful, guilty sou1 is tenified with 
everything, with nothing, with shades, with a leaf shaken of the wind. 
Yea, sometimes it may even border on distraction, making a man 
'Qunken, though not with wine', suspending the exercise of the memory, 
of the understanding, of al1 the natural facultia. Sometimes it rnay 
approach to the very bnnk of despair; so that he who trembles at the name 
of kath may yet ôe ready to plunge into it every moment, to 'choose 
strangling rather than life' (1: p. 257). 

Finally, desperate attempts to do away with sin are met with failure. Cycles of 

active reforrnation and sin lead to hopelessness. It is  through this process that the 

despiring psychology of the covenant of works. the fbtility of personal righteousness. is 

driven home. 

Now he truly desires to break loose from sin, and begins to smiggle with 
it. But though he strive with al1 his might he cannot conquer; sin is 
mightier than he. He would fain escape, but he is so fast in prison he 
cannot get forth. ..The more he srrives, wishes, labours to be fne, the more 
does he fael his chahs, the grievous chahs of sin, wherewith Satan binds 
and 'leads him capûve at his will' ... He is Jtill in bondage and fear by 
reason of sin: generally of some outward sin ... but always of some inward 
sin, some wil temper or unholy affection. And the more he fiets againn 
it, the more it pmails; he may bite, but cannot break his chain. Thus he 
toils without ead...repenting and sinning again, till at length the poor 
sinful, helpkss wretch is even at his wit's enci, and can baiely gro831, 'O 
wretched man that I am, who shdl deliver me âom the body of this 
death?'. . . M is king hunied away by a force [bc] c a ~ o t  resist (1: pp. 
25 8-260). 



As mentiwd above, the religious symbolism of repentance replicates a codict 

of ambivalence stemrning from early interactions with the parent. Consequently, 

Wesley's description of repentance ts a religiow interpretation of imight ino  the 

essent iaî characteristics o/a neurosis. The avuake~ng into conviction im plies the 

mobilization or stimng up of a pre-existing conflict, and the emergence of a transference 

that is focused on a negative representation of deity. 

To begin, latent hostility is made manifest via the symbolism of corruption. The 

allure of carnal desire, the very essence and h i t  of this condition, is the source of the 

soul's alienation from God. Corruption, by definition, is that which breeds willful 

opposition to the law. It is for this reason that Wesley highlights the terminology of 

rebellion: he speaks of independence and an adversariai pride that is moâeled on divine 

sel f-suficiency . References are made to an innate "enmity against God" (IV: p. 1 5 5 ), and 

the wickedness of men's hearts (IV: p. 152). Rebellious pride breeds hostility in the fom 

of hatred, malice, envy etc. The doctrinal notion of comption pomotes a conscious 

recognition of these feelings, and serves as a symbolic medium for coherent reflection. In 

effect, the provision of this cultwally wngenial metaphor suspends the chronic denial of 

rage, so that it can overcorne selfdecepive bamers and be consciousl y acknowledged I 

would like to stress this point because the integrative potential of Wesley's method is 

dependent on the awareness of aggressioa, in order that it can k significantly woriced 

through in the latet stages of spirinial development. 

The problem of hatred towards God is a comrnon theme in Protestant exprience. 

In his autobiography, Luther descnis how his rage, "as a sinner who could not find 

forgiveness in the sight of an angy and nghteous God" (Rubin, 1994, p. 2 1 ), only 

quickened his already disturbed conscience. Jouathen MW& dso acknowledges a 

universal tiatred of divinity too dangerous to comprehed (p. 42). Ln particular, he daims 

that the desire to dethrone God is a conunon wish. This notion, which typifies the theme 



of rebellion, is reminisceat of Wesley's use of the phrase, "affecting to be like the most 

High". Similady, intimations of revolt, envy and robbery accompany Wesley's 

discussion of divine providence. in describing Gd's omnipnsence in the cosmos, 

Wesley cautions against usurpation: "Walk humbly: for if you in any way wise rob God 

of his honour, if you ascnbe anything to youiself . ..[it will bel 'an occasion of falling' . . . It 

is as long as you do this you are the peculiar care of yow Father which is in Heaven" 

( 1984-87, II: p. 549). 

Fantasies of usurpation may be brought into line with the authoritarian 

psychology of evangelical numne. For example, Klein (1988, p. 351) holds that 

reparation may be continually spoiled by the child's desire to tnumphantly reverse the 

power structure of the child-parent relationship. This idea fits well with Wesley's 

discussion of the sheer debility of persona1 rightwusness as a means to make amends for 

sin. Ail attempts to effect reparation are, by definition, already poisoned at their 

inception by inbred wickedness. In a religious idiom, Wesley articulates the stalemate of 

love "compted" by hostility and resmtment. Contrition and the desire for forgiveness 

are sincere, yet ineffective as consistent motives for action. This is so because opposing 

impulses to reject the law are unconsciously fueled by a need to assert one's thwaited 

autonomy. Under these conditions, personal righteousness is inalienably tainted. Hence 

the disempowering cycle of repentance and transgression, of doing and widoing. This is 

the underlying dynamic in the inesistible force b t  repeotedly wmpels one back into sin. 

Psychologically, backsliding is akin to acting out. The impairnent of the will is 

mastemilly transposai in religious terms. Indeeâ, Wesley's discourse is often remarkable 

in the way it so deffly portrays the nature of neurotic conflict. Consider the following 

He is indeed a 'simer thst goeth two ways' - one step fornord and another 
bsckward. He i s  contind1y building up witb one hand and pulling down 
with the 0 t h .  He loves sin, and be hates it: he is always seeling., aad yet 



always fleeing from G d  He would and he would not ... He is a motley 
mixture of al1 sorts of contraries; a heap of contradictions jmbled in one. 
Oh, be consistent with thyself, one way or the other (Wesley, 198487,I: 
p. 638). 

It should be noted that "compulsive anti-moral" behavior was overdetermined by 

a M e r  culwal variable which clearly dovetailed with the infantile source of fixated 

rage. Rammage holds that Methodists influenced by Calvinistic conceptions of deity 

m l t e d  inwacdly against an inscnitabie God who "saved or darnned by arbitrary 

decreet'( 1 967, p. 203). 

The obsessional and blasphemous thougbtî reponed by Puritans such as John 

Bunyan, Cotton Mather and Benjamin Colman wete similarly viewed as proof of innate 

enmity (Rubin, 1994, pp. 53-54). Rack points out that doubt and the temptation to 

blaspheme are "familiar experiences" in the Methodist conversion literature and "part of 

the psychology of this type of convert" (1989, p. 425). Here, anget manifests consciously 

but is generally disavowed and symbolically displaced. Compulsive blaspheming was 

seen as the work of the devil (p. 425; King, 1983, p. 27). Thus, Wesley speaks of "evi 1 

angels" who àarken the heart with infusions of rage and envy (1984-87, in: p. 22). 

In line with the basbasic logic of neurotic conflict, the conscious apprehension of 

hostility is accompanied simultaneously by the fear of retaliation. Now that one's 

perception of God is largely determined by the projection of aggnssion, the negative pole 

of the split imago cornes menacingly to the fore. The mffil deity of the old covenant 

may be regarded as the displaced representation of a punitive parental introject that 

tyrannizes and demoraiizes a paralyzed ego. Wesley pocinys this God as 

wicompromisingly furious. He is a "conmning fire", an "avenger". His fierce 

displeasine is likened to an "earthquake", aad a "mighty tempest" (1: p. 147). He 

vindictively consigns unrepentant sinaen to the bottomless pit, the "jaws of everlasting 

destruction'' (1: p. 147). The omnipotence of God's math is wmplemented by his 

piercing omniscience. Sinuen see how the law is "exceeding broaâ" and that "there is 



nothing hid h m  the light theteof'. In this way, the dread of reûibution i s  coupled by 

scnipulously thorough self~ondemnations which are an index of the enormous scope of 

the original conflict and tepression. Whet we observe here is a classic manifestation of 

neurotic guilt. Every ide wotd and imagination of the heart is condemned - thoughts are 

treated as equivalent to deeds. Hatred and lust are felt to be cornmensurate witb actual 

murder and adultery. 

Profound self-blme ultimately inspires the belief that one is worthy of eternal 

damnation. The anticipation of one's just deserts inspires persecutory anxiety. Wesley 

alludes to sado-rnasochistic fantasies of attack, the "fear of men, who if they were able to 

kill his body, would thereby plunge botb body and sou1 into hell". Moreover, anxiety is 

indiscriminately pnenilized to al1 facets of perception: the "guilty sou1 is tenifieci with 

everything, with nothing, with shades, with a leaf shaken of the wind". 

We have already considered how the covenant of works metaphoncally portrays a 

conflict of ambivalence. Unresolved aggression, syrnbolized as the inherited residue of 

original sin, defiles personal righteousness. All forms of active expiation are made 

ineffective by the taint of corruption. Not only does the religious symbolism of the 

covenant aptl y c haracterize a psyc hological reality, Wesley' s preaching of the doctrine 

was also specifically intended to i n d l  hopelessness and despair. It functioned as a 

device which exacerôated conflict and theteby generated the equivalent of learned 

helplessness, a ventable "no-win" situation. Cohen's insightful analysis of the effects of 

the covenant in Putitan spirituality also applies to Methodism. He speaks of a 

"theological noose", a contradictory "double-bind (1 986, p. 62) which commands 

obedience, while stipulating, in the same breath, its very impossibility. Echoing 

Holland's daim that Wesley's inculcation of passivity was responsible for causing 

hysterical p i c ,  Cohen mites, "Unwiling the Covenant of Works exposed congregations 

to conflicting signals ...pr eachers fully expccted the covenant to agitate their hearers, 



inducing affections of f a ,  enmity and fnght" (p. 62). He explicitly claims that the 

covenant caused newotic behavior. 

Here again, we c m  discem a subtext that both allegorizes and repeats a modal 

child-parent scemrio. In the authontarian style of uprearing, children develop a sense of 

inadequacy, fbtility and guilt when ngorous demands for impulse control supersede their 

developmental abilities to comply. Preaching about the covenant of works was an 

effective mode of neurotic induction because it WPS so thoroughly resonant 

unconsciously. It was an al1 too familiar story that activated an archaic and inesidle 

force not easily stilled. 

To summarize, Wesley's depiction of repentance is a poaic rendering of a 

neurosis. This includes the vicissitudes of aggression (cormpnon as innate wickedness. 

compulsive blaspheming, the deadlock of contrition versus rebellion); the punitive 

parental introject manifesting as the angry deity; aggravated conscience and pervasive 

guilt; persecutory anxiety: and agitated conflict leading to despair. 

Methodist autobiographical accounts substantiate Wesley's account, and my 

interpretation of it. Joseph Jones relays something of the disappointment he felt in his 

father, who brought "numerous troubles both on himself and his family, which ended in 

ememe poverty" (Arminiirn Maguzine, 1789, p. 234). Jones laments the fact that his 

father did not take the trouble of apprenticing hirn in his trade. At lmgth, a kindly 

blacksmith, a distant relative of Jones, provideci him with an opportumty to be trained. 

Although he was treated well, Jones "ran away" fiom his employer in order to find work 

in another town (p. 235). Later, he retuned and was graciously taken back. Then, after 

fleeing a second time, Jones found himself seizeâ with fever and financially desfiMe. 

These circumstances catalyzed his repentance: "In this affliction I was brought to a sight 

of my sins, when 1 cried hesrtily to God for the pardon of th cm..." (p. 236). Yeaming for 

the Saviour's forgiveness, anâ reaiizing that "nformation was necessary", he "became a 



diligent aîtendant on the means of grace, and was very regular in the performance of al1 

the outward duties of religion" (p. 236). To his dismay, Jones soon discovered that he 

was unable to follow through on his resolutions. 

But after a while 1 fell again into my old sin of drunkenness.. . I  was more 
like a fiend than a man ... for 1 c d  and swore, and altogethet like one 
newly come fkom the bonornless pit. When 1 came to myself, 1 knew not 
where to hide my guilty head; and was greatly tempted to put an end to rny 
wetched existence. As I now gave up al1 hopes of mercy . . . m trembliagly 
looked for al1 the fierceness of the Divine displeasure! Thus finding 
myself under the frowns of the Almighty, and my parents not suffering me 
to come near t h ,  1 was driven to almost everything that was desperate: 
and why 1 did not destroy myself no one but God can tell ... the most horrid, 
temfjmg and blasphemous thoughts that can be conceived had possession 
of my mind (p. 236). 

Based on the information that Jones chooses to disclose in his nanative, 1 suggest 

that unresolved resentment towards his father is the key factor in a confiict which 

ultimately gave shape to Jones' repentance crisis. It appears that he dealt with his 

resentment by actively identifjmg with his father, whom Jones regarded as neglecthil 

and irresponsible. As if in prelude, he initially displaces filial aggression onto the 

"kindly" biacksmith, who, on two occasions, is rudely left in the lurch. Following Jones' 

illness, another beneficent father figure is found in God, whose rnercy "melts" Jones' 

heart. Ambivalence, however, sets in again, and he re-enacts the compulsive strategy of 

abandonment by succumbing to diunkenness and verbal profanity. His pilt-ridden 

behavior instills the fear of God. "The fierceness of the Divine Displeasure", was 

seemingly c ~ ~ m i e d  by his parent's r e W  to have anythng to do with him. Now a 

feedback loop of aggression and bad conscience spirals towards hopelessness. His fear 

M e r  exacerbates his rage: ''Thus tinding myself under the fiowns of the Almighty.. .l 

was driven to almost everything that was desperate". Aggrcssion rebounds back and 

forth between self and object - suicida1 tempuitions are coupled wiîh blasphemous 

thoughts (e.g. "Tbousands of temptations 1 had to cune the Fathet, Son and Holy Ghost". 



p. 237). Jones' text clearly affinns how sin is motivated by hostile detiance which, as 

previously indicated, can be seen as a form of acting out behavior. 

1 was indeed as a vagabond upon the eartb, and continually expecting 
when the math of the Alrnighty would nsibly break forth! At length 1 
grew so hardeneâ, and insensible, as to dare the Almighty to do his worst! 
and as 1 had no hope of mercy, I gave the reigns to my lusts, and 
detennined to have dl the pleasure I could in this world (p. 237). 

Neediess to say, the psychologka1 effects of the beiief that divine acceptance is 

conditional upon good works is aptly illustrateâ in Jones' writing. The same vicious 

circle of guilt, rage. anxiety and despair is du> apparent in Thomas Oliver's narrative 

(Aminian Magazine, 1 779, p. 88). Although he bad been previously converteci to 

Methodism, he was convinced that he had not yet been justified. Prior to the actual 

event, he wept bitterly for seven hours, fatring that "Christ âied for al1 but him" (p. 88). 

His lamentation gradually shifted into bittemess: "At Last 1 began to murmur against God; 

and was tempted to speak and think blasphemously of him and to resolve to pray no 

more" (p. 88). He reached for his bible, "with hopes of reading something encouraging'' 

(p. 88), but immediately threw it d o m  again, thinking that it would only aggravate his 

The autobiographies also attest to the sncapacitating effeca of persecutory 

anxiety. We find that Wesley is not making an extravagant c lah  when he refen to a 

mounting terror that "may even border on distraction", "suspending the exercise of the 

memory, of the understanding, of al1 the natural foculties" ( 1984-87,I: p. 257). For 

example, Ruth Hall writes that during her crisis of repentance, 

... rny convictions grew deeper and deeper, till 1 was scarce fit for any 
business. I hardly had any nahnal understanding le& and no memory at 
all; so that if 1 went out to fmh anything, I had forgot it before 1 was half 
way down the street. I then, by the advice ofmy parents, who were afiaid 
1 sbould be quite distracteû, removed to York (Aminian Magcine, 1 78 1 ,  
p. 477). 



The depressive nature of repentance is represented by images of falling and 

descent. Wesley speaks of fdling into the han& of God, plunging into hell, king cast 

into the fire, '"sinking into the depths of perdition" and standing "on the brink of the pif', 

etc. ( 1984-87,I: p. 147). Ostow observes that the onset of depression 1s "ofken 

represented in dreams as fdling or sliding uncontrollably down" (1975, p. 402). 

Conversely, the resolution of descent and darkness which occm at the moment of 

justification, is portrayed in terms of ascent and joyous illumination. 

O may 'the angel of the Lord corne upon the, and the light shine into thy 
prison'! And mayest thou feel the stroke of an almighty hand raising thee 
with. 'Anse up quickiy, gird thyself, and bind on thy sandals, cast thy 
garment about thee, and follow me' (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 148). 

Heavenly, healing light now breaks in upon the his soul. He 'looks on him 
whom he had pierced', and 'Gd, who out of darkness commanded light 
to shine, shineth in his heart". He sees the light of the glonous love of 
God, in the face of Jesus Christ' (1: p. 26 1 ). 

These trajectories of descent and ascent, darkness and illumination, are figurative 

renderings of the bi-polar dynamic. Religious melancholy gives way to elation. More 

specifically, a pre-exiaing neurosis is deliberately mobilized Ma religious imagery and 

conveniently exploited as a means to achieve the exhilarating apprehension of Gd's 

pardon. 

Wesley was well aware of the phenornenon of ritual mouming. He recognizeâ it 

in scripture. Those who have "received the spirit of fear" (cf. Rom. 8: 15; 2: Tim. 1 :7) 

should view it as a "gift of God (1: p. 250): "And thus is the scripture fùlfilled: 'Blessecl 

are they that moum, for they shall k cornforteci'" (Man 5: 4; 1: p. 424). Wesley's 

depiction of repentance is at once a description and an inductive technique. Indeed, his 

sermons fbnctioned as hetero-suggestive instruction manuals on how to receive the spirit. 



Backed by divine decree, Wesley literally communds his followers to how their 

comiption. in this regard, Lindstrom Wntes, 

What he does is to conjoin a subjective attitude with the objective one. 
Objective facts and circumstances must be not merely comprehended by 
man but actually experienced.. "Feel", he says, "that your caml mind is 
enmity against God". . . Therefore [the individual] is admonished thus: 
"Simer, awake! Know thyself! Know and féel, that thou wert 'shapen in 
wickedness', and that 'in sin did thy mother conceive thee'.. .The 
individuai's awareness of his compt nature is considered an absolute 
prerequisite of his faith in Christ ... (1946, p. 32-33). 

Wesley enjoins simers to actively enhance their guilt and voluntady deepen the 
de pression. 

For he that cometh unto G d  by this faith must fix his eye singly on his 
own wickedness, on his guilt and helplessness, without having the least 
regard to any supposed g d  in himself, to any virtue or righteoumess 
whatsoever. He must corne as a mere sinner inwardly and outwardly, 
selfdestroyed and self-oondemneâ, bringing nothing to God but 
ungoâliness only, pleading nothing of his own but sin and misery. Thus it 
is, and thus aione, when his 'mouth is stoppeci', and he stands utterly 
'guilty before God', that he can 'look unto Jesus' as the whole and sole 
'propitiation for his sins'. Thus only cm he be 'found in him' and receive 
the 'righteousness which is of God by faith' ... Go as altogether ungodly, 
guilty, lost, destroyed, deserving and dropping into hell, and thou shah 
then find favor in his sight.. ." (1984-87.1: p. 198). 

If one wishes to escape Gd's judgments, one should "cast [onelself into them. 

'Judge thyself, and thou shah 'not be Sudged of the Lord"' (1: p. 147). Deliberate 

selfcondemnation is coupted with grieving. Simers must eamestly "cry doud" to 

receive forgiveness: "Now weep for your sins, and moum after God till he tunis your 

heaviness into joy. And even then weep with them that weep, and for them that weep not 

for themselves" (1: p. 6%). 

Further evidence of rihial mouming in Wesley's sermons is found in his 

discussion of fasting. niere was no Qubt in his mind of a definite link m e n  fasting 

and melancholy. Citing instances &om scripaoe, he points out that "strong emotions of 

mind", "any vehement ps ion  such as SOM or feai', kpive  individuals of theit desire 



to eat (1: p. 597). Depressive affect is the "natuml ground of fasting": "One who is under 

the deep afniction, overwhelmed with sonow for sin, and a strong apprehension of the 

wrath of God [aaturally abstainsj. ..not only from pleasaat, but even fiom needful food" 

(1: p. 598). Deliberate fasting is expiative by definition. It "weans" the soul from the 

"indulgences of the infèrior appetites which naturally tend to chain it down to eorth" (1: 

p. 600) and has thereby been appointed "to be a means of averting God's m t h "  (1: p. 

60 1). Although Wesley disapproved of severe and physically masochistic foms of 

asceticism - the neglect of appel ,  self-flagellation, mutilation, and muvation (1: pp. 

5949595,609) - he stipulated the necessity of self-sacrifice. Those who "desire to walk 

hwnbly and closely with God will find frequem occasion for private seasons of thus 

afflicting their souk before theit Father which is in secret" (1: p. 597). intimately tied to 

the intentional deepening of religious melancholy, fasting was seen as an "outward" 

means by which the grace of God was conveyed into the sou1 (1: p. 605). 

But let us take care to afflict our souls as well as bodies. Let every season, 
either of public and private fasting, be a seamn of exercising al1 those holy 
affections which are implied in a broken and contrite heart. Let it be a 
season of devout mouming, of Godly sonow for sin.. . 'For gd ly  sorrow' , 
the sonow which is according to God, which is a precious gift of his 
Spirit, lifting the sou1 to God From whom it flows, 'worketh repentance to 
salvation, not to be repmted of (1: pp. 609-6 10). 

For Wesley, fasting, as a facet of ritual moming, produced beneficial efFects 

through the alteration of consfiow erperience. It assisted prayer by increasing virtuous 

sensibilities (1: p. 600) which correspond precisely to the characteristics of the 

j istification ecscaîy. These include "chastity.. .seriouuiess of spirit, eamestness, 

sensibility, and tendemess of conscience, deadness to the world ... the love of G d  and 

every holy and heavenly affsction" (1: p. 600). Therefon, fosting was a means of 

attaining faith (1: p. 60). Wesley fumishes his text with biblical examples in which 

f a ing  is clearly tied to ecstatic modes of nvelation in prophecy, dnams and visions (1: 

pp. 602603). 



Finally, as a means to elicit the justification ecstasy, nligious mouming worked 

in tandem with another psychological pocess involving the unconscious elabration of 

materials initially mulled over consciously. Both James (1989) and Starbuck ( l9 1 1 ) 

accounted for affective and cognitive shifts in conversion by appealing to bbsubliminal" 

influences that proceeded beyond the periphery of awareness. Anticipating Wallas' 

(1926) notion of "incubation", James ngarded this kind of subconscious creativity as a 

fomi of problem solving in which the conscious deliberation of a pressing emotional 

dilemma was extended into an "extra-marginal" field (1989, pp. 232-233). In addition, 

inputs from the extemal environment, be they concrete events or abstract ideas, also 

contributed to the store of subconscious materials utilized as sources of inspiration 

(Starbuck, 19 1 1, pp. 106- 107). 

In his discussion on how to wait for the Holy Spirit, Wesley indicates that the 

need to overcome oppressive feelings associated with repentance, or, the "desire to flee 

fiom the wrath to corne" (1984-87,I: p. 394), naturally drives one to h o m e  immersed 

in the "order of Goà" (1: p. 394). One is impelled to find "a preacher who speaks to the 

heart", to converse with fellow Chnstians, "to [search] the scriphues" and other "bserious 

books" (1: p. 394). Being so inclined, readets are urged to fully capitalize on this trend, 

to unasharnedly "talk of the ttungs of Goà", to "pray to him" and partake of his supper. 

Concentrated exposwe to Christian discourse is combined with active "rneditation" so 

"that [God's word] may have its full force upon [the] heart" (1: p. 394). The urgent need 

to be relieved of depressive affect heightens the emotional significance of that which is 

absotbed, thus sponsoring unconscious processes of creative synthesis. Even the idea of 

the sudden manifestation of the spirit is subject to suggestive incubation: "Look then 

every moment for his a m n g !  Be it at the hour you are employed in his ordinances; or 

before, or after.. .or when you are hindered thecettom.. .He is always ceady. .always willing 



to save" (1: pp. 395-396). Wesley's advice on the use of ordinances similarl y promotes 

the suggestive incubation of unitive ideas, so central to the ensuing ecstasy. 

Nothing short of God can satisQ your soul. Therefore eye him in afI, 
through ail, and above ail ... If God was there, if his love flowed into your 
hart, you have forgot, as it were, the outward work. You see. you know, 
youfeel, Cod is al1 in al1 (1: pp. 396-397). 

The importance of the role that unconscious incubation played in the facilitation 

of the new binh is seen in the fact that ody a minonty of instantaneous conversions 

occuned amidst the "heat" of open air prpaçhing (Albin, 1985. p. 278; Abelove, 1990, 

p. 90). Conversions cannot be attributed soiely to the emotional turbulence of these 

scenes. On the contrary, evidence suggests that Methodist discourse was, for the most 

part, gradua11 y assimilated over a period of time coinciding with the trials and 

tribulations of the repentance phase. Albin's statistical analysis of spiritual narratives 

published in the Anniniun Maguzine leads him to conclude that the most ffequently cited 

location for the new birth was in the privacy of the home. He writes: "This fact suggests 

that Evangelical conversion in early Methodian was a slow process involving significant 

thought and reflection" ( 1985, p. 278). 

Ritual mouming and its eRects created an ideal citcumstance for the maximal 

production of unconxious creativity. As rnentioned, the wish to resolve the depression 

provided ample motivation for psychic work, both within and outside of awareness. 

Moreover, depression generally leaâs to introversion and an increaseâ investment of 

attention upon the self and the interna1 world Wesley States that convictions b p n  

one's natwal attraction to "idolatry", a tenn which not only refers to irreverent affections 

such as pri& and ambition, but also to the whole d m  of sensual gratifications and 

worldly pleasure. One thdore instinctively disengages h m  the worM: "Whrn once 

you are possessed of this genuine conviction, al1 your idols will lose their chams. And 

you will wonder how you codd so long lean upon those broken reeds..." (1984-87,I: p. 



1 13). In addition, we shall shortly see how Methodists unàergoing repentance 

deliberately sought persona1 seclusion and isolation as part of their mourning technique. 

It is noteworthy that the Cornmittee on Psychiatry and Religion (1976) posits a 

comection between mystical ecstasy, solitude and creativity. They hold that both 

mystics and "creators" seek solinde kcause only in this state " c m  the mind work out 

the new mental configuration it seeks" (p. 795). 

Dunng the repentance phase, a comprehensive series of religious ideas and ideals 

attaching to the theme of reconciliation with God are subject to long tenn consideration. 

What begins as a voluntary reflection on Gad's promiseà acceptance through faith, his 

mercihl ornnipresence, and the moral rationaiity of hjs commandmems, is assimilated 

unconsciously and worked through in a fashion that engages al1 levels of the self. 

Ideally, a cognitive-affective synthesis of novel religious ideals and identity structures is 

formulated in response to intemal conflict, and manifests subsequently dunng the 

ecstatic moment of justification. 

Autobiogmp&al Accounts of Ritual Moiiriing 

Methodist autobiographies consistently document the use of various fonns of 

ritual mouming. 1 have singled out three Lin& of chta that are particularly conspicuous 

in this literature. These are fastin& grieving in solitude, and, more generally, the 

psychological paradox inherent in the selfconscious use of depression inducing 

techniques. Let us consider each of these items in turn. 

Many of the narratives inform us that f&g was "added to al1 the other means of 

grace" (Anniniun Magcine, 1780, p. 480) dMng desdation. Even though Wesley 

poscribed excessive foms of rlfdeprecatory m o d n g  the autobiographical evidence 

suggests that his followers fkquently disregarded the nile. While unâergoing 

convictions, William Green was Uispireû by "an account d a  wondemil work among the 

children at Kingswood, some of whom w m  d*cnnimd, not to eat or sleep till they knew 



their sins were forgiven" (Arminim Magazine, 1 78 1, p. 253). John Nelson writes that "1 

would neither eat nor cùink, till1 had found the Kingdom of God" (1 842, p. 18). For 

three weeks, John Atlay did not sleep or eat, "but just enough to keep life" (Arminiizn 

Magazine, 1 778, p. 578). Four days d e r  being j ustified, Richard Moss foud himself in 

darkness (Arminian Maguine, 1798, p. 53-54). The cornforting sense of God's presence 

had vanished abruptly. He consequemly 'Wed every means of recovering the Light", but 

to no avail. Doubting whether his sins had really been taken awoy, Moss resorted to 

fasting. 

I never eat a full meal, so that I was hungry fiom the beginning of the 
week to the end. From Thwsday noon till Sawdsy noon, I tasted no food 
at all. Insomuch, that I was quite wom away, and grown weak, that I 
could scarcely walk.. .I wished 1 had never been bom or, that my sou1 and 
body might die togethet. 1 was wevy of life, and would have starved 
myself to death; only for offending God (pp. 53-54). 

Alexander Mather' s repentance convictions were aggravateci by ci rcumstantial 

guilt. Not only had he neglected a vow of daily prayer with his wife, he was also, for a 

time, forced to work (as a baker) on the Sabbath. Like Atlay, his penitential loss of 

appetite was accompanied by sleeplessness. In this instance, it is unclear to what extent 

Mather's deprivations were spontaneously produced or delibenrtcly enacted. 

And my convictions increased day by day, till my appetite was gone, and 
my sleep departed fiom me: my bones were filled as with a sore disease, 
and my tears were my meat day and night ... my flesh consmed away, like 
a moth M i n g  a garment And my bones were d y  to Nrt through my 
skin; for I had no test &y or night ... 1 now slept linle and ate little, and the 
grief of my sou1 dronk up rny spirits (Aminian Magazine, 1780, pp. 
95-99). 

We know that excessive fasting has fnquently played a role in Christian 

ascetickm phor to Protestantism. Menninger (1 938, pp. 77-1 26) and Mounteer ( 1 98 1, p. 

160) argue that the deliberne starvation of Christian m m ,  as practiceci, for example, 

by the early Desert Fathers, is an expression of burieâ feelings of hmed and revmge 

towards parents. These feelings. which, accordhg to botb authors, lead to cmibaiistic 



urges to devour and -y, are penitentially tumeâ against the self. Starvation is a 

primitive compromise formation in that it is botb a cienial, as well as a displaced 

expression of the rage. In a similar fashion, Rubin holds that in Protestant tradition, 

excessive fasting is a culture-bound syndrome that stems directly fkom evangelical 

numue (1994, pp. 82-87). "Evangelical anorexia nervosa" (p. 82), as he refers to it, was 

one of several forms of 'bhumiliation" and "self-maceration" employed as a means to 

assuage guilt and gain acceptance (p. 87). The behavioral manifestations of this 

syndrome wete food refusal, anxiety , sleep disordm, and obsessive-compulsive 

ceremonials. Because self-interest also pertained to the satisfaction of the M y ' s  natural 

appetites, conflicts focusing on autonomy made their way into the domain of orality. 

Fasting, taken to a symptomatic extreme, arose out of a deadlock in which the hope of 

receiving evidence of Gd's love was offset by the pessimistic conviction that one was 

destined for damnation. 

We will recall that Wesley designated fasting as a means to avert the wrath of 

God ( 1984-87.1: p. 60 1 ). There is thus a suggestion that eating was unconsciously 

permeated with aggressive meanings. In the autobiographies, we see how images of  the 

demonic, of greed, malice and persecution, are oflen comected to orality. For example, 

Richard Moss, whom, as indicated above, fasted until he could h d l y  walk, r e k d  to 

take the Lord's supper for fear that if he sinned afierwards, he would 'kat and drink his 

own damnation" (Anninian Magcine, 1798, p. 5).  During the pend of excessive 

festin& his prayers were disrupted by a "strange honor": "It seemed as if the enemy were 

just by me, reudy ro swollow me up" (emphasis added; p. 54). Images of sinnen 

"swallowed up" by hell and "co~sumeâ'' by sin are copiously portrayed in the literature. 

Wesley uses these very metaphors when he refm to hell as the "jaws of everlasting 

ûestruction" (2 Thess. 1 :9), or speaks of idolatry as swallowing up the mwakened (1: p. 



1 13). Elsewhere, he explains how sins "have gashed and mangled us d l  over. They are 

diseases that Qink up our blood and spin B..." (1: p. 586). 

Even after becoming a successful circuit preacher, it is evident that Thomas 

Oliver's ideals were compromised by lingering ambivalences (Aminiun Magcine, 1 779, 

pp. 1 37-1 38). His unconscious aggression manifested in an oral register. One day, h i l e  

having supper at Cullompton, he was suddenly "dreadfuily tempted to think that he was 

not called to preach. in that moment he felt that bis food did not belong to him, and that 

he was a "thief' and a "robber" in d n g  it. He bmt into tears and could not finish his 

meal. Soon after, he dreamt that Christ had corne in the clouds to judge the world, and 

gave him an "exceeding black" look. In response, Oliver "humbled himself with fasting 

and prayers. For I. B. of St. Hellier, both the divine and the demonic are expressed in 

tenns of oral aggression. She begins her memoir with a standard trope: "1 was one &y 

deeply troubled. It seemed Hell was just ready to devour me, for the sins I had 

cornmitted ..." (Anniniun Mugccine, 1788, p. 71). FuRher on she describes an eidetic 

image (prhaps a vision) in which the Lord revealed to her how he had destroyed "the 

man of sin": "But I cannot fully express it. 1 beheld sin as a horrible monster, which the 

Lord di.vmembere J, till the w hole appeared li feless and tom in pieces" (emphasis added; 

p. 183). In a similar vein, oral aggressive fantasies of mutilation and dismembement. as 

well as behavioral manifestations such as gnasheâ teeth, choking, suffocation, and 

spitting are associated with the phenomena of hysterical p i c  attacks pteceding 

conversion. (Rammage, 1967, pp. 13 1, 152-1 53). 

The forgoing data suggests that fhsting, as a fonn of atonement, can be viewed as 

a teaction formation, a passive deniai of rage. Those who abstained fiom food humbled 

themselves sacrificially. The unholy vicissihdes of oral sadism - voraciousness, 

incorporative greed, envy and dcsauction - an the hallmarks of caniality, and the essence 

of that which is diabolical. niey are, as it were, the repiessed underside of evangelical 



nurture. E m m e  fasting, along with the physically visible signs of emaciation and 

exhaustion, were demonstrative subrnissions, palpable proofs that one had really fotsaken 

willfulness in exchange for grace. The masochistic character of fasting is consistent with 

an object-relational pattern intemalized by chilâren weaned on evangelical 

authoritarianism. They learned that love is rewardeâ on condition of pain. in other 

words, a modal fantasy was formulateâ early on, perhaps even preverbally, that suffering 

through depivations is the means by which acceptance is confened by the parent. One 

can list any number of speculative explanations as to why aggression took on an oral 

coloring: invasive disciplinary standards during the eaily oral period, sauggles over 

dietary restrictions, the regressive displacement of anal and oedipsl conflicts, or the 

overdetermined combination of al1 these factors. Whatever the expianation may be, the 

stinings of oral sadisrn were masochisticall y reversed. In ritually enacting the denial of 

prohibited oral needs, and, in the case of excessive fasting, becoming physically depleted 

and psychologically miserable, one could hope to avert the m t h  of the divine-parent, 

and final l y receive forgiveness. 

In seeking the proper way to conversion, many Methodists relied on severai of the 

old ptactical Puritan works by authors such as Alleine, Baxter and Bunyan (Rack, 1989, 

p. 176). Like Wesley's writings, these texts served as instruction manuals, just as they 

had done in their own cultural setting during the previous cenniry. King States that, in 

Puritanism, prominent spiritual narratives fhctioned like oral traditions in that 

"conventions of writing became a force capable of fsshioning a person's rdity ... the 

Puritan autobiographer offers his soul's anguish as an exemplum or as an affliction for 

emulation" ( 1983, p. 40). Methodists r d i l y  inherited this tradition. In bis 

autobiography, Silas Told (1954), who, along with two other siblings, was separated fiom 

his mother at d y  age and "sent to nurse at Kingswood" (p. 12), explains that during 

childhood, he felt only bliss in comprehending God. His early spintual experiences are 



exclusively portrayed in an exuberant, if not rapturous, light While he was still in 

petticoats, he was ofien ''transported in such a maure  with heavenly bliss, that whether 

in the body or out of the body [he] could not tell.. . ". (p. 16). He found peace "meditating 

on things divine"; church services were "a heaven upon earth"; he "drank deep into the 

bliss of everblessed and adorable Jesus" (pp. 57-58). #en, at the age of ten, Told 

began to " r d  pious books, espccially Pilgrim's Progress", we see a definitive shift in hs 

religious sensibilities. He describes the precocious onset of his repentance at the age of 

twelve, an ecstatic event that was clearly initiated by the suggestive force of Bunyon's 

text. 

Sitting one day, reading the Pilgrim's Progress, 1 suddenly laid down the 
book, leaned my right elbow on my knee, with my hand supporthg my 
head, and meditated in the most solernn manner upon the awfulness of 
eternity. Suddenly 1 was struck as witb a hand on the top of my h e d ,  
which affccted my whole m e ;  the blow was immediately followed by a 
voice, with these words, "Dark! darît! da&!" and although it alarmed me 
pfodigiously, yet upon the recovery from so sudden a motion, I found 
myself broad awake in the world of sin. Notwithstanding al1 my former 
happiness, I now found nothing could give me satisfaction; nor could 1 
ever rea satisfied about my salvation, as temptations from the world, the 
flesh, and the devil were ever besetting me (pp. 58-59). 

Years later, while in his thirties, Told underwent an extended ptriod of religious 

melancholy . What is significant is how the depiction of his mournfulness is so 

rerniniscent of the language of Bunyon's own spiritual namative, Gmce Abounding to the 

Chief of Sinners. Told takes long solitary walks in fields, "roaring for the very 

disquietude of [his] soul" (p. 75). Begrudging tk placid ignorance of the beasts, he 

chwses "strangling rather thui life", believing that suicide will ''aflord bim the greatest 

happiness" (p. 75). 

An important trend in Puritan litnature, one that became central for Methodists, 

was the practice of solitude and witbdrawal as part of the standard fare of religious 

rnouming. The Mtan motif of the self-exiled simer searching for God in the 



wildemess was literally enacted as a technique. George Fox, for example, supplemented 

fasting by "walk[ing] abroad in solitary places many days ...". 

...m sat in hollow tnes  a d  lonesome places until night came on; and 
fresuently in the night walked moumfully about by myself; for 1 was a 
man of sonows in the time of the first workings of  the Lord in me. During 
al1 this time 1 was never joined in profession of religion with any, but gave 
up myself to the Lord, having forsaken al1 evil company, taking leave of 
father and mother, and al1 other relations, and agveled up and down as a 
stranger on the e h ,  which was the way the Lord inclined my 
heari ...(q uoted in James, 1985, pp. 335-336). 

Influenced didactically by Puritan example, Methodists commonly moumed in 

the solitude of fields, w d s ,  bams and private chambers. As we have just seen. this was 

Silas Told's apprmch. One Sabbath-day during John Pawson's desolation, he attended 

preaching but, as he puts it, "could not break through" (Anninian Maguzine, 1779, p. 27). 

When it was over, I walked into the garden and wept bitterly. From 
thence I went into a solitary place ad, where no one might see me, 
bemoaned myself before the Lord. O, the anguish I then felt. 1 was 
scarcely able to look up (pp. 27-28). 

John Hanby explains that he spent much time "praying in the fields, woods, and 
barns". 

Any place, and every place, was now a closet to my mourning soul, who 
longed for the Day-Star to arise in my poor benighted heart. And it 
pleased infinite mercy, while 1 was praying in a dark place (greatly 
temfied for fear 1 should see the devil), that the Lord set my weary sou1 at 
liberty . . . [with an] extasy of joy (Annzn~an Magcine, 1 780, pp. 5 1 1 -5 1 2). 

Hanby spent much time "in the fields, praying and meditating" (p. 5 13). and he 

refen to this as his "method. William Carvosso, whose mind was "greatly distresseci" 

because he haâ yet to recieve the blessing of sanctification, "tutried into a lonely barn to 

wrestle with G d  in secret prayer" (p. 42). He writes, "While kneeling on the 

thrnhing-noor, agonizing for the pst salvation, this promise was applied to my mind, 

'Thou art fair, My love; there is no spot in thee"' (p. 42). 



In connection with the theme of pecocity, several nmatives refer to childhood 

convictions that an similarly coupied with the practice of solitude. Mis. A.B. reports 

that somewhere around the a p  of ten, she experienced "great distress" over her "lost 

estate" (Anninian Mugcine, 1789, pp. 4 14-4 1 5) .  

. . -1 wandend in the woods. 1 did not comrnunicate my feelings to any 
person. nor had 1 indeed anyone to whom 1 could open rny min4 or could 
be of use to me. At lengtb, one day as i was wnstiing in ptayer in a 
wood, 1 found a measme of that rest which I sought: 1 found love and joy 
in my heart, and retained a degree of it till 1 was fi fieen years of age (p. 
415). 

John Mason, who lost both his parents before the age of five, "was often alarmed 

with the fear of kath and Judgment" and b'trembled at the thought of king cast into the 

tire of hell" (Arminiun Muacine, 1780, p. 65 1 ). "At those times*', he mites, "I 

f~uently went alone and pmyed bat God would have rnercy upon me, and *ive me 

frorn my sins" (p. 65 1 ). Being much afflicted from her infancy, S. Mallit began to seek 

God when she was nine years old (Arminiun Mugcine, 1788, p. 130). ihe question of 

who God was, and why she had been brought into the world %oubled her". 

... my trouble so increased, that I was depnved of rny sleep, and oflen 
passed the night in weeping 1 was fkquently weeping in the day too; so 
that some thought I was going melancholy. One night as I WQS mourning 
by nysel/, the Lord twk pity and revealed himself to me. In a moment all 
my sorrow was tumed into joy. and I knew I was made to love and serve 
God (emphasis aàded; p. 130). 

Further evidence of the importance of isolation as a facet of ritual m o d n g  i s  

provided by Albin ( 1985). ln his sample, he fin& that in slightly les  than half of the 

reported cases of Methodist conversion, the inchdual was alone (42.8%; p. 278). This 

was also the case for those who were instuitaneously sanctifeû (45.6%; p. 279). 

It is  quite probable that certain modes of solitude f m d  various degrees of 

sensory &privation. individuais octiveiy wught secluQd low stimulus smings such as 

private chambers, stables and barns, and many recount mouming by themselves under the 



cover of night. Recall tbat John Hanby's sou1 was set at lihrty while praying alone "in a 

dark place". Experimental research on sensory deprivation shows that it can induce 

altemate States of conscioumess, the contents of which range fiom simple eidetic images, 

extended drearnlike sequmces, and unitive experiences (Bexton et al. 1 954; Li1 1 y, 1 956; 

Woodbum et al, 1956; Meikur, 1993). In various studies. Merkur has demonstrated how 

sensory deprivation is  systematically utiiized to evoke visionary experiences in religious 

contexts such as huit shamanism and initiation (1992), Jewish apocalypticism (1989) 

(where it is combined with datkness, solitude, fascing and sleep deprivation) and 

Gnosticism ( 1993). 

Upon close examination of the language Methodists use to describe their 

moming, not only do we see evidence for the deliberate application of techniques 

intended to deepen their convictions, we alw discern an intriping pattern which is best 

described as psychological paradox. In these descriptions, we find that one sector of the 

pemnality is authentically and deepl y distressed, while another is sel f-consciousl y 

applying a technique, assessing its efFects and anticipating the joyous recepnon of the 

spirit. Put differently, part of the ego remains relative1 y detached fiom the process in 

order to engage in self-reflection and make "executive decisions" with respect to actions 

that will intensify the depression. The characteristics ascribed to this selfsbserving 

function may be conceptualized as the product of an intra-psychic "therapeutic alliance" 

between the ego and the positive superego. Iâedly, the alliance creates a safe holding 

space in which the transference neurosis ont0 God can develop. As a result, phfui 

materials which fuel the depression are permitteci to emerge and k sufficiently managed 

until dispelled by the justification ecstasy. 

A paradigrnatic example of this fsscinating '*double-consciousness" is found in 

John Pawson's nuntive (Anninian Magazine, 1779, pp. 29-32). He bribes king 

involved in a difficuh struggle with his father who saenuously objected to his son's 



convinced his father to attend a number of Methodist srnices, whereupon Pawson senior 

became amenable and "began to pray that the Lord would shew him the way of 

Salvation" (pp. 29-30). 

A little later after pawson senior] went..into the stable, where he thought 
no-body could hear or see him, and prayed eamestly to the Lord. Here it 
was that the light of the Holy Spirit btoke in upon him: he now had a 
clear sight of his sinful and lost condition, and was brought into such 
distress. that.. . he rmred for the very disquiteness of his sod. He was now 
asharncd and confiouaded, and could hardly hope for rnercy. niis was a 
day of glad tidings to me ...(p. 30). 

Once the conflict with his father was resolved, Pawson tumed his attention to the 

state of his own soul. He writes, ''though I knew myself to be without C h i  in the world, 1 

was dull and unaffected ..." (p. 30). Having assessed himself in this rnanner, he actively 

starts to cultivate his own repentance. 

... but it was rny continua1 prayer, that the Lord would take away my heart 
of stone, and give me a kart of flesh. 1 cried day and night un*, him, that 
he would give me a broken and a conaite heart, and it was not long ere he 
inclined his ear. I went to hem the word at a wighboring village, when, in 
the beginning of the service, the power of G d  came mightily upon me 
and many othen. All of a sudden my heart was like melting wax, and my 
soul was disttessed above measwe, 1 cned with an exceeding bitter cry; 
the trouble and anguish of spirit that I labond under far exceeding al1 
description. The mows of the Almighty stmck fast in my flesh, and the 
poison of hem diank up rny spirits; yet in the height of my distress 1 
could thank the Lord. that he had granted me what 1 had so long sought 
for. 1 now sought the Lord with my whok heart, and negleaed no 
opportunity of hearing his worâ, or of waiting upon him in every means of 
grace; yet many t imn did I not h e u  one half of the sermon, my distress 
k ing  so exceeâingly great. 1 had such a clear sight and deep sense of my 
exceeâing sinfulness, that I was hwabled Ui the dust...Tbe things of this 
world became quite bitter to me ... my mind king so occupied with grief 
for my p s t  sins, and with my desire to bc delivereâ corn them. My 
business kcame a burdm to me: 1 was quite confiised and brought very 
low. .. I was on the very brhk of Qespiir (W. 30-3 1 ). 



One moming, while walkùig in the fields, Pawson was tempted to conclude that it 

was "al1 in vain.. . to expect any merc y" (p. 3 1 ). The Lord then reviveci his "drooping 

heart" with the wotd, "O tany thou the Lord's leisure: be strong and he shail comfort thy 

heart" (p. 3 1). This enabled him "both to h o p  and quietly wait for the salvation of God" 

(p. 3 1). Next, Pawson describes king discouraged by news of an acquaintance "who had 

only heard about three semons" but was "brought to enjoy a clear sense of the love of 

God" (p. 32). 

I retumed home, and immediatety retired into my chamber; but here 1 haû 
no suficient opportwiity to give vent to rny grief I thetefore walked into 
the bam, where 1 thought no one could see or hear me. Here 1 prayed and 
wep, and r m d  alouâ, my distress king  greatet then I was able to bear: 
yet, I was not quite without hop, but expecteâ, vile as 1 was, that the Lord 
would at last be gracious unio me (p. 32). 

Pawson's narrative is replete with examples of deliberaie mourning and the 

paradoxes of induced depression. He tecounts how his father, afier asking the Lord to 

show him the way to salvation. withdrew into a stable to pray and consequently received 

a clear sight of his sins. Pawson junior rejoiced over his father's good fortune in 

becoming afnicted: "This was a &y of glad tidings to me". Influenced by example. 

Pawson then deduced his own state of unaffectedness, and began to engage in ntual 

mourning by crying unto the Lord and petitionhg for a "broken and contrite heartl'. His 

selfsuggestive entreaties were subject to incubation and later given incentive to manifest 

during a public sewice. Pawson's heart promptly "melied like wax", his soul "was 

distressed beyond measwe" and he bitterly cried aloud. As indicated above, suggestive 

incubation is involved in the unconscious processes that orchestrate the content of the 

justification ecstasy. Here we xe how it also plays a centrai role in the amplification of 

religious melancboly. In wme instances, suggestive incuôation was used to precipitate 

p i c  attacks as a means to speed the work. For example, in a difiernt m t i v e ,  

Z e c h ~ a h  Yewdpl states that he would Q and srdfer anything 30 find the blessing and 



peace of God" (Arminian Magcine, 1792, p. 164). He thus beseeched God to "shake him 

over the mouth of Hell" (p. 164). Shortly thereaftet, he attended a prayer meeting and, in 

contempiating his hypocrisy, discovered the wrath of God hanging over his head 

Frightened of "dtopping into Hell" (p. 164), Yewdall, dong with several others, wailed 

for two hours, d i l e  Giends stood by and prayed over them. 

Retuniing to Pawson's account, we see that, notwithstanding his anguish, he is, at 

the same time, gratefully encourt@: "yet in the height of my distress 1 could blcss the 

Lord, that he had granted me that which 1 had so long sought for" (p. 3 1 ). Sentiments of 

this nature - the dread of damnation which is paradoxically welcomed as a sign of hop, 

as evidence that one is on the nght path - are commonly expressed throughout the 

Methoâist narratives (cf. Anninian Magazine, 1780, p. 127, p. 480; 1881, p. 2; 1798, p. 

8). Thzy aptly illustrate the double-consciousness of delibenite mouming. Even as his 

convictions bear dom upon him, Pawson is able to partial1 y extract himsel f fiom the 

depression in order to observe and comprehend it as a reassuring indication of movement 

towards justification. Note that this detached evalution d w s  not impede his ability to be 

genuinely micken with grief'. His life becomes a burden, he is ''confiised and "brought 

very low": "1 was on the brink of despair". We are W e r  persuaâed of the authenticity 

of his condition when we read the account of his state of mind just pior to k i n g  

justified He writes: "1 heard very little of the Sermon, but continued kneeling al1 the 

time of service; and afier it was ended, 1 still continu4 trembling, weeping and crying 

aloud for mercy ... my bodily strengtb was quite exhausteci" (pp. 32-33). 

Following the onset of his repentance convictions, Pawson continues to numue 

his depression. He explains, for example, that he went vuaiking in the fields, "bemoaning 

himself" (p. 3 1) and b i d e s  that he is beyond the reach of mercy. At that moment he is 

comforted by the word, "...be strong and he shall comfort thine heart". In effect, Pawson 

is reminding himself thot his despair, altbough difficult to endure, is the key to his 



salvation. If he simply can muster the strength to bear the peh for as long as it lasts, he 

will eventually be forgiven and redeemed. This enables hirn to becorne cairn and 

hopeful. The intensification of grief initiates a syrnbolic self-reflectioa, the "cornfortable 

word", which keeps hirn mindful of the salvific purpose of his exertions. In this way, 

Pawson's verbal inspiration, a product of the therapeutic alliance, provides hirn the 

courage to follow through with his objective, that is, to sustain the basic intensity of the 

mood. 

When Pawson hem about an acquaintance who is justified in so short a time, he 

is undersuuidably "confounded" and retums home to exploit and increase his current 

state of distress. He retires to his chambet to mourn, but decides that it will not grant 

him suficient privacy to cry aloud and "vent his gnef '. He therefore goes into the barn 

where "no one will see or hear Fm]" and amplifies his sonow in solitude. Once again, 

real anguish is tempered and contained by the self-consciousness of his actions, and the 

awareness that they are sanctioned by Gd. He writes, "my distress [was] greater than 1 

was able to bear: ya I was not quite without hope, but expected, vile as 1 was, that the 

Lord would at last be gracious unto me". 

The psychological paradox of rinial moutning in Methodism, what 1 have refened 

to as the 'bdouble-consciousness" of grief management, bears on an important 

methodological issue. In his elucidation of religious melancholy in British and American 

Puritanism, King (1983, pp. 47-48) critich whit he sces as naive psychohistorical 

appches  which uncritically assume that textual depictions of melancholy cm be taken 

at face value and therefore presem and comey the real intentionality of the authoa. 

Opting iostead for a post-modem definition of h t ing ,  King stresses that nothing can be 

inferrecl outside of textual dixourse itself In other words. to adduce a phenomenology 

of the writer's acnial intentionality and i ~ e r  experience is to impose an alternate 

discourse b t  is, by definition, absent in the original source. Viabk scholarship confines 



itself to the systematic examination of conveationaî tropes and tums of phrases. King's 

implicit psychology i s  uncompmnisingly unilateral; discourse alone determines 

consciousness and ideatity. He allom for the retroactive reconstruction of individual's 

experiences through the use of cultwally selected metaphors, but rejects the idea that the 

syntax actually "articulateci the sensations they felt and wanted to exclaim" (Cohen, p. 

20). in rejecting a middle giound between formalized rhetoric and psychological 

interionty, King unduly reifies discourse. For example, c m n t  work in cognitive 

linguistics has reached a consensus that the tropes of everyday speech are the actual ideas 

with which we think, and through which we experience the world (Lakoff and Johnson, 

1 980; ûrtney , 1 993). Methodists spoke and wote the way they did because their 

metaphors expresseci the tems of their experience. 

No doubt, King's critique is at least parbally valid. For example, he rightly 

challenges the view that 4btemptation to suicide [is] an actual expression o f  American 

cultural pathology" (King, 1983, p. 5 1 ). He writes, "When Puritan ministen wamed of 

self-murder, their words did involve an irony, for an authority's admonition became the 

suggestion that one should in fact think of suicide" (p. 5 1). King's w of the term 

"irony" is intended to deconstnict the literal authenticity of suicidal intentions. The 

intervening variable of suggestion implies that they would not spontaneously appear 

otherwise. His critique can easily be applied to Methodism given that both Wesley and 

many of his followers refer to suicidal temptations. On the 0 t h  hand, the irony of 

suggestion is  more adequately understd as the double consciousness of ritual 

mouming. In delineating the psychodynomics of authoritarian parenting, i have argued 

that the varietics of preconversion sunering should not be dismissed as mere nanative 

devices (see chaper two). Their chatacteristics are psy~hologicaIly consistent with 

object-dational pecursors. Thus, the suggestive aspect inherent in the expectation of 

suicidal temptations was given na1 emotional force by predisposing fPctors in the 



pemnality (e.g. unconscious aggression and guilt). In the main, when this kind of  

ideation emerged it was experienced in an ernotionally compelling manner. Yet, it was 

safely tolerated precisely becaw it was known to be an expected outcome that signified 

the coming of the spirit. The voluntary use of culhirally sanctioned mouming techniques, 

along with the provision of linguistic images almdy symbolically amuied to the 

practitioner's imer world allowed for the essentially manageable emergence of a 

genuinely intense set of negative emotions. 

Repentance Aniclu 

Hysterical attacks can be identified not only by fairly obvious descriptions of 

extraordinery behavior and subjective experiences (many of which vary with respect to 

the amount of detail given), but also by references to the specific length of tirne in which 

they occurred. Because they are concentrated climaxes of issues that are central 

throughout the entire span of the desoiation phase, hysterical crises are of relatively 

limited duration, and are documenteci as such. In 1739, Wesley noted in his journal that 

while he pieac hed, approximatel y eight individuals "dropped down as if dead" (quoted in 

Rammage, 1967, p. 147). They undenvent "violent agonies", what Wesley calls the "the 

snares of de&" (p. 147). While, for one individual, the "strong pain" lasted an hour, 

several others remained in this way for three days (p. 147). 

Zechariah Yewdall provides a description of his brother's experience. 

ûne evening while in prayer with the fmily, the Lord visited him in an 
extraadiauy manner. The heinousness of his crimes were pmented to 
the eye of his mind; he saw the righteous dispieasure of the almighty, the 
curse of the broken law, and the bonors of a guilty conscience: To his 
apprehension, Hell was moved h m  beneath to meet him. His sou! and 
body were in dread/ul agony for two hows together, and he m*ed aloud 
for mercy. We were even a h i d  the whole neighborhood would be 
alamiecl. In the midst of this distress, the Lord was pleased to visit him in 
love (emphasis a&M,  Artninian Mugtxine, 1 795, p. 1 13). 



Here, the "extra-otditl8fy9' character of the attack is, amongst other things, 

indicated by teference to its specified dwation. 

nie following two extracts, taken fiom narratives wrinen by Thomas R a d i n  and 

William Carvosso, are extended accounts of the subjective phenomenology of hysterical 

attacks. They both contain typical themes, images and sequences. 

Rankin's tepentance commenced when he was 17. He suggests that it was, at 

least in part, precipitated by the recent death of his father (Arminian Magazine, 1779, p. 

184). Rankin was left "al1 on a sudden as dark as midnight", and went on in a 

"wretched" state for over six months (p. 186). As tirne grew ncar for the sacrament to be 

adrninistered, he was 'Tilled with honor", fearing that his participation, as a reviled 

simer, would be sacrilegious, and that he would therefore "cnrcify the Son of God 

afresh" (p. 186). In the end, he approached the table "in confidence", but accidentally 

spilt some of the wine (p. 187). lnexpressibly disttessed, Rankin was tempted to interpret 

the mishap as a sign that Christ's blood was also spilt in vain for him. Later, G d  was 

pleased to "remove the violence of the temptation* and give him "a dawn of hop" (p. 

187). Rankin, now actively rnourning, fought for his salvation "hm the ground of his 

king" (p. 1 87). He wept, prayed and searched the scripture. AAer hearing Whitefield 

preach in Edinburgh, he realized that al1 that stood between his sou1 and Christ was his 

own unbelief. Two days before he found "peace" (p. 187), Rankin's convictions came to 

climactic head. 

. ..I arose in the morning greatly distressed, went out into the garden, and 
moumed over my deplorable state. Al1 at once, 1 had such a view of the 
-th of God, that my sou1 sunk dom into despi?. 1 felt a taste of that 
misery, which the damacd in hell fecl. 1 haâ wt the Ieast giimpse of 
ho pe... 1 was stmagly temped to lay violent han& upon myself. 1 said, 
Strangfing is berter thun life: wlry do I ta- any longer? At chat instant, 
these words darteâ into my mind, How a n  I do this peut evd; und Sin 
ugainsî Gd? 1 s t d  r m d  and confounded..I went into my cbamber, 
end cast myself down upon my face on tbe M.. S m  ahr, 1 was 
deprived of my senses, and seemingly fell into a -ce. It a-ed to 



me, that I was lying in the bed, and my soui near entering into the world of 
spirits. To die, 1 thought, was but a trifie; but to p to helldre was 
dreadfirl: yet, afkr a while, 1 was willing to go to Ml,  if God could not 
otherwise be dorifieci. 1 saw the justice of God demanded it; a d  cned 
out, Thy will be done. 1 Imked to the f a  the sides, and the head of my 
bed, and thought I beheld it surrounded (as thick as they could stand) with 
fiends of the most horrible aspects. ready to coavey my soui to eternal 
flarnes. They seemed to look upon me with a hellish rriumph, which 
words cannot describe. I had, at diat time, such a view of etemity as 1 
never had before or since; and olso of the soul's immortality. 1 bad also 
such a view of the holiness and justice of Gai, as was unspeakable. Just 
as my soul seemed waiting for her ~epacation from the body, this thougit 
ciarted into my minci, "O! where is the sinner's niend? Where is the Lord 
Jesus Chnst?" In speaking these words, 1 lifted up my eyes to heaven; 
anci, [ thought, 1 beheld the heavens open; and then appeared a most 
glorious person, who looked upon me and smiled. I cned out, "That is the 
Lord Jesus Christ! That is the Lamb of Gd, who taketh away the sins of 
the world!" 1 gazed upon him a considmbIe time: and then looked for my 
hellish attendants; but they were gone, and I saw them no more. I was then 
restoted to the use of my senses, and arose from the bed. Al1 my misery 
and despair were gone (pp. 187- 188). 

Before the acnuil amck begins, Rankin smiggles to cope with his ambivalence. It 

appears to have been initially s t i m u l a  by the passing of his father, and the faa that 

Rankin felt obliged to take on the made of patemal responsibility (i.e., overseeing 

family worship and assisting his mother in business; p. 184). Clearly, the metaphon he 

chooses to convey his fear of communion betray an element of destnictiveness. Rankin 

believes that he has 'bampled on the blood of the cross" and ctucified Christ afresh (p. 

186). His ambivalence is emcted in a "slip", when he accidentally spills the wine during 

communion. It is important to obsewe that Ranlrin is a m  that he harbon a tesistance: 

al1 that stands between himself and Christ is his own "unbetief '. The vicissitudes of 

intemal aggression are d e  even more apparrnt in the imaginative content of the actual 

panic attack. When it begins, RanLui is given an unptecedented view of the math of 

G d  He is convincd that be is without hope of mercy, and that he is guilty of 

"qwnching the light" peviously given him. Feeling abandoned by an indignant Goci, 

Rankin mges againn himself and momentady contemplates suicide. 
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In the second phase of the attack, themes of abandonment, guilt, despair and 

suicide are augmented by an ecstatic interlude characterized by demonic persecution and 

desth smggle. Lying in his beà, M i n  is soon deprived of his outward senses and 

experiences a vision. When it begins, he believes that he is  in the pmcess of dying. His 

sou1 separates fiom his body and enters into the world of spirits. Although he considen 

death to be a "trifle", he is admittedly temfied by the thought of hellfire. Nevertheless. 

Radtin overcomes his fear and decides to completely sunender himseif to the 

experience: "yet, after a while, 1 was willing to go to hell, if God could not otherwise be 

glorified". u\ consenting to his punishrnent by offering up his sou1 for the greater glory of  

Gd, he gains the reassuring approval of an ego ideal. The reparative gesture, in tum, 

grants him the courage to let go and allow the vision to unfold fully. In other words, 

Rankin is here making active use of the therapeutic alliance. Upon doing so, further 

unconscious materials emerge in syrnbolic fom. In this way, the vision pmeeds in terms 

of discrete episodes, as is the case with narrative sequences in dreams. He now beholds a 

legîon of tiendish devils "ready to convy [his] sou1 to eternal flames". At the moment 

when he is about to be permanently separated from his body, Rankin makes a plea for 

rnercy: "O! Where is the sinner's friend?" The appeal serves as an auto-suggestion which 

initiates a salvific vision of Jesus. This image, which effectively resolves the death 

struggle, may be understood as a syrnbolic conferral of acceptance upon the ego by the 

ego ideal. It presurnably cornes in response to Rankin's sacrificial decision to relinquish 

control and sufTer demonic persecution in the name of the G d  When Christ appears, 

Rankin lovingly gazes upon the lamb until he realizes that the "hellish attendants" have 

vanished, and that he has been graciously delivered. Now, the ecstatic vision cornes to an 

end: "1 mis then nstored to the use of my seases, end wose fiom the W. 

Rmkin's account contains a series of fatum which are frepuently represcnted in 

the descriptions of hysterical attacks. During these expriemes, the standard repentance 



motifs of pi! t, abandonment despair, suicida1 temptations, persecutory anxiety and the 

fear of death emp with unparaileled intensity. If they are accompanied by an alternate 

state of consciousness, as was the case with Radin,  these items undergo fiuther 

symbolic elaboration in visual fom. They may then culminate in a death crisis which is 

followed by a salvific outcorne, usually in the fonn of an eidetic image of Ciuist, or a 

non-visual sense of hi s immediate presence. 

Rankin's extract also exemplifies typical psychoâynarnic trends. Fiistly, his 

resistance or "unbelief'' is a poàuct of unconscious ambivalence, the derivatives of 

which are apparent both in the events which lead up to the attack, and during the actual 

experience itself'. Further evidence of resistance can be ascertained by the fact that after 

his swing vision of Christ, Rankin, although ielieved of his heavy load, has no palpable 

testimony of pardon. The following morning, afier wrestling with God in ptayer, he 

tinally receives the full blessing. His language, however, indicates that amession 

continues to interfere with the ecstatic manifestation of the ideal: "1 was so ovenvhelmed 

with the love of Go& t h t  I thoughr I shauld then have Jkd' (p. 189). Secondly, his 

ability to endure his rage is not only achieved by symbolic displacements (aggression 

tumed against the self, or projected on to God and demons), but also by active appeals to 

his ego ideal. A sense of protection afforded by the alliance with the positive superego 

ensures that the experience will continue to unfold towds completion. Without hirthei 

theoretic elaboration, we may conclude that Rankin's attack is the result of an acute 

manifestation of repressed ambivalence that is safely contained and managed by the 

mechsnisms listd above. 

Let us turn to Carvosso's account. After attending a Methodist sermon given by 

Thomas Hanson, Cawosso states that the "word quickly reached F s ]  heart? "the scdes 

fell off my eyes; and 1 saw and felt 1 was in the pl1 of bittemess, and in the bond of 

iniquity" (1 835, p. 36). 



I had such a sight of the damning nature of sin, and of whet 1 had done 
against Goâ, that 1 was afiaid the earth would open up and swallow me up. 
1 then made a soiemn promise to the Lord, that if he would spare me 1 
would serve him al1 my days. I now gave up my sins and dl my old 
cornpanions ... Tbat night I had a hard smiggle with Satan, about pmying 
before 1 wmt to bed. It apparrd as if he was by me, and labored to terri@ 
me with his presence, and the cross of the duty; but the Lod helpad me 
against the temptation by appiying that portion of Scriptwe, "kt your light 
so shine before men that they may see your good works ...Satan instantly 
fled and I fell on my knees. ..l suflered much for many days; but about the 
s p e  of eight hours before I received the pardon of sin, I might say with 
David, "nie pains of  hell gat hold upon me"; and the adversary of my sou1 
harasseci me with this temptation, "The day of grace is p s t ;  it is now too 
late". I had no one to instnict or encourage me, no one to point me to 
Christ ... in the midst of the conflict 1 said, in answer to the powefil 
suggestions of the devil, "1 am determined, whether 1 am saved or lost, 
that, while 1 have breath, 1 will never cease crying for mercy". The very 
moment 1 formed this resolution in my heart, Christ appeared within, and 
God pardoneci al1 my sins, and set my sou1 at liberty. The spirit itself now 
bore witness with my spirit that I mis a child of God (pp. 37-38). 

Carvosso's repentance begins during Hanson's preaching. Note that in Carvosso's 

case, the movement h m  desolation to justification progresses quickly. He is saved only 

several days after the onset of his convictions. When they do arise, he immediately 

resolves to repent and find salvation: "I now gave up my sins, and al1 my old 

companions. ..". Carvosso's unequivocal resolve, along with the speediness of his 

conversion and the fact that the account of his attack is not as lurid as the likes of Rankin 

and others, suggests that Carvosso's ambivalence was not particularly excessive. Even 

so, his writing reveals some degree of conflict and raistance. For example, after making 

a "solemn promise to the Lord", his efforts to pray in the evening are disrupted. 

Resistance manifests symbolicatly as an intellsctual vision of the psence of Satan: "It 

appeared as if he was by me, and labored to tnnfy me with his pesence". However, 

through a creative inspiration in which a portion of scriptrire is "applieû", Carvosso is 

able to rentablish the rapport with his ideal and thereby recover his equilibrium. The 

aaual full blown atiack is indicated by the demarcation of an eigbt hour interval in which 

the "pains of hell" wen  upon him. Althaugh no explicit mention is made of a death 



sûuggle, Carvosso did experience an acute abandonment dedation: "The day of grace is 

pmt; it is now too late". This theme is reinforceci by his statement that he was without 

any guidance ftom othen who might instnict and encourage him. niat Carvosso's attack 

centered primaril y on abandonment is likel y due to his earl y history . Afler his fathet left 

the farnily while he was still very young (p. 35), Cwosso resided with his mother and 

five siblings until the age of ten. At this time he was requested to go and live with a 

farmer who attend4 the same Wsh. When Camosso clairns that he bbcheerfully 

consenteci" (p. 35) to this arrangement, we are tempted to infet a denial of  grief and the 

possibility of unresolved rnourning. Indeeû, for Carvosso, separation anxiety appears to 

be a conspicuous personality trait. For example, much later in his memoir, he describes 

how he was devastated to leam that his son was considering entering on a foreign 

mission. 

At reaàing [his letter] I was greatly affectai; indeeâ 1 was for some time 
ovewhelmed, and incapable of giving him any answer ... 1 could not bear 
to entertain the thought, and therefore begged him not to think of anything 
of the kind till1 should be removed hence ... The subject was a bufden to 
my minci indesmibable (p. 104). 

Cawosso's memoir generaily reveals that partrngs and farewells were especially 

difficult moments (cf. p. 166). 

During his attack, Carvosso interpreted his feu of abandonment as a diabolical 

"temptation". This suggests that ambivalence due to separation trauma initially served as 

a resistance to his acceptance of Christ. However, as in Rankin's nartative, Carvosso 

overcomes the resistance by appsling to his ideal. He answers "the powemil 

suggestions of the devil" by dedaring that he "will never cease crying for mercy". His 

vertwlized resolve to pemvere through the crisis of doubt clinches his justification. The 

moment is punctuated by a sense of divine presence: "Christ appProd within, and God 

perdoned all my sins, and set my sou1 at liberty". 



Finally, another aspect of Carvosso's expenence can be matched with that of 

Rankin's. Following his conversion, Carvosso continues to expenence some degree of 

ambivalence. For severai days he labors under the "delusion" that he must not speak of 

his salvation (p. 38). 

From expenence 1 now knew well that Satan was a "rauing lion"; but 1 
was not yet aware of his king able to transfomi himself into an "an angel 
of light." He now told me, I must not declare what I had experienced that 
if 1 did, 1 shodd at once faIl into condemnation.. . without the least 
hesitation I said, "Then 1 will take care not to mention if'. (p. 38). 

Hysterical somatizations and irregular motor behaviors, what Dimond tefers to as 

"'abnormal physical attacks" (1926, p. 126), were also fairly common featwes of these 

crises. Suiveying a wide variety of Methodist sources, Dimond organizes a 

comprehmsive set of symptomatic manifestations into four phenomenological 

categories: curiosity, feu, anger and rage (pp. 277-279). 1 have singled out what appear 

to be the most salient items and reduced hem to two general headings. The first heading 

can be designated as "general bodily disturbances". It includes such items as cold 

prspiration; muscle tremors and tigidity (p. 277); complete loss of the use of one's limbs 

(p. 278) (this is connected to the "dropping down as dead phenornena, currently tefeired 

to in certain evangelical circles as king "slain in the spirit" or "resting in the spirit", cf'. 

MacNutt, 1990); di- convulsions (Dimond, 1926, p. 279); heaving breasts (p. 279); 

and fiantic bodily efiorts representing "instinctive flight" (p. 278). The second heeding, 

"oral-respiratory disturbances", is obviously a nib-prouping of the tint. It includes 

labored breabiing, suff-tion and stranguiation (p. 277); gasping, gulping and 

convulsive motions of the lips (p. 277); dry mouth (p. 278); loss of voice or convenely, 

loud roars and bellowings (p. 278); and oral aggressive manifestations such as the funous 

gneshing of teeth and impulses to bite. Certain types of oral dishtrbances are associated 

with feelings of "repulsion and disgust" (pp. 143,279): spitting as an expression of 



strong avenion, oral expulsion, and semry hallucinations of noxious or evil tasting 

substances (p. 279). 

Bodily disturbances were typically, though not exclusively, linked to particular 

foms of ideation (often hallucinatory in nature, pp. 136-1 37) associated with a death 

crisis. For example, at Gateshead Fell, Wesley asked those who cried aloud to describe 

their experiences. He writes, "Some said they felt as if a sword was m i n g  through 

them; others, that they thought a great weight lay upon hem, as if it would squeeze them 

to the earth ... and othen ... as if their whole body, was tearing to pieces" (quoted in 

Dimond, 1926, p. 13 1). Wesley also made inquiries about such phenomena at 

Newcastle. 

A few gave a more intelligible account of the piercing sense they had of 
their sins. both inward and outward, which were set in array against them 
roundabout; of the dread they were in the wrath of G d  and the 
pwiishment they had dexrved, into which they seemed to be falling, 
without any way of escape. One of them told me, "tt was as if 1 was just 
falling down fiom the highest place 1 have ever seen. 1 thought the devil 
was pushing me off and that God had forsaken me". Another said, " I felt 
the very fire of hell already kindled in my breast: and al1 my body was in 
as much pain as if I had been in a buming fiery fimace'' (quoted in 
Dimond, 1926. p. 147). 

Sarah Crosby's @c attack, previously cited in chapter two (p. 46), illustntes 

how the fear dyng mis combimd with sensory-motor manifestations: "..A was struck, as 

1 thought, with deuth; being seized with a cold trernbling fiom head to foot". Both James 

(1 982, p. 250) and Starbuck (191 1, p. 77) cite the account of a man involveci in 1 8th- 

century Amencan Methodist Holiness. The passage is a singularly vivid exampie of an 

excniciating death struggle. In king an outstanding spcimen of the very phenomena we 

are curnntly examining, I have taken the liberty to include it in this context. 

1 know not how 1 got lwck into the encampment, but found myself 
staggering up to Rev.-'s H o l h  tent - ad as it was hi11 of seekers and a 
terrible noise inside, some groaning, m e  laughng, and some shouting, 
and by a large oak, ten feet by the tent, I fell on my f i  by a bench and 



üieâ to pray, and every time 1 would cal\ on God, something like a man's 
hsnd would strangle me by choking. 1 don? know whaher there were any 
one a r o d  me or not. 1 thought 1 shouîd surely die if I did not get help, 
but just as oflen as I would pray, that unseen band was felt on my throat 
and my breath squeezed off Finally something said: 'Venture on the 
atonement, for you will die anyway if you don't,' So I made one final 
stniggle to cal1 oa God for mercy, with the same choking and strangiing, 
determined to finish the sentence of prayer for Mercy, if 1 did strangle and 
die, and the lmt 1 remember that time was falling badc on the ground with 
the same unseen hand on my throat. 1 don? know how long 1 lay there or 
whnt was going on. None of my folk were present. W&i I came to 
myself, there were a crowd around me praising Gd. The very heavens 
seerned to open and pour down rays of light and glory. Not for a moment 
only, but al1 day and night, floods of light and glory seemed to pour 
through my soul, and oh, how 1 was changed, and eveiything became new. 
My horses and hogs and even everybody seemed changed. 

The physical and mental upheavals of the death sttuggle al1 ioo easily invokeâ 

cornparisons to labor. Tbe metaphor was a logical one given that the ordeal so often 

issued in the new birth. The following accowit was recordeà by Wesley in his journal. 

As my mother bore me with great pain, so did 1 feel great pain in my sou1 
in king bom of God. Indeed I thought the pains of death were upon me, 
and that my soul was taking leave of the body. I thought 1 was going to 
Him whom I saw with strong Lith standing ready to receive me. ui this 
violent agony I continued about four how; and then 1 began to feel the 
'Spirit of G d  bearing witness with my spirit that 1 was bom of Gd'. 
Because I was a child of G d y  He 'sent forth the spirit of His Son into me. 
crying, Abôa, Father'. For that is the cry of every new-bom soul. O 
mighty, powerfûi, happy change! 1 who had nothing but devils ready to 
drag me to hell, now fomd 1 had angels to g w d  me to my reconciled 
Father; and my ludge, who just before was reaày to condemn me, was 
now become my righteousness (quoted in Lee, 1936, p. 285). 

Furthetmore, like mal labor, mental anguish and convulsive tearings took their 

toll on the body. Recipients of the attacks were left phys idy  drained and errbausted (cf 

Anniniun Mugcine, 1779, pp. 32-33). Sarah Crosby states diat her body felt "as though 

it h d  been beaten" (Aminion Magcine, 1806, p. 471). 

Finall y, in another variation of the attack, individuais presented themselves as 

manifestly possessed by and, to varying degrees, consciously identifiecl with demonic 



forces. Here, the eruption of represseci hostility is reveaied in the most direct and 

undisguised marner. In such cases, individuals characteristically railed at Gd, as wel 

preachers and other intermediaries who attemptad to exorcise the intmder and deliver 

their souk. Wesley noted the phenomenon in his journal. 

1 was sent for to one in Bristol, who was taken il1 the evening before. She 
lay on the ground furiously gnashing her teeth, and afkr a while roared 
aloud. It was not easy for three or four perrons to hold her, especiaiiy 
when the name of Jesus was narned. We ptayeâ; the violence of her 
symptoms ceaseâ, though without complete deliverance. in the evening I 
was sent for to her again. She began xnaming before 1 came into the 
room; then broke out into a horrid laughter, mixed with blasphemy. One, 
who apprehended a pretemanaal agent to be concerned in this, asking, 
"How didst thou dare to enter into a Christian?" was answered, "She is not 
a Christian - she is  mine". This was followed by f m h  trembling, cursing, 
and blaspheming. My brother coming in, she cried out, "hacher! Field 
preacher ! 1 don't love field preaching". This was rrpeated two houn 
together, with spitting, and al1 expressions of strong aversion. We lefi her 
at nvelve, and called ap in  at mmn the next day. And now it was, that 
God showd He heareth prayer. All her pangs ceased in a moment; she 
was filled with peace, and knew that the son of wickedness was parted 
ftom her (quoted in Dimonci, 1926, pp. 152-1 53). 

Cemick provides a dramatic account of a hysterical outbreak arnongst a crowd 

who had gathered to hear him pteach on the forgiveness of sins. îhe event was suitably 

framed, if not partially instigateâ, by a violent thunderstom. He writes, "indeed, it 

seemed that the Devil, and much of the powers of darkness, were corne arnong us" 

(Anninian Magazine, 1 778, p. 1 80). 

Luge Flashes of Lightning, and loud claps of Thunder, Mixed with the 
Screams of ûighteneâ Parents, and the Exclamations of nine âistressed 
Souls! ...many raving up anâ dom, crying, Devil will have me! I am 
his Servant! 1 am damned! My Sim can never k pardoneci! I am gone, 
gone for ever!" A young man (in such H o m ,  that seven or eight could 
not hold him) still roared, like a Dragon, "Ten thousand W l s ,  millions, 
miilions of Devils are about me!" This continueci three hours. One criai 
out, "That f h l  Thunder is r a i d  by the M l :  in this Stonn he will 
bar me to Hell!" O what a power reigned mongst us! Some cried out 
with a bollow voice, "Mr. Cennick! Bring Mt. Cennick!" 1 came to dl, 
that d e s i d  me. They t h  s p ~ n e d  with d l  their strength, grnding their 



teeth, and expressing al1 the Fwy, thut heart CM conceive. Indeed. their 
sturing eyes. and swelled foces, so am-ed others. thai rhey cried out os 
lad, as they who were iorrnented I have visited severd since, who told 
me, their Senses were taken away; bin when I drew near, they said, t h e  
jeltfiesh Rage, longing to tear me to pieces! (emphasis added; pp. 
180-181). 

Even in the case of those who becarne manifestly possessed, the expression of 

violent rage was subject to a defensive displacement by way of dissociation. Thus. 

expressions of malevolence were deflectively attribut& to an extemal source, to demonic 

infusion. However, we do see that there was variability in the extent to which individuals 

remained detachedly aware of a foreign presence responsible for their actions. For 

example, in Wesley's report, the woman he desfnbes is depicted as M y  identified with 

her tonnentor. Cases in which the capacity for sel f-reflection was entirely represseâ were 

presumably the result of hysterical or hypnotic dissociation. Cennick's account provides 

even m e r  evidence of dissociation. Here possession was pmctuated by intervals of 

fugue - several claimed their senses were taken away when they were not in the 

irnmediate vicinity of his presence. 

For many, however, the identification with evil was not the total content of 

consciousness expenence. Thus, notwithstanding their fury, those in Cennick's group 

were at least able to simultaneously plead for assistance. In fact, manifest possessions 

sometimes proceeded in an entirely ego-alien fashion. Although they experienced 

convulsions known to be the result of demonic intrusion, certain petsons disidentified 

h m  the presence and the behaviors it povoked For example, in undergoing a 

possession a m k ,  John Haydon beat himself against the grornd while ihrec men 

attempted to subâue him. At the same time, he was sufficiently lucid and self-psessed 

to reflectively pass judgment on himself as a former skeptic. Acwrding to Wesley, 

duri'ng Haydon's seizure, he poclaimed, "La al1 corne and see the judgment of God ... 1 

said it was a delusion, I was wrong ... O âevil, O legion of devils. Christ will cest thee out. 

1 know his work is begun. Tear me to pieces if thou wilt; but thou canst not hurt me" 



(quoted in Rammage, 1967, p. 150). Once again, we may observe how the 

doubletonsciousness of the therapeutic alliance could be usefully maintained even in the 

midst of such violent stmggles. For the most part, throughout the vicissitudes of the 

attacks, be they acute abandonment desolations, convulsive death shiggles, or demonic 

possessions, individuals retained the ability to appeal for divine assistance, and 

confidently gloriQ God. 

In attempting to explain how the attacks were induceâ, several authors have 

advanced views which rely exclusively on extemal variables, thereby neglecting the role 

of predisposing personali ty factors. Dimond argues that attac ks were preci pi tated by 

hypnotic dissociation due to the effects of a "'crowd mentality" ( 1926, pp. 1 3 3- 1 35). He 

writes, "The chief agent is probably the tendency for any mental content upon which 

spontaneous attention is fixed, to gain control of the motor centen apart fiom the will, 

and thus to work iwlf out into the activity of the muscular system" (p. 133). Dimond 

prioritizes pubiic settings. The effects of the "crowd mentality" (p. 135) - loss of 

individual independence, the sense of coprate power, and a diminished consciousness 

of responsibility - promoted the inhibition of nomal fictions of consciousness, thereby 

facilitating the dissociative process. The "mental content" was derived corn sermons, as 

well as hymns (p. 121 -124). That there was a hypnotic element in many of the attacks 1s 

borne out by much of the deta presented above. 1 am refemng to such dissociative 

phenomena as fugues, involuntary movements and loss of motor control, and reified 

possession States. However, given that the attacks were not limited to public gatherings, 

the precipitating effects of the "crowd mentality" c m  not be extmded as a general 

expianation. 

Southey (1 820) and Sargant ( t 959; 1976) emphasize the inculcation of terror. 

Wesley's skiIl as an orator, his impassioned admonishments of sin and threats of 

damnation, instilled an extreme fcor which lead to hysterid outbursts. Holland, on the 



other hm4 questions the portrayal of Wesley as a "heated" hellfire preacher. He points 

out that Wesley did not fiequently deal with the subject of hell in his sermons, and that 

he was "calmly logical as an orator" ( 1973-74, pp. 80-81). According to Holland, the 

reactions can not be attributed to fear alone: "To becorne hysterical, people must feel not 

only threatened but also to some extent trapped or helpless in the face of that threat" (p. 

80). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, he daims that the attacks which occurred in 

Wesley's early ministry were due to a combination of two factors: his then cunent view 

that without the full m a u r e  of faith one was still damned, and his conception of faith as 

passive1 y received. Under these conditions, an unbearable sense of hel plessness 

generated hysterical trauma. The argument, however insightfiil, does not account for the 

persistence of the attacks beyond the early period. As a corrective, we may reca1l Rack's 

view that those who succumbed to the anacks were already psyc hologicall y prepared to 

react in this marner (1989, p. 197). This position accords with the evidence we have 

reviewed conceming modal personality traits in Wesley's followers. Therefore, theories 

which are limited to extemal-environmental factors do not convey the whole picture. 

Picking up on Holland's lead, 1 would suggest that the sense of helplessness, and the 

violent behavioral manifestations it created, were denved primarily from intemal 

conflict, and the anxiety attendant upon the gradua1 overcoming of resistances to painful 

materials. 

Although they expressed it in a religious idiom, Wesley himself and =me of his 

cohorts resorted to a conflict model to make sense of the attacks. They believed that 

convulsive ep ides  wem the result of demonic resistance. Cennick, in fpct, held that 

diabolic opposition was stirreâ even before the convulsions enipted. Like Carvosso (cf. 

1835, p. 37-38). Cemick claimeâ that the preceding dread of abandonment was already a 

product of demonic antigonisrn hastened by the invitation to accept Christ. 

Now, after the word of the Most High has touched the heari...the Serpent 
is seeking to root it up ... but as the Spirit of Gad hm g a i d  maance, he 



rageth with dl his might ...[ and] troubleth the soul with the Justice of G a  
with Fear of having passeci the Day of Grace, or k i n g  simed too greatly 
to be forgiven, in order to make them despair. Hence ariseth a fierce 
combat in the inward parts, so that he weaker part of man, the Body, is 
overcome, and those Cries and Convulsions follow (Anniniun Magazine, 
1778, p. 180). 

Wesley's position was l e s  straight6orward given his uncertainty in the matter 

(Rack, 1989, pp. 1 %-197). He was aware of natwalistic explanations, such as epilepsy 

and hysteria, but was convincd that the physical agonies he obsrrved were of 

supernanual origin. Wesley wavered between viewing the attacks as the work of devil 

"tearing" individuals as they were coming to Christ (quoted in Rammage, 1967, p. 173), 

and as the result of the Holy Spirit applying the conviction of sin. in his final 

pronouncement, Wesley stated that either of these causes could be operative. (Rammage, 

1967, p. 174). 

Demonic resistance theory posits a dynamic interruption of the relationship to 

Chnst. More specifically, it is Christ's offer ofpurdoning love which conïequenrly 

elicits stringen1 oppsirion. This theological formulation was given credence by 

empirical observation. In contrast to theories which place a premium on fear as the cause 

of the attacks, Wesley o h e d  that most of his converts were "cut to the heart while he 

was inculcating the doctrine that Christ died to save simers" (Gunther, 1989, p. 148). 

This trend has not gone umoticed by scholars (Rack, 1989. p. 228; Rammage, 

1967, pp. 1 49, 1 58-59,160-16 1,206). For Rammage, this observation provides the key 

for compchending the core psychodynarnics of the repentance atîacks. He stresses that 

although Wesley emphasizeû the "sin and hopelessness" of natural man, this was 

essentially a "preamble" to his red message: the infinite mercy of God (p. 1 2 6  125). 

Rommage argues that in rejecting the doctrine of predesbnation, and thereby "abolishing 

the arbitrarirtess of God's justice and the wertainty of his mercy" (p. 13 1), Wesley 

radicelly undermined the authoritarian conception of Gd. The promise of unconditional 

acceptance stmck a p m f o d y  nsponsive chord in the "love starved hcarts" (p. 22 1 ) of 



his listeners. As a mult  of the deprivations of childhood, their emotional lives were 

impoverished by the ongoing repression of hatred, and resentment. In king persueded by 

Wesley of Gd's  benevolent intentions, an archaic wish to reinstate a relation to the 

loving parcnt was re-animated and efiectively set in motion. However, images of the 

positive imago were inextricably bound to its opposite, the fixated reptesmtation of the 

bsd parent. In order to access the former, a wedge had to be driven through the layet of 

repressed feelings and fantasies associateci with parental trauma. The desire to surrmder 

lovingly to Christ necessarily amsed fears of a tepetition of the original conflict 

situation. The anticipation of rejection prompted fresh eruptions or rage, which only 

intensified separation anxiety (cf. Fauteux, 1 994, p. 68). Given the threat of 

retraumatization, now expressed in terms of divine wrath and demonic assault, intemal 

resistance was understandably intensified. Yet, in so many instances, long standing 

defenses were eventually broken through. Rammage holds that Wesley's 

unprecedentedly benign portrayal of God offered a haven of safety wherein the pressure 

of intemal resistance was overcome ( 1967, p. 202). In tum, unconscious matenals could 

be delivered up, explored, and, in the case of  the attacks, dramatically abreacted so as to 

be worked through. 

Rarnmage's argument can be seen as a hirther elaboration of the idea of the 

therapeutic alliance. In fact, he similarly draws upon a clinical analogy by singling out 

the analystas unconditional acceptance of the patient's hatreà and destnictiveness. He 

w-rites, "ûnly in a relationship where the expression of his feelings will no longer be a 

t h t  to his safety can the patient acknowledge them" (p. 234). Thus, for Rammage, 

convulsive crises were healing abreactions of "primitive and powerfûl emotions of 

hatteâ" (p. 188). This formulation, however, needs to be delineated more pecirly. 

In general ternis, during the desolation phase, the p b l e m  of the split imago is 

brought to a head. From an intrapsychic point of view, m may say that, while brying to 



negotiate their salvation, individuals were precaciously suspended between the 

contrssting poles of a split representation of Deity . The mistance encountered in 

surrendering to Chnst can be best conceptualirad as a failure of trust. In as much as one 

continues to rage againa Gd, one can never be certain of his mercy - it is perpetually 

spoiled by projective fantasies of retaliation. Stuted differentIy, resistance is boni ofa 

dreud thut the dwing the moment ofmender  the good object will be transfnned into 

ifs obundoning and persecutory o p p i t e .  

Ambivalence leading to the projective oscillation and confusion of intemal object 

representations is one of the causes of resistances to unitive ecstasies. Fauteux, for 

example, in discussing the psychodynarnics of spirihial desolations, states that anger not 

only creates a feu of rejection, but also the conviction that "rebelliousness will be 

punished by the other's annihilating rage" (1994, p. 71). Citing Mahler, Fauteux refen 

to aggression as king "unleashed in such a way to inundate or sweep away the 'good' 

object ..." (quoted in Fauteux, p. 71 ). In commenting on the vicissitudes of ecstatic 

merger states, Modell ( 1968) offers a similar view. According to him, "... when there i s  

an intense fear of merging with the 'bad' object the subject may fear a loss of identity, a 

dread of king influenced, and ultimately, [the subject] rnay fear complete annihilation" 

(p. 37). In a relevant context outside of the immediate discussion of  religious ecstasy. 

Klein (1988) also refers to the way in which aggression can prornote the paranoid 

confusion of good and bad intemal objects. In her Mew, one's ability to trust the good 

object is depleted by persecutory anxiety. Consider the following case vignette: 

The night after his mothet's h e r a l ,  D dnamt that X (a father-figure) and 
anothet person (who stood for me) were aying to help him, but acnially he 
had to fight for his life against us; as he put it: 'Death mis claiming me' ... 1 
interpnted that he felt the helpful extemal parents to be at the sarne time 
the fighting disintegrating parents, who would a m k  and destroy 
him.. .and that 1 myself and analysis hod corne to stand for the dangerous 
people and happeniags inside himself (p. 366). 



The unconscious fear that aggression will effeaively obliterate the supportive 

gooâ object is, in Methodism, symbolically expressed by the fear of participation in the 

sacrament. Autobiographical teports continually make mention of this phenornenon (e.g. 

Aminion Magazine 1779, p. 186, p. 471 ; 1789, p. 41 5; 1798, p. 5). The belief that 

"unprepared and careless" ingestion of the Lord's body and blood was a dangerous 

undenaking can be traced beck to New Testament times (Rack, 1989, p. 20). Susanna 

Wesley, schooled in the Puritan tradition in which the reception of Holy communion was 

preceded by a period of introspective pteparation, engaged in such rigorous 

self~xamination "îhat both her body and spirit were fatigued fot some days after" 

(Newton, 1968, p. 146). The dread of "eating and dnnking one's own damnation" 

(A rminian Maguzine 1 798, p. 5). a notion already given credence by the authority of 

scriptute, was so common that John Wesley was moved to addiess the problem in one of 

his sermons. He reminded supplicants that communion is predicated on God's mercy, 

not his wrath. Through it, he offers not damnation, but pardon (1984-87, III: pp. 

433-34). In eating the holy sacrament, and thereby communing with the purified body of 

divinity, individuals dreaded that their own intemal compbon would rob the host of its 

inherent goodness, and that such sacnlege would necessarily Q ~ O V O ~ ~  a retaiiation. This 

dynmic was also played out in the attacks which preceded the equally cornmunitive 

moment of justification. It was expressed most dramatically by the various hysterical 

fmtasies and visions of annihilation. 

In the midst of their attacks, Methodists typically preserved the g d  object by 

displacing persecutory dmd onto the devil. Recall that in the tira phase of Thomas 

Rankin's anack, the object of his abandonment desolation is God the father (Anninian 

Magcine, 1 779, pp. 1 87-1 88). Later, when Rankin's ambivalence is intensifiai dwing 

an ecstatic death stniggle, the negative representation ofdivinity is m f o r m e d  into a 



legion of demons. nie shift effeaed through the change of symbols maintains the 

integrity of the good object, and Weguards the therapeutic alliance. 

Protective displacement also proceeded by the deflection of anger against the self, 

as was the case generally with convulsive outbwsts. This view is consistent with 

Fenichel 's explmation of "hysteroepilepsy". 

Very intense destructive and sadistic drives which have been repiessed for 
a long time. ..find an explosive discharge in the seinire. The tepression of 
destructive drives [through their containment in convulsions] is due to an 
intense fear of retaliation (quoted in Merkur, 1998, p. 39). 

Various modes of displacement penit repressed anger to emerge into 

consciousness. However, something further mun occur in order for the attacks to 

hction as "healing abreactions". In ideal circumstanca, the attacks are successfûlly 

cunailed by the experiential s i p  of Goâ's acceptance in the justification ecstasy. The 

completion of this sequence is ensured by the individual's active use of the therapeutic 

alliance. At this juncture, what is achieved is a partial woricing through of primitive 

anxieties, as well as the conscious acknowledpent and tolerance of rage. As a result of 

mastery, made possible through symbolic means, a signi ficant degree of self-esteem is 

attained and represented as divine pardon. An account of one of Sarab Crosby's 

desolation attacks clearly demonstrates the conscious working through of modal conflicts 

stemming nom parental auhoritarianism. 

And now the fiery hour came ... I was in such agony of body and 
soul, as it is not easy to conceive. in an hou and a half, 1 had hardly life 
lefi in me ... but for several days, my body was as though it haà ken 
beaten ... God had shut out my spirit h m  his -ce for ewr, compared 
to which misery, 1 thought. hrd ministem tnunpled me under their feet, it 
would have km as nothing. Satan now suggesteâ, "Will you ever exalt 
Chnst again? Will you dare to say, Goâ is Love?" 1 answered, in my 
heart, "1 will exalt Jesus Christ; 1 will say God is Love, while 1 have 
bmth." Then saîd he, "Whm is now his love to let you suffer thus?" 

In the mi& of these exercises, however, the Lord liftai up my 
head, and o h  embled me to say, in nith, "Although the fig-tree do not 
blossom, and there be no fhit on the vine, or heard in the stall, &c. yet 



will I rejoice in the Lord, and joy in the Goô of my saivation; for when he 
has tried me, 1 shall corne forth as gold." 

1 now perceived G d  had testraineci the ternpter, and began to 
inquire, "What condemnation is there in my soul?" there is no 
condemnation for those that are in Jesus Christ. How is it, that, in al1 1 
have saered for these three years pst, 1 have not felt the lest inclination 
to turn back h m  the path of life, or entertained one hard thought of 
God?" 1 then appa1ed to him: Lord, dost thou not know that al! my aims 
and intentions are upright before thee?" And 1 felt a wihiess in myself it 
was so.. .l now felt my soul fully cast on the Lord Jesus, and found a rea, 
which before 1 had not hm, while peace and love filled my hart  
(Anninian Magazine, 1 806, pp. 47 1 -472). 

Crosby's attack commences with the conscious manifestation of m g  tunied 

against the self She refers to a mental and physical anguish which, for several days afier, 

left her feeling as though she had been beaten up. Her hostility towards God is  displaced 

through a reversal when she speaks of ministers trampling her underfmt. The release of 

aggmsion induces separation anxiety and the conviction that God has permanently 

deprived her of his presence. Here we see the symbolic repetition of the object relational 

drama between the child and the authoritarian parent. In signaling the t h t  of 

abandonment, it is imperative that hostility be defensively contained. In this case, 

Crosby's mornentary belief that she has been forsaken is a disguised acknowleûgrnent of 

her rage. Furthemore. the very nub of the infantile conflict is verbally conveyed in the 

devil's suggestion: "Where i s  now his love to let you suffer thus?'In the context of 

evangelical nurture, this is the unthinkable and unanswerable question which the child 

must, et al1 cost, repress. While she is thus tempted to disbelieve (Le., resisting Chria as 

a bad object), Crosby simultamously "exercises" her commim~nt to the Lord. Even 

during the height of her ambivalence, she proclaims her "faithn, her confidence that she 

will "corne forth as golâ". In thus demonstrating her allegiance to her ideal, she 

overcomes anxiety and the masochistic distortions of the bad parentai introject. Under 

the sway of a newly emergent ego ideai, Crosby is able, for the first time, to engage in 

non-punitive self-assessment. She perceives that the tempter is "resîrained"; no longer 



"'condemned", she re-assesses her conduct in the previous three years and rationally 

deduces that she has been an 'tpright" Christian. The ego-ideal reinforces this 

evaluation through a symbolic conferrai of acceptance: "And 1 felt a witness in myself it 

was so". 

Theoretic Summrry 

What Wesley refers to as repentance is the initial phase of spiritual regeneration. 

Theologicaily, simers are rudely awakened fiom their sleep. *y can no longer engage 

in selfdeception now that the piercing convictions of prevenient grace fkighteningly alter 

their perception of themselves. Repentance is understd as a form of self-knowledge 

which is brought to bear by the judgments of a fonnerly suppressed conscience. 

Psychologically, the massive emotional shift in self-perception is brought on by 

the activation of repressed materials now making their way into consciousness. Infantile 

neuroses rooted in the traumatic consequences of parental authoritananism, loss and 

bereavement are stirred and re-elabonited through appropriate analogies conveyed in a 

religious idiom. Wesley's rendering of the doctrine of repentance promotes a 

transference neurosis through which ambivalence towads the parent is reproduced as 

enmity towards God - al1 of the standard psychic dishirbances originally instilled by 

culturally modal complications in childhod development are given thematic 

representation. The apprehension of rage is frameworked by the idea of innate 

corruption and rekllion; the threat of parental punishment finds expression in God's 

intractable wrath; vicissitudes of loss and actual bereavement are encoded in ternis of 

alienation, spiritual deadness and mourning afier God. Wesley's provision of deeply 

reverbenting symbolism magnetizes unconscious mernories, foelings and fmtasies, such 

they are both drawn into consciousness and given a coherent medium for thoughthil 

eloboration beyond the limited ud rigid meanings assigned by the infantile source (cf 

Obeysekere, 1990, pp. 12-1 3). 



The transfemce neurosis ont0 G d  is deliberately amplified through techniques 

of religious mouming which include fasting, weeping and grieving in solitude. Although 

these practices have been used cross-culturally, they possess a particularly striking 

psychological resonance in the Methodist context. Like the religious irnagery of 

repentance, the techniques us& to heighten convictions are themselves hught  with 

si p i  ficances that interlace with preexisting unconscious themes. For example, fasting i s 

an especially effective fom of atonement given the various allusions to oral aggression 

as seen in Wesley's writings and in the autobiographical literature. Moreover, solitude 

re-enacts feelings of separation and abandonment, while weeping gves individuals 

opportunities to vent grief over previous losses, the circumstances of which may have 

prwented hem fiom doing so originally. 

It is crucial to keep in mind that the pinfùl unfolding of the transference neurosis 

is not only facilitateci by negative doctrinal imagery and ritual mouming. fndividuals 

allow themselves to undergo the miseries of repentance precisely because t h e  are 

enticed by the promise of Christ 's unconrlitioml love and occeptance. Both poles of the 

split imago are operative in the process. By forming a conscious therapeutic alliance 

with a merciful deity (the ego ideal), individuals muster the courage to examine their 

repressed ambivalence while tolerating the dread of punishrnent (the bad parental 

introject). This undertaking is not easy. Long standing anxieties produce considerable 

resistance. More specifically, in as much as individuals long to "believe", or sunender 

diemselves to Christ, persistent unconscious aggnssion towards the psrrnt-âeity means 

diat they are never certain that they can relinquish their defenses, lest they sumnder to an 

amiilating God who would damn them etedly.  

The initiai wotking through of the transference neurosis during desolation is 

ensured by the ability to maintain trust in the impsychic therapeutic alliance between 

the ego and the eg+ideal. As individuals' despair deepens or climaxes during repentance 



attacks, they continually voice their allegiance to God, thereby gaining an inner sense of 

approval fiom the ideal. This approval fosters suficient hope and courage such that they 

are able to apprehend greater and greater intensities of ambivalence. We will recdl 

Metkur's claim that the bi-polar affective shift from depression to elation is the rational 

result of a superego value judgment (1989, p. 134). The Methodist data pemits us to 

conclude that the value judgrnent is applied at a point when one has achieved a relatively 

durable tolerance of primitive anxieties and hostility. As wiconscious ambivalence is 

subject to symbolic mastery in consciousness by way of the alliance, the negative 

parental imago is momentarily deprived of its emotional influence. No longer under the 

sway of conflict and guilt, the ego is in a position to adopt its ideal without M e r  

inhibition. The sense of acceptance or "union" with the ideal issues in an ecstatic sense 

of divine pardon. Insight i s  achieved theologically: "1 am loved by God even despite my 

sinfirlness". 



CHAPTER 5 

JUSrnCATION AND TBE NEW BIRTH 

In several works written in tandem with the rise of psychedelic culture in the 

1960's, Maslow attempted to clan@ the defining feanres of spntaneously occumng 

unitive ecstasies. With the intention of side-stepping traditional religious terminologies 

and their doctrinal biases, he coined the secular term "peak experience" in order to refer 

to a transcendent moment of "highest happiness and fulfil lment" (1 968, p. 73). Several 

authon have found the concept useful in illuminating facets of Methodist spirituality 

(Outler 198 1, p. xiii; Oakland, 198 1 ; Maas, 1990). Both Oakland ( 1981, p. 162) and 

Maas (1 990, p. 309) see a comlation between peak experiences and the experiential 

aspects of justification associated with faith and assurance. Oakland daims that in as 

much as Wesley was concemed with achieving a perfect relationship with God, he 

actively promoted peak experiences ( 198 1, p. 167). 

The cornparison is not unfounded. For Maslow, peak experiences are 

c haractenzed by a "uni tive consciousness" ( 1970, p. 32) whose psyc hological 

components, or "beta-cognition", reflect ultimate values of "king". Moa importantly, 

the ecstasy is organized by a perceptual abstraction through which the particulanties of 

the cosmos are beheld as an integrated unity (pp. 5948,91-96). This typically instills a 

feeling of blissfbl inclusion within a world that is singularly redolent with meaning. The 

ebstract perception of an underlying unity, and one's immediate participation in it, leads 

to fûrthet momentary alterations of consciousness. During the intewal in which they 

occur, peak experiences accentuate empathy and promote an increaseâ ability to 

imaginatively adopt the subject's point of view. An intensification of heahhy conscience 

is coupled with a diminishment of narcissistic self-interest and materialistic values. 

Charity, humility, joyfulness and d m  ovemide contlid, depression, anxiety and, 



ultimately, the fear of death. Exhilaration and relief foster spontaneous expressions of 

won hip and praise. 

In much the same way, Wesley explains that those who are justified are brought 

into a new world in which the presence of God is immediately intuited in and through al1 

things. Believers who have undergone a second birth are graciously renewed by the 

provision of an entirely distinct set of mpernatural faculties. "Spirinial senses" 

supplement the limited sensory capacities of the physical body by offering a view of the 

"etemal world", "the invisible things of God" (Wesley, 1984-87, iI: p. 16 1 ). This 

endowrnent, which Wesley regarded as the condition of faith, affords a unitive perception 

of how God's love imbues and sustains al1 facets of creation (m: pp. 89-95). As in 

Maslow's formulation, the experiential sense of an a11 encompassing unity, the 

omnipresence of God in the cosmos, instills a series of dnunatic psychological changes 

that effect the entire personality. By receiving "the spirit of adoption" (1: p. 22), 

believen expenence a sense of acceptance and inclusion as children belonging to the 

universal family of Gd. The spirit of adoption presupposes divine forgiveness. In 

overcoming the dread of judgment, individuals a experience a '30y which surpasses al1 

understanding". Faith eradicates guilt and anxiety over sin, and thereby promotes a good 

conscience towards Goâ, which, in mm, is the bais of the justifjmg sense of pardon (1: 

p. 274). Goci's love is gratefûlly reciprocated and M e r  extended to al1 creanues. who 

are, in the end, united in the same spirit (1: p. 274). In king granted a view of the 

etemaI world (II: p. 16 1 ), one' s fear of death is overcome (U: p. 48 1 ). Fwthermore, 

individuals blessed in this manner undergo an inesistible shift in their system of values. 

Because their desires and interests are mtgamed along spiritual lines, they develop a 

distaste for vain and materialistic pwsuits, and prefer instead to glorifying God in al1 

things (Steele, 1994, p. 133). 

As a fonn of ecstssy, peak expenences occur during an alternate state of 

conxiousness which haasfonns the conditions and content of normal perception. For 



this nason, Maslow highlights a shitt not only in affecf but aiso in '?mgnition" (1 971, 

pp. 25 1-259). Before proceeding m e r ,  1 need to speciQ my use of the term "ecstasy". 

Merkur, who employs the tem as a synonym foi "religiously interpreted alternate state 

experiences" (1993, p. I l ) ,  has advanceci a definition which singles out a psychological 

variable operative in al1 varieties of ieligious ecstasy. His efforts in this direction provide 

a necessary corrective to previous concepnializations constrained by ideologies of 

pmcular traditions. He points out, for exarnple, that many Catholic writers follow St. 

Thensa's teninology, in which ecstasy denotes the final step in the scuiu 

contemplorionis (p. 1 1 ). Since ottier Catholic authorhies such as St. Bernard of 

Clairvauex refer to ecstasies that do not involve a scula contempiutionis, Theresa's 

definition cannot be adequately generalized. Eliade applies the term to out-of-the-body 

experiences, but this too rernains unsatisfactory in that the latter were traditionally 

regarded as "transports" (pp. 1 1 - 1 2) Beyond tradition-bound interpretations, Merkur ops 

for a psychological explanation which emphasizes the L'aut~nomous" nature of ecstasy. 

It is characteristic of al1 ecstasies that they involve at least some 
autonomous phenornena - what Catholic tradition terms "contemplation" 
and contrasts with "meditation". Autonomous psychic matenals seem 
subjectively to the ecstatic to be independent of control by will (p. 11). 

In drawing attention to the autonomy of certain psychic processes during altemate 

States of consciousness, Merkur offen a formulation that can be applied crosscultuially. 

. . .I de fine ecstasy as any state of invol untury belief in the reaIity of the 
numinous. Like sense perception during normal waking sobriety and 
dream hallucinations during sleep, the autonomous contents of an ecstasy 
have a compelling psychic reality for at lem the dmtion of their 
occurrence. The ecstatic is then convinced that the numinous is real - as 
real or more than the perceptible world. In contrast with d e r  faith in the 
numinous, which requires an act of will, ecstatic belief in the teality of the 
numinous is involuntay Whether or not the occurrence of ecstasy was 
voluntarily sought, once the experience is undcrway, f ~ t h  in the reality of 
the numinous is not subject to volition. Doubt can be enterbined, but it 
cannot be sustained for the dmtion of the exprience @p. 12-1 3). 



Consequently, ecstasies are unique among the vaieties of religious experience 

because they "have the power not only to confin religious faith that already exists, but 

also to produce convenions fiom unbelief to belief' (p. 13). 

In addition, Merkur distinguishes between two generic types of alteniate states - 
mince and reverie - which rnay be illustrated by the distinction between hypnosis and 

hypnagogia, respectively. During hypnotic trance, al1 foms of fmtasy material 

entertained in consciousness are subject to symbolic reification due to the repression of 

ego-fwictions which nonnally engage in reality testing (p. 34; cf Shor, 1972a; 1972b). 

Thus, for example, the content of a vision will be apprehended as an objective verity, at 

least for the duration of the ecstasy. Conversely, during reveries states, in which ego 

functions are "relaxed (as opposeci to repressed), fantasy rnaterials, for the most part, are 

"known subjectively to be inmipsychic" (Merkur, 1993. p. 34). In other words, while in a 

reverie state, the individual remains aware that the exprience is imaginative in nature, 

although "[psychic matenals] rnay be interpreted variously ... as imaginations, 

extrasensory perceptions, or divine revelations" (p. 34). Most peak experiences, along 

with psychedelic and sensory deprivation experiences, are al1 instances of reverie. Thus, 

the variable that distinguishes this mode as a discrete class of ecstasy is the relatively 

unencumbered activity of  conscious and preconçcious ego functions. Unlike the mental 

conditions which hold sway during hypnotic trance, reverie pieserves self=conscious 

awareness so that one cm engage, to varying de-, in rational foms of reflection and 

symbolic interpretation. 

Merkur's mode! of altemate state experience. his definition of ecstasy as 

imoluntary be lief in the numinous, and the identification of reverie as distinct fiom 

trance, providcs a novel point of enûy for an examination of the psychology of Methodist 

justification. Wesley's theological description of the ill~tantaneous and passive reception 

of faith coincides with the category of ecstatic reverie. To begin, his undetstsnàing of 

justification is clearly shaped by the reformeâ conception of faith as received through 



grace. The objective evidence (Maddox, 1994, p. 173) or "experimental biowledge" 

(Wesley and Wesley, 1984-87,1: p. 154) of pardon proceeds in an entirely autonomous 

fashion that precludes any volitional participation on the part of the believer. Quoting St. 

Paul, Wesley writes, 

. ..[he] strongly insists ... that the tems of pardon and acceptance must 
depend, not 'on us, but on hirn that calleth us'; that there is no 
'unn'ghtgousness with Gd' in fixing his own tems, not according to ours, 
but his own good pleasure: who may justly say, "1 will have mercy ', 
namely, on hirn who believeth in Jesus. 'So then it is not of him that 
willeth, nor of hirn that nimeth', to choose the condition on whch he 
shall find acceptance, 'but of God that showeth mercy' ...( 1: p. 197). 

Faith is not merely the result of reasoned deduction: "it is not barely a speculative, 

rational thing, a cold lifeless assent, a min of ideas in the head" (1: p. 120). On the 

contmy, "God both opens and enlightens the eyes of our understanding ... And we then 

see, not by a chain of reasming, but by a kind of intuition, by a direct view, that 'Gd 

was in Christ, reconcilling the world to himself.. ."' (II: p. 481 ). As a consequence of 

Wesley's appropriation of the Moravian view of justification, which placed special 

emphasis on the witness of the spirit (i.e. the immeâiate sense of pardon and the 

manifestation of the h i t s  of the spirit), he came to advance a doctrine of "perceptible 

inspiration", thereby linking the reformed view of justification with "a more positive 

spiritual sensation that [he] described in terms of a new birth ..." (Whaling' 1981, p. 44). 

For Whaling, this linkage attests to Wesley's theological "originality" (p. 44). Using 

scriptural language that emphasizes passive apprehension, Wesley speaks of being 

"sensible" of the inspiration of the Holy Ghost; one literally Veels" it, and is "moved" 

by it (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 155). The importance of this innovation cm be seen in the 

fsct that it regularly drew accusations of enthusiasm. Anglican critics held that Wesley's 

portrsyal of the new birth, as both instantaneous and inwardly felt, presupposed 

"extraordinary communications" which seditiously by-pissed the ordinary d~ctn*nal 

assurances of divine presence (Lee, 193 1, p. 132). 



Relying on scriptural precedent, Wesley portrays the witness as consisting of two 

cornponents. The testimony of God's spirit "is an inward impression on the soul, 

whereby the spirit of God directly 'witnesses to my spirit that 1 am a child of God'; that 

Jesus Christ hath loved me, and given himself for me; that all my sins are blotted out, and 

Lam reconciled to Goâ" (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 274). God's testimony is subsequently 

greeted by the testirnony of one's own spirit, which is to say, the afTimation of 

conscience. The undeniable feeling of good will towards Goâ, a sentiment ensured by his 

pardon, bnngs with it holy tempen, or the h i t s  of the spirit. These are a M e r  

dimension of the second witness: 

... even a loving hem toward God and toward al1 mankind, hanging with 
childlike confidence on G d  our Fath,  desiring nothing but him, casting 
al1 our care upon him, and embracing every child of man with earnest, 
tender affection, so as to be ready to lay down our life for our brother, as 
Christ laid down his life for us - a consciousness that we are inwardl y 
confonned by the Spirit of G d  to the image of his Son, and that we walk 
before him in justice, mercy and truth; doing the things which are pleasing 
in his sight (1: p. 274). 

Wesley insists that the conscious efl'ects of the dual witnesses are anything but 

obscure. The drawings of the spirit are unequivocally apparent to its recipients: "that 

divine consciousness, that 'witness of Gd' .As more and pa t e r  than ten thousand 

human witnesses" (1: p. 146). 

Furthemore, Wesley's delineation of faith is also consistent with altemate state 

experience in that faith is depicted as something which mscends normal sensory 

modalities ('bot discoverable by the bodily senses"; 1: p. 194), and yet, remains entirely 

experiential. The perceptual abstraction of the invisible world secured by an altogethet 

different registet of spiritual senses; and the assertion that the witness of the spirit can not 

be verûaIly explaineci to those who do not possess it (1: p. 283), is phenomenologicully 

consistent with what Hollenback refers to as the 'Yrans-sensory" character of mystical 

consciousmss: "1 am o b s e ~ n g  that the mystic seems to perceive the objects of his or 



her visions and locutions by means of some faculty other than the five physical senses" 

(1996, p. 43). 

In as much as justifjmg grace is instantaneously given, and in as much as belief in 

Christ proceeds independently of volition, and bnngs with it dramatic changes in 

conscious experience - dK conviction of pardon, the fruits of the spirit, the invisible and 

eternal world of God - it coincides with Merkur's definition of ecstasy. But in what sense 

does it also conforrn to the category of reverie? Here we m u t  recall Dimond's (1926) 

and Rack's (1 989) assertion that Wesley effectively synthesized rationalism and 

supemtural enthusiasm. His epistemological stance was largely i n f o d  by Lockean 

empiricism (Dryer, 1983, pp. 2 1fF, Mathews, 1985, pp. 41 1-4 12; Heitzenrater, 1989, p. 

145; Rack. 1989, pp. 384-386). Like Locke, Wesley rejected the notion of imate ideas 

and held that al1 knowledge was derived from the senses. Since knowledge of the things 

of God was not discemible by the sensory capacities of the flesh, Wesley extended the 

empirical premise into the idea of spirihial senses. With divine sentience, one could 

access the "data" of the eternal realm and engage in the same senes of sequential steps 

which Locke had identified as the basis of reasoning: apprehension, judgnem and 

discourse. Contrary to the philosophy of the Deists, Wesley knew that reason done 

could not discovet the venties of the spirit and therefore, was an inadequate basis for 

faith. However, when faith was granted at justification, and one could discem the things 

of G d ,  then the reasoning process was applied to divine perception in exactly the same 

manner as it was in the contea of profane perception. In other words, Wesley's view of 

faith integrated lucid self-reflection and ecstatic perception. In agreement with the 

structure of peak experiences, the apprehension of Gd's eternality and omnipresence 

was inextncably bond up with the temporal world: the creator was kheld directly in his 

creation. Or, to put it psychoanalyticaily, the knowkdge of feith was rational because the 

ecstasies were reveries that did not preclude the ego's ability to engage in reality tcsting. 



Consider, for example, Marg JenLins' account of her justification ecstasy. She received 

the full assurance of pardon during a sermon. 

I was suprised with the giory of the Lord that shone around me: it shone, 
indeed, in a way that is unutterable. It was as bright and as discemile as 
the natural sun at noon day. 1 thought my body as well as my sou1 mis 

changed, and 1 seemed as if 1 was lost to this world, and yet my 
understanding was never clearer. The lord spdre Loudiy unto my soul, 
"This day salvation is corne to thy house, I will never leave thee or fonake 
the". I felt myself clan every whit; nor could 1 make myself sensible 
that ever 1 had amed ... 1 knew 1 was bom of God, and felt 1 was brought to 
an innumerable company of angels, and Spirits of just men made perfect 
to Jesus the Mediator of the New Covenant.. . I  opened my eyes (for they 
were shut) and 1 thought, al1 things around me were holiness unto the Lord 
(Anninian Maguzine, 1778, pp. 228-230). 

Jenkins' light vision signifies both pardon and renewal. Note how she insists that 

in the midst of her ecstasy her "understanding was never clearer". This is consistent with 

her non-reified use of language: she "seemed" as if she was lost to the world and "felt" 

she was brought into a company of angels. These qualifications attest to an ongoing 

rational assessrnent of her subjective state, her appreciation that, although it is divinely 

bestowed, the vision is occumng in her mind. What is more, even though initially she 

seems lost to the world? when later she opens her eyes, the sense of piesence 

encapsulated in the purifjing image of light merges with the objects of extemal sense 

perception and manifests as a syrnbolic abstraction: "al1 things amund me were holiness 

unto the Lord". 

Fiith as the Medium of Eatatic Perception 

Wesley abides by the scriptml notion of justification as pardon. (Lindstrom, 

1946, p. 74). Being tainted by inbreû cornipion, men cannot placate Gd's math for 

lack of righteousmss. Only through faith in Christ, whose death vicPnously propitiated 

the sins of hurnan kind, is forgiveness granted. Pardon, in hn, ptesupposes acceptance 

by and teconciliation with God. When tieed fhm the "spirit of bandage", which typifies 

the pvious suge of repentance, believers receive the "spirit of adoption". (1: p. 122). 



They no longer see God as a "severe master", but as an "indulgent father": 'Wie Spirit 

itself bars witness with their spirit, that they are childm of Go&' (I: p. 22). The spirit 

of adoption signifies a deliverance from guilt which is subjectively actualized by the 

wimess of a clear conscience towards God. Having passed through the crucible of 

repentance into mercihl pardon, the justified find that "the love of God is shed abroad in 

their hem", and they are then penuaded 'Yhat neither death, nor life, w r  things present, 

nor things to corne, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate 

them Corn the love of God, which is in Chna Jesus our Lord" (1: p. 123). Justification 

therefore implies an intimate communion: "These, who 'have redemption through his 

b l d ' ,  are ptoperly said to be 'in him', for rhey 'dwell in Christ and Christ in them'. 

They are 'joined unto the Lord in one Spirit"' (1: p. 235). 

The soie condition of justification and its renewing effects is faith (1 : p. 1 95). 

Faith is, as it were, the medium through which the testimony of the spirit, the assurance 

of pardon, is conveyed (1: pp. 237-138). Mathews (1985) shows that, over time, Wesley 

disthguished between three distinct conceptions of faith. The development of his thought 

gradually condensed singular definitions into an overarching view. In 1725, Wesley 

defined faith primarily on rational grounds (pp. 406-407). It meant "fides", an assent to 

propositional tnnh affoided by divine testimony: "Faith mua necessarily at length be 

resolved into reason". By 1 73 8, Bohler convinced Wesley that his rationalist leanings 

were indequate as a murce of assutance, and certainly, Wesley's persistent lack of 

confidence, his "pofound emotional and spiritual depression" gave çredence to Bohler's 

argument (p. 407). Consequently, Wesley was persuaûed by the Moravian conception of 

faith as "fiducia", "a tnisting contiâence in Goâ's grace anà mercy" (pp. 40748). In 

the early 1740's, Wesley setiled on what would be his most final definition, that of a 

spiritual experience af$orded by the gracious provision of supernamal senses: 

[faith is] the demonstrative evidence of things unseen, the supernatural 
evidence of things invisible, not perceivable by eyes of flesh, or by any of 



our naturai senses or faculties. Faith is b t  divine evidence whereby the 
spiritual man discerneth G d  and the things of Gd. It is with regard to 
the spirituai world what sense is with regard to the natwal. It is the 
spiritual sensation of every sou1 that is bom of God (quoted in Mathews, 
mas, p. 408). 

Faith as spiritual discemment was, by fu, the most inclusive definition in that it 

integrated the previously irreconcilable meanings of fides and fiducia. Even with the 

extendeci notion of supernatural sight (a concept we shall have to examine since its 

implications bear directly on the issue of ecstatic perception), Wesley maintained the 

importance of a ''trusting confiâence", the assurance of pardon (1984-87, Il: pp. 

109- 1 10). However, the emphasis on sensory experience, with its empirical overtones, 

also clearly implied that "faith is always consistent with reason" (Ii: p. 414). Thus 

Mathews writes, "The knowledge of God to which we corne through religious 

experience, by 'seing with the eyes of faith', is not one whit less 'reasonable', according 

to Wesley, than the knowledge of the natural wotld around us to which we come through 

physical sensory experience" (U: p. 4 14). 

Mathews speaks of the 'tenerable history and voluminous literature on spiritual 

senses in Christian Theology" (1985, p. 409). For thinkers such as Origen, who 

"invented" the doctrine of the "€ive spiritual senses", onwards though to Bonaventure 

and Loyola, the senses were seen to provide a means through which mystical and 

intuitive experiences of Cod were mediated to the soul. Mathews suggests that given the 

extensive range of his reading and intellectual interests, it was not unlikely that Wesley 

was familiar with these figures, as he was with the Atings of John Norris, Nicholas 

Maiebranche, Peter Brome and, of course, John Locke, al1 of whorn coneibuted to the 

topic of "sensory percepûon in gmed and [to the] 'spirinial sensation' of faith in 

piuticular" (p. 409). Moreover, prominent Puntan authors such as Baxter, Perkins, 

Sibks and Owen %equently applied the analogy of the immediacy of sensory perception 

when describing the experience of p e "  (p. 409). It was Wesley himself who "wedded" 



spiritual experieace to the notion of faith as "a divine evidence or conviction of thing 

not seen" (p. 409). 

Wesley held that with the reception of spiritual senses at justification, the believer 

was "regenerated", (Dryet, 1983, p. 1 8) or barn anew by the power of the Holy Ghost 

(Lindstrom, 1946, pp. 83-84). Here, we need to M e r  chri@ Wesley's theological 

stance. Although he cleatly distinpished between justification and sanctification, he 

stipulated that both transpired at the same point in time. More specifically, since 

justification was a singlar event, white sanctification (as opposed to entire 

sanctification) proceeded gradually, the latter was seen to commence incipiently with the 

omet of the former. In one sense, notwithstanding his theological innovations, Wesley 

continued to adhere to a snictly reformed view of justification as implying only "the 

forgiveness of sins and the acceptance incident to it" (p. 84; See also Abelove, I W O ,  p. 

89). Concurrent with justification, however, was a new binh, the beginning of 

sanctification. This irnplied the impartation of a "real, inherent righteousness" 

(Lindstrom, 1946,84). In king pardoneâ, believers could embark on the joumey towards 

full spiritual tenewal, and in as much as they were already sanctified in some measure, 

they were regarded as "babes in Christ" (Wesley, 1 984-87,I: pp. 326-332). By 

delineating a sancti fjhg process that was temporal1 y inseparable fkom forgiveness, yet 

theologically distinct, Wesley supplemented the Lutheran conception of justification, 

which embraced "the whole content of salvation" (Lindstrom, 1946, p. 92). 

Justification, then, entailed a "relative" change whereby God "does something for us" by 

restoring individuals to his favor and taking away their sins (Wesley, 1984-87,I: pp. 

43 1-32). By connsst, the new birth effécted a "real" change in which G d  "does 

something in us". In this capacity, the image of God is inwardly restored and the power 

of sin is eliminated. Both of these categories are subsumai under and thmfore linked to 

the idea of spiritual senses. Beause faith removes the veil between the temporal and the 



etemal world, it is the vehicle for the witness of assurance, as well as renewal through the 

Holy Ghost. 

The application of the sensoq metaphor to faith impelled Wesley to articulate a 

Mher set of distinctions. He claimed that in aporiimlar sense, faith referred to the 

assurance of pardon and divine acceptarice (II: pp. 160-1 6 1 ). However, the general 

meaning of the terni singleci out the notion of supematwal sight and the divine evidence 

and conviction of things not seen: 

[faith implies] a kind of supernatural lighi exhibited to the soul, and a 
supemniral sight or perception thereof. Accordingly, the scripture speaks 
sometimes of God giving light, sometimes a power of discerning it ... We 
have a prospect of the invisible things of God. We see the spiritual world, 
which is al1 round about us, and yet no more discerned by ou. n a m l  
faculties than if it had no being; and we see the e t e r ~ l  world, piercing 
through the veil which hangs between time and etemity (U: pp. 160-1 6 1 ). 

The particularity of faith, or the imrnediate sense of pardon, emphasizes an 

entirely affective experience of gratitude and love. But as we have seen, Wesley 

augmented the Moravian conception of faith as fiducia by introducing an empirical slant. 

In reconciling reason and affect by insisting on the active involvement of a sensory mode, 

Wesley points to a cognitive dimension that is clearly implied by the believer's altered 

view ofthe cosmos: "We see the spiritual world, which is al1 round about us". The 

combination of invisibility, omnipresence and etemality suggests that the cognitive 

component may be regarded as a unitive abstraction. 

Wesley's sermon on Sppiritd Worship shows how the unitive knowledge of 

God's imminence in creation is a crucial factor in Christian life. Here Wesley delineates 

the various facets of God's relationship to creation. He is at once the "Supporter", 

"Reservef', ''Redmer" and "Govemor" of the cosmos (III: pp. 89-95). Thus, since his 

vitalizing presence contindly creates, mirnata and sustains that which he has biought 

into existence, al1 things are imbued by and participate in his being. Af'ter establishing 

this premix, Wesley raisons thrt awakened Christians apptehend God's immanence, 



pimady through an inward communion with Christ. They are thereby "filled with him", 

and made "complete": "when we dwell in Chna, and Christ in us, we are one with 

Christ, and Christ with us; then we are completely happy; then we live al1 'the Me that is 

hid with Christ in God'. nien, and not till then, we properly experience what the word 

meaneth, 'Gd is love; and whosoever dwelleth in love, dwelletb in Gcd, and G d  in 

hm"' (Ui: pp. 96-97). Etemal life commences at the new birth, "when it pleases the 

Father to reveal his Son in our hesrts" (m: p. %). "Then it is", Wesley writes, "that 

heaven is opened in the soul, that the proper, heavenly state commences, while the love 

of God, as loving us, is shed abroad in the hem, instantly producing love to al1 mankind 

(ni: p. 96). The "knowledge" of God is rooted in the union of the believer's spirit with 

the "Father of spirits" (iTi: p. 101). However, this inner union of spirits necessarily 

affords an additional view of God's immanent presence in the extemal world: "He is 

'about your bed'! He is 'about your pth'. He 'besets you behind and before'. He 'lays 

his hand upon yod. Lo! God is here! Not afar off Now, believe and feel him near! May 

he now reveal himself in your heart! Now him! Love him! And you aie happy" (III: pp. 

1 03- 1 O3 ). 

Wesley points to a "near a resemblance between the circumstances of the natural 

birth and of the spiritual birth" (1: p. 432). His elaboration of the analogy funher 

underscores the unitive perceptions of faith in ternis of extemal sense perception. One 

who is not yet bom of God i s  likened to an unbom child. While in the wornb, he has no 

awareness of the ''visible worlâ" which, in actuality, "sunounds him on every side" (1: p. 

433). When he is delivered into the world, "al1 the bodily senses [are] now awakened" 

and he "exists in quite a different mannet" (1: p. 433). 

He nowfeels the air with which he is surroimded, and which purs into 
him fiom every side ... His eyes are now open to see the ligbt, which 
silently flowing in upon them discovers not only itself but an inflnite 
variety ofthings which before he was wholly uacquainted His ears are 
uncloseci, and sourds rush in with endless diversity. Every sense is 



employed upon such objects as are peculiarly suitable to it. And by these 
inlets the sod, having an open intercoune with the visible worlâ, acquires 
more and more knowledge of sensible things, of al1 the things which are 
under the sun (1: p. 433). 

Similarly, one who is spiritually unawakened "seeth not the things of God, the 

eyes of his understanding king closed, and utter darkness covenng his whole soui, 

smunding him on every side" (1: p. 434). 

Hence he hm scarce any knowledge of the invisible world, as he has 
scarce any intercourse with it. Not that it is far off No; he is in the midst 
of it: it encompasses him round about. The 'other world', as we usually 
term it, is not far From every one of us. It is above, and beneath, and on 
every side ... But when he is bom of God, born of the Spirit, how is the 
manner of his existence changed! His whole sou1 is now sensible of God, 
and he can say by sure experience, 'Thou art above my bed, and about my 
pth;' 1 feel thee in 'al1 my ways'. 'Thou besettest me behind and before, 
and layest thy hand upon me'. The spirit or breath of Goci is immediately 
inspired, breathed into the new-bom soul; and the sarne breath which 
comes from, retums to  God ... And by this new kind of spiritual respiration, 
spiritual life is not only sustained but increased day by day, together with 
spiritual strength and motion and sensation; al1 the senses of the soul 
king now awake, and capable of 'disceming' spiritual 'good and evil' (1: 
pp. 434435). 

In this excerpt, the sense of divine presence is  expressed by the unitive metaphor 

of respiration in which inhalations and exhalations of the spirit-breath are circulated 

between Goci and the new-bom soul. Elsewhere, the experience of God's extemal 

omnipresence is thematically structured in ternis of sight. 

And 'blesse& are b e y  who are thus 'pue in h m ' ;  for tbey shall see 
God. ..He will bless them with the clearest communications of his 
Spirit.. .He will cause his presence to go continually before them, and the 
light of his countenance to shine upon thmi... They now see him by faith 
(the veil of the flesh k i n g  made, as it were, transparent) even in these his 
lowest works, in al1 that surrounds them. in ail that God has created and 
made. They see hirn in the height abwe, and in the depth beneath; they 
see hirn filling al1 in alI...They see him h the firmament of heaven, in the 
moon walking in brightness, in the sun when he mjoiceth as a gant to run 
his course. They see hirn 'making the clouds his chariots, and walking 
upon the wings of the winâ'. They see hlln 'pepnring for the earth', 'and 
blessiag the increase of it'; 'giving giass for the cattle, and green herb for 



the use of mm'. They see the creator of a11 wisely goveming all, and 
'upholding d l  things by the word of his power'. 'O Lord, our Govemor, 
how exceiient is thy name in dl the world!' (1: pp. 513-514). 

Because the sight of divine presence "in dl, and over all", renders events in the 

cosmos as penonal and piirposeful, faith is inseparable h m  providence. 

In al1 his providences relating to themselves, to their souk or bodies, the 
pure in heart do pticuiariy see God. They see his hand ever over them 
for g d ;  ginng them al1 things in weight, and measure, numbering the 
kirs of their head, making a head round about them and al1 they have, and 
disposing al1 the circmstances of their life according to the depth both of 
his wisdom and mercy (1: p. 5 14). 

Final1 y, God is also seen in his ordinances - in public and private worship, in 

scripture and in the bread and cup of communion. 

in al1 these appointed ways they find such a near appfoach as cannot be 
expressed. They see him, as it were, face to face, and 'talk with him as a 
man talking with his fnend' - a fit preparation for those mansions above 
wherein they shall 'see him as he is' (1: p. 514). 

Again, Wesley's description of the sense of G d ' s  ornnipresence is consistent 

with his Lockean convictions. Any speculative knowledge of God was to be rejected out 

of  hand: "The invisible things of God are known from things that are made. .. fiom what 

he hath written in al1 his works" (quoted in Dryer, 1983, p. 23). Seeing the "invisible" 

things of God involves a cognitive dimension wherein the abstract significance of 

concrete perceptions are imaginatively reconfïgund by an ideal. For example, following 

his justification, Thomas Oliven' motivations and conduct were rejuvenated by a 

passionate cornmitment to serve the Lord. nirough public pteachings and exhortations, 

his conscience grew more "abunâantly tender'' such that "in [his] actions, [he] could not 

do an act of injustice, no, not to the value of a pin" (Aminaan Magazine, 1779, p 86). 

Ail his Woughts, intentions and desires" (p. 87) were devoted to the glorification of 

Gd. He writes, "Upon the whok 1 lived by faith. I saw God in everyUung: the heavens, 

the earth, and al\ therein, showed me something of him; yea even corn a drop of water, a 

blade of grass, or a grain of sand, 1 offen received instruction" (p. 87). 



Olivers' description of faith pmupposes a mindset that is both affective and 

cognitive. The devotional standards and values that infonn his behavior also detennine 

his view of nature as an expression of divine presence. Crea!ion is made up of an infinite 

series of tevelatory signifiers attesting to the transcendent unity of God. hterestingly, 

even when theologians discuss Wesley's understanding of faith as a spiritual sensation, 

they tend to ignore the cognitive dimension that is inherent in the unitive perception of 

divine presence. They emphasize what Wesley refers to as the particultu meaning of 

faith, the affective sense of acceptance and love (e.g., Whaling, 198 1, p. 44-45; Lovin, 

1985; Mathews, 1985, p. 41 4; Clapper, 1989, pp. 56-58; Maddox, 1994, p. 173; Steele, 

1994, x-xi). In On the Discoveries of Faith, a sermon written in 1788, Wesley's 

enurneration of the various objects of spirinial knowledge reveals the extent to which his 

conception of faith involves more than an effective experience of pardon. It should be 

kept in mind that this late text generally nflects a series of important modifications in his 

theological position. For exarnple, Wesley clarifies here that repentance, the initial 

conviction of sin, is already a Corn of faith since it involves a self-knowledge of sin, 

which. in being granted by the Holy Spirit bn'ngs individuals to Christ (Wesley, 1984-87, 

IV: pp. 35-36). Once again Wesley reiterates how faith discovers God's presence 

throughout the created world (TV: pp. 3 1-32). This sermon, however, also introduces 

anodier set of specific apprehensions which require our attention. 

Faith not only gives evidence of one's own "immortal spirit", it also ailows one to 

becorne aware of other disctete presences, or "orders of  spirits". 

These I term mgels, and I klieve part of them are holy and happy, and 
the 0th part wicked and miserable. 1 klieve the former of these, the 
good angels, are continually sent of God 'to minister to the hein of 
salvation'; who will be 'equal to iagels' by and by, although they are now 
a linle inferim to them. 1 klieve the latter, the evil angels, called in 
Scripture, 'devils', united wider one heaâ (termed in Scripun 'Satan', 
empbatidly, the 'enemy', the 'advetsary' bodi of God and man) eithet 
range the upper regions, whmce they are called 'princes of the power of 



the air'; or like him 'walk about the earth as roaring lions, seeking whom 
they may devour' (N: p. 3 1 ). 

It may be argued that the discernment of such presences was an entirely 

metaphoncal interpretation of ordinary life circumstances and evmts which could be 

retroactively regardeci as pmvidential or inflicted by demonic influence. We m u t  not, 

however, exclude the possibility that Waley was aiso refemng to moments of ecstatic 

perception In previous chapters, 1 have cited instances of both intellecniai and imagina1 

visions of Satan and his host of demons. There are also accounts of similar visions of 

angels (e.g, Anninion Magazine, 1 778, p. 228; 1784, p. 307; 1788, pp. 128- 129; 

Carvosso, 1835, p. 255; Told 1954, pp. 6042). 

Although Mathews (1 985, p. 414) and mer (1983, p. 15) adarnantly insist that 

Wesley did not tegard '%ions and voices" (p. 15) as a constituent of religious 

knowledge, there is evidence to suggest that this view is too simplistic. No doubt, he was 

waiy of enthusiastic extravagances, but he was also more cautiously accepting of 

"exaiordinary communications" than these authon suggest. Gunter suites that Wesley 

"ofien encouraged enthusiastic practices in local Methodist societies and "ln them go 

for some time before he applied a correcting h W :  "One wonden if Wesley was not 

only tolerant, but perhaps even pleased that at times there was more 'heat than light' in 

the Methdst Societies" (1989, p. 1 37). Believing that the work of the spirit was not 

simply confined to the psst, Wesley gave more credit to these experiences than he would 

opnily admit in apologetic contexts. We mut also bear in mind the extent to which his 

Mews were shaped by conscientious observation of the experiences of othen (Gunter, 

1989, pp. 40,209-21 1; Rack, 1989, pp. 157,548-550). Since various kinds of ecstatic 

experiences are richly documenteâ in the autobiographicd narratives, which Wesley 

himself edited and published, we can hardly assume that he did not take them into 

saious consideration. As an example, something of Wesley's open-mindedness is found 

in his commentary on the "voice of God" (1984-87-1: p. 282-283), a metaphor for the 



assurance of pardon. He writes, "Meantirne, let it be observeci, 1 do not mean hereby that 

the Spirit of God testifies this by any outward voice; no, nor always by an inward voice, 

although he may do this sometimes" (1: p. 287). Given the frequency of unitten reports 

thet document the occurrence of an imagina1 voice, an audible pseudo-hallucination that 

hctions as a witness of pardon (e.g., Aniniun Magazine, 1778, p. 579; 1779, p. 41 8; 

1784, p. 52 1 ), Wesley here appears to be granting a degree of leeway for such 

phenomena. 

Returning to the 1788 sennon on faith, Wesley claims that faith provides a view 

of the "etemal worlà", which, in the present context, focuses on eschatology and 

judgment. 

And here again faith supplies the place of sense, and gives us a view of 
things to corne ... Faith discovers to us the souls of the righteous, 
immediately received by the holy angels, and canied by those ministering 
spirits into Abraham's bosom; into the delights of paradise, the garden of 
God ..A discoven iikewise the souls of unholy men, seized the moment 
they depari fiom the quivering lips by those ministers of vengeance, the 
evil angels, and dragged away to their own place ... Moreowr faith opens 
another scene in the etemal world, namely the coming of our Lord in the 
clouds of heaven to 'judge both the quick and the dead'. It enables us to 
see the 'great white throne coming down fiom heaven, and him that sitteth 
thereon.. . We see 'the dead, small and greaf stand before Gd'. We see 
'the books opened ... and the dead judged, according to the things that are 
written in the books'. We see 'the carbi and the sea giving up their dead, 
and hell' (that is, the invisible world) 'giving up the dead that were 
therein, and everyone judged according to his works' (TV: pp. 32-34). 

It is  highly likely that these graphic elaborations of eschatological scenarios, al1 of 

which are seen by faith, are a consequence of the fact that ecstatic visions of judgment 

were commonly teportecl amongst Methodists (Rack, 1987, p. 38). According to Rack, 

Judgment visions typically served the purpose of convincing individuah "of their risk of 

hell" or assured them that "their names were (litemlly in some cases) 'written in the book 

of Life'" (p. 42). 



Finally, Wesley m e s  that the faith of "fathers", or those who have become 

perfécted, allows ?hem to know the "etemal Thm-one Gd' ( 1984-87, IV: p. 3 7). He 

writes, "One of these [Le., The Marquis de Renty] expresses himself thus, 'I bear about 

with me an experimental venty and a plenitude of the presence of the ever-blessed 

Trinity" (p. 37). In this excerpt, Wesley makes unequivocal reference to a specific type 

of ecstatic encounter. From the late 1770's onwds, a visionary experience consisting of 

a revelation of the separate persons of the Trinity became associated with a select group 

of individuals undergoing spiritual crises related to entire sanctification (Rack, 1987, pp. 

39ff). In fact, dunng the early years of this decade. Wesley was convinced that 

Trinitarian visions were regularly given to those who had been perfected (p. 43; see also 

Fraser, 1988. p. 189). 

Rack holds that the most frequently documented vision in early Methodism is  that 

of Christ crucifieci, an interior image "commonly associated with some crucial phase in a 

conversion crisis" (1987, p. 38). He provides an excerpt from Thomas Taylor's 

autobiography . 

While 1 was calling upon the Lord, He appeared in a wonderfiil manner, as 
with his vestwe àripped in b l d .  I saw him wiUi the eye of faith, hanging 
on the cross: and the sight caused such love to flow into my soul, that I 
believed that moment, and never since gave up my confidence (quoted in 
Rack, 1987, p. 38). 

Similarly, Dirnond, who claims that Methodist conversions have an "afinity with 

the mystical", points out how justification and the new birth often occur in tandem with 

"'imaginai" visions (1 926, pp. 180-1 85; See also Rack, 1987, p. 40). These expeiiences 

are instances of reverie in that subjects remain amue that their own imagination has 

''fiunished the material for the vision" (Dimond, 1926, p. 184-85) - they are able to 

"indicate the subjective character of the hallucinationn while simultaneously entertaining 

its reality . The sense of subjectivity "does not dispove the sensory chmcter of the 

expenence" or its rehgious sipificance. Note that Taylor's vision was kheld by the 



"eye of faith". Many MeWist muratives show how individuals understd that interior 

visions were meditated by a supernatural sense, a visuel faculty explicitly conelated with 

faith. For Charles Perronet, faith refen to what he calls an "extemal vision": "It is an 

impression upon the mind. While the sou1 is under the power of faith, the person of 

Chnst is oAen piesented to the imagination" (Anninian Maguzine, 1779, p. 204). James 

Rogers writes that dmhg his justification, "al1 the sufferings of Christ came to my mind 

(Anniniun Magazine, 1 789, p. 462). 

By the eye of faith 1 had as real a view of his sufferings on Calvary as ever 
1 had of any object by the eye of sense. 1 saw his hands and his feet nailed 
to the cross; his head crowned with thoms; and his side pierced with a 
soldier's spear: with innumerable drops of blood falling fiom the diflerent 
parts of his body ... ln that moment my heart was changed Rom a state of 
bondage into glorious liberty. ..(p. 462). 

In much the same way, J. B. of St. Hellier's had been in prayer for three houn 

when she "saw by faith the Lord Jesus on the cross, and the blood streaming horn his 

side" (Anniniun Mugcàne, 1 788, p. 72). Immediately her "load dropped off'. and she 

believed her sins were "blotted out" (p. 72). 

Bearing in mind that Wesley's delineation of faith includes a view of God's 

omnipresence, we find that, along with the imagina1 or eidetic vision, the intellectual 

vision of presence is also a common occurrence. The latter entails an absmict yet 

compelling feeling of God's immediate proximity (cf. James, 1985, pp. 53-77}. The 

follomng excerpts are exemplary : 

... I had such a calm peace, and such an inwud Communion with the Lord, 
that when 1 sat dom to work, 1 seemed to k compsed about with the 
immediate presence of God: so that I sometimes crieci out, "1 am a child 
of a hundred years old! ... The Lord now tau& me many things and led me 
by a way 1 had not knom (Marg JenLins, Arminiun Magane, 1778, p. 
229). 

O how does the Lord deal with such an unworthy worm! Such an efbion 
of his divine love and ptesence, that all within and without seems nothhg 



but Gd! I feel that my whole body, soul and spirit, is a sacrifice to 
him. ..(Bathsheba Hall, Anninian Magcine, 1781, p. 196). 

I had several times such bawings of the Father (though 1 knew not then 
what they were) as made me seem to be out of the body; and 1 could 
Ecarce cast my eyes on anything, but I saw God in it: nor had 1 any fear of 
his wrath, but always saw him as a loving Father ( S a d  Ryan, Anninlan 
Mugcine, 1778, p. 298). 

These expnences could occur at any point in the lifespan Alexander McNab 

States that even as a child he had "deep impressions of religion". 

One day coming fiom school, when 1 was not more than seven years olâ, 1 
was thinking, What is God? Suddeniy an awful impression of his 
immensity rested upon my mind. 1 thought I saw and felt God in 
everything about me; yet it did not fil1 me with &ad, but rather a 
pleasing solemnity (Arminian Magcine, 1779, p. 24 1). 

In light of the foregoing evidence, 1 argue that the standard doctrinal conception 

of "faith in early Methodism - that which priontizes the affective sense of pardon and 

acceptance - does not hilly encompass the phenornena which Wesley himself, and his 

followen, designated by that name. Theologically, pardon is logically prioritized since 

reconciliation with God is the necessary condition for spiritual renewal. However, as a 

supernaturd faculty, faith was clearly understood to provide a fwther set of experiences, 

the cognitive content of which corresponds to typical pattern of ecs/atic perception, 

mnteiy. imaginary pseudo-ha1 Iucinutionî which include eiditic images as well es the 

abstract or intellectual sense of G d  's unit ive presence. Wh y then has theological 

scholarship given precedence to the affective dimension and generally ignored the latter 

component? To answer this question we must briefly examine two aspects of historical 

tradition, one philosophical and one theologicai. 

In an insightfhl essay on Wesleyan ethics, Lovin shows how 18th century 

epistemology, largely dominated by Lockean empiricism, led Wo an emphasis on the 

affective b i s  for choice and action" (1 985, p. 264). Spcifically, Locke's mechanistic 

t b r y  of sense perception ultimately became the underlying premise for an 



understanding of moral initiative and action. Locke beld that sense impressions were the 

result of "physical inteMons between organ and environment" (p. 264). Tiny particles 

in the ether conveying energic motions of extemal objects would, on contact, excite 

comsponding motions in the sense organs. This play of force caused the mind to register 

the presence of an object, and also spumd the "subtle movements of desire and aversion 

that contribute the affective dimension of every experience" (p. 264). In this model, 

physiology and psychology were effectively reduced to physics; even virtue was 

concepnializeâ along these lines. 

Moral choice and the habits of virtue were explained less in t e n s  of ideas 
than in tenns of the intensity of certain feelings, the power of one set of 
motions to cancel the effects of another and exert a causal force sufficient 
for the overt, extemal motions that mark hman choice and action (p. 
264). 

Now that human motivation was seen to be dictated by the interplay of affective 

forces, the scholastic idea of a reasoned will which subjugated and steered the passions 

was displaced by a theory of emotional detenninism. A strong critique of the scholastic 

model was already apparent in the Puritan anthropology of the divided self (King. 1983, 

p. 34), wherein the vagaries of obsession, melancholy, and moral decrepihide 

undermined the ascendancy of rational volition. The empirical stance, however, did not 

obliterate the role of reason altogether. Although the intellect was seen to assess the 

means and consequences of any potential action, it was only when the affections were 

suficiently engaged that an intention wes finally translated into deed (Lovin, 1985, p. 

265). Lovin convincingly argues that, in effect, Wesley's understanding of the 

rejuvenating effects of the spiritual senses presupposed the rnechanics of affective force. 

... only a real experience of God could have an impact on the affections 
sufficient to detemine the will on religious punds. In the absence of 
that experieimo the will wuld simply be determineci by same other 
affktion. No m m  notion of &ne cornmanci wodd k powerful enough 
to ovenide the effects of real experience of more immediate, naturel 
entities (p. 266). 



Thus, the "physics of vimie", to use Lovin's language, is indebted to 

philosophicai empiricism, whose historical legacy has persistently skewed Wesleyan 

conceptions of €Pith in favor of the affections. As a resdt of the ethos created by the 

historical rejection of scholastic faculty theory, the equally important role of cognition in 

religious experience, whether it be discursive inspirations, visual imagery or unitive 

abstractions, has been inadvertently eclipsed. 

Seconàiy, the scholarly neglect of the unitive dimension of faith, the abstract 

perception of presence, appears to be a consequace of Wesley's ostensible rejection of 

mysticisrn. In 1736, he wrote a letter to his brother, the contents of which are of?en cited 

as evidence for the demise of Wesley's early interest in mysticism (Tuttle, 1989, p. 85). 

In it he declares, ''1 think the rock on which 1 had made the nearest shipwreck of the faith 

was on the writings of the mystics: under which terni I comprehend all, and only those, 

who slight any of the means of grace" (quoted in Tuttle, 1989, p. 85). What appean to be 

critique of mysticism per se, is, on closer examination, a rejection of Quietistic modes of 

piety. We must not forget that there was much in the mystical literature which Wesley 

not only admired, but saw fit to disseminate amongst his followers. Whaling, who 

challenges the notion that Wesley "suddenl y repudiated the mystical influences on his 

development" ( 198 1, p. 1 O), points out that durhg the height of the revival, he published 

the works of such spiritual masters as Scupoli, Fenelon, de Renty, Mme. Bourignon, 

Mme. Guyon. Molinos and others. Tuttle goes as far as to claim that Wesley's 

ambivalent attituâe towards mysticism was "psychoneuroticn: "It can be demonstrated 

that although he was fiequently disillusioned ... even to the point of despair, he was 

nonetheless almost irresistibly drawn to the mystics" (1989, p. 43). On the one hand, 

Wesley was attracted to several themes, al1 of which were treated by Quietistic writers: 

the nmssity of the crucifixion of the world; the perfection of love; and the achievement 

of a direct and unbroken communion with God via the conti'nual practice of the presence 

(Rack, 1989, pp. 102-1 O3,4O 1 ; Tunle, 1989, pp. 42,149-1 50). However, he was 



convinced the antinomianism, passivity and otherwordîiness which epitomized Quietistic 

spintuality, destroyed the dignity and 'kalue of the huma. pemnality" (Dimond, 1926, 

P. 85)  

The Quietistys undermining of the institutcd means of gme (a position taken by 

Molther, who advocated an extreme fonn of "stillness" in which individuals were 

encomgeâ to do away with communion, prayer, communication, and, in effect, al1 foms 

of action), and their preference for seclusion flew in the face of Wesley's "volitional and 

pactical predilections", as well as his pronouncd "social sentiment" (Dimond, 1926, p. 

85). Wesley wished to promote an active "social holiness", rather than "private vime" 

(Steele, 1994, p. 140); he ''visualized a state of perfection to be achieved by a sizable 

body of dedicated people in the world rather than a few in solitude or the monastery" 

(Rack, 1989, p. 40 1 ). Furthemore, Quietist spiritual practice aimed to cultivate a passive 

resignation or "indifference" to one's own salvation. Fenelon, for example, defined 

perfection as a sel f-less love for "what God is, not for what he grants" (Tuttle, 1 989, p. 

40). In order to overcome self-love, the will had to be annihilated. Theidore, 

indifference was acquireâ by divesting the mind of any representational content which 

would kindle the desire of the senses. Al1 foms of discursive meditation which, by 

definition, employeà various kinds of mental imagery, were renounced (Chadwick, 1975, 

p. 2 19; Dupre, 1989, p. 133; Tuttle, 1989, pp. 37-38). As both an ernpiticist and an 

ardent reformer, Wesley could not accept a practice that sought to eliminate sensory 

Many eminent men ... have advised us 'to case  h m  all outward actions'; 
wholly to withdraw fiom the world; to leave tbe body khind us; to 
abstract ouiselves hom al1 sensible things - to have no concem at dl about 
outward religion, but to 'work al1 virtues in the will', as the fsr more 
excellent way, more perfective of the so ui... this [is the] fürest of dl 
devices wherewith Satan hath ever perverted the nght ways of the 
Lord! ... Christianity is essentially a social religion, and to him it into a 
solitary one is to destroy it (Wesley, 1984-87,1: pp. 532-33). 



The flight from the body and the sensory r d m ,  dong with the passive removal of 

the will, indicates strongly that Quietist spiriniality relieâ upon trance as a means to 

achieve perfection. The Cornittee on Psychiatry and Religion maintain that in the 

trance state "...the extemal world is excluded fiorn consciousness more or less 

compietely, or its impact is muted - attention is hinieci away corn it" (1976, p. 775); 

"The extemal world is removed from the individual's awareness and thetefore seems to 

have been destroyed" (p. 777). As a result of their world-renouncing character, Wesley 

could not accept the tenets of Quietist doctrine. Moreover, although acceding that faith 

was passively received, and that dl righteousness was in Christ, he was in no way 

prepared to jettison the role of the will in the pursuit of personal holiness. ln contrast to 

an introspective spirituality whose goal was to eraâicate autonomy, willhlness and 

rationality, Wesley accentuated the sacral integnty of the self He made it clear that 

individuals were endowed with the ability to embrace or reject Gd's offer of saving 

p c e .  Christians were obligated, through recome to their own volition (which was 

empoweted by Holy Spirit), to numire and exercise their faith by. amongst other things, 

rendering service to others in the world. Hence Maddox (1994) speaks of a "responsible 

grace" which enhances initiative and personal agency. 

Through collating the various designations and descriptions which appear in the 

writings of Wesley and his followers, i have argued that the term faith was understooâ, in 

its mosî inclusive sense, not only as pardon, but as a medium of ecstatic perception. As 

we have seen, the n o m i v e  aiternate states in early Methodism were reverie based. 

Wesley's description of the unitive perception of God's presence in the world was at 

once rational and object related Severai miters have pointed to a mystical component in 

Wesleyan spirituality (Dimond 1926, pp. 86-87, 1 83-1 84; Outler, 1987, p. 187; Rack 

1987, p. 40; Trickett, 1989, p. 358; Tuttle, 1989, op. cit). The evidence 1 have adduced 

suggests that he endorsed a non-dissociative ''extroverted" form of mysticism (Stace, 

1 % 1, pp. 62-8 1) which differed nom the trance-based unitive experiences of the 



canonical Christian mystics, ami more particularly, the Quiaists, whom Wesley was 

largely critical of. Wesley was not a mystic, if by mystic we mean Quietist. However, he 

was indeed a mystic by the standsr& of the comparative study of mysticism. His 

objection to a panicular kind of piety, and a parhcular mode of ecstasy has more than 

likely obscured the extent to which unitive experiences are in facf rather central to early 

Methodist spirituality. They are widely and constantly documented by bath males and 

females who hailed fiom a variety of cultural-religious backgrounds. Neither were they 

exclusive to a particular ciass or vocational group. These findings are consistent with 

contemporary data on the demogmphy of mysticism. Sweys indicate that one-third of 

the populations of Western cultures report "mystical andor numinous experiences" 

(Hood, 1995 pp. 589,594). Greeley, fot example, found that four out of ten Arnericans 

have haâ, or believe they have had a mystical experience (cited in Ellwood, 1980, p. 1 ). 

Justificatioa, Peak Esperieaea and the Ego Ideal 

Having established the ielationship between faith and ecstatic perception in 

Wesley, let us examine more closely the affinities between Methodist justification and 

peak expenences. Maslow held that the momentary perception of cosmic unity "can be 

so profound and shaking ... that it can change the person's character and his 

Weltanschauung forever after" (1 970, p. 59). "Peak experiences", he writes. "sometimes 

have immediate effects or aftereffects ... Sometimes their aftereffects are so profound and 

great as to remind us of the profound nligious conversions which forever after changed 

the person". As mention4 above, the effects upon the penonality bcar striking 

resemblance to whet Wesley deems We M t  of the spirit". 

[The f i t  of the spirit may be known by] love, joy. puce always abiding; 
by invariable long-sgering, patience, mignation; by Genîleness, 
triumphing over al1 provocation; by gdnes s ,  mildness, sweetness, 
tendemess of spirit; byfdelity, simplicity, g d y  siacerity; by meehess, 
calmness, eveness of spirit; by temperance, not only in food and sleep, but 
in al1 things natural and spirituai (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 3 55). 



These dispositions, the aftereffects or "hit" of God's justifjmg pardon, are 

bound to the apprehension of a unitive ideal. Following Maslow's lead, we may Say that 

the unitive inspirations which manifest during Methodist conversion encourage 

comsponding changes in temperarnent. nie emergence of a symboiic ideal, figuratively 

encoded in the abstract perception of God's omnipresence, transfomis the significance of 

what is taken in by the senses, and nanirally evokes a series of emotional responses 

which enervate and invigorate the self. 

For Wesley, profane consciousness prweeds according to the constraints of the 

body. in essence, he speaks of an "idolatry" consisting primarily of immediate 

perceptions of extemal objects whose meanings are limited by their matenality and the 

camal appetites and desires they provoke. "Love of the worlâ", states Wesley, "is now as 

natuntl to every man as to love his own will" (1984-87, iï: p. 179). 

What is more natual to us than to seek happiness in the creature instead 
of the creator? To seek that satisfaction in the works of his hands which 
can be found in God only? What more natural than the desire of the flesh? 
That is, of the pleasure of sense in eveq kind?.. .Sensual appetites, even 
those of the lowest kind, have, more or less, the dominion over hirn (II: pp. 
179-80). 

The provision of spiritual senses promotes a movement beyond the hermeneutic 

poverty of camal idolatry. Now the objects of sense perception take on transcendent 

significance - their concrete physicality becornes a conceptual sign of Gd's immanence. 

Entenng into the new world and seeing the invisible and etemal things of God means 

beholding the creator in creation itself "Gd is in al1 things ... we are to see the Creator in 

the glas of every creature.. . we should use and look upon nothing as separate fiom 

M... who pervodes and actuates the whole created fiame, and is in a mie sense the sou1 

of the universe" (1: pp. 5 16-1 7). Not only did so many Methodist converts claim that 

theu justification left them feeling as if they had becorne an "entirely new pefsonn 

(Abelove, 1990, p. 89), m e  also felt ''the release so strongly bat the whole world of 



nature was transfonwd for them" (Rack, 1989, p. 425). As Starbuck observes, one of the 

cornmonest experiences &er conversion is the "sense of  wwness". He writes: "nie 

person is living in a new world. Old experiences are seen fiom a dift'erent point of view. 

The world bean a new face. It has likewise a new content and significance" (19 1 1, pp. 

1 19-1 20). His infonnants speak of "entering another world - a new state of existence". 

There is a "clarification of spiritual vision" such that one sees "beauty in every material 

object in the universe". 

Upn receiving pardon, George Shadford saw Christ "by the eye of faith" (as 

opposed to his b'bodly eyes") making intercession for him (1 866, p. 150). In that instant 

his sou1 was filled wi th "divine love", and he wept "tears of joy and sonow" (p. 1 50). 

The ecstasy subsequently transfonned the content and meaning of his perceptions. 

Reminiscent of Maslow's claim that peak experiences himish individuals with a 

"personal l y defined heaven" ( 1 970, p. 661, Shadford writes, 

As I walked home along the streets, I seemed to be in paradise. When I 
read my Bible, it seemed an entirely new book. When 1 meditated on God 
and Christ, angels or spirits; when 1 considerd gooà or bad men, any or 
al1 the creahires which surrounded me on every side; everything appeared 
in a new relation to me. 1 was in Cbnst a new creature; old thinp were 
done away, and al1 things becme new (1 866, p. 150). 

This phenornenon attests to a transformation of percepual-cognitive patterns, a 

heightened symbolic awareness through which the divergent data of sense perception are 

thematically aliped by a supraordinate vaiue. Here, the creation of what Winnicott 

(1971 ) deems "intermediate space" is brought about by an integrative synthesis of 

intemal and extemal reality (cf Meissner, 1984, pp. 173-77). The reconciling conjèrrd 

ofpardon, or.  the tacceplance of the ego by the ego ideal. is represented in 

consciou~ness by the abstruct percepion of uni@ in the extentcll world. Thus, it appears 

to bear a "new face". Unitive ideation, wbich may k viewed as a sublimation resulting 

fiom the initial working h u g h  of the desoletion conflict, endows the cosmos with the 



conceptual qualities of the loved and admired ideal - "Gd is in al1 things ... and is in a 

tme sense the sou1 of the universe". 

Maslow distinguishes between the unitive content of peak experiences, and the 

way that content subsequently dictates the effects on persmality. Wesley's understanding 

of justification, and more specifically his distinction between the witness of the spirit of 

God and the witness of ou. own spirit, or the "miits", presupposes the same logic. 

(Wesley. 1984-87.1: pp. 289-90). Al1 of the phenomenological categories which I have 

assembled below coincide with the major functions of the positive superego and the 

integrative chanicter of ego ideais (cf. Freud 1933a [1932]; Loewald, 1962; Jacobson. 

1964; lederer, 1964; Furer, 1967; Saul, 1970; Kohut, 1977; Laplanche and Pontalis, 

1988; Milrod, 1990; Eigen, 1993). 

Sclfateem. The wimess of God's spirit convinces individuals that their sins are 

'blotted out" (1: p. 274). The assurance of love and pardon, coinciding with the ego 

ideal's acceptance of the ego, brings with it an "inexpressible joy" that is a measwe of a 

dramatic boost in self-regard. Several writers argue that the correlation between the 

spirit of adoption and self-esteem is taken for granted in Wesley's work. Maddox 

explains that the "recovery of our own happiness" through divine love presuppoxs 

"proper esteem for self" (1994, p. 146). "Self-regulated" love, according to Lindsaom, is 

a necessaq consequence of God's benevolence; the latter "legitimates" the former ( 1946, 

pp. 195-197). Tuttle States that, for Wesley, to know diat God loves us is to love 

outselves (1 989, p. 165). in other word~, the subjective senre of divine purdon is 

symbolic of self-pccptmce. Wesley's portrayal of the characteristic shift in the God 

image which occurs at justification, the substitution of a "loving father7' in lieu of an 

"angry judge" ( 1984-87,I: p. 26 1 ) is significant in this connection. in a m d y  on 

attachent and religious practice, Kirkpatrick marsbals evidence from a variety of 

mdies that indicaie how loving images of deity are conclated with selfdeem. He 

writes. "people wtio think of their attachent figuies as availoble and responsive also 



regard thernselves as worthy of love and care" (1995, p. 454; cf. &mon and Spilka, 

1977). 

Moreover, self-esteem, as Maslow has shown, is a direct wnsequence of the 

unitive perceptions of peak emences .  Grof and Grof make the same point. 

Encounters with divine regions ...are extremely hding ... one often feels 
positive ernotions such as ecstasy, raptme, joy, gratitude, love, and bliss. 
which cm quickly nlieve or dissolve negaUve states such as depression 
and anger. Feeling oneseljro k pari ofan 011-encompassing cosmic 
network o/ien gives a person who has problm w ith seif esteem a Jiesh. 
expunded seljlimuge (emphasis added; 1990, p. 68). 

Merkur holds that because unitive ecstasies provide "unparalleled access to the 

deepest and most unconscious core of the superego", they are "the moa intensely 

pleasurable expenences possible for a human being" (1 989b, p. 152). Their euphonc 

character is  an expression of "positive self-regard in response to ego-ideals whose 

attainment fom the cognitive contents" of the experience ( 1 999% p. 1 1 3). One's 

self-esteem is "maximized when and beuiuse a unitive ideal is momentanly integrated in 

the self' (p. 1 13). This view generally coincides with the role of the superego as a self 

esteem regulator (Sandler, 1960, p. 153) and the idea that well-being is the result of an 

identification with and obedience to internalized values. 

Empathy and the Iateisiliertioii of Emltby Conscience. One of the most 

common realizations that flow Rom peak experimces is the conviction that the cote of 

life is love. lndividuals Frequently acknowledge a change in the intensity of personal 

closeness to others, a deepening of k i r  intetpemnal nlationships (Pahnke et al, 1969, 

p. 146; Kurland et al, 1973, pp. 1 13-1 14). Sirnilarly, Wesley States that the witness of our 

o m  spirit, which emerges in direct response to Goâ's WihKss of pardon, engendea a 

reciprocal of love for Gd, as well as e compassion that extends to al1 humankind, 

whaher it be intimate dations, acquaintances, stmngers or enemies (198487,I: pp. 163; 

51 8-19). 



Then, and not till then - wben the Spirit of God beareth that witness to our 
spirit, ' G d  hath loved thee and given his own son to be the propitiation 
for thy sins;' ... 'we love Go& because he first loved us,' and for his sake 
we love OUI brother also' (1: p. 275). 

When those who are justifieci fcel that Wie love of God is shed a b r d  in their 

hearts" (1: p. l23), they become eager to do good works O: p. 138) and to relieve the 

misery of others by assisting in their repentance (1: p. 166). For this reason they are 

deemed "lovers of rnankind" 0: p. 165). Again, the compassion which Wesley speaks of 

is finnly rooted in unitive thinking. God is "the Father of the spirits of the flesh" (1: p. 

138). Therefore, Christians love al1 of humankind without exception because they are 

related as spiritual siblings: "Agreeably hereto, the affection of this lover of God 

embraced al1 rnankind for his sake; not excepting those whom he had never seen in the 

flesh, or those of whom he knew nothing more than that they were 'the offspring of 

Maslow repeatedly emphasizes the "objectdirected" nature of beta cognition. 

The cognition of k i n g  (B-cognition) that occurs in peak experiences tends 
to perceive extemal objects, the world, and individual people as more 
detached from human concems. Nomally we perceive everythmg as 
relevant to human concerns and more particularly to w own private 
sel fish concems.. .perception in the peak experiences can be relatively 
ego-transcending, self-forgetfu, egoless, unselfish.. . it becomes more 
object-centered than ego-centered. The perceptual experience can be 
more organized around the object itself as a centering point rather than 
king based upon the selfish ego (1970, pp. 61-62). 

The object directed consciousness of peak experiences is amibutable to an 

enlargement of the empathic imagination. In Methodism, the perception of a 

universalizing alliance through Christ establishes new identifications in the ego, thereby 

intemiQing one's empathic relatedness to others. In keeping with Ross' (1 968, p. 271 ) 

assertion that mystical experiences can lead to an increaseâ mturity in object relations, 

we find that unitive ideation facilitotes the ability to imagi~tively adopt another's point 

of view, which, in tum. b d  compassion and altniism. In the Methodisî 



autobiographies, ecstatic interludes are regularIy associateci with pronomceci feelings of 

affectjon, benevoleace and chanty. The following two extracts are taken, respectively , 

fiom accounts by Sarah Crosby and Duncan Wright. 

At length, one day, while 1 was sitting at work, the Lord Jesus appeared to 
the eye ofmy min4 sunounded with glory, while his love overwhelmed 
me: 1 said, this is the power I have waited for.. .A@ soul seemed oll love, 
a d  I clesired nothing so much as to loy d m  my life for others. thut they 
mighr feef the sume (emphasis added; Aminiun Mugcine, 1 806, p. 468) 

I think it was in April this year, that the Lord justified me by bis grace. t 
used to spend al1 my time in beà, while awake, in weeping and prayer; and 
it was in une of these weeping ni-, that in an instant the Lord brought 
me out of my darkness into his marvelous light. 1 did not know then what 
to cal1 it, but its effects were many, I found  un meonunon concern for the 
sud *s ofthe soldiers; und the szghr of a Methodis1 used to set my heurt on 
j r e  wifh love (emphasis added; Ann~nim Mogaiine, 178 1, p. 371). 

In the main, Methodist justification confoms to what Conn refers to as "affective 

conversion" ( 1986, p. 228). For him, this fom of "moral" conversion is akin to falling in 

love. In both instances there "is a more or less radical transformation of a person's life.. . .T 

(p. 228). In the sarne way that love irresistibly draws us beyond ourselves towards the 

needs and interests of the beloved, affective conversion is marked by a 'tuming of 

possessive desire to desire for generosity; a reorientation ftom the possessiveness rooted 

in obsessive concem for one's own needs to the self-giving of intimate love and 

generative care of others" (p. 228). C o d  s corn pari son invites psychoanal ytic 

commentary. From Freud onwards, psychmalysts have maintained that the experience 

of "king in love*' involves a projection of the ego-ideal. Augmenting Freud's dictum 

that in romantic love, "the object has ken p in the place of the ego ideal" (1921, p. 

1 13). Chasseguet-Smirgel writes, "in the state of love - from the outset, at the very 

moment of 'eleaion' - the subject and its object -sent the relationship between the 

ego (the subject) and ego ideal (the object)" (1976, pp. 356-357). With one important 

exception, the m e  d y ~ m i c  applies to Mitive ecstasies. Because they take recourse to 



univenaliPng abstractions, the pmjeciiion of the ego-ideal is globolly aiiended to Nlclude 

a plurality of others as Q single caiegory or object of devotion. 

F m ' s  (1967) observations on the development of empathy in the second year of 

life, an event which he identifies as a "superego precutsor", adds additional insight to the 

psychology ofjustification. He daims that between 14 and 18 months, the child acquires 

an identification with the mother as a loving consoler. By identifjnng with the mother's 

ability to feel and respond to the child's pain, the latter engages in an empathic role 

reversal which is modeled on the parent's solicitude. A similar identificatory event 

occurs in Methodist conversion and is theologically expressed by the distinction between 

the first and second witness. Wesley stipulates that without the prior manifestation of 

God's pardon, believea would not be properly enabled to love and minister to one 

another. Penonal prdon is the bais for the altruistic sentiments of the second witness. 

Through an identification with Gd's solicitude as a "consoler", the j ustified are 

empowered to love: "But every Christian loveth [othen] also as himself; yea 'as Chnst 

loved us"' (1984-87,I: p. 138). In sum, the first and second witness are related to each 

other in the same m m e r  that self-rpgard is related to object love: "Selksteem is 

necessary not only to the capacity to be alone, but alsa to the capacity to relate 

heaithfully to othea" (Merkur. 1999a p. 1 14). 

Because the various modes of identification which characterize unitive thought 

enhance the empathic imagination, peak experiences either smgthen one's convictions 

in preexisting moral values, or they spontaneously inspire new ones (Haamnan, 1998% 

p. 2 17). ln this regard we find that Wesley fiequently remarked upon the intensification 

of conscience following justification. The light of feiih", which he sees as qualitatively 

distinct fkom the fear and self-recrirninations of the repentance phase, not only entails a 

"gnatet tenàemess of conscience, and a more exquisite sensibility of sin*, it is also a 

fùnction of the spiritual senses, 'Wie steady sight of things etemai" (1984-87, il: pp. 

42-43). 



Accotdingiy this is spoken of by St. Paul as one great end of o u  receiving 
the Spirit, 'that we rnay h w  the things which are k l y  given to us of 
God'; Uiat he may sûengthen the testimony of our conscience touching our 
'simplicity and godly sincetity', and give us to discern in a Mler and 
suonger light that we now do the things which please him (1: p. 275). 

The role of conscience is central in justification. The immediate sense of pardon 

piesupposes a "conscience void of offense towarâs God and man" (1: p. 304). The joyful 

affirmation of a "go& conscience" (1: p. 310) which is established through faith, 

subsequentl y 'brings ta light" a definitive set of value criteria or standards by which the 

judgments of conscience are made. In other words, faith affords a clear sight of God's 

law. 

Faith alone is that evidence, that conviction, that demonstration of things 
invisible, wheteby the eyes of ow understanding being opened, and divine 
light poured in upon hem, we 'see the wondrous things of Gds 'law', 
the excellency and purity of it; the height and depth and length and 
breadth thereof, and of every comrnandment contained therein.. . By this i s  
that gracious promise fblfilled unto al1 the israel of Goà, "1 will put my 
laws into their minds, and write (or engrave) them in their h m ; '  hereby 
producing in their souls an entire agreement with his holy and perfect law 
(1: pp. 304-305). 

Since the spiritual semes are thus "fitted to discem spiritual good and evil" (1: p. 

3 1 1 ), one develops strong moral intuitions. 

And now the eye of his soul waxes not dim. He was never so sharpsighted 
before. He has so quick a perception of the smallest things as is quite 
arnazing to the natural man. As a mote is visible in the sunbearn, so to 
him who is walking in the light, in the beams of the uncreated sun, every 
mote of sin is visible. Nor does he close the eyes of his understanding 
Pnyrnore. That sleep is depted h m  him ... a Christian bas the most 
exquisite sensibility, such as he would not have conceived before. He 
nevet had such a tendemess of conscierice as he has had since the love of 
God has reigwd in his hart (1: pp. 3 11-312). 

The intensification of conscience is due to the emergence of unitive values which 

fom the basis of God's law. Wesley's description of this Iaw of love, which is written 



"afksh in the hearts of ail true believers" (U: p. 8) evinces the ethics of mutual 

reciprocity. 

m e  law is just]. It renders to al1 their due. It pmcribes exactly what is 
right, precisely what ought to be done, said, or thought, both with regard 
to the Author of our being, with regard to ourselves, and with regard to 
every creature which he has made. It is adapted in al1 respects to the 
nature of things, of the whole universe and every individual. It is  suited to 
all the circurnstances of each, and to al1 their mutual relations. whether 
such as have existed hom the beginning, or such as commenced in any 
following period. It is exactly agreeable to the fitness of things, whether 
essential or accidental ... there is nothing arbitmry in the law of God (II: p. 
1 2). 

In so fat as al1 things are meaningfully interrelated and rightfully encompassed in 

a larger whole, the law reveals the underlying order and hamiony of creation (Lindstrorn, 

1946, p. 182). Wesley's rendering corresponds to a pemcular mode of unitive ideation 

which Merkur identifies as "propriety": "The simplest fonn of the propriety mode 

involves an intense experience that the ptesent time, place and events are proper, right, or 

appropriate to themselves" ( 1 998, p. 1 2 1 ). "The propri ety mode presents temporal 1 y 

present phenornena as right, proper, hamonious, util itarian, functional, and perfect, in 

and of themselves. ..the mode presents the idea that their function in relation to each other 

causes things to be as they should be" (p. 1 5 1 ). 

Munial reciprocity is an imperative revealed by the law. Ftom it stems the golden 

nile: "Though shall love thy neighbor as thyself' (Lindstrom, 1946, p. 182). According to 

Merhr, unitive ideation bolsten conscience because moral judgments themselves are 

pndicated on the unconscious assumption "bat in hurting another person, one hurts 

oneself' ( 1 999b, p. 1 27): "Moral thinking evaluates and treats people as though they 

were oneself, men in situations when the self neither is dependent on others nor has any 

nasonable expectation of becoming so" (p. 128). Sander (1960) and Breen (1986), for 

example, trace the ongins of empathy and morality back to an early phase of primary 

identification with the mother. Although receat findings in infam obseniation flatly 



contradict the psychoaualytic myth of "primary narcissism" (Stem, 1985) - a neonatal 

stage of selfsbject nondiffetentiation - there is a consensus amongst developmental 

theorists that, in tandem with the conscious ability to distinguish between self and object, 

the baby also entertains unconscious fmtasies of merging and becoming one with the 

mother (Bergrnain, 197 1 ; Silverman et al, 1982; Hanison, 1986; Pine, 1990). Merkur 

suggests these fantasies are developmental precmors of, and therefore, the founâation 

for the moral and empathic imagination. He writes, "The capacity for the empathic 

beginnings of morality arises, I suggest. through the resolution of unconscious merger 

fmtasies, precisely as generalized moral self-regdations arise through the resolution of 

the unconscious Oedipus complex (19994 p. 13 1 )". In a similar vein, Jacobson speaks 

of the unitive basis of ego ideals. According to her, in the "deep, unconscious core" of 

the ego ideal, "we may detect fusions of the early infantile images of both the love object 

and the self" ( 1964, p. 95). 

[The ego ideal] gratifies indeed the infitile longing of which we said that 
it is never fully relinquished: the desire to be one with the loved object. 
Even our never-ending sûuggle for oneness between ego and ego ideal 
reflects the enduring persistence of this desire (p. 96) 

These views underscore the object related ongin of ideals. Even afier they are 

subject to a process of abstraction, ego ideals maintain their aflèctive tie to the concrete 

parental representations upon which they are modeleci. They are de-anthropomorphized, 

but never depersonified (Merkur, 1999b, p. 127). Indeed, as Pniyser shows, the ego is 

bound to its ideals as love objects: they are c'chenshed", "loved", "defended" and "clmg 

to"; ideals inspire "loydty" and "commitment" (1974, p. 254). For Wesley too, the law 

is clearly object bound since it expresses the essential king of God. 

me law] is the face of G d  unveiled; God manifested to his creatures as 
they are able to bear i t  ..It is the hem of ûoâ disclosed to man ... tbe 
express image of his person...a copy of eternal mind, a transcript of the 
divine natute... And this low which the godness of God gave at fim and 
has pfeserved through al1 ages, is, like the founiain from whence it 



springs, full of goodness and benignity. It is mild and W; it is (as the 
Psaimist expresses it) 'sweeter than honey and the honey comb'. It i s  
winning and amiable.. . [in it] are hid al1 the tmsum of the divine wisdom 
and knowledge and love (1984-87, II: pp. 10-14). 

In the idcal outcome of the desdation crisis, the lifting of repression allom the 

ego to regain access to intrapsychic representations of the good parent. The conscious 

acknowledgment of rage achieved through syrnbolic means temporarily allays the 

conflict of ambivalence, such rhar early niernories and funtusres ofloving inî imuy c m  

be processed in cnmciomess und sublimated Mo an absiract ideol. For this reason, the 

unitive fom of the law preserves the trace of the "good objcct" h m  which it is denved. 

In this instance, a moral abstraction remains personifid. The law is a figurative 

revelation of Gd's personhood. In it one beholds his face, his heart and his mind, al1 of 

which are sweet, winning and amiable. In her study of contemporary religious 

conversions, Ulman's findings consistently indicated that converts' attraction to new 

ideological truths was inseparable fiom the discovery of a new relationshi p wi th either "a 

real or imagined figure" ( 1 989, p. xvi). 

Motivation and Initiative. It is the ego ideal's developmental tie to the love 

object that arouses the ego's devotion and compels it to act in accordance with what it 

regards as exemplary. When conflict does not intervene, the ego's willingness to 

conform to the behavioral dictates of its values is ensured by affects that produce 

initiative, cornmitment and loyalty. In health, obedience to one's ideals is spontaneous, 

inherently gratifjmg and f k e  of the compulsive quality that characterizes the punitive 

mentality of a fixated or "savage" superego. As Maslow states, "[in peak expriences] 

the person feels himself more than at other times to k responsible, active, the creative 

center of his own activities and of his own perceptions, more selfdetennined ... with more 

th will than at other times" (1970, p. 67). 

Wesley assurned that the will was cwxtmsive with the affections (Lovin 1985, 

Clapper 1989, Steele, 1994). Selfamiousness and volition are not only a f'unction of 



fez~son, "but likewise of love, hatred, joy, sonow, desire. fear, hpe, etc., and a whole 

train of other inward esnotions which are cornrnonly called 'passions' or 'afTections'". 

"They are style4 by a general appellation, 'the will', and are mixed and diversified a 

thousand ways" (1984-87, IV: p. 22). Since he regardeci the characterological effects of 

conversion as a change in one's affectio~al capacities (Clapper, 1989, pp. 123, 130), 

Wesley held that faith amis the will with a new set of motivating dispositions (Maddox: 

1994. p. 69). Prior to justification, senice to G d  is psychologically structured in ternis 

of coercion. More specifically, because unjustified individuals remain subject to the 

%math and curse of Gd", and since obedience is motivateci by guilt and "slavish fear", 

they cannot properly identiS, with the spirit and dictates of the law, as the prospect of 

embracing tbem is precluded by conflict (ïI: p. 29). However, through pardon, the 

affective basis for williùl action is given over to love. 

... as he is not obliged to keep even the moral law es the condition of his 
acceptance, so he is  delivered from the wrath and the cune of God, fiom 
al1 sense of guilt and condemation, and from al1 that horror and fear of 
death and hell whereby he was 'al1 his life' before 'subject to bondage'. 
And he now perfonns (which while undet the law he could not do) a 
willing and universal obtdience. He oôeys not from the motive of slavish 
feu, but on a nobler principle, namely, the grace of God d i n g  in his 
hem, and causing al1 his works to be wrought in love (Il: pp. 29-30). 

The faith which works through love produces al1 obedience and holiness (U: p. 

27). Notions of the "power of Christ" (1: p. 581) and "Christian Freedom" (Lindstrom, 

1946. p. 180; Deiter et al, 1987, p. 35) refer to the dynamism of the ego ideal, and the 

way in which the ego gladly 'Veields", as opposed to "submits" to its imperatives. When 

ecstaticaily presented to conxiousness, ideals provide the e p  with a sense of direction 

(Laplanche and Pontslis, 1988, p. 144). Since they vitalize the will by summoning the 

ego's enthusiasm and nsowefiilness, ideals ensure a constant motivational source for 

concerted action. Methodist autobiographers repeatedly descni how their initial elation 

at conversion rapidly crystallized into a definitive vocational aspiration to become circuit 



perches. For George Brown, the witwss of assurance came in the fom of an "uiward 

voice (sweeter than the harmony of angels)" (Aminian Mugcine, 1784, p. 52 1). It 

whispered to him, "Be of good cheer, thy sins are forgiven. Go in peace and sin no 

more". "New indeed", he writes, '%aven was openeci in my new born soul". Weeping 

for joy, Brown's immediate concem is how to apply himself to his ideal: "Lord, what 

wouldst thou have me to do? Wha? rrturn shall 1 make for the heaven 1 enjoy?". "I slept 

none al1 night; but rny sou1 resteci in the peace of God, and I continueci with him, as one 

would do with a beloved and intimate fnenâ". From his intimate communion with a 

personified presence, an abstract vocational ideal gradually takes shape and enten into 

his awareness: "In a short time the Lord let me see that 1 must preach the Gospel. When 

this was deeply impressed, I solemnly promised to obey the Cal!. and intended to begin in 

a very few days". 

Following his justification, Thomas Rankin entertained thoughts of becoming a 

preacher, but, as a result of ongoing conflict, bouts of depression interfered with his 

ability to fully consolidate his ideal. His resolve was clinched during an ecstatic episode. 

... 1 awoke very early, and found my hart  drawn out afler Gd. 1 quickly 
amse and kneeled down to prayen: al1 the clouds fled away, and divine 
light and love shone with such brightness upon my soul, as 1 had not found 
in that degree since my conversion to G d  I cried out with arnazement, 
"O Lord, what dost thou intend conceming thy servant?" 1 walked about 
the room with streaming eyes. and an heart buming with love; and then 
kneeied down to pray again. While I was upon my knees, 1 beheld the 
fdlen race of mankind in such misery and ruin, thst 1 almost fainted away. 
Som aAer these words were applied with mjgbty power, "Whom shall1 
senâ? whom shall 1 send?" I cried out, "Lod, here am 1; send me if it will 
bring any glory to thy name. Then these words were applied, Depart ye, 
depart ye, go ye out Born thence, touch no unckan thing, go ye out of the 
midst of here; be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord! For ye shall 
not go with haste, nor go by flight; for the Lord sball go before you; and 
the God of Israel will be your reward And soon rAcr these words. niey 
that be wise, shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, rnd they thet 
hum many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever! 



At the application of these words, 1 was so overwhelmed with the 
divine pnsence, that rny sou1 seemed to be lost in the inexpressible 
enjoyment of Gcd (Anniniun Magaine, 1 779, pp. 191-92). 

Rankin's ecstasy commences witb a unitive vision of îhe "fallen race of man". 

The emotionai force of the image, which causes him to swoon, ovemdes the resistances 

which have previously inhibited his intention to preach. The vision then shifts into an 

interior dialogue whose verbal content continues to reassure him of the validity of his 

aspiraion. M e n  his doubts are suffi~ciently overcome, Rankin receives the full approval 

of his ideal, and the ecstasy climaxes in the rapturous enjoyment of "divine presence". 

Consequently, he attained a "clear conviction" that he had ken chosen by God to preach 

the gospel. His new fond determination i s  inehcably tied to the affective power of the 

unitive vision. He writes, "1 felt such love for the souls of my fellow creanires, that 1 

could have burnt at the stake, to rescue hem from etemal misery. In short 1 felt such a 

change through al1 my powers, that when 1 was brought fiom nature to grace, it was not 

more conspicuous" (p. 192). 

Emotiooil Equanirity and Self£ompoeure. Maslow explains that in peak 

experiences %ere tends to be a loss, although tnuisient, of fear, anxiety, inhibition, of 

defense and control, of perplexity , confusion, conflict, of delay and restnrint" ( 1 970, p. 

66). As this is coupled with an increase in selfdetermination and "fiee-will" (p. 67). we 

may altematively speak of heightened impulse control and greater degrees of emotional 

equilibrium, or, in short, an men temperament Wesley holds that one of the miits of the 

spirit is b'meekness", which he defines as xlfamposue. 

[Christian MeebKss] keqs clear of e v q  extreme, whaher in excess or 
defect. It does not destmy but balances the afktions.. .It poises the mind 
arîght. It holds an even d e  with respect to anger and sonow and fear; 
p n s e ~ n g  the meaa in enry cimimstance of life. .. When this due 
composure of mind bas nference to Goâ, it is usually tenned resignation - 
a calm acquiesceme in whatsoever is his will mceming us...When we 
coasider it more Etrictly in regarâ to ounelves we style it patience or 
contentedness. When it is exerted towards other men then it is mildness to 
the good and gentleness to the evil(1984-87,I: pp. 489-90). 



As self-composure, meekness refers to the ability to reguiate and temper one's 

emotions. lndividuols who are able to tame the m l y  and ovenvhelming intensity of 

their affects, remain, as it were, in calm possession of thernselves. For Wesley, this trait 

is brought into king by their devotion: "meekness holds the reins.. . their wal is always 

guided by knowledge, and tempered in every thought anci wotd and work with the love of 

man as well as the love of Gd' (1: p. 490). Moreover, the reconciliation of passion and 

volition accomplishes the equivalent of sublimation. 

But they have the mastery of dl; they hold [the passions] in subjection, 
and employ them only in wbse~ence to those ends [Le., the will of CM]. 
And thus even the hanher and more unpleasing passions are applicable to 
the noblest pirposes. Even hate and anger and feu, when engaged against 
sin, and regulated by faith and love, are as walls and bulwarks to the soul 
(1: p. 490). 

Emotional equanirnity leads to the reduction ofanxiety and fear (cf. Maslow, 

1970, p. 66). Pardon dispels the chronic preoccupation witb death and damnation so that, 

ideally, those whose hearts are filled with "love to every soul" are prepared lay down 

their life for others (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 509). Elsewhere Wesley writes, 

'king justified by faith, we have Face with Goci, through our Lord Jesus 
Christ:' that Face which enables us in every state therewith to be content; 
which delivers us fiom ail perplexing doubts, fiom al1 tonnenting fears, 
and in particular ftom that 'feu of death, whereby we were al1 our 
lifetime subject to bondage' (TI: p. 48 1). 

Ln A Plain Account of Chrisricm P erjkction (Wesley and Wesley, 1981, pp. 

342.347). Wesley provides an account of the death of an ardent follower, Sane Cooper. 

The extract shows that Cooper's continual involvement wi th Jesus through watchfulness 

and prayer prompted a series of autonomous morai inspirations which she inteqxeted as 

eMknce of ber savior's immanent pesence. 

It was mine, to be reserved, to be very quiet, to sufîer much, and to say 
little ... But the thing is to live in the will of G d  For some months pmt, 
when I have been puticularly devoted to this, I have felt such a guidance 
of his Spirit, and the mction which I have receivedfiom the Holy One has 



so taughr me of al1 things. thf I needed not any man should teach me, 
sme as this onornring teuches ... 'Lord, 1 bless you that you are ever with 
me, and al1 you have is mine.. .' (p. 345). 

Cooper's communion witb Jesus assuages her fears and gives her strength to 

suffer "the agonies of death" (p. 345) with joyous resignation. Thmugh prayer and 

introspection, she acnializes a reciprocally dynamic rapport or dialogue with her ideal, 

through which her efforts to confonn to the will of God are rewarded by personalized 

revelations of conscience (Le., the guidance of the spirit). The satisfaction of receiving 

such signs of approval allows her to intenrally regulate her own anxieties: "1 needed not 

any man should teach me, save as this anointing teaches". Here, the emotional 

equanimity achieved through the symbolic personalization of a moral ideal fosters 

courage, endurance and the ability to withstand deprivation, al1 of which, as Schafer 

points out, are provisions of the positive superego (1 960, 175-1 78; see also Kohut on the 

tension-relieving and self-soothing fiuictions of intemalized ideals, 1977, p. 46). Several 

Methodist death bed accounts refer to the way in which ecstatic manifestations of divine 

presence ameliorate the physical and mental anguish of the dylng (e.g. Carvosso, 1835, 

pp. 50-5 1,134; Rogers, 1832, pp. 59,t 16) . Hester Anne Rogers speaks of an 

"emaordinary exertion of [God's] power and love, which, indeed, we ofien x e  

manifested in the dying hom of those who love God" (p. 2 1). Similar findings are 

reported by humanistic psychologists. In a series of clinical expenments conducted in 

the 1960's with terminal cancer patients, researchers found that psychedelically induced 

peak experiences led to significantly positive changes in individuals' attitudes towards 

death. Feeling themselves identifieci with a larger spectrum of king,  patients were able 

to comprehend the significance of their mortality in diffemit ternis: 

Sorne of the patients who experienced the shattering phenomenon of death 
and rebirth followed by an expe-ce of cosmic unity seemed to show a 
radical and Ming change in their fuadamerital concepts of man's relation 
to the universe. De&, instead of king secn as the ultimaîe end of 
everything and a step into nothingness, appeared suddenly as a transition 
into a different type of existence; the iâea of a possible continuiîy of 



consciousness beyond physical death seerned to be much more plausible 
than the opposite. The patients who had the transcendental experiences 
developed a rather deep belief in the ultimate cosmic wiity of al1 creation 
and experienced themselves as part of it without regard to the situation 
they were facing ..A seerns that it was this opening of the trampersonal 
and cosmic panorama that provided a beckground and referential system 
against which the fact of individual desmiction appeared to be relatively 
unimportant (Kurland et al, 1973, p. 1 1 3). 

Autobiogripbierl Accorats of Jwtifiation rad the New Birth 

Because Wesley's acmunt of justification and the new birth is theologically 

h e d ,  his discourse reflects an optimal ideal of transformation that does not, and, 

indeed, cannot incorporate the diversity of experiences that are unique to single 

individuals. Ali of the phenomenological aspects which Wesley describes are arnply 

detailed in the autobiographical literature, but personality differences introduce a series 

of idiosyncnitic variables. Not surprisingly, converts' accounts are manifold and 

distinctively nuanced. In the main, most writers prioritize the sense of pardon. For some, 

however, pardon is conveyed by visionary experiences which themselves are subject to 

variation ôoth in ternis of content and mode (e.g., visual V.S. auditory). Moreover, in 

many instances, tbere is only a partial or uncertain manifestation of the spirit - a more 

complete anay of doctrinally prescnbed experiences may only emerge gradually over a 

pend of time. I have assembled a set of extnicts which, on the one hana a t m  to this 

diversity and on the other, reveals the essential features and effects of the justification 

Following a prolonged periad of depression marked by fasting and sleep 

deprivation, John Mason was finally convinced of Gd's benevolence. 

While 1 was exercised in this gîoomy manner, i, one evening, took up the 
new testament to read, and I hope never to forget the time and place. As 1 
resd, 1 felt, I cannot tell how, an unusd ping out after God and Christ. 
At once my eye, and al1 the pwers of my soul wen fied on those words, 
Heb. ii. 9, But we see Je* who W ~ F  d e  a lirile iower thon the angels, 
for the Mering of death, crowned wiih glory, d honw, that by the 
grace of G d  should take death for every m n .  The deep silence that 



fested on me gave way, and 1 broke out as in an extasy of joy, not 
regarding who might bear, 

"For me he lived, and for me he âieà." 

in a moment, al1 rny burthen of pain and somw fled away, and al1 my sou1 
was filled with peace and joy. 1 was al1 love to God and man. Truly my 
delight was in the almighty, and I began to sing aloud ...( Anninian 
Magtzine, 1780, pp. 65 1452). 

Mason's justification is  triggered by a verse of scripture. He emphasizes the 

feeling of extreme joy in knowing that Christ dicd for his sim. Relief coupled with "love 

to God and man", causes him to rejoice unasharnedly: "and 1 broke out as in an extasy of 

joy, not regarding who might he m... 1 began to sing aloud". 

Father Reeves provides no deîails of the actual content of his justification, 

claiming only that "the Lord was pleased to set [his] sou1 at liberty". What Reeves does 

convey are the imrnediate afiersffects of the conversion. 

1 then began to see the worth of precious souls, and that 1 had something 
more to do than merely Save my own soul. 1 began to rebuke sin wherever 
I saw it, and when 1 heard of any person sick 1 could not rest until 1 had 
ken to see them and told them of heaven and hell, and that they mua 
repent, and what God had done for my soul. 1 was so ignorant that 1 
thought they would believe al1 and receive al1 1 said, and be saved. If they 
were in distress, I gave them al1 I had in my pocket (Corderoy, 1873, p. 
16). 

S ince Reeves ' conversion establ ishes empathic identifications, he becomes less 

preoccupied with hirnself. Seeing "the worth of precious souls", he realizes he '%ad 

something more to do than merely to save my own soui". As is consistent with a typical 

post-convenion pattern that we will examine in greater detail in the following cbapter, 

Reeve's altniism appears to be somewhat infiated His identifkatory concem, a unitive 

minciset that momentarily obscures his ability to take into account the temperamental 

difference between his own edted state of miad and that of others, le& hirn to assume 

that what was self-evident to hirn would k perceived similarly by othen: "1 was so 

ignorant drat 1 thought they wouid klieve al1 and recieve d l  1 said, and be saved". There 



is also a manic quality in the urgency with which he is driven to rebuke sin wherever he 

saw it, to admonish the il1 (''when 1 heard of any person sick, I could not rest till1 had 

been to see them") and to give away his money. in the main, however, what is most 

apparent in this extract is Reeves' pronounced compassion. 

The moments leading up to Richard Whatcoat's justification are characterized by 

a resistance which proâuced a fantasy of coporal punishment. 

On Sept. 3, 1758, king ovenvhelmed with p i l t  and feu, as 1 was reading, 
it was as if one whispered to me, "Thou hast better read no more; for the 
more thou readest, the more thou wilt know, And he t h  kroweth not the 
Lord S wrll und doth it not. shall be beaten with many stripes" (Armzniun 
Magazine, 1881, p. 191). 

Whatcoat resigned himself to whatever consequences lay aheaâ, and continuai 

reading his bible. 

When I came to those words, The Spirit itselfbeareth witness with our 
own Spirits, that we are the chiidren of Gd, as 1 fixt my eyes upon them. 
in a moment, my darkness was removed, and the Spirit did bear witness 
with my Spirit, that I was a child of God. In the same instant 1 was filled 
with unspeakable peace and joy in believing: and al1 fear of death, 
judgment and hell, suddenly vanished away. Before this, 1 was kept 
awake by anguish and feu, so that 1 codd not get an hour's sleep in a 
night. Now 1 wanted no sleep, being abundantly ~efnshed by 
contemplating the rich display of God's mercy, in adopting so unworthy a 
creature as me to be an heir of the kingdom of heaven! (pp. 191 -1 92) 

As with John Mason, Whatcoat's conversion was activated by scripttue. In 

receiving the spirit of adoption, and thus becoming a child of God, he ernphasizes the 

bliss which accompanies the abrupt elimination of his persecutory fian of death and 

damnation. He, along witb many othet converts, allude to a comrnon phenornenon: an 

exuberance which tempomrily ovemdes one's desire for sleep. This again is consistent 

with certain manie trends that are associated with the emotioml intensity of the new 



Charles Hopper, who bad becorne thoroughly %ndone" by his own sense of 

corruption, "quietly retired to a little parlor" to bbcovern his shame, and to plead with the 

Lord for his selvation (Artninian Magccine, 1 88 1, p. 32). 

He then heard my cry, aiid sent me relief A glorious light shone into my 
heart, and discovered to me the blessed plan of man's iedemption, through 
the blood of a crucified Savior ... He sent his Son to Save sinnen, the chief 
of sinners ... The love of G d  is shed a b r d  in my heart, by the Holy Gbost 
given unto me. The Spirit of bondage is gone. The Spirit of Adoption is 
corne. I can now cry, Abba father ... No enmity - No vunith - No curse - No 
condemnation - The mined simer is saved. 1 then found a glorious and 
undeniable change. God, Christ, Angels, Men, Heaven, Earth, and the 
whole cnation appeared to me in a new light, and s t d  related to me in a 
manner I never knew before. 1 fowid love to G d ,  to his yoke, to his cross, 
to his saints, and to fiends and mernies ... 1 thm went my way rejoicing; a 
wonder to rny Father's farnily; to dl that knew me; and to myself. Al1 my 
idols fell to the ground, before the ark of God. 1 found a perfect hatred to 
sin, and a compleat victory over it. 

The wbole tenor of my life and conversation was new. Free grcrce. 
inflnite mer% boundess love, made the change. My hem, my tongue, 
my hands, were now, in my little way, employed for my loving G d  (pp. 
3 2-34). 

Hopper's pardon not only dispels his guilt, but also instills a di fferent perception 

of the cosmos: "the whole creation appeared to me in a new light". As mentioned above, 

this effect is a function of unitive thinking, and Hopper's narrative implicitly articulates 

the connection. AAer stating that creation stood related to him in a rnanner he had never 

known before, he immediately refers to a universalizing love that encompasses God and 

al1 beings. Furthemore, Hopper emphasias âbat the transformation was both dramatic 

and conspicuous - he daims he was a "wonder" tu his fathet's family, and to al1 that 

knew him. The affective conversion enableà him to adopt a set of values whose 

emotional appeal led to sipificant behavioral a d  charocterological changes. As a direct 

conseqwnce of "infinite mercy" and "boundless love", the 4'w~ole tenor" of his life and 

conversation ms altemi: "My heart, my tongue, my handF, were now, in my linle way, 

employed for my loving God". 



Many accounts of the new birth include visual and auditory pseudo-hallucinations 

which express, either in a pictorial or verbal ngister, divine pardon. As is generally the 

case with the spontaneous and passive remission of guilt, an event which proceeds 

independently of the will, the autonomous character of the pseudo-hallucinations 

accentuates the sense of presence. Several examples of the vision of Chnst crucifieci 

have been provided above. Since the imagery straightfocwafd1y represents the means by 

which the savior has atoned for the sins of human kinâ, the vision is almost invariably 

pre~nted '30 the eye of the min&', or the "eye of faith", during jd t ica t ion. John 

Nelson, for exarnple, resolved to abstain from dl food and drink until he "found the 

kingdom of God (1 842, p. 18). 

... but now 1 was as dumb as a beast, and could not put up one petition, if it 
would have saved my soul. 1 kneeleâ before the Lord some tirne; and saw 
mysel f a crim inal before the judge: then 1 saià, "Lord, thy will be done: 
damn or save!" That moment lesus Christ was as evidently set before the 
eye of my mind, as cmcified for my sins. as if 1 had seen him with my 
bodily eyes; and in that instant my heart was set at liberty from guilt and 
tomenting fear, and filled with a cairn and serene peace. I could then say 
without any dread or fear, "thou art my Lord and my God." Now did 1 
begin to sing thot part of the 12th chapter of Isaiah, "O Lord, I will praise 
thee: though uiou wast a n w  with me, thine anger is tumed away, and 
thou comfonest me. Behold, G d  is my salvation; 1 shall trust ami not be 
afraid: for my the Lord Jehova is my strength and my m g ;  he is also 
become my salvation." My heart was tilled with love to G d  and every 
sou1 of man: next to my wife and chilchen, my mother, brethren, and 
sisten, my grratest enemies had an interest in my prayers; and I cned, "û 
Lord, give me to see my desire on them: let them experience thy 
redeerning love!" ( pp. 1 8- 1 9). 

Nelson's vision, which was precipitated in part by his mental exhaustion ("now 1 

was dumb as a beast") allays bis troubled conscience. Convinced that God's anger had 

vanished, Nelson safiely sunenâers himself to his ideal: "1 shail trust and not be ahid". 

Conxqwatly, his love for G d  is abstracted and extendecl towâs  "every sou1 of man"; 

he wishes thet al1 could fcel his own "àesid Prid experience Goci's "redeeming love". 

His immense ptitude releases a flood of tears: "...I was so affected that 1 could not rad 



for weeping. That evening, unQr Mr. Wesley's sennon., I could do nothing but weep, 

and love, and praise Gd, for sending his servant into the fields to show me the way of 

salvation7' (p. 19). Furthemore, Nelson's elation creates a temporary seme of inflated 

self-sufFiciency - king  so filled with the spirit, he denies the need for food. 

Al1 that day 1 neither ate nor dranL any thing; for before 1 found pace, the 
band of God was so heavy upon me, that 1 ref'used to eat; and aAer 1 had 
found m e ,  1 was so filied with the manna of redeeming love, that 1 had 
no need of the bread that perisheth for that season (pp. 19-20). 

James Rogers', wbose vision of Christ's sunerings on Calvary has already been 

cited above (Aminiun M~ge-ine,  1789, p. 462), experienced "an inexpressible degree of 

approbation". 

In that moment my butden was gone; my kart was changed fiom a state 
of bondage into glorious liberty: and I was constrained to tell al1 those 
who feared the Lord what he had done for my sou1 ... 1 now went about 
among my old acquaintances, with a confidence that they would all repent 
and be converted if they knew how ready Christ was to convert them. 
Some 1 found willing to hear what 1 had to Say; others stared at me as one 
quite out of his senses (Arminkan Magcine, 1789, p. 462). 

Like Father Reeves, Rogers' unitive identifications and his need to convert othen, 

causes him to overestimate the ease with which this task wodd be accomplished. 

Thomas Hanson's justification commences with a dissociative phenomena that in 

contemporary evanplical circles is referred to as "slain in the spirit" or "resting in the 

spirit" (MacNutt, 1984). Although it admits of variations, the phenomenon is generally 

characterized by a loss of motor control and a "detached awareness" (p. 34) which points 

to a hypnotic element. MacNutt states that "By and large people do not becorne 

unconscious" (p. 34), but experience a peacefid sense of God's pnsence: "With the body 

out of the way, so to speak, the person can concentrate more fully on what is happening 

within ... Distractions gmw less and we are Mer able to listen7' (p. 47). Similady, 



... under my brother Joseph's prayer, 1 yielded, sunk, and, as it were, died 
away. My hem with a kind, sweet struggle melted into the bands of God. 
1 was for some hours lost in wonder, by the astanishing peace, love, and 
joy which flowed into rny heart like a mighty torrent. When I came to 
recollect myself, 1 asked what hast thou doae? It was sweetly, but deeply 
impressed, '9 have made thee mine." No tongue can tell what peace, love, 
joy and assutance 1 then felt. My willing kart and tongue replied, hast 
thou thus loved me? Here 1 am, willing to spend and be spent for thee. 
God now gave me to see al1 creation, redemption, grace and glory in a 
aew light: and everything led me to love and praise hun (Aminiun 
Magazine, 1780, p. 48 1 ) 

The hypnotic onset of Hanson's conversion is punctuated by the disappearance of 

both bodily control and conscious perception of the extemal world. Howevei, he remains 

passively aware of intemal cunents of highly pleasurable emotions which are a sign of 

divine presence (i.e. he 'bmelted into the hands of God"). When the hypnotic interlude 

subsides, and Hanson 'brecollects himself ', the sense of presence continues to manifest in 

the form of an intenor dialogue. Afler asking for the meaning of the ecstasy to be 

revealed to him, he experiences an autonomous verbal inspiration which is consûued as a 

direct response fiom God: "1 have made thee mine". The faa that the ecstatic inspiration 

flows from an active and lucid inquiry indicates that the altemate state has switched fkom 

hypnosis to reverie. Blissfully persuaded of his "assurance", Hanson continues the 

dialogue by vowing to "spenâ" himself for God. In tum, he is granted a vision. Here 

again the theme of newness is correlated with unitive ideation: "Gd now gave me to see 

al1 creation, redemption, grace and glory in a new light: and everything led me to love 

and praise him". Hanson's dialogue with God facilitates the conscious emergence of a 

unitive moral ideal. The spontaneous onset of a trance state suggests that when the ideal 

fim enter4 into his consciousness it was counted by a resistance. However, as the 

trance dissolves, and Hanson recovers his normal sensibilities, the ecstatic exchange 

pemits the ego to nflect upon and assirnilate the material gdudiy .  The full impact of 

the insight is represented symbolically by a unitive view of creation in which al1 things 

are emblematic of Gd. 



The ecstatic content of Thomas Joyce's justification combined both visual and 

auditory modes. He writes, 

. . . I  felt such a load as I was scarce able to bear. 1 looked down, and 1 
thought 1 mut  drop into Hel1 forthwith: when in a moment 1 saw a great 
ligh and heard a voice saying, "Rejoice in the Lord always, and again 1 
say rejoice." This came twice, and I aaswend in my heart, '%a, and 1 
will rejoice". Since Uiat the, I never lost the sense of G d ' s  love. nor 
ever yielded to any known sin (Aminiun Magazine. 1 78 1, p. 420). 

Ruth Hall's conversion was effecad by an audible inspiration alone. 

... king in great agony, 1 was crying to God to have mercy upon me, when 
1 heard a voice (inwardly or outwardly 1 camot tell,) "Jesus Christ maketh 
thee whole." 1 could not believe it. 1 cried out, "Me, Lord! It cannot be 
me!" But it was repeated again and again, it may be twenty times, till I 
could not but believe it. 1 was quite overwhelmed with peace and love, 
and was unspeakably happy. From that moment 1 could never doubt at al], 
nor did 1 never the loose the love 1 then received (Aminion Mugazane, 
178 1, p. 478). 

Because the verbal material manifests as a spoken voice (by contrast, non-audible 

verbal inspirations are commonly "irnpressed" or "applied), it magnifies the sense of 

presence, and lends hirther credence to the revelation. This, and the fact that the locution 

is insistently repeated, dispels her resistance and secures her belief. 

As mentioned, indinduals occasionally describe an incornpiete manifestation of 

the spirit. For some, certain core characteristics of the new birth, t h e  which were 

prescnbeû by Wesley and regularly reported by othen, fail to matenalize. This may be 

due to resistance, or it may simply reflect differences in tempemental dispositions 

across personalities. For example, when Alexander Mathers' heart was set at liberty, and 

his laad taken away, he praised God fiom the grwnd of his heart: "al1 my sonow, and 

fcar, and anguish of spirit [was] changed into solid peace" (Anninian Mugcine, 1780, p. 

99). Yet, he immediately rem& that he haà "no great transport of joy", thus intimating 

that his expectations were not entirely fulfilled. For J. B. of St. Hellier's, the normative 



theological sequence of testirnonies is achislly m e r d  - the fiuits of the spirit precede 

the witness of pardon. 

... I saw by faith the Lord Jesus on the cross, and the blood streaming nom 
his side. hediate ly  my loaâ Qoppeû off and 1 believed my sins were 
blotted out, though I had not yet u testimonyfrom his Spirit, t h t  I wos o 
child of Gd. Yet 1 enjoyed a d m ,  serene peace, and haâ no fear either 
of death or hell (emphasis added; Anniniun Magazine, 1 788, p. 72). 

In this instance we may safely infer that the testimony was missing as a result ofa 

persistent conflict which was expressed in tenns of physical exhaution: "But the work of 

G d  in my soul, so weakenbd my body that I was obliged to take to my bed for some 

days" (p. 72). 

incomplete manifestations must be vieweâ in a larger psychological context. 

Most often, the transfomative characteristics which Wesley attributed specifically to the 

new birth emerge intemittently over time. Wesley's adhetence to refomiation theology 

led him and his followen to identify ecstasies which included the distinct sense of pardon 

as the decisive indicators of instantaneous justification. However, if we examine the 

experiences of Richard Moss, we find that the personality changes aswciated with 

j ustifi cation are establ ished successivel y in tandem with several ecstatic episodes. The 

first ecstasy which he reports in his narrative occurs during a service given by Wesley, 

whose very presence immediately elicits an idealizing transference in Moss. As the 

service proceeds, his infatuation steadil y builds until he i s literall y enmptured. 

When W. Wesley came out of the kitchen door, I rose up to look at him. 
1 felt something 1 had never felt before. 1 thought, 4 have r d  or heard of 
saints: Surely this is one." He went up into the pulpit, but 1 coulâ not keep 
my 9 e s  off him. He prayed, and I thought, "Well, this is such a payer as 
I never heard in my life." Then he gave out a verse of hyrnn. Lmmediately 
I felt much love in my heart, and such joy, that 1 wdd aot refrain fiom 
tcars...Now 1 wss happy: 1 was as in heaven: The hymn, the sin- all 
was heaveniy round about me. And 1 knew, that dl1 tli is hou, 1 had mver 
known what hsppiness meant ... I found al1 my prejudice vanisb away, and I 
had such a love, both to the prrschers and to al1 the people, as 1 m o t  
express (Aminiun M a g e ,  1198, p. 7). 



Aftrr this event, Moss "couid only talk of the things of God", and continually 

reproved the suis of his cornpanions (p. 7-8). And yet, he continued "mourning after 

Goâ". believing tbat he remained "under conviction". Sweral months commenced before 

he experienced a second ecstasy in which he received pardon. 

In the rnidst of my payer, my eyes king shut, I saw Chna by faith. as if 
he was standing by me, and I saw plainly the prints of the nails in his 
han&. Al1 my burden dropped off. My fears and doubts and sense of 
guilt vanished away. I knew Christ was mine. I knew that G d  for his 
sake, had blotted out al1 my sins. 1 was filled with such a love to Gd, and 
such a joy, as cannot be uttered. All the love and joy 1 had felt before, was 
nothing in cornpison of this. And 1 now no longer rejoiced I new not 
why; but 1 had a clear sight of the Love of Gd in Christ Jesus (p. 53). 

For three deys Moss "walked as one out of the body, in the broad light of G d s  

countenance" (p. 53). In keeping with a developmental pattern which Wesley himself 

identified as a normal vicissitude in spiritual growth, Moss abruptly lost the sense of 

divine presence: "But when I waked the fourth moming, al1 was dark. My comfort and 

my God was gone". 

I had no fear of death or hell; and 1 had continual power ovet outward sin 
(as indeed 1 had from the very hour when 1 first tasted that God was Love. 
at the Fowidery.) But I could not see Christ; and therefore 1 was in sorrow 
and heaviness (p. 53). 

Following an unspecifieô interval of time during which Moss was "pressed down 

to earth" by the "absence of divine comfort", and a sense of his "inward sins and 

temptations", he again attended one of Wesley's services. 

In the middle of the sermon 1 felt my sou1 mited to the Lord. 1 had closer 
communion with him than ever. 1 found his Spirit witnessing with my 
spirit, not only that 1 was a child of God, but tbat he would depart from me 
no more, that he wodd abide with me forever. All somw and doubt and 
fear fled away. 1 was filled with li@t and peace. 1 had such a solid, 
smled joy in the Holy Gbost, as 1 was a stranger to, till that very hou. I 
felt a fuller and stronger love to God than ever, as well as to al1 mankind. 
And fiom that time 1 never lost for a moment the Light of Goâ's 
countenance (p. 54). 



What we observe in this xquence of ecstasies is the pro~uc~ed emergence and 

consolidation of a mitive ideal. Moss' acquisition of the witness and its miits occurs 

progressively in a series of discrete revelations. in the fitst episode, an idealization that 

is focused upon the penon of Wesley catalyzes a M e r  process of sublimation. By the 

end of the sermon, Moss' affection is extended towards God, the pieachers, and al\ the 

people present at the s e ~ c e .  This enlarged sense of affiliation extingui'shes his fear of 

death, and offers an identificatory source through which he is able to resist temptation, 

and act in Mgorous accordance with a new set of ideals. After conscientiously applying 

himself in this manner, he eventually experiences a second ecstasy, a pardo~ng vision of 

the savior which represents his self-acceptance vis-a-vis the ego ideal. For three days, 

Moss is acutely aware of God's immediate ptesence in his life. However, the rapid onset 

of a depresston anests to a resistance which requires M e r  working through. 

Notwithstanding this temporary setback, Moss does not fully regress back into blind 

despair. He points out that he did not experience a resurgence of anxiety w'th respect to 

death and damnation, and was able to prevent himself from backsliding into sin. In other 

words, certain self-replatory features of the positive superego have becorne durable 

despite his awareness that the previous intensity of his emotions have waned: "1 could not 

keep my heart fixed in prayer. 1 could m* love God. 1 could not love my neighbor. 1 felt 

peevishness and discontent" (p. 54) Moss' depressive trial culminates in yet another 

ecstatic conferral of self-acceptance. The insighî that he has attained sufticient 

equuiimity to console himself. that is, to tolerate his doubts without succumbing to old 

habits diametrically opposeû to faith, is exptessed symbolically in a communion with the 

Lord that is even more intimate, or "closer" dw ever. Now, the pennanency of the xnse 

of presence (i.e., "And fiom that time 1 never lost for a moment the Light of God's 

wuntenance") is coupled with an even greater &traction of affcct: "1 felt a Mer and 

stmnger love to God than ever, as well as fo d l  mankind' (emphasis addeci). 



In summary, the foregoing exfracts reveal that the conmt and transfomative 

effeas of the justification ecstasy differeâ from individual to individual. In some cases it 

consisteci primarily of an outpouring of extremely positive emotions which were 

associated with the autonomous and intuitive conviction of pardon. For others, visionary 

experiences reinforceci the sense of acceptance. Furthemore, it was not uncornmon that 

the phenomenological characteristics of the new birth were acquired episodically over a 

series of ecstatic interludes. However, even after accounting for these variables, we find 

that al1 the core psychological components listed in Wesley's description of justification - 
those which coincide with the ôeta-cognition of peak experiences - find expression in the 

autobiographical narratives. These include forgiveness, joy, self-esteem; empathy, 

compassion, the intensification of conscience; abstractions of unitive love and an akered 

perception of the cosmos; the sense of presence; and increased initiative and 

cornmitment to a new set of values and ideals. 

Tbeoretic Summary 

Al1 of the major components of faith which are doctinally stipulated by Wesley, 

and reflected in the autobiographical namitives of his followers, coincide with Merkur's 

definition of ecstasy as an autonomous or involuntary conviction of the reality of the 

numinous. The justifying reception of faith was depicted as both passive and 

instantaneous. It provided "perceptible inspi ration", an "experimental knowledge of 

God" characterized not only by an affective sense of pardon, but also by a cognitive 

dimension which typicaIly involveâ discursive inspirations, imaginary 

pseudo-hallucinations and the intellechrel vision of presence. Futthennore, although 

descriptions of trance are not absent in the aiaobiographical literature, the normative 

altemate States associated with Methodist ecstasies were reverks, in which the psychic 

content of the experience is hown to be intrapsychic, and is therefore cornmensurate 

with the ego's ability to engage in reality testing. In this way, ecstatic nverie went hand 



in hand with Wesley's synthesis of reason, Lockean empincism and supemaîural 

enthusiasm, as well as his cornmitment to a worldly, or "object telated" spirituality. 

nie Wesleyan conception of faith is permeated through and through with various 

modes of mitive thinking, the most notable of which is the sense of divine omnipresence. 

This percephial abstraction of the "eternal worlâ". the "invisible things of Gd', instills a 

senes of h a t i c  psychological effects which Wesley deemed "the fhit of the spirit" 

Several authors have drawn cornparisuns between Wesley's view of faith, and Maslow's 

discussion of peak experiences. Maslow similarly refers to a unitive abstraction which is 

bond to a cornmon set ofegwnhancing traits. I have argued that these features are 

indicative of the emergence of ego-ideals. More specifically, the transfomative potential 

of these ecstasies is attributable to the way in which the altemate state provides a 

uniquely powerful avenue of accessibility to previously unconscious superego matenals. 

Any number of intemalilations capable of strengthening the ego through identification 

rnay remain in states of dormant inaccessibility due to fixations and defenses that block 

their proper manifestation. Hartmann and Loewenstein (1 962) allude to a particular 

variation of ths phenomenon: 

In some cases the abolishrnent of the idealization of the parents will also 
interfere with, instead of strengthening, the child's selfesteem and ego 
ideal development. In later life the loss of ideals relsted either to objects 
or to factors of a more impersonal nature may lead to what one usually 
ternis cynicism - behind which, however, another set of ideals may be 
hidden (frequently, e.g., tnith values) @p. 62-63). 

Altemate states allow for a climactic extemalization of these fiozen materials. In 

observing the sipificant improvement of terminel cancer patients who had peak 

experiences while undergoing psychedelic psychothetapy, Pahnke (1 969) writes: 

I suggest that this experience has the potential for opening up positive 
experience rhoi mciy have been previot(siy closed or clogged. ûur 
experiments have indicated that deep within every human k i n g  there are 
vast usually untapped rrsources of love, joy and peace (emphasis added; p. 
15). 



In the Methodist context, the work of mounllng which occw dwing the initial 

phase of repentance pennits unconscious self and object images to emerge into 

consciousness during conversion. This position is similarly taken by Rimto, who 

writes, "For other individuals the elaboration of the God representation is enrneshed in 

the repression of the parental representations.. . . In short, I undentand conversion to be the 

ego-syntonic release fiom repression.. .of an earlier (or even present) parental 

representation linked to a G d  representation" (1979, p.5 1). At this juncnire, the 

favorable representations of the parent - those beionging to the positive pole of the split 

imago - become accessible to the "synthetic" or innate organizing functions of the ego 

(Blanck and Blanck, 1979, pp. 15-30). Representations of loving intimacy, not the least 

of which are the unconscious merger fantasies of early infancy, become subject to a 

process of abstraction and are thereby transfomecl into unitive ego ideals which form the 

basis of conscience. 

My psychoanalytic formulation of this process, which places emphasis on the 

dynamic elaboration of ideals, may be compared to what Fnck (1 983; 1987; 1990) calls 

the "symbolic growth experience (SGE)". Frick, who approaches similar phenornena 

from the perspective of humanistic psychology, defines SGEs as ssudden developmental 

acquisitions, significant life moments in which "we create pmonal meaning by 

syrnbolizing our immediate experience in the intetea of heightened consciousness and 

personal growth" ( 1983, p. 108). 

Any experience containing symbolic potential for the individual cleady 
stands for something "beyond itseif '. As we move deepet into the 
symbolic nature of the experience, its "objectiven structure and content 
are transcendeâ. The SGE, therefore, discloses hidden potentials within 
expeiience. The SGE enables us to perceive and extend experience 
metaphoricall y to establi sh ontological si p i  ficance in out lives. Thus our 
experience is transfod to mm1 unsccn potentialities. It is through this 
transfomation that the facts and events of experience become charged 
with emotional pwer and personal meanhg ... This symbolic dimension of 
experience becornes a major source of leaming and a powerful catalyst for 



dynamic personality change and growth.. .The perception of boundaries 
between person and envi~onment is also eraseâ during the SGE. The 
extemal anâ "objective" facts of experience fw with deep1y personal 
needs, meanings and values (pp. 1 1 1-1 3). 

Eigen explicitly t i s  the foregoing phenomenon to the "growtb of a supportive 

and stimulating ego ideal" (1993, p. 70). 

The mind spontaneously cmks ideal images which enter into varied 
points of tension and harmony with representations of material reality. 
nie ability to s m i n  the tension between representations of ideai and 
material realities is an essential condition of creative growth and wotk. A 
vital eg*ideal provides an ideal pole of experience which attracts 
representations of matenal reality which are relevant for its purposes. 
Thus the ego ideal may corne to act as a nodal point for the convergence 
and transformation of symbolic expressions of ideal and matenal 
experience (p. 78) 

Both Frick and Eigen describe the alteration of perceptual-cognitive patterns 

which epitomize the ecstatic conferral of spiritual senses in Methodism. Unitive ideals 

foster a heightened symbolic awareness wherein pticular concnte perceptions become 

conceptualized as evidence of divine immanence and, as a result, are cognitively 

enric hed. 



CHAPTER 6 

INFLATION AND DEPRESSION 

In an essay on typical psychological disturbances that accompany spiritual 

illuminations, Assaglioli (1990) identifies two kinds of complications which are 

dynamically related to one another, and wifold sequentially. Firstly, spiritual 

awakenings, or revelations of "higher" values "such as the ethical, the esthetic, the 

heroic, the humanitarian, and the almiistic" (p. 38), sometimes "have the unfortunate 

effect of feeding and inflating the personal ego" (p. 44). This can range fiom an 

exuberant overestimation of the self and its powen, to "uncontrolleâ, unbalanced and 

disordered behavior", and an unrealisticall y zealous and fanatical ambitiousness" : "[one] 

rnay be easily irnpelled by the excitement of the inner awakening to play the role of the 

prophet or savior; [one] rnay found a new sect and start a campiiign of spectacular 

proselytism" (pp. 45-46). According to Assaglioli, these grandiose reactions are due to a 

confusion between potentiality and actuality. The ecstatic contemplation of ideals. 

especially when they are apprehended for the first time, can be so ovenvhelming and 

affectively compelling that individuals may al1 too easily assume that their penonalities 

have been pemanently altereâ, and that no discrepancy remains between their actual 

selves and an imagined state of perfection. The euphoria, however, eventually subsides 

when the self faces up to its ineluctable shortcomings. At this juncnire, a second 

complication anses. There is a danger that disillusionment will foment an equally 

powerfbl depression. Bitterly disappointed that the "rocks and rubbish, which had been 

covered and concealed at high tide, emerge again" (p. 47), individuals are prone to doubt 

or deny the "value and reality" (p. 47) of the ment experience. Sometimes the reaction 

takes on pathological overtones, prohicing a state which "bem close resemblance to 

psychotic depression or 'melancholia"' (p. 47). The cluster of symptoms includes 



despair, suicidal impulses, "an acute sense of unwonhiness, a systematic 

self-deprecation, and self-accusation" (p. 47), and a loss of will power and self-control. 

Rambo, in his study of conversion, provides similar observations. He writes: 

The battle within the convert usually continues. When people camot 
maintain a sense of euphoria and empowerment, an inevitable loss of 
energy may initiate a new crisis. They may worry that their conversion 
was not valiâ, and they rnay be plagued by old temptations and doubts. 
For example, 1 met many convens to evangelical Christianity when I 
taught at Trinity College in Deertield illinois, between 1975 and 1978. As 
1 observed these young converts 1 developed the notion of 
"postconvenion depression", an inevitable tapering off fiom the 
emotional peak of decisive commitment ... The human reality seems to be 
that the power of the conversion experience will eventually dissipate for 
most people, and thus maintenance procedures become important to 
protect a peson either from severe depression or from abandoning the 
new religious cornmitment altogether (p. 136). 

Both Assaglioli and Rambo stress how individuals need to undentand that the 

transformation of ingrained personality traits is not instantaneous, but rather, a long-terni 

process requi ri ng patience, effort and commitment. For Assaglioli, t hose w ho are 

disillusioned should be reassured that the exalted state "could not, by its very nature, last 

forever.. ." (p. 49). 

It is as though he had made a superb flight to the sunlit mountain top, 
realized its glory and the beauty of the panorama spread below, but had 
been brought back reluctantly to his starhng point with the rueful 
recognition that the steep path leading to the heights must be climbed step 
by step (p. 49). 

The conscious manifestation of ideais and their integration into the personality 

are independent variables. Feeling partially responsible for the misuse of LSD in the 

I W's,  Maslow larnented the bbbig bang" theory of self-actuaiuation (Knppner, 1972, p. 

120). By this, he meant the repetitive induction of psychedelic peak experiences, or the 

prolongation of exhilarating states without any actuaî integration of their content and 

significance into the fabric of one's Iife. He adduced the analogy of a man who, &er a 

momentous s e x d  experience, becornes disillusioned with his prtner when she catches a 



cold and her n a  dribbles. The naive expectation that a relationship will always remain 

as exciting and seemingly effortless as it was in the fim intoxicating encounters will 

necessarily breed dissatisfaction and lead to failure. In much the same way, by refemng 

to Freud's distinction between "insight" and "working through" (p. 120), Maslow implied 

that the long terni consolidation of unitive values is piiinstakingly eff'ted thtough 

continual self-reflection, as well as the application of ide& to the exigencies of ordinav 

life, 

Post-convemion Inflation 

Wesley regarded this post-convenion pattern of inflation and depression as a 

standard vicissitude in spiritual growth. For him, the overestimation of the self rested on 

a confusion between justification and the new binh on the one hand, and entire 

sanctification, on the other ( 1984-87, I: pp. 336). The former tenns, mon modest in their 

scope, granted power to overcome temptation, whereas the latter eradicated the very root 

of sin. In the days and weeks which followed justification, the natural tendency of 

individuals to be rapturously swept away meant that many lost sight of these distinctions. 

Their unchecked exhilaration led them to collapse the categories: "when the love of God 

is fint shed abroad in Our heans ... it is natural to suppose that we are no longer sinnen, 

that al1 our sins are not only covered but destroyed ...[ some penuaded] themselves that 

when they were justified they were entirely sanctified (1: p. 336). 

I know theie are also children of G d  who, king now 'justified freely', 
having found 'redemption in the blood of Christ', for the present feel no 
temptation. God hath said to their enemies, 'Touch not mine anointed, 
and do my children no h m . '  And for this season, it may be for weeks or 
months, he causeth them to 'ride on high places'; he beareth them on 
eagles' wings, above al1 the fiery darts of the wicked one. But this state 
wiii not last always ...( il: p. 104) 

When the candle of the Lord first shines on our head, temptation 
frequently flees away, and totally disappears. Al1 is calm within: pehaps 
without, tw, while God makes our enemies to be at peace with us. It is 
then very natural to suppose that we shall not see war any more. And 



there are instances wherein this calrn has continua not only for weeks, 
but for months or years. But commonly it is othefwise: in a short time 'the 
winds blow, the rains descend, and the floods arise' anew. ..The evil which 
yet remains in the heart will then also rnove afiesh; anger and many other 
'roots of bittemess' will endeavor to spring up. At the same time Satan 
will not be wanting to cas in his fiery dart S... Now when so various 
assaults are made at once, and perhaps with the utmost violence, it is not 
strange if it should occasion not oniy heaviness, but even darkness in a 
weak believer. More especially if he was not watching, if these assaults 
are made in an hour when he looked not for them; if he expected nothing 
les. but had fondly told himself. 

The day of evil would retum no more 

The force of those temptations which arise fiom within will be 
exceedingly heightened if we before thought too highly of ounelves, as if 
we had been cleansed ftom al1 sin. And how naturally do we imagine this 
dunng the warmth of ow first love! (II: pp. 2 12-2 13). 

For Wesley, conversion inflation pertains to the conviction that one has already 

resolved the smiggle benveen ideal aspirations and the narcissistic and instinctual 

cunents which oppose them. Inflated believers assume prematurely that the spirinial 

warfare between the two opposing principals of nature and grace, between "the flesh 

Ming against the spirit" (n: p. 159) has been pemently laid to rest: "It is very natural 

to suppose that we shall not see war anymore". 

As we have already seen in the previous chaptet, the autobiographical nanatives 

show that, along with the partwlar kind of inflation which Wesley describes, there were 

additional behavioral phenornena that possessed a distinctly manic quality. For example, 

several report that directly afier king justified, they were temporarily unable and 

unwilling to sleep. Prince, in an early study on sudden religious conversions, also noted 

this pattern. He refers to the case of Miss B., a woman who suffered From a host of 

physical ailments, and who had recently experienced a "sudden change in her 

personality" (1906, p. 44) as a r d t  of a conversion to Catholicism. Prince writes: 

On examination 1 found her to be in a high state of mental exhilaration, 
because, as she avened, she was cured at last. Al1 her symptoms had 



vanished, and she experienced a feeling of well-being and physical health. 
She believed herself well, and plainly hterpreted eveq event through her 
dominant idea of physical, if not spirinial "conversion" to heal th... The 
recovery of her health would allow her to follow a religious life in 
accordame with her ideals. Her condition was one of ecstasy. Although 
she had not slept more than an how a nighr for several nights. 
newrtheless she was not a bit tire4 although under ordinary 
circtmfstunces she would have been a physical wreck. 
Psychologically, this new mental condition plainly aRorQed an 
opportunity to observe an example of that state of exaltation into which 
notoriously so many religious enthusiasts have fallen when the feeling of a 
new spiritual life was awakened in them (emphasis added; p. 45). 

Miss B.'s inflated insistence that her syrnptoms were miraculously cure& and the 

fact that her prolonged sleeplessness did not affect her bodily strength, indicates that a 

manic component had infiltrated the conversion. 

Retuming to Methodism, Benjamin Rhodes writes that, upon king justified, he 

beheld the tniths of Chnstianity "in the clearest light", and entertained a "deep sense of a 

present God,  whom he approached "with rwerential awe, confidence, gratitude, and 

love.. ." (Arminiun Mugaine, 1779, p. 362). 

In this happy season, my joy fiequently prevented my sleep, while my sou1 
was taken up with him, who is altogether lovely: and in the extasies of joy, 
in the stil lness of the night, 1 ofien sung my great Deliverer' s praise. Al1 
things earthly appeared so empty, that 1 thought nothing here below worth 
a thought only as it tended to promote my etemal interest: I only desired 
grace and glory. 1 then began to conclude, that my adversaries were quite 
overthrown; and that 1 had only to match forward, and take possession of 
the "Land of Promise": 1 thetefore pressed forward rejoicing for some 
months. At length, through unwatchfulness, and giving way to levity, my 
cornforts gradually diminished till, imperceptibly, I was then drawn into a 
wildemess state; and though 1 was diligent in the outward rneans, yet I had 
lost the pleasing sensations which 1 formerly haâ found therein (p. 362). 

Rhodes explains that "exstasies of joy" which came "in the stillness of the night" 

were so stimng that they prevented him fiom sleeping. instead of resting, he felt 

compelled to sing his "great Deliverer's pmise". Note thaî these "exstasies" presuppose a 

stark dichotomy between the etemal hesvens, and the lower "earthly" sphere which is 

disparagingly porttayed as "empty" and not "worth a thought". Furthemore, Rhodes also 



assumes that his previous conflicts and doubts were finally allayeâ, and that he had 

attained the equivalent of entire sanctification: 4 then began to conclude, that my 

adversaries were quite overthrown" . This constellation of features - hyperarousal, 

idealization coupled with splitting and devaluation, and infîation - al1 point to a manic 

defense (Segal, 1974, pp. 82-91 ; Klein, 1988, pp. 278,349; Hinshelwooâ, 199 1, pp . 

344-346). Rhodes' disdainfil rejection of the created world is an extension of the denial 

of his i ~ e r  "adversaries", the splitting off of certain unacceptable feelings and impulses 

which have yet to be worked through. Thus, his exciusive identification witb the higher 

realm of "grace and glory" compliments and reinforces the belief in his own perfection. 

Because he is inflated in this way, Rhodes feels less obliged to engage in prayerful 

selfexamination. This neglect is consistent with the defensive fùnction of the inflation - 
tu wurd off un uwureness of res idua I conflict which, if brought into consciousness 

through meditative introspection. wouldprompt a renewed depression. Ironically, 

Rhodes' failure to exercise his faith via watcffilness eventually leads to a dissipation of 

his ''comforts" and "pleasing sensations". 

Sleeplessness was sornetimes accompanied by loss of appetite. Upon king 

pardoned, Thomas Rankin was so ovewhelmed with the love of God that he thought he 

"should then have died": "1 was so swallowed up in the love of God al1 that day, and for 

many days and nights following, that the desin of food and sleep departed frMn me" 

(Aminiun Mugucine, 1779, p. 189). Loss of appaite was fkquently rationalid as a 

substitution of spirituel for physical nourishment. Hestet Ann Rogers, for example, 

writes that her justification doubled her M i l y  strength, even thougb she could "neither 

eat nor sleep for many days and ni@&": "The love of God was now my meat and drink" 

(1 832, p. 32). Similarly, afier John Nelson found peace, he was "so filled with the 

manna of redeeming love" that he had "no need of the breaâ that perisheth for that 

season" (pp. 19-20). Once again, the denial of basic body ne&, dong with the theme 

of self-sufficiency (Le., Gd's maans is enough), points to a manic splitting 08 of the 



degiaded and dangerou nalm of the flesh, which, after all, is the locus of the passions 

that are inimical to the love of God. 

As seen in the previous chapter, two other closely related phenornena that 

frequently occur after justification, and which are also suggestive of a manic defense, are 

the exaggerated urgency of the convert's neeà to rebuke sin and evangelize, and the 

naive overestimation of other people's willingness to be persuaded by what appears to be 

a selfevident tmth (e.g.. Corderoy, 1873, p. 16; Aminiun Magcine, 1789, p. 462). For 

Morentz, these reactions, which he deems the "noisy" stage of conversion, are predicated 

on feelings of relief, exhilaration and optimism which naturally flow from the misguided 

conviction that one's conflicts have k e n  forever resolved. 

The noisy stage is a very active stage. People are eager to do things. They 
are expansive and giving. They want to tell everybody so that everybody 
can have the sarne experience. They see their present state as a new life 
that will go on forever (1987, p. 258). 

My use of the tenn "manic" as a means of describing certain effects and 

aftereffects of unitive ecstasies is by no means unprecedented. Rammage has also made 

me of the concept in comection with Mcthodist justification. He suggests that the 

fomerly depressed convert's swing into elation resembles the state of "hypomania", 

which "is a feature of the less serious forms of manicdepressive psychosis" (Rammage, 

1967, p. 163). The analogy is valid given that depression both precedes and succeeds the 

p e n d  of inflation. Ostow, for exarnple, speaks of "paradoxical hypermotivation", a terni 

which subsumes hypomania and mania, and is characterized by increaseù activity and the 

use of specific defenses such as denial, projection and identification. The 

hypcmotivation is 4eemed paradoXical pecisely because it serves as a defense against 

depression (1 975, pp. 397,399). 

Moreover, a whole series of psychoanalytic miters have not hesitated to âraw 

connections W e e n  aspects of mania and religiow ecstasy. For Lewin (1 95 1 ) and Linn 

and Schwartz (1958). mystical experiences are intnnsicaily pathoiogical. Instigated by 



severe emotiod wnflict, they are the produçt of a regression to the early oral period of 

developrnent. Because unitive ecstasies obliterate the space between the ego and the 

superego (represented by these authors as the idealued materna1 breast), they create the 

necessary conditions for manic denial. A rather similar argument was advanced by 

Hartocollis (1 974; 1973, who tried to demonstrate that mystical experiences are 

motivated by the feu that aggression will lead to the destruction of intemal good objects. 

Thus, in as much as mystics are attempting to flee fiom their own hostility, the mystical 

quen is understd as a massive reaction formation, a passive-regressive fusion of self 

and nurturing breast. Prince and Savage (1965) made an important contribution to the 

psychoanalybc understanding of mystical states by employing f i s '  notion of regression 

in the service of the ego, thereby providing a plausible link between some features of the 

psychoses and mystical states without necessarily ussimilating the lutter cutegory to the 

former und d l  of its morbid impiicutions. They hold that, for some. ecstatic bl iss muy 

function as a manic denial of pain. In the sarne way, Modell (1968) claimed that merger 

with the g d  object in religious mysticism could be a fom of manic deaial. Auberbach 

(1987) suggests that the mystical "dream of perfect harmony" (p. 5 12) counterparts the 

dark night of the sou1 in the sarne way that mania counterparts depression. He holds that 

for many mystics, the dark night - the conviction that one has ken abandoned by God - is 
a forum for the belated expression of grief over losses that were suffered earlier in life 

and were insufficiently moumed. More specifically, Auberbach, who takes recounc to 

the Kleinian view of idealkation as a defense against hostility, states that periods of 

mystical illumination may reflect a &feti~e agaha "hatreâ of the lost person for 

disappearing, and inational fears that the lost person will retaiiate" (p. 5 12). Fauteux 

offers a perspective that is comparable to AuôerbachTs and thus pesupposes the manic 

defmse. Using Mahler's mode1 of ego development, Fautew explains mystical unity as 

a regression to the symbiotic phase of undiffmntiated unity with the mother. The 

regression, "which recreates a psycbotogical piiradise chatacterized by the exclusive 



pmence of good libidinal feelings and images" (p. 75), is secured by a complete splitting 

off of the aggression which threatens to destroy the gratifling matemal image and undo 

the state of oneness. 

The wholesale pathologktion of unitive ecstasies is thwretically myopic and 

diagnostically limited. For example, Lewin's claim that mystical States are, by definition, 

specimens of the manic defense, is a simplistic overgeneralization which does not do 

justice to the empirical complexity of the data. The blanket application of this label 

presupposes that apart fiom the defense, which is regarded as comparatively primitive, 

there are no redeeming, or unequivocally adaptive qualities involved. Yet, in the previous 

chapter, we have seen how justification ecstasies are a medium through which ego ideals 

are presented to consciousness and thus promote a whole series of positive traits which 

clearly vitalire the ego. The reduction of these potentially integrative phenornena to by 

products of  a defense ignores the cardinal principal of multiple fwiction (Waelder, 1930). 

in other words, as is the case with al1 other aspects of psychic life, the nature and uses of 

ideals are variable and overdetermined. Although paradoxical, certain functions of 

idealization may be used sirnultuneously, as both a source of strength to the ego - 
augmenting a poor sense of identity, providing hope, purpose, courage and initiative - as 

well as a defense against unacceptable hostility or sexual feelings. It is therefore 

unfortunate that certain schools of psychoanalytic thought have become polarized by 

singling out particular facets of the idealization process (e.g. Kleinians tend to focus on 

spiitting and the denial of aggression, while self-psychologists emphasize the thenipeutic 

growth potential of iâealizing transferences). However, we find that even Klein henelf 

was not unaware of the adaptive and integrative role of othmnse defense driven 

idealizations. Her comments pertain to the universality of the manic defmse in the early 

dwelopment of thc ego. Idealization, omnipotence and denial "enable the early ego to 

assert itself to a certain degree.. .and thus to make M e r  advances in development" 

(1988, p. 349). 



... the ego has over and over again recouse to that mechanism - so 
important for the developnent of relations to objeas - namely, a splitting 
of its imagos into loved and hated, that is to say, into good and dangerous 
ones.. Ambivalence, carried out in a splitt ing of the imagos, enables the 
young child to gain more trust and belief in ifs reul objects and thw in its 
internolized ones - to love them more and to cany out in an increasing 
degree ifs phantasies of restoration of the loved object (emphasis aâded; 
p. 350). 

The shaken belief in g d  objects disturbs most painfiilly the process of 
idealization, which is an essential intemediate step in mental 
development (p. 355). 

Klein implies here that, in normal development, splitting and idealization are not 

only used to ward off destructive rage. The identification with the good object 

additionally strengthens the ego, so that it acquires greater confidence in its own 

goodness, and can therefore begin to assimilate the more pinful aspects of psychic 

experience. Thus, Steiner points out that although manic idealizations entail a temporary 

distortion of reality, they may ultimately facilitate a diminution of splitting: "...the 

pends of integration. which at this stage take place in relation to gooâ objects, cm be 

seen as precursors of the deptessive position" (1993, p. 29). It i s  more realistic to assume 

that healthy and morbid structures are not mutually exclusive, but exist in a fluid and 

dynamically intenvoven relation to each other (cf. Brenner, 1982). Eigen echoes this 

idea when he states, "Muc h excellent psyc hoanal ytic literature.. . has followed Freud in 

deciphering the pathological element in attachment to ideal states, relatively neglecting 

their healing aspect" ( 1993, p. 62). 

For this reason, 1 would suggest th84 in some instances, unresolved unconscious 

conflicts directly attach themsehes to otherwise healthy and non-conflicted ideals (i.e., 

beta-cognition) and convert them into complex newotic compromise formations. Thus, 

these "unitive distortions" ( H m a n ,  1998b) may enhance certain facets of 

psychological huictioning hi le  they concurrentiy reinforce other dissociative trends. 

ïhis conception illuminates the data we are presently considering. The manic patterns 



foumd in Meùiodist and other foms of conversion may be ngarded as defensive 

exaggerations or pathological transformations of various integrative fùnctions which are 

consolidated in the ongoing rapport between the ego and the ego ideal. Specifically, 

self-esteem may become distorted into conceit or grandiosity, initiative into compulsion, 

hope into rigid certainty, and trust and safety may devolve into omnipotence. The 

pathological magnitude of any unitive experience could be assessed by at least two 

indexes: the degree of exaggeration of any prticuiar distortion and the spread of 

distortion across a number of discrete items such as self-esteem, empathy, trust, 

initiative, abstraction etc. 

Commenting on psychedelically induced peak experiences, Grof describes the 

equivalent of a unitive distortion, a pattern of response to peak experiences which, like 

the &ta presented above, is consistent with the manic defense. Hrs occount cleariy 

emphus~:e.s rhe wuy in which latent und unintegruted muteriols augment the spec@diy  

therupeutic dimensions of the ecstcuy. In the following extract, the abbreviation "BPM 

IV" refen to States of unitive consciousness which follow the resolution of depressive 

crises andlor anxiety attacks. 

In an individual who has completed the death-rebirth sequence and 
stabilized under the influence of BPM IV, the feelings of joy and relief are 
accompanied by deep emotional and physical relaxation, serenity and 
tranquillity. Occasionally, it can be observed that the feclings of 
liberation and petsonal triumph are accentuated and exaggerated to the 
point of becoming a caricature. The behavior of a person in this state has 
a driven and manic quality ; he cannot sit or lie quietly , nw arowid 
advertising loudl y the overwhelming beauty and signi ficance of his 
experience, wants to anange a big party to celebrate this event, and makes 
grandiose plans for changing the world. This situation indicates that the 
expcrience of rebirth has not been N l y  completed. Such an inchiduai is 
already experîentially timed imo BPM IV but is still under the influence of 
unresolved elements.. .ponicuiarly anxiety and aggression (1 976, p. 140). 



P~t..convenioo Dcpnrsion 

Because pst-conversion inflation and mania are indices of conflict, it is not 

surprising that unintegrated material which is inconsistent with unitive ideals will 

eventually force its way into awareness and initiate a fiesh depression. However, in 

tenns of the developrnental thnist of Wesley's mdel, this resurgance of melancholy is 

not merely cyclical as is the case in the manic-depressive psychoses. It is not a simple 

reversion to the previou state of desolation. Ideally, believen now possess novel 

leverage in the struggle against despair. In Methodist ternis, they have recourse to the 

witness of pardon. To phrase this in a psychdytic manner, the emotional and 

cognitive residues of the conversion ecstasy, the memory of the definitive instant in 

which it o c c d  and its undeniable aftereffects, serve as transitional objects which 

tùrther ernpower the therapeutic alliance, thus ensuring that the out corne will be 

psychologically productive. According to Horton ( 1 973, 1974), uni tive ecstasies, or 

mystical States of consciousness, confonn to Winnicott's notion of transitional 

phenomena. Horton reviews several case histories of severely depressed patients who 

were suicidal. In each instance, selfdestructive behavior commenced after the loss of a 

symbiotic anachment. Following either psychedelically induced or spontaneously 

occumng mystical experiences, these individuals' suicidal activities were given up. 

Horton makes no mention of the role of ego ideals. Lnstead, he adhered to the 

then-common psychoanalytic view that varieties of mystical unity are adaptive 

regressions to primary narcissism: 'iesidues of primary narcissism may represent the 

hwnan king's last refuge in life's stonns ... one altemative to suicide may be the mystical 

state" (1 973, p. 2%). He claims that in their capneity as transitional phenomena, 

mysticcrl experiences can be reitablj soothing und provide rr holding spce for 

maturat ional gr,owth. 

nie cumnt round of sorrow is regarded by Wesley as a firrther refinement of 

Christian character, a fiery trial that brings forth "peaceable f i t "  (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 



485). In psychological ternis, this refinement is consistent with maturationally adaptive 

ego structures that not only enhance impulse control - a M e r  mastery of aggression, 

anxiety and grief - but are also consonant with superego directives. The establishment of 

these superego syntonic stnictures in the ego promotes a more constant degree of 

acceptance by the ego ideal, which, in tum, leads to object constancy, or, as Wesley puts 

it, an abiding or unintempted sense of pardon (Wesley and Wesley, 1981, pp. 3 12-3 13). 

Let us mm to Wesley's writings in order to examine more closely this ~ c u 1 a . r  work of 

mouming. 

In his elucidation of the Sermon on the Mount, Wesley gives an extended 

discussion of the dual periods of inflation and mouming which typically follow the new 

bi-5. ln essence, when believea receive the witness of pardon, their conviction of 

inbred sin grows "deeper and deeper everyday" (Wesley, 1984-87,l: p. 482). Because 

"the sin which still remains in one's hem is no longer imputeci to one's condemnation", 

forgiveness serves as the very vehicle through which repentance, or self-knowledp, 

becomes even more pmfound. 

The more we grow in grace the more do we see of the despenite 
wickeâness of ou. heari. The more we advance in the knowledge and love 
of Gd, through oui Lord Jesus Christ ... the more do we discem of our 
alienation fiom God, of the enmity that is in our camal mina and the 
necessity of ow king entirely renewed in righteousness and mie holiness 
(1: p. 482-83). 

A new kliever, however, has "scarce any concepnon of this..." (1: p.483). 

Sin is M utterly bruised beneath his feet that he can scarcely klieve it 
remaineth in him. Even temptation is silenced and s p d c s  not again; it 
cannot approach, but stands afar off He is borne dofi on the chanots of 
joy and love; he soan 'as upon the whgs of an eagle'. But our Lord well 
knew thut this trimphant state does not of in continue long. He therefore 
presently subjoins, 'Bkssed are those who mourn; for they shall be 
conifrted' (Emphasis adde& 1: p. 483). 

Now a dark Mght ensues, and one who was so nceatly enmored of the 



imrnediate presnice of God loses "the joy of his countenance" (1: p. 485) and mourns in 

his absence. 

But [God] now 'hides his face, and they are troubled'; they cannot see him 
through the dark cloud. But they see temptation and sin - which they 
fondly supposed were gone never to r e m  - arising again, following afler 
them main, and holding them on every side. It is not mange if their sou1 
is now disquieted within them , if trouble and heaviness tatke hold upon 
them. Nor will their great enemy fail to improve the occasion; to ask, 
'Where is now thy God? Where is now the blessedness whereof thou 
spakest? The beginning of the kingdom of heaven? Yea, hath God said, 
"Thy sins are forgiven thee?" Surely God hath not said it. It was only a 
drearn, a mere delusion, a creature of thy own imagination. If thy sins are 
forgiven why are thou thus? Can a pardoned simer be thus unholy?' And 
if then, instead of immediately crying to Gd, they reason with him that i s  
wiser than they , they will be in heaviness indeed, in sorrow of heart, in 
anguish not to be expressed (1: p. 484). 

The decline of the sense of presence occun in unison with the resurnption of an 

awareness of sin and temptation. In the foregoing passage, Wesley is quick to focus upon 

the temptation to doubt, a state of mind which is personified in demonic terms and 

elsewhere portrayed as Satan's "fiery darts" (II: p. 21 2). The waning of the initial state of 

exaltation and the disappointing resurgence of "sin", of improper affects, impulses and 

ideas, al1 of which were believed to have ken overcome, cause believers to be dubious 

of their spiritual status and to question whether they had been deluded in thinking they 

were actually justifie& "1s it possible", they are made to ask, "that one who is pardoned 

can be so bereft of God and so assailed by temptation?" Wesley soundly advises 

believers to refrain fiom "reasoning with the Devil". in other words, he undemd that 

to engage in an obsessional debate would only exacerbate their anguish. lnstead of 

invoking the castigations of the baâ parental introject (e.g. "you are nor pardonet!"), 

Wesley again recommends a tum towards the thenpeutic alliance: do not reawn but 

"cry" to God. The effort to endure the frustrations and anxieties that are attendant on the 

apprehension of sin, as well as the acute feelings of loss, ultimately lead to spiritual gain: 

rthey] bringeth forth peaceable mùt unto them that are exercised therebyn (1: p. 485). 



'Blesseci' therefore 'are they that' thus 'mom' if they 'tany the Lord's 
leisure', and d e r  not themrlves to be tumed out of the way by the 
miserable cornforts of the world; if they resolutely reject al1 the comforts 
of sin, of folly, and vanity; al1 the ide diversions and amusements of the 
worlâ, al1 the pleasures which 'perish in the using', and which oniy tend to 
benumb and stupefy the soul, that it may neither be sensible of itself nor 
G d  Blesseâ are they who ' follow on to know the Lord', and steadily 
refuse al1 other cornfort. They shall be comforted by the consolations of 
his Spirit, by a k h  manifestation of his love: by such a witness of his 
accepting them in the Beloved as shdl never more be taken away from 
them. This 'full assurance of faith' swallows up d l  doubt, as well as al1 
tormenting fear, God now giving them a sure hope of an enduring 
substance and 'strong consolation through grace' (1: p. 485). 

In steadfastly refusing to molli@ the depression by turning to the "comforts of the 

world ... of sin", that is, by refiaining to "reôel'", or act out the underlying aggression 

which lies at the rwt of the melancholy and doubt, one is blessed by the return of the 

cornforter, the witness of pardon and acceptance. Wesley holQ that at this juncture the 

manifestation of good conscience becomes an abiding disposition: it "shall never more be 

taken away hom them". Thus, in this ideul developmental sequence, as one prevails 

through the depression, the equivalent of object constancy is achieved with respect to the 

positive superego (cf. McDevitt and Mahler, 1989). Forgiveness, or selfkceptance, 

becomes essentially permanent, in spite of the persistence of psychic confiict and 

ambivalence. As we shall see in the following chapten, it is for this reason that one can 

now begin to engage in sustained introspective meditation without the immediate threat 

of incwing a debilitating depression or an anxiety attack. 

Wesley continues to provide material that is consistent with the idea that the 

post-conversion depression leads to a further consoliâation of the positive superego. 

Firstly, aAer the depression passes, another kind of mouming which existed previously, 

now cornes to the fore. Concen for the self in relation to Goâ's judgrnent is repiaced by 

concern for the welfm of others. 



But although this mouniing is at an end, is lost in holy joy, by the retum of 
the Cornforter, yet is there another, and a blessed moliniing it is, which 
abides in the children of God. They still mourn for the sins and miseries 
of manlrind: they 'weep with them that weep'. They weep with hem that 
weep not for themselves, for the sinnen against their own souk They 
rnourn for the weakness and daithfiilness of those that are in some 
measure saveâ fiom their sins 0: p. 486). 

Secondly, the recovery of the witness promotes "meekness", a term which, as 

seen in the previous chaper, refers to self-composure and equanimity, the ability to 

regulate and temper one's emotions. Christian meekness "keeps clear of every 

extreme ... it balance[s] the affections" (1: p. 489); it is a "due composure of mind. ..a calm 

acquiescence in whatsoever is [God's] will conceming us". 

When we consider it more strictly with regard to ourselves we style it 
patience or contentedness. When it is exerted toward other men then it is 
mildness to the good and gentleness to the evil(I: p. 490). 

In the same way that the values and the goal orientation of the ego ideal provides 

a direction for sexual and aggressive drives (Lederer, 1964, p. 28), thus playing a 

signifiant role in the process of sublimation, the meek do not "extinguish" their 

passions, but rather employ them towarâs %se" and "noble" ends (Wesley 1984-87.1: 

p. 490). Reminiscent of the "neutraiization" metaphor in ego psychology, the idea that 

sublimation occurs via the "confluence of sexual and aggressive drives" (Giovacc hini, 

1 987, p. 278), Wesley holds that when hate, anger and fear are "regulated by faith and 

love", they can be usefully engaged against sin. 

The emergence of manirational structwes in the ego is associateci with an 

increased ability to withstand the temptations that ensue during the second dark Nght. 

Wesley provides a gened overview of this process in his sermon On Patience. 

...y et we shall surely 'fdl into divers temptations' - temptations 
innumerable as the stars of heoven, and tbose Miied and complicated a 
thousand ways. But instead of counting this as a loss, as unbelieven do, 
'count it ail joy; knowing that the trial of your faith', even when it is 'tned 
as by fire', 'worketh pisience'. But 'let patience have its perfect work, 
and ye shall be perfect and entire, wanting nothing' . . . [ptience) is a 



gracious temper wrought in the heart of a believer by the power of the 
Holy Ghost. It is a disposition to s d e r  whatever pleases Gd, in the 
manner and for the time biat pleases him (198487, iII: p. 17 1). 

Patience, or impulse control, is a product of the "midde way". 

We thereby hold the middle way, neither ... 'despising' our sufferings, 
'making M e '  of them, passing over them lightly, as if they were owing to 
chance, or second causes; nor, on the other h& ... affected too much, 
unnerved, dissolved, sinking wder them. We may observe, the proper 
object of patience is suffering, either in body or mind..The patient 
believer is preserved from falling into either of these extiemes by 
considering who is the Author of al1 his suffering, even God his Father 
(rn: pp. 171-172). 

Temptation must be endured lucidly and calmly in order for it to bear M t .  In this 

sense, the middle way describes a position between the manic denial of psychic p in  and 

depressive breakdown. It is interesting that in the previous sermon of this series (III: p. 

1 Sa), Wesley cites 1 Corinthians 10: 13: ''[Gd] will not suffer you to be tempted above 

that ye are able; but will with the temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be 

able to bear it". In essence, this view coincides with a fundamental psychoanalytic 

assmption that is native to classical theory, and runs through ego as well as self 

psychology - the idea that tolerable doses of frustration catalyze the growth of psychic 

structures. In tum, the "work of patience" promotes meekness, as well as "peace - a 

sweet tranquillity of min&' (III: p. 172). Moreover, ''this peace", Wesley writes, "often 

rises into joy ... triumph and exaltation", as well as courage, zeai and activity (III: p. 

173-1 74). Thus, the establishment of structures which bolster impulse control ensures 

that the ego will be even better equipped to conform to the standards of the ego ideal. 

The work of patience - the ability to bear pain and frustration, to both soothe and enliven 

the self - points to an intensification of the positive superego in response to what we may 

deem the "rehabilitation" of the ego. In fact, the increasing durability or permanence of 

these emerging ego structures, wtiat Wesley âeems the "perfect work" of patience (1: p. 



173), is poportioaally related to the degree of superego object coastancy, that is, the 

constancy of self-esteem via the ego ideal's conferral of acceptance. 

These dynamics, al1 of which underlie the attainment of an unintempted sense of 

pardon, parallel the development of "superego autonomy" at the close of the oedipal 

phase. In the successful working through of the oedipal dilemma, the child must also 

relinquish grandiosity and l em to tolerate hstration, aggression and loss. As Jacobson 

shows, one of the most important outcornes of this prwess is "a more enduring and stable 

libidinal cathexis" of the self-representation (1 964, p. 132). A high level of self-esteem, 

now regulated internally by the hannoniou relations between the ego and the ego ideal, 

is coupled by the stabilization of a basic rnooâ, a "limited margin" of affective 

vacillations which are "apt to withstand to some extent psychic or even physicûi injuries 

to the self' (p. 132). For Jacobson, this is a "safety device of the highest order" in that il 

protects the child fiom dangerous imer and outer stimuli, as well as fiom narcissistic 

hann (p. 133). Analogously, in Wesley's developmental model, the previous vacillations 

between inflation and mrlancholy are replaced by emotional equilibrium ( i. e., 

meekness). Here, Jacobsen's "stabilization of a basic mooà" corresponds to the 

continual witness of the Holy Sprit, the abiding sense of good conscience. This is the 

"safety device", so to speak, which facilitates systematic introspection. 

Wesley himself seems to have intuited the spiritual equivalent of object 

constancy, and its role in the vicissitudes of depression, when he differentiated between 

two distinct hnds of melancholy. "Darkness", the more dire form of the two, is 

principlly defined as a complete loss of faith. In this state believen, "corne into a 

'waste land and howling &sertY, where they are variously temptod and tormented" 

(1984-87, iI: p. 205). He points out that some have deemed this "a wildemess state", "in 

allusion to the case of the Istaelites ..." (II: p. 205). As Wesley's description indicates, 

darkness represents an entire obliteration of the ego enhancing pperties of the unitive 

ideal. 



They that are 'in the wildemess' have not now that divine 'evidence', that 
satisfactory 'conviction of things not seen', which tbey once enjoyed. 
niey have not now that inward demonstration of the Spirit which before 
enabled each of them to say. 'The life 1 live, I live by faith in the Son of 
god, who loved me and gave himself for me'. The light of heaven does 
not now 'shine in their hearts', neithet do they 'see him that is invisible'; 
but darkness is again on the fafe of their souk, and blindness on the eyes 
of their understanding. The Spirit no longer 'witnesses with their spirits 
that they are the children of God' ... Heace, secondly, proceeds the loss of 
love ... Accordingly they thar are deprived of their faitb are deprived of the 
love of God also ... And as their love of God is 'waxed cold', so is also their 
love of their neighbor. They have not now that zeal for the soul's of men, 
that longing after their welfare, that fervent, restless, active desire of their 
king reconciled to God. ..But a e r  a suspense perhaps of many days, 
anger begins to regain its power. Yea, peevishness and impatience thrust 
sore at them, that they may fa11 ... In consequence of the loss of faith and 
love follows, thirdly, loss of joy in the Holy Ghost. For if the loving 
consciousness of  pardon be no more, the joy resulting therefrom cannot 
iemain ... With loss of faith and love and joy there is also joined, fourthly, 
the loss of that peace which once passed al1 understanding. That sweet 
tranqui llity of mind, that composure of spirit is gone. Painful doubt 
retums ... And these doubts are again joined with s e ~ l e  fear, with that 
' fear' which 'hath tonnent'. We feu the wrath of God, even as before we 
believed ... For loss of peace is accompanied with loss of power ... the power 
over sin (II: pp. 206-208). 

In sum. darkness is a result of various kinds of unrepnted sin. Consequently, 

darkness i s  alleviated by introspection, by a conscious identification and 

acknowledgment of one's wrongdoing so that it can be presently conected and atoneâ for 

(II: pp. 208-2 14). With respect to the "tonnent" ((n: p. 205) that accornpanies this loss of 

faith. Wesley rejm the mystical understanding of the purgative nature of darkness, a 

view that was advanced, for example, by his former spiritual mentor, William Law (II: p. 

205, see footnote 12 1). Wesley writes, 

'But is not darkness much more profitable for the sou1 than light? 1s not 
the work of God in the heeit most swiffly and effectually canied on during 
a state of inward sdking? 1s not a believer more swiffly and thoroughly 
pucified by sorrow thsn by joy? By anguish and pain and distress and 
spintual martyrdoms than by continua1 m e ? '  So the mysrics teach; so it 
is written in their books - but not in the oracles of Gad. The Scripttue 



nowhere says tbat the absence of God best perfects his work in the heart! 
Rather his presence, and a clear communion with the Father and the 
Son.. . Joy in the Holy Ghost will far more efféctually purify the soul than 
the want of that joy; and the peace of God is the best means of refining the 
soul from the dross of eartbly affections (II: pp. 219-220). 

ûne is saved not by "despair" and "unbelief", but by ''fiaith" and bbhope"((n: p. 

220)- Wesley's polemic undencores the fiindamental notion that psychic integration is 

aàvanced by an identification with the positive object representations that sonstitute the 

ego ideal, rather than those associated with the punitive introject. What is more, his 

whole discoune on darkness valorizes personal responsibility, a critical ingredient which 

he regarded as conspicuously absent in the mystical rationale. Because the "most usual 

cause of inward darkness is sin of some kind or another", Wesley logically concludes that 

God "never deserts us ... it is we only who deserï him" (II: p.208). 

In contrast to darkrtess, "heaviness", the other species of melancholy, is 

characterized by a greater degree of object constancy. "Darkness", Wesley States, "is one 

thing; heaviness is another" (Tl: p. 222). The crucial distinction resides in the fact that 

the latter does not eventuate in a loss of faith. Metaphorically, instead of impenetrable 

darkness, Wesley speaks of the partial opacity of dark clouds, a temporary obscurance or 

diminution of faith (Wesley and Wesley, 1981, p. 3 12; Wesley, 198487.1: p. 484). 

Apin, in ternis of the trajectory of his developrnental model, it is specifically 

melancholic heaviness that succeeds the period of inflation. Because of the preservation 

of faith, or the dynamism of the ego ideal, heaviness rnay be used to the believer's 

advantage in a way that has been delineated above. Wesley's description of heavimss is 

predicateâ on the scriptural authority of St. Paul. 

1 am in the first place to show what manner of petsons those were who to 
whom the Apode says, 'Ye are in heaviness.' Anâ, first, it is beyond al1 
dispute that they were klievers at the time the Apode thus addressed 
them. For so he expfessly says, verse five: Ye 'Wb0 are kept through the 
power of G d  byfoiîh unto solvation'. Again, verse seven, he mentions 
'the trial of their falth, much more pffcious than that of gold which 
perisheth' ... Neither did their heaviness destroy their peace, the peace that 



psssetb al1 understanding, which is inseparable fiom true, living 
fai th... The persons to whom the Apode here speaks were also full of a 
living hope ... So tbat notwithstanding their heaviness they still retained an 
hope full of imrnortali ty... Their heaviness thetefore was not only 
consistent with living hop, but also with 'joy unspealiable'. At the same 
time they were thus heavy they nevertheless rejoiced with 'joy full of 
PW' 
In the midst of their heaviness they likewise still enjoyed the love of G d  
which had been shed abroad in their hearis ... They retained the same power 
over sin. niey were still 'kept ' fiom this 'by the pomr of Gd'. They 
were 'obedient children' ..A did in no way impair. much less destroy. any 
part of the work of God in their hearts (II: pp. 223-224). 

Darkness proper is the result of outward sin: it represents the onset of a bad 

conscience which ensues in response to deeds actually cornmitteci. Heaviness, on the 

other hand, is caused by temptations which, at most, create distressing effects by 

precipitating a depression. Although temptations present a specific intention or desire for 

action, the believer possesses enough faith to refrain fiom committing them. The 

restraint bestowed upon those undergohg heaviness, the willfulness that is deemed 

"power over sin", is  rooted in the preservation of faith. 

Thus, to retm to the idea that the deptession which succeeds the period of 

inflation engenders both ego structures and a further consolidation of the positive 

superego, we now fmd that the process is somewhat more complex than 1 have previously 

indicated. There is yet another variable which must be addd to our understanding. In 

the ideal scenario that Wesley describes, the mitive ecstaq - or, to be precise, ecsiusres - 
which mark an individual's justifiing conversion provide a provistonal degree of object 

constancy which is subsequently "exercised", and thereby increased during the 'Ytery 

trial". 1 have already alluded to this idea when I spoke of the memones and aflereffeîts 

of the conversion experience as transitional objects that contniute to a productive 

In order to illustrate this process, 1 would like to retum to a set of data already 

adduced in the previous chapter. Richard Moss was justified during a &ce at Short's 



Gardem. Closhg his eyes in the midst of payer, he beheld Christ hanging on the cross. 

At this instant, Moss' "burden dmpt off' and his 'Yeats and doubts and sense of guilt 

vanished away" (Anninion Magazine, 1798, p. 53). He was then "filled wiih such a love 

to God, and such joy as canwt be uttered". Moss entered into a bief period of inflation 

chnracterired by the immediate sense of presence and the conviction that he was now 

sanctified. "For three days 1 walked as one out of the body, in the broad light of God's 

countenance. And then 1 said in my heart, 'i shall never be moved: Neither shall I see 

war any more'" (p. 53). His elation, however, was terminateci abniptly. 

But when 1 wakeû in the fourth moming, al1 was dark. My comfort and 
my God were gone. 1 had no fear of death or hell; and 1 had continual 
power over al1 outward sin as indeed 1 had when 1 fim tasted that God was 
Love at the Foundery.) But 1 could not see God; 1 could not see Christ; 
and therefore 1 was in sorrow and heaviness (p. 53). 

At the start of the passage, Moss States that "al1 was dark". However, the way in 

which he describes his state of mind during this early phase of the depression clearly 

coincides with heaviness, a term which he then uses to conclude the extract. Moss 

cornplains of a "loss of comfori" which accompanies the sudden disappearance of the 

sense of presence. More importantly, we see that a provisional degree of object constancy 

is retaind He continues to be free of the fear of "death and hell" and maintains "power 

over al1 outward sin". Indeed, Moss indicates that this power, or, impulse control, was 

established during an ecstasy which occurred at the Foundery and preceded his more 

ment justifjmg vision. In that episode, the fim in a series of ecstatic interludes, Moss 

was initially enraptured by Wesley's captivating pfesence (p. 7). He subsequently 

experienced an intense happiness and an affection wtiich grew to encompass the entire 

entourage of preachers, as well al1 those in attendance at the service. Moss responds to 

his c m n t  fetlings of "sormw and heaviness" by trying "every means of recovering the 

Light" (p. 53). 



1 poured out my sou1 in prayer. I reaà and heard Gd's Word at every 
opportunity. But still I could not find Gd. Then 1 doubted, whaher my 
sins were forgiven or no, altho' 1 did not àare to deny i t  Then I thought, it 
might help me to join Ath the chilàren of God. So, on MI. Wright's 
recomrnendation, I was admitteà into the Society (p. 53) 

Even as he exercises his faith thn,ugh prayei and scripture, and diitifully enlists as 

a member of the Methodia society, Moss' heaviness takes an incremental tum for the 

worse when he begins to doubt whether his sins were really forgiven. This prompts him 

to engage in ritual mouming, or, more precisely, mpsochistically exaggerated fasting. 

I resolved to lave nothing undone that was in my power. I used al1 the 
ordinances of God. I never ate a full meal, so that I was hungry fiom the 
beginning of the week to the end. From Thursday noon till Saturday noon, 
1 tasted no food at all. Insomuch, that I was quite wom away, and grown 
so weak, that I could sçarcely walk (p. 53). 

The strain of Moss' unconscious aggression is now intensified to such a degree 

that his frustration threatens to radically undo the diminishng constancy of the ideai. 

Al1 this time I was pessed down to earth, on the one han4 by a sense of 
the absence of divine comfon, and on the other, by a sense of rny inward 
sins and ternptations of every kind. I could not meditate on Gd, as in 
times past. 1 could not keep my heart fixed in prayer. 1 could not love 
M. l could not love my neighbor. 1 had lost every g d  temper. 1 felt 
peevishness and discontent. 1 wished 1 never had been bom or, that my 
sou1 and body might die together. 1 was weary of life, and would have 
starved myself to death; only for offending God. For the tôought of this 1 
could las bear than any other. I had rather have suffered al1 things, even 
to etemity, than to commit sin, or omit any the least outward duty (p. 54). 

During this time, when Moss attempted to pray, his resistances wodd intervene 

and manifest as a sense of demonic presence. 

It seemed as though the enemy were just by me, ready to swallow me up. 
Sometimes 1 imaginecl he leaped upon my shoulders, till my flesh crept 
upon my bones. Sometimes when 1 was in bed he seemeâ to be upon me, 
with a vast weight (p. 54). 

When measured by Wesley's critena, these extrctcts show that Moss' heaviness 

had increasingly given way to * e s ,  although, sîrictly speaking, he does net, at w 
point, kkslide into sin. Therefore, although fecble in commson to his state of mind at 



the outset of the depression, he manages to presewe some b i c  semblance of faith. For 

example, excniciating ruminations on etemity and the problem of Goci's existence would 

eventually drive hm to payer. It was then that he received consolations: "...and therein 

it pleased the Lord generally to relieve me for the present" (p. 54). Moss' phming 

implies that there was, at very least, one pend of relief. He sbtes that he "continued 

with no seitled comfort and peace" (ernphasis added; p. 54). His depression finally 

dissipates while listening to Wesley preach at West-Street. ''In the middle of the 

sermon", he writes, '9 felt my sou1 united to the Lord". At this point, the witness of 

pardon becomes steadfast. 

I had closer communion with him than ever. I fourad his Spirit witnessing 
with my spirit, not only that I was a child of God, but that he would depart 
fiom me no more, that he would abide with me for ever. A11 somow and 
doubt and feu fled away. I was filled with light and peace. 1 had such a 
solid, settled joy in the Holy Ghost, as I was a stranger to, till that hour. 1 
felt a fuller and stronger love to God than ever, as well as to al1 mankind. 
And from that time I never lost for a moment the Light of Gd's 
countenance (p. 54). 

In the previous chapter, rny analysis of these extracts emphasized how a sequence 

of  discrete ecstatic episodes sewed as a vehicle for the successive emergence and 

consolidation of a unitive ideal. 1 w d d  like again to point out how the ecstasies convey 

a series of abstractions which are increasingly generalized or broadened in their scope of 

inclusion. In the fint instance, Moss' idealkation of Wesley is transfonned inro a love 

for Gd, the preachers and the entire congregation. During the third ecstasy, the 

abstraction becomes, for al1 intents and pur~oses, maximally extended: 4 felt a fuller and 

çaonger love to God than ever, as well as to al1 mankinà". This marks both the 

terminatjon of the depression Md the attainrnent of a permanent witness. In effect, even 

though the p i n  of M d  sufferings is depicted as extreme, he manages to exercise his 

admittedly weakeneà faith so tbt, with the help of his resolve and the occasional divine 

consolation, he retains outward power over sin and consciously endures the vapries of 



temptation - grief, doubt, perplexity and even demonic d e t y .  if we are to take him at 

his word and assume that, fiom this point fonwd, he "never lost the light of God's 

countenance", we may reasonable conclu& that the persecutory nature of his aggression, 

plainly exemplified by the homfiing presence of the "enemy", had beni significantly 

rnodified in the process. Moss demonstrates to himself that his love proves stronger than 

hie hostility , thus divesting it of its fearsome qualities. Retuniing to Jacobson's notion of 

superego autonomy, which presupposes the development of object constancy, we see that 

the limited margin of affective vacillations and the stabilization of a basic mood is 

sirnilady associated with an ubstract ion, a uni fom articulation of inner standards. 

Recal! that for Moss, the ongoing incubation of a unitive ideal, one that culminates in an 

equally generalized moral standard - a love for mankind - appears in the beginning as an 

idealization of a single individual. Kemberg, whose formulations build on Jacobson's 

thinking, holds that, in normal development, the depersonification and abstraction of 

superego components go hand in hand with the increasing synthesis of self and object 

images, which are initially concrete and polarked in tems of g d  and bad (1966, 1976). 

As this process unfolds, libidinal and agressive drive-affect components are brou* 

together. Their raw htensity is ottenuuted into more stable Meclive schemas and 

emotionul turbulence decreases. Moss' faith enables him to tolerate an othenvise 

intolerable onsleught of psychic pain, and his patience is rewarded by the toning down of 

the archaic character of the bad object representation. The depersonification and 

integration of these concrete and polarizeâ objects - the ideaiidon of Wesley versus the 

demon who leaps upon his shoulders and makes his skin crawl - culminates in an 

abstracted superego value. 

Autobiographieil Accounta of latlrtion and Depression 

Overall, additiod âata taken fiom Methodia autobiographies corroborate the 

post-conversion oequence of inflation and depression as spelled out by Wesley. They 

also point to certain degrees of variability which again are attniutable to differences in 



petsonality. To begin with, we observe that the length of time which ensues ktween 

justification and the second depression can be rather bief or consideraûly protracted. 

For example, aftei k i n g  justifie4 Thomas Hanson "could not hold [hs] tongue fiom 

speahng of the things of God" (Anninian Maguz~ne, 1780, p. 481). His jubilance, 

however, was short lived. 

A few days after my happy conversion, I felt anger at one tvho persecuted 
us. Som after my peace leA me. Then the tempter said "He that is bom 
of God sinneth not. But thou hast s i ~ e d :  therefore thou art not born of 
God. Thou hast deceived thyself" 1 was then a great measure ignorant of 
his devices: so gave up my shield: and was in the depth of distress, ready 
to chuse strangling for near two hours (p. 48 1 ). 

Catherine Corbett, on the other han4 describes an entirely different scenario. She 

writes, "For two yean after Ijustification], 1 felt nothing but love; no trial, no temptation, 

did the adorable Jesus sufier to disturb me, but al1 were made easy" (Anninian Maguzine, 

1781. p. 538) It was only when she became convinced that she lacked "full 

Sanctification" that Corbett reverted to ritual rnourning: "And 1 fought it with all my 

might, crying &y and night, that God would sanctify me wholly" (p. 538). 

Various writers offer some expianation of the factors which triggered or 

precipitated their depression. For example, we would expect that the proscn'bed 

expectation of a second depression, reinforced by the observation of fellow peen and 

class rnembers who assiduously monitored and mcouraged each other's spiritual 

progress, would itself function as a suggestive catalyst. This process of mutual 

identification is  confinned in Thomas Mitchell's narrative. Following his conversion, 

Wesley placed Mitchell and several others into a class. All of Mitchell's cornpanions 

evenhially bbfell back" (Aminian Magcine, 1 780, p. 3 1 5). "Before this", he writes, "1 

thought my hi11 was so strong, that 1 could never be moved" (p. 3 15) 

But seeing so many fa11 into sin, 1 kgan to see danger in rny way. I bega~~ 
to feel an evil heart of unbelief, and was fully wnvinced, that there must 
be a fatther change in rny heart, kfore I could be established in grace. 



Afterward 1 removed to Kighley, and haâ many opportunities of heming, 
and profiting by Mr. Grimshaw, But feeling my wmptlons, with strong 
temptations, I fell into great doubtings. I was almost in despair, full of 
unbelief 1 could scarce pray at all. 1 was in this state near half a year, 
finding no comfort in anyihing (pp. 3 15-3 16). 

The influence of suggestion and identification is also apparent in John Atlay's 

narrative. For t h  weelcs afier his justification, Atlay was "unspeakably happy in God, 

and thoroughly devoted to him" (Anninian Mugaine, 1778, p. 579) His sou1 was "Al1 

Joy, Praise and Pmyer, without intemission" (p. 579). Atlay's sister then informecl him 

of a 'bmuch esteemed (p. 579) fiend who had recently lost his joy. Atlay tesponds by 

drawing an analogy between the inflation-depression pattem, and Christ's temptation on 

the Mount, an event which followed his baptism in the spirit: "Ah, poor johnny! the devil 

has deceiveci, as he has many. He has taken him up to the Mount; but he will throw hm 

dom, and not leave a whole bone in him" (p. 579). Furthemore, Atlay plainly identifies 

with his fiiend's misfortune. 

. . . immediately 1 was struck with Horror: 1 thougbt, "He is a better judge 
than me: certainly 1 am deceived". 1 was stripped of all. My Love and Joy 
were gone, and for sorne weeks 1 was in the Blackness of despair, and, for 
fear of king a stmbling block to othen, I should have put an end to rny 
wretched Life (p. 579). 

We have just seen that Thomas Hanson lost his peace when he beaune aware of 

his anger. This kind of trigger is fairly typical. A uniquely vivid example of the eniption 

of hostility is providecl by John Unser. In a letter writîen to Wesley, Unser reveals that, 

for approximately two months d e r  receiving justification, he was "full of love to God 

and Man" (quoted in Rack, 1989, p. 426). Som afler, he becarne oppressed by feelings 

the scene is quite altered and things has now another face; now al1 things 
are past away, behold all things are now become old. But not indeed 
properly, for I never before felt such a Hel1 as 1 now fcel. I now am as 
very a devil as ever was or will be confined in the Everlasting chains of 
darbiess. I now hate Goâ, hate my brother, hate my chilâren, bate al1 thet 
is gocxî, and what a& much to my sonow in it, 1 h o w  God and the 



Father and our Lord Jesus Christ love me.. .I am as proud as Lucifer, as 
covetous as mammon, as hateful as Beelzebub and as lusthil. As for my 
wife, 1 take no more notice of her 

Than 1 do of the spider's web 
Swept fiom the wall by the giddy Maid.. 

Dr. Sir, what shall 1 do in this condition? 1 am just upon the point of 
breaking off fiom Go4 of declaring for the M l  (p. 426). 

As indicated earlier, the ecstatic contemplation of unitive ideals is so acutely 

gratibng that it temporarily obscures the distinction between the potential and actual 

state of the self. The inflated misconception that one is already fdly sanctified typically 

leads to a decline in 'kitchfulmss", the self-conscious introspection of impulses and 

intentions. The lape in critical self-awareness allows "sinful" inclinations to pass 

uncheckeâ into consciousness, or they may be expressed unwittingly in certain actions or 

omissions of duty. Overtime, such cumulative failures of responsibility result in a 

diminution or a total disappearance of faith. Richard Rodda describes this process in the 

following extract. 

Many times that text ran in my mind, 1 shall never be moved; the Lord of 
his goodness hath made rny hi11 so strong. 1 thought my enemies were al1 
dead, and that my warfue was accomplished. How little did 1 know at 
that time of the Christian-Conflict? or the deep import of these words, 
"unto you is given, in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe in him, but 
to suffer for his  sake." 
Through unwatchfulness I fell into levity (a befining evil) and Satan 
*ove to tear away my shield; but though God suffered him not to do it, 
yet my joy was greatly dampeà. My unwatchfulness cost me many an 
aching heart; and 1 found 1 had most need to watch when in Company with 
Professors; where, not suspecting harm, 1 was often overtaken before 1 
was aware (Aminian Magazine, 1784, p. 353). 

John Mme expresses himself similarly. 

1 was tnily fm; and had 1 haâ any to guide me, 1 need never more have 
corne into ôonâage. But 1 was so ignorant, 1 thought 1 should know war no 
more. I b e p  to be at ease in Sion and forgot to watch and pray, 'till God 
laid his ha& upon me again'. 1 then again went mouming ail the day 
long.. ." (Anninian Magazine, 1 780, p. 2 1 2). 



J. B. of St. Hellier's account of her "coaflict", het struggle to overcome the 

temptation to doubt, plainly exemplities Wesley's understanding of the "middle way". 

Her faith enables her to remain Mly cognizant of anxiety without either succumbing to a 

depression, or the urge to seek piemature relief through profane distraction. 

Tuesday, 16. 1 was strongly assadted by the enemy of the ml: but my 
faith, instead of king weakened was much confined by the conflict. 
Thursday 18. He enâeavored to make me Qubt. I retired to my closet, 
and prayed with uncommon ardor: 1 did not ask to be delivered fiom the 
conflict, but that f might not be overcome by it. While 1 prayed, I found 
great power to resist the enemy; and when the Lord gave the victory, the 
joy was inexpressible (Anninian Magazine, 1788, p. 295). 

Margaret Jenkins' expenence does not strictly line up with Wesley's mode1 in 

that her depression was staggerd. It manifested on two separate occasions after her 

conversion. Even so, her narrative, like that of Richard Moss, documents a transition 

between penods of emotional turbuIence (which follow closely on the heels of an ecstatic 

conversion) and the eventual amval at a more stable emotional disposition. Her inflation 

begins at the very moment in which she is ostensibly justified. 

1 felt myself clean every whit; nor could 1 make myself sensible that ever 1 
had sinned ... But 1 forgot 1 was to corne âaily, and wash in the fountain 
open for sin and uncleanness. 1 went on, as if 1 had Grace enough to carry 
me to my journey's end. So foolish and ignorant was I! (Arminian 
Magazine, 1778, p. 228). 

Jenkins admits that her ensuing neglect of watchfulness and prayer was met with 

a depression and a renewed sense of siafulness. 

But now the Lord shewed what 1 was by nature, more than ever. so that 1 
groaned under the intolerable weight of inbnd Sin; and 1 haâ many a dry 
and bamn Day; 1 believe because 1 did not watch unto prayer (p. 
228-229). 

At a time when she was dl but n d y  to "give up her confidence" (p. 229) Jenkins 

is bbrejwenateâ" by an ecstatic awareliess of Gd's omnipresence. 



But it was not long, before 1 was again surpriseà, as it were, with a h h  
Sense of bis love, and a clear sight of the way 1 should walk in ... 1 had such 
a clam Peace, and such an inward intimate Communion with the Lorà, 
that when 1 sat down to work, 1 seemed to be compassed about with the 
immediate Presence of Gd: so that 1 sometimes c r i 4  out, "1 am a child of 
a hudred yean old!" The Lord now taught me many things, and led me 
by a way I had not known (p. 229). 

The first round of depression appas  to have facilitated some development in 

ternis of the positive superego. The abstraction of omnipresence is combined with moral 

directives which manifest, according to her phrasing, as autonomous inspirations: "[I 

haâ] a clear sight of the way I should walk in ... The Lord now taught me many things, and 

led me by a way 1 had not known". In time, howevet, Jenkins falls prey to another 

deptession whose character matches Wesley's description of heaviness. 

The following winter, I fell into grievous distress of Soul, that 1 cannot 
describe; neither did anyone I convemd with, understand me. I was not 
in Doubt or Fear: but the enemy suggested grievous things to me. I find 
some have been in the sarne way since. Now I know Satan had me, to sifi 
me as wheat. 1 prayed to the Lord, that my faith might not fail; and 1 
found myself willing to bear it as long as the Lord would suffer it (p. 229). 

The specific nature of the depression is not disclosed. What is clear is that the 

ment consolidation of her faith Oves her enough confidence to withstand the enemy's 

"grievous suggestions". Jenkins is both willing and able to receive, or "bear" her 

suffenngs. In accordance with Wesley's description of the middle way, Jenkins permits 

herself to be "sifted as wheat", but does so without falling into doubt and anxiety. Her 

calm resignation in the face of temptation leads to a relatively permanent acquisition of 

the witness. One moming, while listening to a "dear and worthy minister of Christ", 

Jenkins has "an immediate sight of F r ]  savior upon the Cross". 

My sou1 was dinxtly set at Liberty, and 1 went away, praising God with an 
exceeding great joy. I have been many times since under grievous 
temptations: but never like this, not my Delivemce evn so glorious. The 
more 1 see of Jesus' Love, the more I see of my o m  vileness: so that 1 cm 
Say, "Lord thy compassion never fails, and thetefore 1 am not in Hell!" (p. 
229). 



Overall, Jenkins' conversion narrative departs from the Wesleyan nom in at least 

two ways. Fintly. as mentioneà, she experiences two bouts of depression before her 

sense of forgiveness becornes abiding. Secondly, the extracts suggest that her initial 

conversion and post-conversion ecstasies did not specifically articulate the witness of 

pmrdon until she finally beheld the vision of the crucifieâ savior - a vision regularly 

associated with justification. The previous sanctification imagery connected to her 

inflation naturally wnvinced her that the witness had already been given implicitly. 

Jenkins' experience thus corresponds to what 1 have previowly referred to as an 

"incornplete manifestation of the spirit". This, along with the double sequence of 

depression, indicates that some form of resistance was at work in the process. These 

idiosyncratic qualifications aside, Jenkias' struggle with temptation eventually 

culminates in the doctrinally prescribed outcorne. From here on in, she possesses a 

tint-hand conviction that the Lord's compassion "never fails". Although, from time to 

time, she continued to be "grievously ternpteâ", these trials were never as overwhelming 

as those which she had presently undergone. The graduai refinement and stabiiization of 

her emotions, that is, the elimination of the affective swings which typically occur after 

conversion, is accompanied by another phenomena associated with the positive suprego: 

a greater capacity for ambivalence. After her depressions subsided, she was able to 

apprehend her own Vileness", or sin, without loosing sight of the love of Jesus. Lndeed, 

she could now say, "Lord, thy Compassion never fails, and therefore 1 am not in Hell!". 

Thearetic Sommary 

The ecstasies which marked Methodist justification may be regarded as 

sublimations of previously inaccessible representations of positive parental images which 

manifested in the form of abstract ideals. Both the exhilaration of re-establishing a 

consciow rapport with these deeply moving images, and the enonnous relief of 

tempotarily mastmng both the persecutoy and depessive anxieties of the desolation 

phase, led the newly converted to ovedmate theù spiritual status. The intoxicating 



apprehension of religious ideals created the illusion that the self had been pennanently 

altered in their image, and that no M e r  discrepancy rernained baween the ego and the 

ego ideal. Wesley understd this inflation as a confusion between justification and the 

new birth, and entire sanctification. The illusion was fostered by the transient 

disappearance of temptation. Furthemore, Meaiodist autobiographies reveal that 

post-conversion inflation was commody associated with certain "manic" trends 

including loss of sleep and appetite, the exaggerated urgency of the need to convert 

others, and the naive over-estimation of the willingness of othen to be penuaded. 

The characteristics of inflation, which I have designated as "unitive distortions", 

are also indicative of a defense against an inevitable depression or deflation. The 

techniques of ritual mourning utilized during the repentance phase, served to bring an 

unconscious conflict into conscious awareness. The positive pole of the split imago 

became the raw matenal for the formulation of ideals, while the neetive pole of 

representations, those fraught with the painhl legacy of parental authontarianism. 

bereavement and judgment feu, were temporady split off fiom awareness. In most 

instances, it was only a matter of time befoie their influence was re-asserted in the form 

of a renewed depression. Wesley, however, understood that this depression allowed 

believers to exercise their faith, therefore providing yet another oppominity for spiritual 

gmwth. 

By recourse to the aspects of faith that remaineci dimly accessible throughout the 

pend  of heaviness (i.e., the ego enhancing facets of the ego-ideal), believen were 

enabled to strengthen certain facets of their egos. in maintaining what Wesley deemed 

"the middle way", a state of relatively poised equanimity between emotional denial and 

depressive breakdown, and in refusing to mollify the depression by niming to profane 

distractions, believers acquired new abilities in the area of impulse control. An interna1 

dialectic came into play. The creation of structures which coincided with the imperatives 

of the ego ideal in mm garnered a constant sense of superep approval, which in 



theological terms is the permanent witness of pardon. The ego, in actively demonstrating 

its austworthiness to its ideals (a procedure assisted by the fading allure of those very 

ideals), mis rewarded by a reciprocal conviction in the goodness and reliability of the 

superego. Thus, the various psychic gains which were made by undergoing the trial of 

heaviness - the pmanency of the witness and a strengthening of the h i t s  (the balancing 

of the affections, the composure of mind etc.) - resulted in a further mitigation of the 

split imago, a decrease of ambivalence, doubt, mistration and anger. 



CHAPTER 7 

TEE PRACTICE OF TEE PRESENCE 

In 19.13, Poincare outliaed four stages of the cnative process which he deemed 

investigation, impasse, illumination, and verification (in Fauteu, 1994, p. 230). 

lncorpomting a dialectic between c011scious and unconsciow foms of mentai activity, 

this sequence became a paradign fot depth psychological approaches to the problem of 

inspiration. A decade later, Wallas (1926)- who introduced what is perhaps the best 

known stage model of creativity, identified four specific phases similar to the 

classifications listed by hispredecessor: preparation, incubation, illumination and 

verification. Dunng preparation, a problern is idcntified and the conxious mind garnea 

as much material as possible to fmd a solution. When a satisfactory answer cm not be 

fomulated, current hypotheses are pushed to a limit until their possibilities are 

exhausted, and the probkm is temporarily put aside. The ideas are then incubated outside 

.of awareness, where a novel solution is developed and passively revealed to 

consciousness in a moment of illumination. When the idea initially appears, it is 

accompanied by an enthsiastic feeling of certainty. In the final phase of verification, 

consciousness resumes an active role: ". ..the sense of certainty yields to critical anaiysis 

and the inspirations are re-examined, tested, and revised, d e d ,  or othenvise employed 

in conscious reasoning and behavior" (Merhir. 1999b, pp. 147-148). 

Wallas' model essentially pertained to intellectml problems. Influenced in part by 

James' work on the relation between nligious illuminations and subconscious activity, 

Batson and Ventis (1 982) orgw that Wallas' stages apply eqdly  well to the reslution 

of personai anci existential poblems. Focusing primarily on the m g e m e n t  of 

cognitive representations of reality, the former transfurmed the latter's categories into the 

following: existential crisis, self-suneder, new vision, a d  new life. Batson's and 

Ventis' commentary on the new life is of pticular interest They write, "Analogous to 



Wallas' verification stage, a dramatic shifl in reality should work to produce a dnunatic 

shifi in behavior as well. In thwlogical tenns, "revelaiion should lead to sunci,fication " 

(emphasis odkd; p. 85). 

Fauteu's study of the reparative na- of unitive states (1994) advances the 

same view. The work relies heavily cm Kris' notion of "regression in the service of the 

egow (1952) which, in him, is also inéebteâ to Wallas' model. In short, b i s  cleimed that 

in healthy instances of creativity, the ego voluntarily tegresses so that secondary process 

thinking may be imaginatively reconfigund by the non-rational play of the primary 

process. K n s  diainguished two s t a p  of creativity: inspiration and elabontion. With 

respect to the latter, Fauteux writes, 

The inspiration stage of creativity is prevented fiom .disintegrating into 
childish fixation or feai throu$h the artist's expression of that which was 
inspirational. Kris called this the "elaboration" stage of 
creativity.. .Though expressing or elaborating what inspired her, the artist 
lifts what she exprienced out of the precarious unconscious and away 
h m  the fixation or psychosis. She expresses her experience in a 
particular medium, and in the process gives shape to or "grabs hoM of' - 
-rather than feeling overwhelmed by - the possibly disturbing or 
uncontrollable unconscious processes (p. 1994,89-90). 

Echoing Batson's and Ventis' discussion of the new life, Fauteux undencores the 

idea that the inspiration phase, which when applied to contemplative practices 

corresponds to ecstatic illuminations and mystical union, aust .be actively engaged and 

systematically elabocated upon in orkr to be repmtive ( 1994, p. 1 58-1 9 1 ). The raw 

materials of the illuminations-are subsequently recniited by the reality orientation of the 

secondary process; their meanings are rationally clerified and differentiated, then finally 

applied to worldly practice. 

All of  k s e  variations of Poincm's original cotegories delineate a. bdarnentai 

ecstusies is n a  tram$ontialive in und of iiseff(cf. Ddcman, 1967). Although it may 

provide periods.of temporary integration (or pseudo-integration, depending upon the 



degree of distortion), in most instances, M e r  work is essential if long tem psychic 

change and healing is to occur. Indeed, Starbuck, at the tum of the century, had already 

stated as much. He porûays conversion as "the opening up of an ideol that bas to be 

actuslised - a vivid foietaste of a life that may become one's own" (emphesis added; 

19 1 1, p. 354). "Conversion is most muent1 y an awakening to some mith; but it is e 

tnrth which is yet only perceived und bus not yet been worked over into conducr. It 

temains for the persan to make at least a fiaction of the ideal a part of hirnself - to grow 

towards it" (emphasis added; pp. 363-364). For Starbuck, the intervening translation, or 

"elaboration" of truth into conduct, constitutes the essence of sanctification. 

Again, both Maslow and Merkur insist that peak experiences and 

self-actualization are independent variables that can be differentiated on the bais of 

Freud's distinction between "insight" and "working through". For Freud, these ternis 

refei primarily to repressed instinctual derivatives stemming fiom the id. ln line with 

notion that superego materials may also be resisted Merkur argues that the manifestation 

of ego ideals during conversion is separate from their prospective integration within the 

ego, or more specifically, "within the sense of self' ( 19%a, p. 2). 

Maslow portrays these distinctions along phenomenological lines. Peak 

experiences are "'poignant emotional discharges" analogous to "sexual orgasm" (Quoted 

in Knppner, 1 972, p. 1 13). Chnnrterized by an "autonomie burst", they are climactic 

and transient (p. 1 13), and therefore linked to dramatic emotional shifts: "The ascending 

to a great height sort of implies the descendhg into a valley ..." (p. 114). In eontnisf the 

"plateau experîence" is a "precipitation" of the fonner. "This type of consciousness has 

cemin elements in conunon with pcak experience - awe, mystery, surprise, and esthetic 

shock. These elements are present, but are constant rather than climactic" (p. 1 13). The 

plateau experience involves a simultuieous ncognition of the minculous and the 

ordinary - that which is cornmon place becomes "mythic, poetic and symbolic" (p. 1 13). 



However, in contrsst to the spontaneous fervor of pecik experiences, Plateau experiences 

are inhemitly serene, and voluntanly inducod. 

Anothet aspect I have noticed is that it's possible to sit and look at 
something miraculous for an hou and enjoy every second of it. On the 
other hmâ, you can't have an hour long orgasm. In this sense, the plateau 
type of experience is better. -It has a great advantage, so to spcalr, over the 
climactic, the orgasm, the peak (p. 114). 

It is far more voluntary then peak expenence are. Orne cm leam to see in 
uiis Unitive way almost at will. It then becornes a witnessing, an 
appreciating, what one mi@ cal1 a serene cognitive 
blissfulness ... .(Maslow, 1970, p xiv). 

Pahnke suggests that the plateau experience is  an outcome of personal growth, 

while the peak expenence serves "as an openef' (Quoted in Krippner, 1972, p. 1 18). 

This view is s h e d  by Maslow. 

A transient glimpse is certaidy possible in the peak-experiences...to take 
up residence on the high plateau of unitive coiisciousness, that is another 
matter altogether. That tends to be a lifelong effo rt... The "spiritual 
disciplines", both the classical ones and the new ones that keep on being 
discovered these days, d l  take time, work, discipline, study, cornmitment 
(Maslow, 1970, p. xvi). 

The plateau experience represents "the way the world looks if the mystic 

experience really takes" (Quoted in Knppner, 1972, p. 1 15). All of the feanires which 

Maslow places at the forefront - sustained effort, persona1 growth, volition, calrn, the 

sirnultaneousi perception of the sacred and the ordinary (cf Cleary and Shapiro, 1995) - 
parailel the notion that ecstatic insights have, overtime, become incorporated into the 

ego. They -are harmoNzed both in terms of percepaon (i.e., rdity testing) and will. 

Maslow States, 

If your mystical experience changes your life, you go about your business 
as the great mystics did For ewmple, the great saints could have mystical 
nvelations, but a h  codd run a monastay. You can nin a grocery store 
and pay the bills, but still cany on tbis sense of witnessing the world in the 
way you did in the grrat moments of mystic percepion (Qwted in 
Knppner, 1972, pp. 1 15-1 16). 



As we shall see, the ability to "carry on this serise of witnessing" while 

pemcipating in worldly endeavom, is an exact description of 'Vie practice of the 

presence", the perfkction of which Wesley regardeci es the c m  of sanctification. In this 

-te, one's everyday activities do not obscure or "dissipate" (1 984-87, m: pp. 1 17-1 25) 

the illumination, but, on the contrary, become an inherent part of its expression. For 

Wesley. the practice of the pnsence, a discursive meditation which requires one to 

irnaginatively maintain a sense of God's immediate proximity in al1 things. is key to the 

final phase of spiritual development. It may be likened ro the elahration or working 

through stage ofthe crealivity sequence. Indeai, al1 of the discreet stages in Wesley's 

m&l may be, more or less, msonably aligned with those identified by Batson and 

Ventis. The desolation phase, which cornes to a decisive close when, in spite of their 

aggression and atlxiety, individuals can give themseives over to God, subsumes both 

categories of "existential crisis" and "self-sunender". The passive emergence of unitive 

ideals during justification coincides with "new vision" (e.g., the creative solution), while 

the practice of the ptesence, in combination with another type of rneditation - 
introspective sel f-examination, or "watching" - corresponds to "new li fe". 

In the Wesleyan tradition, sanctification entails the elimination, or the working 

through of "sinfil" desires fueled by aggression and narcissistic pnde. They are replaced 

by an altruistic sewibility, which, when actively punued and realized in daily practice, 

instills a deep faeling of satisfaction. in short, ail of the psychic benefits that are gleaned 

by the ego's achial confomity to a set mors1 standards is so much more emotionally 

gratifjmg than the repetitive fiustratîom and painful self-recriminations thaî stem fiom a 

persistently conflicted attachment to punitive objects. It is primarily through the 

systematic use of the practice of the pnsence and introspection., two techniques which 

are bound to an dl-inclusive style of persona1 oonduct, that the final phase of coming to 

pips with the moâal traumas of chilâhood is brwght to bear. 



But how exady is this procedure effected? We are already familiar with the 

axiomatic notion that peak experiences associated with conversion are subsequently used 

to achieve furtha spiritual growtb. Thus Wesley mites, "lt is plain, al1 these h i t s  of 

love are means of increasing the love fiom which they sping; and of consequence they 

increase our happiness in the same propaion" (1 984-87, III: p. 190). Similarly, 

Maddox's study of Wesleyan theology emphasizes the cwperant nature of p c e .  or the 

dialectic between the passive reception of the spirit and active responsibility on the part 

of the bel iever. 

Another way that Wesley expressed his conviction of the vital contribution 
of tempen to actions was that holiness must become a "habituai 
disposition of the heart" if it is to be manifest in out lives. Such language 
warrants the ment claim of severa l Wesley scholars that his mode[ of 
Christian life is best pomyed in tenns of a "character ethic" or 'lime 
ethic", wbere meaninfil moral actions are grounded in nurtured 
inclinations (character dispositions). The cruciai implication of this ciuim 
is thot Wesley 's "holy rempers " would not simply be infued &y God '.Y 
sanctrjling grace in imtan~uneous compieteness; they would be 
akveioping realtties, strengthened und siwped by our respunsibie 
poriiciption in the empowering grace of G d  The dimension ofu 
gruciuui "growth in grace " would be intcgrol to sonct~ficution (emphesis 
added; 1994, p. 1 79). 

In terms of unitive thinking, so central to the experience of grace, we find that 

Fauteux's understanding of the transfomative potential of mystical states, and the way 

they are utilized to ovetcome b'&velopmental failures", is extremely gemme to the 

Methodist material. Even though, in one sense, his mode1 is theoretically questionable 

(i.e., he continues to adhere to an outrndeâ ego-pbychological view of mysticism as a 

tegression to an early period of symbiotic unity ktween i h t  and mother), Feuteux's 

explantation of the therapeutic dimension of mitive experience is insightfùl. Ecstatic 

unity is viewed in Winnicotian ternis as a "hdding environment" (Winnicot, 197 1, p. 

238) which restores basic trust. Union with Gd, whose beneficence is felt to be abiding 

and reliable, "makes-the pmon feel, as in the holding environment of infancy, that when 



fnistrations and unanticipated problems arise, he cm express the anxiety and previously 

fohidden feelings, and God will not vanish" (Fauteux, 1994, p. 144). In other words, as 

a safe materna1 space, symbiosis is a vehicle thiough which repnssion is diminished and 

"pemicious impulses" can be explored. Like Rammage on Methodist conversion (1 967, 

p. 234), Fauteux makes use of a clinical enalogy. He argues that the establishment of a 

symbiotic "self-object" relationship with the therapist produces sufficient courage to 

confiont and resolve "repressed confiicts and hidden needs" (1994, p. 147). This is 

ensured by the assurance that the therapist "will not judge, condemn, and especially not 

abandon [the patient] for expressing the secret feelings. ..he previously resisteû". In much 

the same way, the individual's psychic representation of God as an object of transference 

(cf Rimto, 1979, p. 87- 173). helps "rid the ego of its defensive resistance to 

unconscious processes" (Fauteux, 1994, p. 147). Interestingly, Fauteu points out that 

even Freud acknowledged a connation between mystical practices and psychoanalytic 

technique: 

Certain practices of the mystics may succeed in unsettling the normal 
relations between the different regions of the mind, so that, for example, 
the perceptual system becomes able to grasp the relations in the deeper 
layer of the ego and in the id which would othenvise be inaccessible to 
it ... w e  must admit that the thenpeutic efforts of psychoanalyses have 
chosen much the same method of approach (quoted in Fauteux, pp. 
147- 148). 

On the one hand, Fautew's argument dovetails rathcr elegmtly with Wesley's 

pomyal of the final stage of spiritual maturation. The latter states that the permanence 

of the witness is the very condition through which believers are embled to engage in an 

exercix thet is, for al1 intents and purposes, equivalent to a process of dynarnic uncovery, 

or, as Freud puts it, gnsping "the relations in the deeper layer of the w~:onscious ...". The 

durability of pardon, or the individuai's wnviction thet G d  will not condemn and 

abandon, promotes a m e r  discovery of hemofore ineEcessible matmals. Recall tbat, 



for Wesley, the receiving of the "continu1 witness" of pardon convinces believen that 

"they are the childm of Gd' (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 3 13). 

Then they are indeed meek and gentle and teachable, even as a little child. 
And now first do they see the ground of their heart, which G d  before 
would not dixlose unto hem, lest the çoul shouîd fail kfwe him, and the 
spirit which he had made. Now they see al1 the hiddea abominations 
there, the depths of pride, self-will, and hell; yet having the wibiess in 
themselves: thou art an heir of God, a joint-heir with Christ; even in the 
midst of this fiery triai, whch continually heightens both the strong sense 
they then have of their inability to help themselves and the inexpressible 
hunger they feel ofter a hi11 renewal in his image, in righteomess and 
true ho[ iness (p. 3 1 3 ). 

Yet, for al1 its ment., Fauteux's study lecks any specific data on how the 

technique of uncovery is actually accomplished. The omission raises a crucial question 

in bat, unlike the clinical situation, the religious object of transfemce is not a separate 

person but an intemal constituent of the believer's own psyche. An examination of 

Wesley's treatment of the practice of the presence allows us to fil1 in this missing gap. 

Before doing so, however, we need to undemand the general characteristics of the 

technique, and how it i s  represented by contemplatives outside of the Methodist tradition, 

al1 of whose writings predated and thus idluenced Wesley. 

The Practice of the Pruence 

The practice of the presence is a meditation technique in which one imaginatively 

summons a continual sense of Gd's k ing  in and through al1 things. It is typically 

portrayed as a f m  of "recollection", a "resituating ofthe self toward Gd' (Maas, 1990, 

p. 259). All the disparate strands of events and circumstances are reconceptuslized as 

oppomaiities .for a rnemingful and thus, providentiel dialogue with the divine. The best 

known treatment of the technique, one which Wesley himself studied and included in bis 

voluminous Christian Library, is entitled The Pracfice of the Presence of G d  (1977). 

This is a fiagmentaq compilation of letters and other writings by Brother Lawrence of 

the Resunection,. a 17th century Fmch CmeIite monk. In it, he portrays the meditation 



as a "constant conversation" with God (Delaney, 1977, p. 28 ), an exercise which 

"penneates" every moment of the day so that "al1 we do becornes prayer" (Nouwen, 

1977, p. 12). The practice is inherently object related in that it promotes an intense 

attachment to an imaginative and invisible presence. 

[Brother Lawrence explained] thet we needed only to know God 
intimately present in us, to address ounelves to Him at every moment, to 
ask His Aid, to discern His will in doubtful things, and to do well those 
things we see clearly He is demanding of us, offering hem to Him before 
doing them and giving Him thanks for having done them for Hirn after we 
have done thmi... (8rother Lawrmce] found the best way of mching God 
was by doing ordinary tasks, which he was obliged to perfom under 
obedience, entirely for the love of God and not for the human anitude 
toward them (Lawrence of the Resunection, 1977, pp. 4849). 

To my knowledge, there has been no study of the histolcal transmission of the 

practice in major Western traditions. Although, for example, the Carmelites viewed it as 

an extension of St. Paul's injunction to "pray w'th out ceasing" (1 Thess. 5: 17; Maas. 

1990, p. 259), there is no solid evidence to suggest that he was actually refemng to the 

same practice which Brother Lawrence, aiong with the Quietist writers, St. Ignatius of 

Loyola, Jeremy Taylor and others describe. Thetefore, in lieu of a formai geneaiogy, 1 

have collated materials from a series of texts within the Christian tradition. in order to 

identify the main phenomenological featwes of the practice of the presence, and to 

pinpoint some notable variations in technique. 

With the exception of the Quietistic approach, which coupled the practice with 

b'stillness", or the trance based cessation of al1 activity (cf. Molinos, 1883, p. 43, 106). the 

majority of writers incorporate the exercise into the bustk of ordinary dail y activities. 

Brother Lawrence writes, 

1 adored Hirn as oAen as 1 could, keeping mymind in His holy presence 
and recalling it as oîlen as it wandered ... 1 did this âuring the day as often 
as I did it during the formal time specificaily set aside for pmyer; for at al1 
times, at every hou, at every moment, even in the busiest times of my 



work, 1 bonished and put away fiom my mind everyth,ng capable of 
diverting me fiom the thaught of God (1977, p. 87). 

Thus, in as much as the meditation promotes a mild altemate state resembling 

Maslow's plateau experience, which is then perpetuated even as one goes about one's 

life, the practice of the presence may k classed as a form of reverie. The continued 

involvement of what Shor refers to as the "basic reality orientation" ( 1 972a; l972b), of 

the various core ego hctions which, in states of hypnotic c c e ,  are subject to 

repiession, has crucial implications for Wesley's particuiar use of the practice. Not only 

does nverie maintain an object related stance towards the extemal world, the ego 

remains fiee to engage in lucid introspection. a procedure which is essential to Wesley's 

working through process. 

In virtuaîly al1 of the treatments which I have sweyed, the authors refer to the 

gradual refinernent, or, to use cognitive terminology, "automatization" of the properly 

recollected state of mind. In the beginning, the concentrative act of sustaining the sense 

of presence is staggered and fragmented. Mental distractions interfere with the continuity 

of attention. Again and again, one m u t  deliberately draw one's focus back to the 

exercise. Over time, however, penistence in these efforts is rewarded by a relatively 

effoitless and uninterrupted sense of the pmence. This refinement is adduced by 

Lorenzo Scupoli, a 16th century Italian Priest. 

There is yet another form of prayer, which is called standing in the 
presmce of God, when the man who p y s  is wholly concenüated in his 
h m  and inwardly contemplates God as king p m n t  to him and within 
him ... Such a state cornes when a man homes  deeply immersed in prayer 
by word, mind and heart I/o man prqs in the right way o w o r  a long 
tirne, these states corne to him more and more o>en andfindfy thzs stute 
con become permanent; then it is caUed walking before G d  and is 
constant pruyer (emphasis added; quoted in Cohen and Phipps, 1992, p. 
1 O). 

The following series of cornmon cbaracteristics demonstrate wbat al1 authors 

regard as the spifitually beneficial effects of the practice. For our purposes, it should be 



noted that these categories have distinct affinities with fwctions of the positive superego: 

self-soothing, selflobsewation, the capacity to sustain loss and solitude. and the ability to 

feel gratitude, as ml1 as concem for others. This again has obvious implications for 

Wesley's approach, since the practice of the presence leads to a M e r  consolidation of 

ego ideals. Moreover, Lee and Martin, writing from a self-pychological perspective, 

state that the practice cm provide a wholesome self-object experience which facilitates 

the growth of  self-replating structures: "...the subjective experience of having a 

nourishing, sustaining presence 'inside' seems to have brought great comfort and been of 

imrneasurable help to countless human beings thtoughout history" ( 199 1, p. 244). "Suc h 

a phrase 'as the presence of Goci"', they continue, "often seen as pious posing and not 

easily understood by penons in a secdar age, seems to have been ii religious way of 

expressing the valuable experience of structuralization" (pp. 244-245). 

The exercise is typically seen as a means of calming the mind and centering one's 

attention. Jeremy Taylor, the 17th century Anglican divine, States that "it helps to 

recollection of mind, and refrains the scatterings and looseness of wandering thoughts" 

( 1857, p. 39). This 1s especially so when the practice becomes automatized. For 

example, according to Lorenzo Scupoli, 

Frequent repetition, becoming established, collects the mind into one, 
standing in the presence of the Lord. Establishing this order within is 
accompanied by w m t h  of heart and by byepeIIing other thoughts, even 
simple and not only passiohate ones (emphasis added; 1963, p. 1 59). 

Invoking the xnse of presence presupposes the idea that one is king obsewcd by 

God. In his spintual exercises, St. Ignatius, who refers to the practice as the 

"'contemplation to attain love7', provides the followiag instruction: "Here it is to see 

myself as standing bcfore God our Lord, and also before the angels and saints, Who are 

interceeding for w" (1 992, p. 94). Taylor mites, 

... in these and al1 other a n s  of oui lives we always stand before Goâ, 
acting, and speaking, and.thinkirig in his presence, and that it matters not 



that our conscience is sealed with secrecy, since it lies open to Gad it will 
concem us to behave ourselves carefully, as in the presence of our Judge 
(1857, pp. 3-4). 

Taylor's extnict shows that the fmtsi~y of God's scmtiny becornes naturaIly 

digned with self-observation and increases critical aweness of one's actions. 

Commenting on Brother Lawrence, Maas explains that not ody is the "sod's gaze 

humbly and tnisdully f ~ e d  on W. one also places oaeself before the "suptemely 

patient and Ioving" gaze of the almighty ( 1990, p. 26 1 ). "This. meant that nothing 

[Brother Lawrence] said or did could be separated or hidden fkom God: conversely, 

everything he did became pan of that Divine-human dialogue" (p. 16 1). Moreover, 

In the case of recollection, it is particularly easy to see how the practice of 
this prayer ... over a pend of time would begin to have ethical 
consequences ...Are there things you would do,alone that you would 
definitely not do in the presence of othen? What would it mean, 
practically speaking, to !ive as if you w e ~ e  perpetuaIIy.companioned by 
infinite Love? Doesn't it seem reasonable to expect that the more 
recollected we are, the more likely the quality of our actions will be 
affected? (p. 263). 

Divine presence promotes a clearer sensitivity to matters of providence. Feeling 

themselves to be at al1 times enveloped by God's beneficent embrace. beljevers attain a 

heighteneâ sense of cornfort, trust, and protection. Brother Lawrence, for exarnple, 

shows how the practice of the presence provided confidence and a conviction of 

cornpetence in perfoming di ficult ~ k s .  

[He explained that] he had tecently been sent to Burgundy to buy wine, 
that t h s  was difficult for him since he hid no head for business matten, 
was lame in one leg and could not get about on the boat except by 
hobôling from one cask to mother but that he had kt none of this bother 
him...That he said to God chet it was His business he was on, and that 
afterwards he fomd out everything went smoothîy and he had done well. 
That the pevious year he was sent to Auvergne for the same purpose; that 
he did not L w w  how the business was accomplished, but accomplished. it 
was and very well indead (1 977, p. 4 1 ) 



... when he had outside business to attend to. he did not think of it ahed of 
time, but when it was the  to Eake action ... God showed him, as in a 
m h r ,  what he shodd do. That for some tirne he had km pmuing this 
course of not expcting dificulties; that before experïencing God's 
prompt aid in his flairs he had wonieâ about ülem ahead of time (p. 46). 

For Francis Fenelon, a French Quietist of the 17th centuty, the practice expels 

obsessional pteoccupation with ineviEable ternptations, thereby restoring mental 

The second nile is, when tempted, always to tum to God, and not disquiet 
owsclves by considering whether we have not a l r d y  in part consented, 
so as to intempt the immediate tendency of heart to God. By examining 
too closely whether we have not been guilty of some infidelity, we run the 
risk of k ing  again involved in the temptation ...& pmctice of rhe 
presence O/ Gd. is o f d l  others the m m  sovereign remedy, it coni/ots, 
supports and caIm us: we must not be surprised even at the most 
shameful temptations (emphasis added; 1822, pp. 162- 163). 

Thus, as Taylor shows, the sense of presence is re'ied upon as a means of 

enduring al1 manner of hardships. 

[The practice of the presence] produces a confidence in Gad, and 
fearlessness of our enemies, patience in trouble, and hope of remedy, 
since God is so nigh in al1 our sad accidents, he is a disposer of the hearts 
of men and the events of things, he proportions ow trials, and supplies us 
with remedy, and where his rod strikes us, his staff supports us. To which 
we may add this, that God, who is always with us, is  especially by promise 
with us in tribulation, to twn the misery into a mercy, and that our greatest 
trouble may becorne out advantage by entitling us to a new manner of the 
Divine presence ... he is with us in our nrtural actions to presme us, in ow 
recreations to restrain us, in our public actions to appiaud or reprove us, in 
our private to observe us, in our sleeps to watch by ~ ~ ( 1 8 5 7 ,  pp. 
3 5-36), 

In the foregoing passage, the notion that God "proportions our trials" reveals how 

the sense of presence provides a selfabject hction by e ~ b l i n g  the individual to tolemte 

the stresses that stem fiom a variety of di ficul ties and misfornuies. Because it i s  

coamcted to an idealizing transference, the presence assists in enabhg one to contain 

anâ process disorsanipng emotions, CO fecl thst they are manageable, or "pfoportional" 



to one's own psychic capncities (cf Kohut, 1977). Tk same principal is found in Btother 

Lawrence's work. 

No matter what troubles and ills come our way, they are to be willingly 
and indeed joyously endured since they come from God, and G d  knows 
whst he is doing ... God never tests us beyond our ability to endure and, as a 
matter of fact, bestows upon us graces that will enable us to endun as we 
show our acceptance of whatever He sen& our way (p. 28). 

Here we see how the exercise promotes a "synchronistic" state of mind by 

tiansposing the significance of events into personally meaninghrl instances of providence 

(Merkur, 1999, p. 1 50). Events are viewed as expressions of divine intentionality, a 

dialogical address or invitation to Mfill the will of God. Faber traces the subjective 

perception of meaningful coincidences back to early infancy: "...the first and most 

sipificant synchronici~ that we experience as humans is rooted in the caretaker's ability 

to be there (in time), as the infant expresses his discornfort. When the caretaker meets 

the infant's needs, answen the infant's fiutration, affective athuiement results.. ." ( 1996, 

p. 106). Similarly, an experience of divine-human amuiement ensues when one's 

and ills" are viewed as spiritual opportunitics apportioned by W. This 

modifies feelings of frustration and anxiety. When one extrapolates the sense of presence 

to al1 persons. places and things, untoward circumstances are then situated within a larger 

self-oôject milieu, thereby creating the ""graces that wilI enable us to endure". For 

example, Scupoli mites, 

...urge (youiseifl to feel that the affliction you saer  at this moment is 
either a means by which the Lord puts you to the test, or a purifling 
penance He imposes on you, or that He presses you to repent ... As soon as 
the kart begins to have one swh feeling, the p i n  immediately 
abates ... These fwlings in the woubled heart are os oil on the waves of the 
sea: the waves are stilled and tbere is great calm ... I do not mean that 
feelings of sonow will never asdl  you: they will corne, but will rt once 
tetreat, as waves h m  a rnightydiff (1963, p. 100) 

The pmctice alsoenables one to deal with grief over las. In one of his Ietten, 

Brother Lawtence writes, 



If Mi. de N- con take advantage of the bss he has d e m i  and put his 
mist completely in Gd, He will soon give hh another fiiend more 
powerfiù and more favorably inclined.. .tW &n of God, by day, by 
night, in al1 your pussuits and duties; even during your recreations (1977. 
82). 

By emphasizing the theme of ceaseless companionship, Maas argues that the 

exercise can serve as a means to overcome loneliness and fears of abandonment. Al1 of 

one's expenences are lovingly s h e d  and mirrored by a divine other who is experienced 

as an "endless oouroe of delight and wonder" (1990, p. 263-264). This idea is particularly 

significant given the pwalence of sepration and benavement issues among the early 

Methodist population. For example, Bowlby ( 1980, pp. 16 1, 166-1 67) clairns that in 

some cases of unresolved-mowning the lost object is experienced in the f m  of a 

palpably.felt presence. Methodist autobiographies attest to ecstasies involving the 

intellecnial vision of presence which occur spontaneously during periods of loss or 

separation from loved mes (e.g., Aminion Moge-ine, 1795, p. 266; Carvosso, 1 83 5 ,  pp. 

57, 103-106). Thus, the practice of the presence may have been particulsrly arnenable to 

individuals whose capacity to be alone was compromised by undue separation anxiety. 

Finally, the exercise fosters an almiiaic regard for others. ln his Spiritual 

Exerst:es, St. fgnatius des~ribes a prayer which he refers to as the "Contemplation to 

Attain Love". The prayer, which is commonly refared to by Jesuits as the practice of the 

presence, is a discursive meditation done while sense petceiving the environment. It is 

used on a short tem b i s  during the intense process of an Ignatian retreat. St. Ignatius' 

insmntions accentuate the cultivation of gratitude. 

Lwe consists in a muhial communication benmai the two pems.  That 
is, the one who loves &es and commiaicates to the belovd what he or 
she has.. .and the beloved in renim does the same to the lover. . . h h  shores 
with the otber ... 1 will cal1 back in0  my memory t& gifts 1 have received - 
my creation, redenrption, and d e r  gifts perticular to myself. 1 will 
ponder with deep .ffacton bow much God our Lotd has âone for me, and 
how much he has given me of what he possesses...I will consider how God 
labors and works for me in al1 the creatutes on the face of the earth ... 1 wilI 



consider how ail good things and gifts descend from above.. . ( 1992, pp. 
94-95). 

Scupoli makes the m e  point. He writes, 

And the place to receive and stem [Gd's] blessings in you is a grateful 
heart...Giving heed to my words, you will ask: 'How cm 1 set the feeling 
of gratitude alight in myself and always keep it?" Examine dl God's 
favon to mankind - to our race - and to you yourself, and go over them 
hquentl y in your thought. rehearsing them in your memory . . . ( 1 963, p. 
181). 

As mentioned, Maas contends that dwelling in the continuel presence of another 

has ethical consequences. 

... the changes that occur are much more Iikely to be small and subtle ones: 
fewer outbwts of temper, more fiequent impulses to offer help to 
someone in need, a willingness to show warmth when you would prefer to 
give the coM shodder. nie resources for giving more love don? come 
nom within us; they come as a consequence of our dwelling in the 
presence of Love, and the more we dwell in this presence, the fieer we are 
from OUT own emotional responses (1990, p. 363). 

Because divine presence can be undentood as a self-object transference, as a 

partially pmjected or externalid superego, the practice also promotes a certain Qgree 

of ngessive dependency which centers on the necessity of sunendenng to Goâ. The 

develapment of trust is commonly asociated with an ail-embracing reliance upon God, 

and the disavowal of autonorny. The extent of the regression, however, diffen according 

to the varying emphases of particuiar writen, not to mention the personalities of the 

pactitionen themselves. Furthemore, a distinction should be mode between actual loss 

of autonomy in the behavioral sphere, and a subjective shift in one's identity and 

self-perception. In the latter case, individuals m y  objectively retain their autonomy, but 

view their actions in depeadent terms, as predicated upon the men& given by the 

Spirit). Finally, in both James' (1 985, pp. 53-77) and Merhir's (1999, pp. 95- 102) 

pbenomenological sweys of the sense of pnsence, there is no overt indication of this 



kind of regression. We must therefore conclu& that the phenornenon is an independent 

variable that is not infiinsic to the sense of piesence. 

The compromise of autonomy is especiaily appmnt in Brother Lawrence's 

treatment of the practice: 

[According to B rother Lawrence, one mut] abandon onesel f corn pletel y 
to God. Over and over in his letters and conversations he stresses the 
importance ofcomplete trust and conf5dence in Gd's  goodness and 
mercy. "We must trust God once and for dl and abandon ouselves to hirn 
alone", "It is necessary to put our complete trust in Goci," ' k e  should 
surrender ounelves in things temporal and in things spiritual, entirely and 
with wmplete abandonment to Gd', "we have a God of infinite goodness 
who knows what we neeù" are just a sampling of the exhortations nmning 
throughout the entire work (Delaney, 1977, p. 28). 

[Brother Lawrence's] instructions to "act very simply with God, and speak 
to hirn frankly, while asking His help in things as they occur", are a blow 
to our sense of maturity, independence, and self.esteem. It is as if the cal1 
to recollection were a cal1 to a naive and unsophisticatd "littleness" 
(Maas, I W O ,  p. 264). 

The regressive dimension appears to be bound up with the dynamics of unitive 

distortions. For Brother Lawrence, dependence is tied to innate sinfulness. Although he 

places special emphasis on God's infinite mercy and willingness to forgive, his 

experience of the presence is, nevertheless, overdetemimd by a sense o f  p i l t  which 

sipificantly compromises his self-regard. 

. ..my sou1 has been with God for more than thuty years.. .yet I think it IS 
proper t b t  I ifidkate to you how I consider nryselfto be before God who I 
consider as nry King. 
1 regard myself as the mou wmcbed of al1 men, stinking and covered with 
sores, and as one who has committed all sorts of crimes against his King 
( 1977, p. W). 

In this instance, guilt proâuces an abject fom of depndence, an affective 

addiaion, as it were, to God's sustainiagpresence: "and while 1 am thus with hirn 1 fear 

nothing; kit  the least niming away nom him is heM for me" (pp. 6 1-62). 



As far as variations in technique are concemed, all of the authois, with one 

excepion, portray the presence in a deciddy benevolent light. There is no overt 

articulation of W s  punitive and othenvise f e m m e  quolities. However, this is not 

entirely so with Jeremy Taylor. Although he makes a point ofstating that God's mercy 

ultimately 'Mumphs" over his justice ( 1  857, p. 47), he also recommends that one 

solernnly contemplate God's judgment and his m t h .  in contrast to other descriptions of 

the practice, Taylor plaidy condones anxiety as one of several emotions which ptomote 

holy living. 

And certainly, if men would always acnially consider, and really esteem 
this truth, that G d  is the great Eve of the World, always watching over 
our actions, and an mer-open Ear to hem ail our words, and an unweurted 
Am ever lified up to crush a sinner imo min, it would be the readiest way 
in the world to make sin to cease fiom among the children of men.. .This 
thought by being fiequent will make an habituai dread, and reverence 
towards God, and fear in al1 thy actions. For it is a grrat necessity and 
engagement to do unblameribly, when we act before the Iudge, who is 
inj4IIible in his sentence, ail-howing in his information, severe in his 
anger, powerjùi in his providence, and intoierabIe in his wrath and 
indignation (pp. 33-34). 

Secondly, for the majority of writets, the practice o f  the presence is a discursive 

exerci se whic h requires an imaginative elaboration of t houghts and inspirations 

concerning the ever presnt king of God. For the most part, one's consciousness 

remains alen and diligent1 y engaged with exteml reality. Consquent4 y, the meditation 

fosters a. transitional bled  of intemal and extemal worlds. By recourse to their own 

intemal representations of deiîy, praotitioners reflect on d 1 aspects of reality as 

manifestatimons of  the divine. For example, St. lgnatius writes, 

I will consider how God dwells in creatureq in the elements, giving them 
existence; in the plants, giMng them life; in the animais, giving thern 
sensation; in human beings, giving hem intelligence; and finally, how in 
chis way he dwells also in myself, giving me existence, life, sensation, and 
intelligence; and even fiirther, making me his temple, since I am created 
as l i k e ~ s s  and ixnage of Divine Majesty ... I will consider how God labon 
and warks for me in al1 the creatures on the face of the earth; that is, he 



acts in the meMn of one who is laboring. For exampk, he is working in 
the heavens, elements, plants, fruits, cattle and dl the rest - ginng them 
their existence, conserving k m ,  coacwhg with their vegetative and 
sensitive activities, and so forth (1992, p. 95) 

Taylor instnicts his reaclersin the same way. 

Let evcry thingyou see repmsnt to youi spirit the piesence, the 
excellency and the power of Goû, and let your conversation with the 
creatuns lead you unto the Creator, for so shall your actions be.done more 
frequently with an actwl eye to God's pnsence. by your oAen seing him 
in the @ass of the Creation. In the face of the sun you may see God's 
beauty; in the fire you may feel his heart warrning; in the water his 
gentlenm to refiesh you; he it is that cornforts your spirit when yw have 
taken Cordials: it is the dew of Heaven that makes your field give you 
bread; and the breasts of  God are the bonles that rninister drink to your 
necasities ( 1857, pp.34-35). 

The Quietest writen, on the other band, escbewed die discursive technique. They 

sought to eliminate the will in order to achieve a passive indifference to salvation. For 

this reason, representational thought was vieweâ as counter-productive becaw of the 

immediate link between the seases and bodily desire. Accordhg to the French 17th 

century Quietist, Miguel Molinos, the "most secure" kind of prayer is "abstracted fiom 

the operations of the imagination" (1 883, p. 42). These opemtions are "always exposed 

to the tricks of the &vil, and the extravagances of melancholy and ratiocination, wherein 

the sou1 is easily distracted". The Quietist appropriation of the practice of the presence 

introduced a dissociative and world renouncing component: "Our indifference to the 

affairs of this worià must givc them a dream like quality" (Scupoli, 1978, p. 23). In this 

context, a noRaiscursive prayer was used to induce a stase of hypnotic m e  

chpracterized by the cessation of both thought and bodil y-motor activity . Consider the 

following two extracts &ken fiom Molinos' Spiritua! Guide: 

... but how well is time employed when the sou4 is deaû, dumb, and 
iesigned, in the pesence of Goâ, there without any clatter or distraction to 
recieve the Divine influences (1.883, p. 43). 



The bottom of your souk. you will how,  is the place of out happiness. 
There the Lord shows us wonders. Thete we engulf and lose ourselves in 
the immense ocean of His intinite goodness, in which we ore kept fued 
and immovable.. .(emphasis eddtd; p. 1 06). 

Apart fiom these variations, Wesley's depiction of the practice includes a11 of the 

normative chatacteristics listed above. He too portrayecl the exercise as a discursive 

technique which was appkd to al1 facets of daily activity. The meditation was an 

acquired skill that enhanced selfsbservation, and, with fnquent repetition, evennially 

beeame automatized, or "ceaseless". Moreover, Wesley held thaî the practice nurtured 

the self-regdatory dispositions or traits associated with the h i t s  of the spirit: basic trust, 

mental ealm, confidence and competency; the ability to tolerate loss, altniism and 

gratitude. In the following chapter, we will examine-these, as well as other essential 

featwes of Wesley's rneditative scheme, and show how they facilitated the long tenn 

personality changes associated with sanctification. 



CHAPTER 8 

WATCEING AND PRAYïNG: TEE MEDITATIVE CORE OF 

SANCTIFICATION 

John Wesley's conunitment to prayer and meditation owes largely to the 

influence of his mother (Heitzenrater, 1989, p. 90). As a result of her own Puritan 

background, Susanna Wesley placed great value in "meditation, prayer, self-examination 

and Holy Communion": "In the Puritan circles in which Susanna was reareâ, meditation 

was a hallmark of all serious piety" (Monk, 1966, p. 139). Her father, Dr. Annesley, who 

insisted on the necessity of daily meditation, makes reference to the practice of the 

presence in his devotional writings. He States, "Did you but once a &y ... solemnly place 

your selves in God's presence; beg of him the furing and flowing of your thoughts, that 

your thoughts might be graciously fix'd, yet as graciously enlarged ..." (quoted in Monk, 

1966, p. 140). In letters to her children, it is apparent that Susanna tw was not 

unfamiliar with the practice. For example, in a letter to John's elder brother Samuel, she 

... endeavot to get as deep an impression on your mind as is possible of the 
awful, constant presence of the Great and Holy God. Consider frequently 
that wherever you are, or whatever you are about, he always adverts to 
your thoughts and actions, in order to a funire retnbution. He i s  about our 
bed, and about our paths, and spies al1 our ways. And whenever you are 
tempted to the commission of any sin, or the omission of any duty, make a 
pause, and say to yourself, what am 1 about to do? God sees me (Arminian 
Mugu:ine, 1788, pp. 36-37). 

In the foregoing passage, Susanna's account of the presence is similar to Jeremy 

Taylor's, in that it highlights a certain dread of Gd's "awful" judgment gaze. However, 

she portrays a diffemt aspect of the presence in another letter to John - one that imparts 

a more joyous, as opposed to an admonishing, tone. 



[Gd] is so infinitely blessed, that every perception of His blissful 
presence imparts a vital glahess to the heart. Every degree of approach 
toward Him, is in the same proportion a degree of happiness. And 1 often 
think that were he always present to our minds, as we are present to Him, 
there could be no pain or sense of misery (Anninion Magcine, 1778, pp. 
84-85). 

Fuithemore, both Susanna and her father stressed daily self-introspection, the 

examination of one's conduct and conscience. Like his forebears, John Wesley also 

combined the practice of the pmence with introspection, except that in his mature work 

(Le. his witings after 1738), he urged that the combination of these two techniques be 

avoided until one had received the experimental sign of Gd's j usti Qing pardon. 

Beginning in the midW1720's, the Oxford holy club, founded by John Wesley and 

his brother Charles, relied heavily on various meditation practices as a means to foster 

piety and virtw. At this time, the exercises they employed were mainly introspective, 

and "inextricably tied to the whole process of self-examination" (Heitzenrater, 1989, p. 

100). Via a set of  standardized questions aimed at monitoring one's manners, actions 

and intentions, the Oxford Methodists carefully measured their "holiness" according to 

exemplary standards conveyed in such texts as Jeremy Taylor's Hoiy Lwing and Thomas 

a -Kempis1 The lmitution o/Chr>st (p. 101). The list of daily inquiries included the 

Did 1 in the moming plan the business of the day? 
Have 1 been simple and recollected in everything? 
Have 1 k e n  or seemed angry? 
Have 1 used ejaculations once an hour? (p. 90). 

In addition to the more general and fixed round of daily questions, Wesley 

employed another scheme similar to that found in St. Ignatius' spintual exercises (p. 91). 

Wesley assigned special virtues for eveiy day of the week, each equippcd with a fkther 

class of conesponding questions: 

Sunday : Love of God 
Monday : Love of Man 
Tuesday : Humility 



Wednesday : Mortification and Self&nial 
Thursday : Resi gnation and Meekness 
Friâay : Mortification and Selfdenial] 
Saturday : Thankfulness (p. 9 1 ). 

As Heitzenrater States, ". . .the questions wen designed to use the examination of 

one's performance as a measure of the development of virtw, and thus to gauge the 

inclination of one's heart and affections, an unfailingly inward focus" (p. 91). 

Already in ! 729. Wesley and his group a h  appeared to be engaging in something 

that approximated the practice of the presence. Wesley writes, "...at al1 times and places 

one should make fervent retums to the mind of  God" (quoted in Tuttle, 1989, p. 75). 

However, as his printed semons indicate, it was not until the st.art of the first Methodist 

revival proper ( i .e., 1 73 8 and beyond), that the practice of the presence, as portrayeci, for 

example, by Brother Lawrence, became a prominent feature of Wesley's spiritual vision. 

This may, in pan, be due to the fact that during the height of the first revival, he began to 

publish edited venions of Christian mystical texts (Whaling, 1981, p. IO), many of which 

endorsed the practice as way of achieving unbruken communion with God (Rack, 1989. 

pp. 102-1 03.40 1 ; Tuttle, 1989, pp. 42, 149-1 50). Interestingly, Tuttle argues that it was 

no earlier than 1764 when Wesley began to emphasize "prayer more and more in [the] 

mystical sense as a continuous staie of mind ... as an unintemipted communion - the 

practical result of praying without ceasing" (1989, p. 157). This assertion requires 

qualification. The Greut Privilegc of rhose thut are Born of Guù, a sermon which Wesley 

penned in 1748, is a discussion of how one retains God's pardoning presence once it is 

acquired. Though '?he practice of the prrscnce" does not appear as a specitic locution, 

there can be no doubt that he is pointing to the necessity of the technique as the most 

teliable way of pmerving one's faiüi. For exemple, afier describing how the sou1 

becomes sensible of God's omnipresence, or the "invisible world" which "bencompasses" 

the believer "round about", he goes on to say that this awareness is "continually" 



perpetuated "by love, by prayer, and praise, and thanksgiving" (198487,I: p. 434). in 

the conclusion of the work, Wesley states, 

[nie iife of G d  in the soul] necessarily implies the continuel inspiration 
of God's Holy Spirit: God's bteathing into the sou], and the soul's 
breathing back what it first receives fiom God; a continual action of God 
upon the soul, the re-action of the sou1 upon God; un unceaîing presence 
o f G d ,  the loving pardoning Gcxi, manifested to the heart, and perceived 
by faith; and an unceasing retum of love, praise and prayer ...( emphasis 
added; 1: p. 442). 

In thts passage, the basic fiuidamentals of the practice as a dialogue with the 

"unceasing presence of God" are inscribed through a metaphor of mutual respiration 

between the believer's sou1 and God's Holy Spirit. Tuttle's daim gives the mistaken 

impression that the practice of the presence was not central in Wesley's earlier wnitings. 

In light of the evidence, I argue that the discrepancy is tenninological. If we define the 

practice ftom a purely phenornenological stand point, it is plain that Wesley endorsed it 

pnor to 1764. We mut keep in mind that he distinguished between various kinds of 

prayer: pnvate, public, ejaculatory, petition, intercession, thanksgiving and 

contemplation (Heitzenmter, 1989, p. 98; Trickett, 1989, p. 364). Given his rejection of 

Quietistic modes of contemplation, it is understandable that he at fint refrained fiom 

dubbing the practice as a "continual prayer", for fear that it would inadvertently condone, 

by association, the passivist and other-worldly nature of Quietist ideology. 

Leaving aside questions of teminology, the practice of the presence was key to 

Wesleyan spirituality. As Whaling states, Wesley's "main concern was for spirituality 

itself, for howing God in the beart by faith, for practicing the presence of God, for 

seekingafter perfect love" (1981, p. 8). In sum, the exercise was a means through which 

the memory and minciset of the convetsion ecstasies were volunfarily revived, prolonged 

and most importantly, engaged in living practice. Consequently, the unitive values of 

Christian conscience, which originally emerged as emotionally laden abstractions, were 

"concretized" and "verifieâ" through disciplinad application. The proces of gradua1 



sanctification consisteci in the ongoing consolidation of these values, the attempt to 

achieve a convergence, or a congruence, of intention and deed. The meditative 

procedures of the practice of the presence - "praying" - and introspection - "watching" - 
were the pnrnary facilitaton of psychic integration, what Wesley deemed "growth in 

grace". 

Are you alreaày happy in him? Then see that you 'hold fast' 'wheteunto 
you have attainrd' ! ' Watch and pray, that you may never be 'moved from 
your steadfastness'. 'Look unto younelves, that ye lose not what you have 
gained, but that ye receive a full reward'. In so doing, expect a continual 
growth in grace, in the lovable howledge of our Lord Jesus Christ 
(Wesley, 1984-87, In: p. 102). 

For Wesley, the practice was specifically intended to advance the spiritual 

insights and temperamental shifts of the new birth. It was therefore a way of '%olding 

fast" to the hits of the spirit. Moreover, the conversion ecstasies provided an 

experiential glimpse of Gd's  omnipresence, and therefore generated a working model, a 

cogni tive-affective schema for the imaginative elaboration of divine immanence. For 

these reasons, Wesley stipulated that individuals should only begin the practice afier they 

had been justified. In his semon On Dissipation, he voices his disagreement with 

William Law, who recornmended that the practice be employed as a method of 

conversion (III: p. 123, see footnote 39). Wesley here maintains that "the exercise of the 

presence of God" is not suitable for those who are as yet "unawakened and 

"unconvinced of sin" (III: p. 123). 

... this certainly should not be first, but rather one of the last things. They 
should begin with repentance, the knowledge of themselves, of their 
sinfulness, guilt and helplessness. They should be instructed next to seek 
peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Chria. Then let them be taught to 
retain w h  they have received, to ' walk in the light of his countenance' : 
yea, to 'walk in the light, as he is in the light7, without any darkness at all, 
till 'the b l d  of Jesus Christ cleanseth' them ' h m  al1 sin' (emphasis 
added; 10: pp. 123-124). 



Retaining whPt one has received was inseparable €tom the recollection of min& 

the focusing of one's thoughts upon Goà, and this, in turn, required that al1 of one's 

actions as well be holistically drawn into the prayer. 

In order to preserve this humble, gentle love, it is needfbl to do al1 things 
with recollection of spirit, watching against al1 huny or dissipation of 
thought, as well as against pride, wrath, or surliness. But this can be no 
otherwise presewed than by 'continuing instant in prayer', both before and 
aîier he cornes into the field, and during the whole action; and by doing d l  
in the spirit ofsucrifice, offerhg al1 to Gocl, through the Son of his Love 
(1: p. 3 17). 

Wesley held that recollection, or king "simple" in al1 one says and does, is 

equivalent to 'what those pious men who are usually styled mystics" meant by the tem 

"introversion" (BI: pp. 125). 

Now, the attending to the voice of Christ within you is what they terni 
'introversion'. The tuming of the eye of the mind from him to outward 
things they cal1 'exnoversion'. By this your thoughts wander from God, 
and you are properly dissipated; whereas by introversion you may be 
always sensible of his loving presence. You continually hearken to 
whatever it pleases your Lord to say to your heart. And if you continually 
listen to his inward voice you will be kept from al1 dissipation (HI: pp. 
1 24- 1 25). 

Thus, the introverted recollection of thoughts, ever focuseci upon Goci, spans all 

foms of action, including encounten with other people. Belsevers who "begin with a 

single eye" continue "'looking at Jesus, and talking with him al1 the time they are with 

their nei ghbor" (1 : p. 342). Eventuall y, deliberate atternpts at recol lection become 

automatize4 so that prayer is unceasing. "But above all", mites Wesley, "when once 

you have leamed the use of prayer, you will find that ... through every space of life it [will] 

be i n t e r f d  with al1 your employrneats, and wherever you are, whatever you do, [it will] 

embrace you on every side" (III: p. 274). 

Recollection creates a shifi in temporal awareness. The meditation tedirects one's 

attention to the particularities of circumstances presently at hand. This principal was 



a l d y  confinned by the Quietists. Fenelon, for example, states, "It is one of the greatest 

rules in the spiritual life to confine our attention to the present moment, without looking 

any farther" ( 1 822, p. 1 34). Similarly, in a letter of spiritual counsel written to Philothea 

Briggs, Wesley states, "lt is not always a defect to mind one thing at a time. And an 

aptness to do so, to employ the whole vigor of the mind on the one thing in hand, may 

answer excellent purposes" (Wesley and Wesley, 1981, p. 163). The restriction of 

attention to the present moment was reinforced by Wesley's theological stance. in The 

Repentance of Beiievers, he argues that while faith grants the power that enables 

individuals to refrain from committing sin, sin still "temains in oiu hearts" and "cleaves 

to our words and actions" (1984-87,I: p. 341 ). In line with the refomied tradition, he 

emphasizes the "utter helplessness" (1: p. 345) of believers, even after they have been 

born anew. 

... they are no more able now ofthemselves to think one good word, or do 
one good work, than before they were justified; that they have still no kind 
or degree of strength of ~heir own, no power either to do good or resist 
evil; no ability to conquer or even withstand the world, the devil, or their 
own evil nature. They ' c d ,  it is certain, 'do al1 these things'; but it is 
not by their own strength. They have no power to overcome al1 these 
enemies; 'for sin hath no dominion over' them. But it is not from nature, 
either in whole or in part: 'it is the mere gift ofGod7. Nor is it given al1 at 
once, as if they had a stock laid up for many yean, but fiom moment to 
moment (1: p. 345). 

Due to the persistence of sinfulness, an inalienable condition of the flesh, 

righteousness was regarded as a grace in which one participated, as opposed to an innute 

trait which one possessed and identified with as one's own. Giace was bestowed through 

faith, and one's faith was renewed "from moment to moment" (1: p. 349) by the 

constancy of contemplation. 

By the same faith we feel the power of Christ every moment resting upon, 
whereby alone we are what are what we are, whereby we are enabled to 
continue in spintual life, and without which, notmthstanding our present 
holiness, we should be devils the nea moment (I: p. 349). 



As a meditative procedure, the moment to moment recollection of thought 

fostered what Wesley deemed a state of "introversion7', a mild fom of reverie with 

effects that were obsewable and conspicuous. For example, in A Shorr Accounr of the 

Li/e and Death of the Reverend John Fletcher, Wesley States the following: 

It was [John Fletcher's] constant endeavor to maintain an unintempted 
sense of the presence of God. in order to this, he was slow of speech, and 
haà the greatest govenunent of his woràs. Indeed he both acted, and 
spoke, and thought, as under the eye of Gd. And thus setting God always 
before him, he remained unmoved in al1 occurrences; at all times and on 
every occasion possessing inward recollection. Nor did I see him diverted 
therefrorn on any occasion whatever, either going out or coming in, 
whether by ourselves or in company. Sornetimes he took his joumeys 
alone; but above a thousand miles 1 have traveled with him; during which 
neither change of company, place, nor the variety of circumstances which 
naturally occw in traveling ever seemed to rnake the least difference in his 
finn attention to the presence of God. Topreserve thjs unform hubit of 
.wu!. he wu9 so wutchfu! and recollected that. to such rhaf wete 
unexperienced in fhese l i n g s .  it mighr uppeur like insensibil ity ( Em phasis 
added; Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, pp. 155-1 56). 

Fletcher's recollection was apparent not only in his unhumed manner of 

speaking, but also in a demeanor that seemed outwardly detached to those unfamiliar 

with the practice of the presence. Wesley implies that what is mistakenly construed as 

"insensitivity", i s  more accurately viewed as the necessary effect of a contemplative 

preoccupation with the presence, an extemal indication of an altemate state of 

consciousness whose intensity was not so great as to preclude continued commerce with 

the world. 

The provision of spiritual senses which enableô believers to see the invisible 

world was initially a passive event. However, Wesley also instnicted his followen to 

exercise thex senses, to aclively contemplate the omnipresence of G d  

... we are to see the Creator in the glass of every creature; that we should 
use and look upon nothing es separate fiom Gd, which indeed is a kind 
of practical atheism; but wîth a true magnificence of thought survey 
heaven and eaith dl thot is therein as contained by G d  in the hollow of 



his hana who by his intimate presence holds them in king, who pervades 
and actuates the whole created frame, and is in a ?rue sense the sou1 of the 
univene (1 984-87,I: pp. 5 16-5 17). 

Such contemplation required that every action be understood as part of a 

devotional dialogue expressive of Gd's presence. Through this means, the unitive ideals 

of conscience were effectively extended to al1 aspects of life. "For it is a great mistake", 

Wesley States, "to suppose that an attention to those ouhmird things whereto the 

providence of God hath called us is any clog to a Christian, or any hindrance at al1 to his 

always seeing him that is invisible" (1: p. 544). On the contiary, believers "do al1 in the 

name of the Lord Jesus; having only one eye of the sou\ which moves around on outward 

things, and one immovably fixed on God" (1: p. 544). Consequently, the profanity of 

worldly endeavors was delikrately sacralized as a necessary feature of ceaseless prayer. 

It was not enough simply to transact one's business with diligence, justice and mercy: 

"This is well, but a Christian is called to go still farther - to add piety to justice, to 

intermix prayer, especially the prayer of the heart, with al1 the labor of the hands" (111: p. 

169). Wesley continues, 

If you act in the Spirit of Christ you carry the end you at first proposed 
through ali your work hom fint to last. You do everything in the spirit of 
sacrifice, giving up yow will to the will of God, and continually aiming, 
not at ease, pleasure, or riches; not at anything this short enduring world 
can give; but merely at the glory of God. Now can anyone deny that this is 
the most excellent way of pursing worldly business? (DI: p. 269). 

As mentioned, Wesley portrayeci the practice of the presence as a mutual 

respiration between the Holy Spirit and the sou1 of man. The "unceasing return of love, 

praise and prayer" was a way of maximizing devotion. The metaphor represents a 

dynamic cycle of intrapsychic reciprocity between the ego and the superego. 

mere is] a continua1 action of God upon the soul, and the reaction of the 
sou1 upon Gd.. . we may.. .infer the absolute necessity of this reaction of 
the soul.,.in order to the continuance of the divine life therein, For it 
plainly appears God does not continue to act upon the soul unless the soul 
re-acts upon God..But if we do aot then love hirn who first loved us; if we 



will not harken to his voice; if we tum our eye away from him, and will 
not attend to the light which he purs upou us: his Spirit will not always 
strive; he will graàually withdraw ... He will not continue to breath into our 
souls unless our souls breathes towards him again (1: p. 442). 

Recollection and the prayerful pursuit of ideal standards is met with the approval 

of the ego ideal, the emotional content of which, only serves to heighten the sense of 

presence. In tum, a good conscience increases gratitude, thereby compelling the believer 

again to "rejoice'* and to do what is "good and acceptable" in the eyes of God (1: p. 266). 

Conversely, the failure to exercise one's love intempts the object relationship that is 

continuously maintained by the practice. One's self regard is then thnatened by the 

superego's disapproval, and an inevitabie dissipation of the sense of presence ensues. 

... for as by works faith is made perfect, so the completing or destroying 
the work of faith, and enjoying the favor, or suffenng the displeasure of 
Gd, greatly depends on every single act of obedience or disobedience 
(Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 364). 

In his autobiographical narrative, Richard Roâàa provides a sttaight-forward 

example of the action-reaction principle. Following a two year pend of post-conversion 

depression, Rodda finslly regained "a clear sense of [God's] forgiving love". He writes, 

Thcre was not the least doubt remaining of my acceptance through the 
Beloved. For many days and weeks, 1 was enabled to rejoice in G d  my 
Savior. Every duty was profifitable, as it conveyed to me fiesh tokens of 
the divine favor. My understanding was open to behold the power, 
wisdom and goodness of Gd; in creating, upholding and goveming the 
world. I saw the whole world was full of his majesty and glory (Arminiun 
Magazine, 1784, p. 302). 

In this passage, we see how the rhythm of intemal recipocity ktween ego and 

superego matches Wesley's notion of combined respiration. The sequence begins with 

Rodda's recovery of the witness as given by God in tesponse, he b'rejoices" and fin& 

that he is eagetly determined to abide by the law. As a result, his own self-acceptance is 

again reconfirmed by "fnsh tokens of divine favot". What is more, in foeling intemally 



at peace with himself, Rodda experiences a stmng sense of divine immanence: "1 saw the 

whole world was full of bis majesty and glory". 

An extremely important facet of the action-reaction pRnc i pal pertains to 

interpersonal relations, in that the perpetuation of the witness, as emboâied in the sense 

of presence, is also ensund by "good woiks". The whole notion of s e ~ c e  to others, 

which is rearded as an indispensable part of prayer, is predicated on unitive thinking. 

[A kliever] doth good, to the uttennost of his power, even to the bodies 
of al1 men. He rejoices to 'deal his bread to the hungry', and to 'cover the 
naked with a gament'. 1s any a stranger? He takes him in and relieves 
him according to his necessities..lndall this he does, not us unto nan. 
but remcmbering him that hath soid, 'inasmuch ar ye have done it untu 
one of the leusl ofihese my breihren, ye have done ir unto me " (emphasis 
added; Wesley, 1984-87; 1: p. 5 19). 

Because al1 creatures participate in Goà, seMce rendered to others is service 

rendered unto Gd, and it is therefore a continuation of the prayer that sustains the object 

relationship: 

So shall 'the mercihl obtain mercy'; not only by the blessing of God 
upon al1 their ways, by his now repaying the love they bear to their 
brethren a thousand fold into their own bosom, but likewise by an 
'exceeding and etemal weight of glory' in the 'kingdom prepared for them 
fiom the beginning of the world' (1: p. 507). 

1 have argued that justification ecstasies aie vehicles through which unitive ideals 

of conscience are made apparent to consciousness. Unitive abstractions are derived 

fiom, and therefore, sublimations of, concrete intemal object representations. The sense 

of divine presence encapsulates these two poles of the developmental spectm. On the 

one hand, it is the symbolic emboâiment of abstract altnii.stic values expressed in the 

omnipresence of an "invisible" God whose love (i.e., 'Yhe law") pervades the entirety of 

creation. At the same time, the consoliàation of thes  values occm within a dynamic, 

that is to say, dialogical object relation that cm k classed as a fonn of "personal 

mysticism" (Merkur, 1993, p. 20). In Bukr's tems (1958). the presence is conceived of 



and addressecl as a personal "thou". The ptactice of the presence is, in actuality, the 

practice of conscience, the realization of an inclusive whole object relationship. 

Gd's cornand to pray without ceasing, is founded on the necessity we 
have of his p c e ,  to preserve the life of God in the soul, which cm no 
more subsist one moment without it than the body can without air. 
Whether we think of or speak to God, whether we act or s a e r  for him, all 
is prayer, when it is done in simplicity, according to the orâer of Gd, 
without either adding to or diminishing fiom it by his own choice. 
Rayer continues in the desire of the heart, tho' the understanding be 
employed on outward things. 
In SOUIS filled with G a  the desire to please G d  is a continual prayer 
(Wesley and Wesley, 1 98 1 , p. 370). 

Psychologicaily speaking, al1 of the eg~nhancing benefits that derive fkorn this 

bond are further complimented by the fact that the presence is an imaginary other. At 

lest in one important respect, the transference relationship to God offers a relatively 

unique forum for maturational growth, one that diffen fkom that offered by real 

attachment figures. For example, insecure individuais often undermine oppomuiities for 

secure relationships by repeating core conflictual issues which el icit impatience, 

rejection and withdrawal in their partners. Writing from the perspective of attachment 

theory, Kirkpanick suggests that these inevitable repetitions may be by-passed by a 

"perceiveci relationship with God" (1995, p. 455). Such an imaginary yet compelling 

relationship "chatacterized by the desired level of intimacy can be maintained over time 

without k ing  undennined by either 'partner's behavior"'. One may be able to establish a 

growth enhancing attachment "without inadvertently undemining the process through 

pteviously established, counterproductive patterns of behavior". According to 

Kirkpatrick, the experience of God as a "haven of safety" can give rise '30 the same 

feelings of comfort and security provided by secure human attachments". This 

formulation coincides with the self-object fûnction of the presence. 

The integration of conscience is secuued by an dl-encompiissing and ceaseless 

mode of prayer. Wesley understod, however, that in order for the practice to be fùily 



effective, it had to be supplemented by another form of meditation - introspection, or 

"watching'*. In fact, the two techniques were synergistically aligned: as both a haven of 

dety  and a symbolic manifestation of ideals, the sense of presence was an indispensable 

point of departwe for the ofken fn'ghtening prospect of selfsxamination. In essence, the 

sense of the presence not only brought solace and courage to those fearful of becoming 

more fùlly cognizant oftheir sin, but furthemore, as a manifestation conscience, it 

provided self-evident cntena for a coherent and goal directed exploration of one's 

motives, feelings. desires and inclinations. 

In Christian contemplative tradition, the purgative p h  was the fint of three 

stages in the practice of mysticism. Wesley relocated but otherwise retained the 

systematic examination of sin, which is a traditional aspect of the purgative path. One of 

the earliest instances of this meditative exercise is documented in Evagnus Ponticus' 

The Prukrikm, a fourth cenniry monastic text devoted to prayer. Using language 

reminiscent of Buddhist insight meditation, Ponticus urges the reader to develop a 

finely-nined awareness of the ebb and flow of one's thoughts and passions. Those who 

aspire to the knowledge of God must acquire mental skills in order to recognize the 

mercurial nature of sin - the demonic "impurities" and "blasphemies" that impede holy 

contemplation. 

If there is any monk who wishes to take the measure of some of the more 
fierce demons so as to gain experience in his monastic art, let him keep 
careful watch over his thoughts. Let hirn observe their intensity, their 
periods of decline and follow them as they rise and fdl. Let him note well 
the complexity of his thoughts, their periodicity, the demons which c a w  
hem, with the order of their succession and the nature of their 
associations. Thm let hirn ask fiom Christ the explanations of these &ta 
he has observed. For the dernons becorne thoroughly infùriated with those 
who practice active M m e  in a manner that is incmsingly contemplative. 
They are even of a mind to "pierce the upright of hart  through, under 
cover of darkness" [Ps 10:3]. 



Watch carefiilly and you will discover the two swiftest demons - they are 
nearly more swifi than tbe speed of thought. Their names: the demon of 
impurity and the Qmon of blasphemy against God Now this latter's 
attack has a short life-span, and the former will be unable to stand in the 
way of our contemplation of God if he is unable to stir up in us thoughts 
filled with passion (198 1, pp. 29-30). 

Generally speaking, in the Buddhist context, the religious aim of insight 

meditation is  to acquire a first-hand appreciation of the illusory nature of the self. 

Although Chfisth contemplative traditions are sirnildy concemed with eradicating 

narcissism and cultivating moral virtue, they do not approach the problem by dismantling 

the self-representations of the ego (cf Engler, 1984, pp. 46-47). Nevertheless, the 

foregoing extract lists a set of mental disciplines that are comparable to those involved in 

insight meditation. Contemplatives are to track the emotional intensity, duration and 

associative nexus of their thoughts, many of which are so fleeting, or "swifter than the 

speed of thought itself", that they tend to go unnoticed unless brought under disciplined 

Scupoli also refers to a technique that, like Buddhist insight meditation, requires 

affective equanimity and an impassioned kind of introspection. "Bare witnessing", as it 

is deemed in Buddhism, is a refineâ, non-judgmental awareness of whatever is occwing 

in consciousness (Rubin, 1992, p. 97). In the following extract, Scupoli advocates the 

same approac h: 

The reason why we have wrong judgment of the things we mentioned 
earlier is that we do not look deeply into them to see what they are, but 
conceive a liking for them or a dislike of them from the very first glance, 
judging by appearances. These likes and dislikes prejuâice our mind and 
ciaricen it; and so it cannot fonn a nght judgment of things as they really 
are. So, my brother, if you wish to be fiee of this prelest in your mind, 
keep strict attention over yourself; and when you see a thing with your 
eyes, or Msualize it in your mind, keep a firm gip on your desires and do 
not allow younelf at the first glance either to conceive a liking for the 
thing or a dislike for it, but examine it in a b h e d  way with the mind 
alone. Unobscured by passion, the mind then mains in a state natural to 
it, which is fm and pure, and has the possibility to h o w  the tnith and to 
penemte into the depths of a thing, where evil is often conceaied under a 



deceptively attractive exterior and where good is sometimes bidden under 
a bad appeanuice (1963, p. 35). 

Both Ponticus and Scupoli descnbe a procedm in which practitioners who wish 

to know and master their sinful natures, must attempt to stand outside their instinctual 

willfiilness in order to engage in objective self-obsewation Wesley knew not only the 

general sel f-examination practices of the earl y Churc h Fathea, Thomas a-Kempis, the 

Puritan writers etc., but he also read Scupoli. 

As far as Wesley was concemed, repentance, or the seifabsenation of sin, was 

not simply resnicted to the crises of desolation which preceded justification. Although 

the new birth endowed believen with the motivational power to resist temptation, the 

king of sin continued to inhere in the flesh. Repentance, as "tme self knowledge and 

authentic contrition" (Outler, 1984a, p. 2 17) did not subside with the acquisition of the 

witness. On the contrary, progress in sanctification went hand in hand with an ever 

deepening understanding of one's divided nature. "hdeea", writes Outler, "since 

repentance means self-knowledge, the farther Ctuistians are along their way to 

sanctification, the more sensitive they are to their shortfalls in faith, hope and love" (p. 

2 17). Minoring Ponticus' description of the elusive yet ever-present influence of sin 

upon one's mind Wesley States, 

Can we fix any bounds to hem? Do they not difise themselves through 
all our thoughts, and mingle with al1 our tempen? Are they not the leaven 
which leavens, more or less, the whole mass of our affections? May we 
not, on close examinution of oursehes. perceive these roots of bittemess 
continually springing up, iinfcting ail out words and tainting Our actions? 
(emphasis added; 1 984-87,I: p. 665). 

in the same vein, while comrnenting on the necessity of "continual watchfulness" 

in his treatise on Christian Pefection (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 37 1 ), he writes, 

As the most dangerous Win& may enter at little openings, so the devil 
never enters more dangerously than by little unobsewed incidents which 
seem to be nothing, yet insensibly open the hart to great temptation (p. 
371). 



Wesley directed his followen to know themselves as they are known by God, to 

continually pray that God reveal the "deph of inbred sin" (1984-87; 1: pp. 245). 

Watchhilness destroys "the whole body of sin": 'Thou shah be 'cleansed fiom al1 

filthiness both of flesh and spirit'" 0: p. 246). The relationship between watchfulness 

and sanctification is straightforward. The "little openings" and "unobservecl incidents" 

which previously evaded conscious recognition, are, as a result of refined mental acuity, 

brought directly into awareness where, with the assistance of the sense of presence, they 

c m  be actively repudiated via the vitalizing initiative provided by conscience. In this 

regard, Wesley understood that the practice of the presence, which undemored the idea 

that God's gaze was continually focused on the sou1 of the believer, augmented 

self-observation. Simply put, God became a cwbserver in the process of introspection. 

"If after having renounced all, we do not woich incessantly, and beseech God to 

accompany our vigilance with his, we shall be again entangled and overcome" (Wesley 

and Wesley, 198 1, p. 371). 

The synergistic tie between introspection and the practice of the presence rested 

on a somd psychological basis which found its theological rationale in Wesley's 

understanding of the necessary interdependence of faith and repentance (Lindstrom, 

1946, p. 1 16; Maddox 1994, pp. 165, 174). Wesley made a qualitative distinction 

between two kinds of repentance. Prior to justifjmg faith, knowledge of sin was not 

accompanied by the conviction of God's acceptance. With faitb and the witness, one 

"reteins the confidence of one's renewed pardoning nlationship with God, even as it 

acknowledges continuing sin and necd" (Maddox, 1994, p. 165). As forgiveness, faith 

gtanteà self-acceptance and trust, thereby assuaging the guilt-ridden consciousness of 

God's condemnation and wrath. The uncovery of sin could now be pmued with even 

greater cairn, persistence and precision. Foith and repentance "answer each other9' 

(Wesley. 198487.1: p. 349). in that the former empowers the latter. Stated in ternis of 

actual technique, the practice of the presence provided a Epece of psychic safety wherein 



introspection could proceeà unhindered by doubt. Enhanceci self-esteem made 

selfcnticism tolerable with the immediate risk of depression. The dialectic play 

between introspection and presence is captund in the notion that self-knowledge 

increases proportionally to the knowleàge of God "and the experience of his love" (U: p. 

23 1). For Wesley, faith is implicated in a depth psychological recovery or unveiling of 

the hidden self, and it is faith alone which expedites the process by removing the 

resistance of feu. 

. ..is there no condemnation CO them which ' walk after the Spirit' by reason 
of inwurd sin still remaining, so long as they do not give way thereto; nor 
by reason of sin cleming to al1 they do? Thea fret not thyself because of 
ungodliness, though it still remain in thy hea rt... be not *id to know al1 
the evil of thy heart, to know thyself as thou art known ... Let thy continual 
prayer be: 

Show me, as my sou1 can bear, 
The depth of inbred sin 
All the unbelief declare 
The pride that lurks within 

But when he heareth thy prayer, and unveils thy hem, when he shows thee 
thoroughly what spirit chou art of; then beware that thy faith fail thee not, 
that thou suffer not thy shield to be tom from thee ... But nill, 'let not thy 
heart be troubled, neither let it be afiaid'. Still hold fast, '1' even 1, 'have 
an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the nghteous' . And 'as the 
heavens are higher than the eartb, so is his love higher than even my 
sins' ... Thou shalt love him that loveth the ,  and it sufficeth: more love 
will bnng more strength (1: pp. 245-247). 

Another aspect of the dialectic baween presence and introspection is the fact 

that a mon intimate acknowledgment of sin strengthens the desire to increase one's faith. 

Here again, we see how the two meditative techniques mutually reinforce each other: 

. ..they are continually ashamed of their wandering thoughts, or of the 
deadness and dullness of their affections - yet thete is no condemnation to 
theni still, either h m  God or fkom their own h m .  The consideration of 
these manifold defccts only gives them a deeper sense that they have 
always need of that blood of the sprinldhg which s p d s  for them in the 
ears of God, and that advocate with the Father who 'ever liveth to make 



intercession for them'. So far are these fiom driving them away hm hirn 
in whom they have believed, that they rather drive them closer to him, 
whom they feel the want of every moment (1: p. 240). 

It is g d  to have a piercing sense of [sin], and a vehement desire to be 
deliverd from it. But this should only incite us the more zealously to fly 
every moment to our strong helpr, the more earnestly to press forward to 
the mark, the p r k  of our high calluig in Christ Jesus. And when the 
sense of our sin rnost abounds, the sense of his love should much more 
abound (Wesley and Wesley, 198 1, p. 336). 

The combination of presence and introspection, both of which were underwritten 

by the theological categones of faith and repentance, provided a crucial oppomuiity to 

bring together in conscioumess the severed halves of the split imago, and in this way, to 

forge a rapprochement between opposing self and object representations. While 

introspection was devoted to unearthing the wicked child - angry parent constellation, 

with its chaotic web of rage, guiit, stymied will and helplessness, the practice of the 

presetice roused the corrective vitality of the positive superego in an attempt to 'bpunQ" 

the former. Consequently, the chronic effects of cumulative traumata were placed in a 

more toletable psychic milieu, where they could be re-evaluated and rnastered by a 

mindset infused with sel f-acceptance, concem, empathy and wcom promised initiative. 

Thus it is that in the children of God repentance and faith exactly answer 
each other. By repentance we feel the sin remaining in our hearts, and 
cleaving to our words and actions. By faith we tecieve the power of God 
in Christ, puriQing our hearts and cleansing ow han&. By repentance we 
are still sensible that we deserve punishment for al1 our tempen and words 
and actions. By faith we are conscious that our advocate with the Fat her is 
continually pleading for us, and thereby continually tuniing aside al1 
condemnation and punishment fiom us. By repentance we have an 
abiding conviction that there is no help in us. By faith we receive not oniy 
mercy, but 'grace to help in every time of need'. Repentance disclaims 
the very possibility of any othei help. Faith accepts al1 the help we stand 
in need of fiom hirn that hath dl power in heaven and earth. Repentance 
says, ' Without him I can do nothing:' faith says, '1 can do al1 things 
through Christ strengthening me'. Thn,ugh him 1 cannot not oniy 
overcome, but expel d l  the enemies of my sou1 (Wesley, 1984-87'1: pp. 
349-350). 



The sense of presence stabilizes the unsettling effects of self-observation. Even 

so, emotional equanirnity may give way to vicissitudes not unlike those which follow the 

new birh Believers rnay en in the direction of "presurnption", a fom of inflation 

predicated on denial, or they rnay lapse into a depressive "despair" of ever attaining 

sanctification. These are the demonic pitfhlls of systematic meditation. In ternis of 

denial, Wesley writes: 

Presumption is one grand snare of the devil, in which many of the children 
of men are taken. They so presurne upon the mercy of G d  as utterly to 
forget his justice. Although he has expressly declared, 'Without holiness 
no man shall see the Lord,' yet they flatter themselves that in the end God 
will be better than his wotd. They imagine that they may live and die in 
their sins, and nevertheless 'escape the damnation of Hell' (III: p. 2 1 1 ). 

Presumption involves a more subtle Tom of denial than the intoxicating inflation 

which ensues afker justification. In this instance, believers do not entertain the mistaken 

assumption that they are already sanctified; sin is acknowledgeâ, but its significance is 

disavowed. Presumption simplifies the theological equation: the presumptuous assume 

not only that they are forgiven, but that their sinfulness is of such linle consequence that 

they fully deserve to be acquitted (1: p. 345). 

interestingly, Wesley's treatment of denial is not nearly as extensive as his 

analysis of despair - this may be due to the fact that depressive d e s  were more 

fiequently induced by introspection. In a sermon entitled Satan 's Devices, he takes up 

the problem of doubt as one of the ways the devil "endeavors to desaoy the work of God 

in the soul" (U: p. 140). The sermon is both a description of the stniggle with the bad 

object, and an instruction manual on how to overcome the stniggle by appealing to the 

positive image of God via the pactice of the presence. 

The first of the two main depressive reactions to self-examination is the 

dampeniag of joy. According to Wesley, 

[Satan] endeavors to damp our joy in the Lord by the consideration of ow 
o m  vileness, sinfùlness, unwoithiness; added to this, that there muîr be a 



fai greater change than is yet, or we camiot see the Lord ... that subtle 
advetsary often dsmps the joy we should othenvise fetl in what we have 
already attained, by a perverse representation of what we have not 
attained, and the absolute necessity of attaining it. So we cannot rejoice in 
what we have, because there i s  more which we have not. ..Likewise, the 
deepcr conviction God works in us of our ptesent unholiness, anâ the 
more vehement desire we feel in out heart of the entire holiness he hath 
promised, the more are we tempted to think lightly of the present gifts of 
Gocl, and to undervalue what we have already received because of what 
we have not received (II: p. 14 1 ). 

Here, despair sets in as a result of the perceived dispity between the ego and the 

ego ideal, between one's "corruption" and 'Yhe height of the glory of God" (II: p. 144). 

In effect, perfection is  drawn into the baumatizing lure of evangelical numire. As a 

result, the optimistic promise of redernption is tumed into an impossible authorbian 

demand. The ego ideal i s  then distorted by the ôad-object and made into a "perverse 

representation" whose effect is to focus attention on one's shortcomings, on what one has 

not attained, and "the absolute necessity of attaining it". The authontarian distortion of 

the ideal, and the futility it invokes, spark a devaluation of faith so that one is deprived of 

a valuable sense of satisfaction. 

The demise of joy is predictabl y accompanied by a loss of "peace", and the now 

famil iar revival of doubt conceming justification. 

If [Satan] can prevail thus far, if he can darnp our joy, he will soon attack 
our peace also. He will suggest, 'Are you fit to see Gd? He is of puter 
eyes than to behold iniquity ... How is it possible that you, unclean as you 
ate, should be in a state of acceptance with God? ... How can you presume 
then to think that al1 your sins are already blotted out? How can this be 
until you are brought nearer to Gd, until you bear more resemblance to 
him?' ...[T his will] bring you bock by insensible degees to the point fiom 
whence you set out first: even to seek for justification by works, or by yow 
own righteousness; to make something in you the ground of your 
acceptance, or at least necessady previous to it (II: pp. 1 4 1 - 142). 

When the supportive influence of the positive supenp is no longer available, the 

upsurge of anxie!ty dictates a retum of the obsessive defense. "Justification by works, or 

your own righteousness" describes action that is executed by an urgent need for control. 



in other words, personal righteousness refers to bdiavior that is not subjectively aligned 

with the work of the spirit. Instead, such action is again carried out in the shadow of the 

disapproving parent, and, for this reason, it can not gmer the calming approval of the 

benevolent ideal. 

When a depressive crisis occtus, bel ievers should simpiy resume p w i c i n g  the 

presence in order to soothe thernselves. The observation and acknowledgment of sin 

necessarily invites the censure of the archaic superego. The anxiety of punishrnent, 

expressed in threats of abandonment and damnation, can become so ovenvhelming as to 

disrupt the mental calm necessary to maintain the practice of the presence. With the 

retum of depression, unitive ideals are subject to punitive distonion. By foregoing the 

compulsion to reason with the devil, or to engage in obsessive actions, the gravitational 

pull of the bad object is resisted and replaced by the thenpeutic alliance. This creates a 

significant emotional shifi that dispels the onslaught of self-accusation. 

... the more you are tempted to give up yow shielâ, to cast away your faith, 
your confidence in his love, so much the more take heed that you hold fast 
that whereunto you have attained. So much the more labor to 'sir up the 
gif? of God which is in you.' ... Thus, king filled with al1 peace and joy in 
believing, press on in the peace and joy of faith to the renewal of thy sou1 
in the image of him that createâ thee. Meanwhile, cry continually to G d  
that thou mayest see that prize of thy high calling, not as Satan represents 
it, in a horrid d rWul  shape, but in its genuine native beauty, not as 
something that muîr be, or thou uwilt go to hell, but as what mcry be, to lead 
thee to heaven. Look upon it as the most desirable gift which is in all the 
stores of the rich mercies of God. Beholding it in this true point of light, 
thou wilt hunger after it more and more: thy whole sou1 will be athirst for 
God, and for this glonous confomity to his likeness (Tl: p. 149). 

Once a rapport is re-established with the positive supemgo, the coercive distortion 

of the ideal subsides. Sanctification is no longer represented in a "homd dreadfbl shape"; 

it ceases to be expienceci as an intimidating command - something that "must be" 

realized to avoid hellfire. The fsntasy of achieving perfection regains its ego-syntonic 

c h c t e r ,  a goal that is genuinely desid and voluntarily chosen by the ego: it is ''the 



most desirable gift", something that "rnay" be. The movement fiom an authontarian 

injunction to a desired promise of success in the friture not oniy instills a feeling of  

mastery or trust in one's own abilities, it also allows one to reposition the self in relation 

to time. By definition, hope is significantly disntpted by anxiety. An impending threat 

paralyzes ego hctions and makes it is impossible to entertain an optimistic vision of 

self&velopment. On the other hana Loewald (1962) and Lederer (1964) maintain that 

the longed for ideals of the positive superego compel the ego to irnaginatively proj ect 

itself forward in time, in anticipation of the gratifjmg fulfillrnent of those ideals. By 

refoçusing on the sense of presence, a favorable conception of the self as an evolving 

entity is restored. 

... the more you feel of your own vileness the more you rejoice in the 
confident hope that al1 this shall be done away. While you hold fast this 
hop, every evil temper you feel, though you hate it with a perfect hatreâ, 
may be a means, not of lessening yow humble joy, but rather of increasing 
it. 'This and this', may you say, 'shall likewise perish fiom the presence of 
the Lord. Like as the wax melteth at the fire, so shall this melt away before 
his face.' (Wesley, 1984-87,11: p. 147). 

Finally, the practice of the presence revives the al1 tw important witness of divine 

... the more vehemendy he assaults your peace with that suggestion: 'Gd 
is holy; you are unholy. You are immensely distant from that holiness 
without which you cannot see Gd...' - take the more earnest heed CO hold 
fast that, 'not by works of righteousness which 1 have done' I am 'found in 
him' . I am 'accepted in the beloveâ', 'not having my own righteousness' 
(as the cause either in whole or in part of out justification before Gad), 
'but that which is of God by faith'. O bind this about your neck; write it 
upon the table of thy heart...So shall the sense of the sidihess you kl on 
the one han& and of the holiness you expect on the other, both contribute 
to establish your peace, anâ to d e  it flow as a river (ü: p. 148). 

Here again, the foregoing passages make clear how Wesley was convinced that 

growth in grace was not advanceci by darkness, that is, by the depressive trials which 

arose whenever the effects of the punitive introject were more dominant than those which 



flowed fiom the therapeutic alliance. The mystical notion of the M c  night of the soul 

did not play a tole in Wesley's understanding of spirihial transformation since the former 

did not contribute to the consolidation of Christian values (Tuttle, 1989, pp. 106-1 11). 

Wesley believed that rendering hearifelt seMce to God and al1 his living manifestations 

was intrinsically delightfiil to the soul of true believers. Numuing these sensibi lities to 

the point of perfection was emotionally incompatible with the rechng phases of 

self-recnmination and dreaû. Because he held that forgiveness and sel'acceptance were 

the only conditions conducive to real characterological change, Wesley exclusively 

endorsed the work of the witness, the identification with the ideal. He was al1 too aware 

that introspection was a hazardous endeavor, that afflictions of doubt were virtually 

inevitable, but he did not valorke these crises, nor did he regard them as God-given: 

"God afflicts, but he never brings darkness" (quoted in Tuttle, 1989, p. 147). In reversal 

of the mystical position, Wesley claimed that believers themselves were responsible for 

any bouts of uncertainty - they were neglecting the active perpetuation of faith. As Tuttle 

points out, darkness stemmed from a failure "to r e m  to the source of strength" (p. 147). 

In a published extract of Bathsheba Hall's diary , which appeared in the Arminiun 

Muguzine, she writes, 'There is a season wherein [Christians] are called to inward 

crucifixion, a being stripped of al1 sensible enjoyment". Wesley found it necessary to 

insert the following editorial comment (1 78 1, p. 198): 

I canot find this in the Bible. 1 do not believe it. We are called of God, 
to rejuice ever more. 1 know those that have done so for many years: and 
the joy of the Lord wev their strength. Tis me, nervous disoiden may 
strip us of this joy: and then God will bring good out ofevil. But 
othedse we have no more need to be strippeâ of joy in the Holy Ghost, 
than of p c e  or righteowness. We ought therefore to be dejected, that is' 
grieved and ashamed before God, when we are stripped of al1 sensible 
enjoyment of G d  It is  aot his will which is the cause of this but our 
own: he would have us always happy in him (p. 198). 

The synergism between the unitive pcsence and the ego's self-obsewation, along 

with the dual complications of presumption and despair, find analogous repsentation in 



the meditative practices ofï'heravedin Buddhism (Epstein, 1986). Some of the 

correspondences to the psychology of Methodist transformation are iather miking. For 

example, Epstein mites, 

One of the distinctive characteristics of Buâdhist psychology (pamcularîy 
in the Theravadin tradition) is tbat it clearly postulates an ideal 
pefsonality, the araht, that represents the f i t ion  of meditation 
practice ... The ideal personality is conceived as one in whom even the 
potential for the arising of unwhoiesome mental factors, such as greeâ, 
hatred, conceit, envy or doubt, does not exist ... in order for this ideal to be 
reached, there must occw a transformation of those psychic structures that 
embody the individual's intemalization of the ideal. in other words, 
meditation must inevitably affect those aspects of the self that denve frorn 
the infantile experience of the ideal so that the Buddhist ideal may be 
realized.. .the actual practice provides a means whereb y those narcissistic 
remnants that inevitably persist are seiwd and tedirected (pp. 145- 1 46). 

In analyzing the meditative transformations of narcissism in the Theravadin 

school, Epstein refen to the "traditional Buddhist division of meditation techniques into 

'concentration' and 'insight' practices" (p. 149). As mentioned, the fomer technique is 

an "attentional strategy", a "moment to moment awareness" of "thoughts, feelings, 

images, sensations and even consciousness itself' (p. 149). By contrast, concentration 

practices involve a "one-pointed attention to a single object" and typically culminate in 

"absorption or trance states". Although there an important di fferences, the functional 

combination of concentration and insight bean striking resemblance to the relation 

between presence and introspection. "The Buddhist meditative pth", writes Epstein, 

"demands a delicate interplay of the two techniques and consists of a series of alternating 

plateau that reflect the affective concomitants of first one strategy and then the other" 

(p. 149). ln this approach, "the emphasis is continuplly on balancing the forces of 

concentration and insight, as if the stabilization and gratification of the fomer allows one 

to withstand the destabilization of the latter'' (p. 154). Concentrative ecstasies of merger 

produce fcelings of contentment, tranquillity, rapttue and wholeness: 'They promote 



stability, equanimity and equilibrium and are essentially anxiolitic in that they directly 

wunteract mental states of anxiety . . .and evoke states of well being" (p. 1 50). 

The variety of concentrative ecstasies differ from the normative presence 

experiences in Methodism in that the former are not necessarily deistic in nature, and 

involve hypnotic states as opposed to reverie. And yet, they both play a similar role by 

providing unitive consolations which mitigate the 'Yenors" (p. 152) of selfsxamination. 

Moreover, Epstein argues that concentrative meditation is used "as a means of contacting 

the ego-ideal for ontological security and holding" (1989, p. 69). "The concentration 

practices clearly promote unity of ego and ego ideal by encouraging fixity ofmind in a 

single object" (1986, p. 152). In both the Theravadin and Methodist traditions, the 

ideational content of adverse reactions are largely detennined by their respective 

ideologies. Although the range of affective states are comparable (i.e. persecutory panic, 

depression, malaise, etc.), Buddhist practitionen s&er fiom resistances that anse in 

realizing the "groundlea" and "impement" character of ~el~representations, what 

Epstein calls the "illusory ontology of the self' (p. 153). Methodist anxiety, on the other 

hand is centered on issues of divine rejection and damnation. In both of these traditions, 

however, corn pl ications are abated through meditative exerc ises that appeal to unit ive 

fantasies stemming from the ego ideal. 

Conseqwntly, it is not swprising that the dialectic of Theravadin insight and 

concentration also yields vicissitudes that correspond to the problems of presumption and 

despair in Methodism. In the following extract, Epstein uses the tenn "ideal ego" to refer 

to the cote of infantile narcissism: 

Yet if the ego-ideal is shngthened without simultaneous insight into the 
nature of the ideal ego, the experience of the concentration practices may 
fùel an increasing sense of self-imporîance or specialness that can 
paradoxidly stmigthen the hold of the ideal ego. uidividuals affecteci by 
such a dynamic may become self-righteous ...When the ideal ego is 
investigated without sufficient support fom the ego-ideal, however, other 
effects occur. Without the stabilktion of the concentration practices, 



those who undertake a too vigorous regime of the iasight practices may 
become wlnerable to a range of fean, -eties and inadequacies that can 
prove ovemhelming to some. Those practitionen who become morbidly 
preoccupied with emptmess, show a lack of enthusiasm for living.. .Foihg 
ro experience union or the exaltation that such union mgenders, and 
fading to satisfctorily project rheir image ofprjéetion ont0 objects thut 
can then stimulate their intrimie capcities fur love. îhey become serious, 
dry and rigidfled (emphasis added; pp. 1 54-1 55). 

Judged from a mental health perspective, it was to Wesley's credit that he brought 

together two distinct forms of meditation that were so germane to each other. The fusion 

of techniques, one derived from the introspective exercises so assiduously practiced by 

the Oxford Holy Club, and the other, inspired by the Moravian doctrine of the immediate 

wimess, was, in Wesley's age, a decidedly original and valuable innovation. This can be 

measured by the fact that in Puntan spirituality, a tradition steeped in relentless 

self-examination, there was no comparable systematic strategy to combat the infamous 

and widespread crises of doubt. Most of the spiritual manuals published during the pend 

of Puritan ascendancy were devoted to this very problem (Lovelace, 1989, p. 3 13; Rubin, 

1994, p. 35). The Calvinistic core of Puritan theology demanded that the examination of 

sin be coupled with a search for the "experiential evidence of regeneration" (Lovelace, 

1989, p. 3 1 3), the signs of election, and the mutually exclusive force of these opposed 

endeavoa - the one undenining the other - logically dictated the inevitable swings into 

melancholia. This was precisely Wesley's own dilemma during his Oxford days, when he 

cowteû the double bind of acquiring holy sincenty by keeping careful and honest track of 

his very failings in this regard. The acute awareness of his shortcomings drove him into 

increasingly rigid and vimially hypochonâriad regimes of self-scrutiny which, in twii, 

only exacehted his wicertainty and brought little respite (Heitzenrater, 1995, p. 53; 

Rack, 1989, p. 95; Steele, 1994, p. 108). in years to corne, Wesley would identiQ this 

vicious circle of obsessional defensfs as the futility of dying upon one's own 



The psychological genius of his later mode1 lay in his insistence that continual 

watchfulness should commence only when one already has the inefùtable evidence of 

regewration. Cohen states that "nothing in seventeenth-century Puritan theory compares 

to the precision with which John Wesley and his contemporaries ticked off the exact 

moment of their conversions" (Cohen, 1986, p. 99). For Methodists, the evangelical 

emphasis on pin-pointing discrete instances of ecstatic conversion had the benefit of 

ensuring that any M e r  seif-examination was securely grounded in a convincing and 

presumably enduring sense of divine asswance. For this reason, Wesley wamed 

believers against "resting" in incomplete manifestations of the spirit. Nothing less than 

the unequivocal witness of pardon was necessary to ward off the "perils" of 

watc hfulness. 

... let none rest in any supposed b i t  of the Spirit without the witness. 
There may be foretastes of joy, of peace, of love - and those not delusive, 
but really from God - long before we have the wimess in ourselves, before 
the Spirit of God witnesses with our spirits that we have 'redemption in 
the blood of Jesus, even the forgiveness of sins'. Yea, there may be a 
degree of long-suffering, of gentleness, of fidelity, meekness, tempetance 
(not a shadow thereof, but a real degree, by the preventing grace of Gd) 
before we are 'accepted in the Beloved', and consequemly before we have 
a testimony of our acceptance. But it is by no means advisable to rest 
here; it is at the peril of our souls if we do. If we are wise we shall be 
continually crying to God, until his Spirit cry in our heart, 'Abha, 
Father!' ... without this we cannot retain a steady peace, nor avoid 
perplexing doubts and fears (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 298). 

In sum, the practice of the presence continually accentuated the witness of 

pardon, thereby granting believers the courage to apprehend their ambivalence with a 

minimal likelihood of stimng a debilitating depression. In the mid-1 WO's, Strachey 

published a landmark pper in which he claimeâ that in the analytic situation, the analyst 

functions for the pltient as an auxiliary superego (1934). in effect, the patient identifies 

with and gradually intemalizes the anaiyst's acceptance of the tramference, thereby 

augrnenting the harshness of the patient's superego. The analyst's benevolence and 



commiûnent to "objective" self-understanding undermines the inhibithg regime of the 

archaic superego so that the developrnent of a more lenient conscience gives the patient 

permission to gain insight. Strachey, of course, located this therapeutic action in the 

patient's transference on to the analyst. 1 am arguing that, in Wesley's model, an 

analogous process unfolded in relation to the individual's transference onto Gd, a 

transference shaped by the facilitating influence of the positive superego. 

Furthemore, the sense of presence bolstered introspection by enhancing the 

normally self-evident cntena of a "good conscience" (Wesley, 1984-87,I: p. 304)' which 

formed the subjective basis of pardon. We have already discussed how the ecstatic 

manifestation of unitive ideals led to an intensification of conscience. The expansion of 

individuals' moral sensibilities, so constitutive of the invisible howledge of God, 

provided the cognitive-affective basis for a coherent and goal directed examination. It 

both magnified and illuminated their vision: "And how much sin, if their conscience is 

awake, may they find clemting to their actions a h ? '  (1: p. 342). 

... the joy of a Christian does not arise fiom any blindness ofconscience, 
fiom his not king able to discern good from evil. So far fiom it that he 
was an utter stranger to this joy till the eyes of his understanding were 
opened, that he knew it not till he had spiritual senses, fiaed to discem 
g d  and evil. And now the eye of the sou1 waxeth not dim. He was 
never so sharpsighted before. He has so quick a percephon of the smallest 
thing as is quite arnazing to the natural man. As a mote is visible in the 
sunbeam, so to him that is walking in the light, in the beams of the 
uncreated s u ,  every mote of sin is visible. Nor does he close he close the 
eyes of conscience anymore. That sleep is departed from him. His sou1 is 
always broad awake: no more slurnber or folding of the hands in rea! he 
is always standing on the tower, and hearkening what his Lord will say 
conceming him; and always rejoicing in this very thing, in 'seeing him 
thet is invisible' (1: p. 31 1). 

It is by faith that beholding 'the Iight of..the glory of God in the face of 
Jesus Christ we perceive, as in a glas, al1 thst is in ourselves, yea the 
inmost motions of our souls (1: p. 304). 



Wesley's writing suggests that the refinement of self-observation, along with the 

intensification of conscience, not only makes ambivalence more apparent to 

consciousness, but also reveals the specific defenses used to suppress it. When the "law 

unveils sin and brings it into the light of &y" (Lindstrom, 1 946, p. 77), the ego's 

rationalimions become apparent: "being stripped even of the poor plea of ignorance, it 

loses its excuse, as well as ifs disguise, and becomes far more odious both to God and 

man" (emphasis aàded; quoted in Lindstrom, 1946, p. 77). In ego psychological ternis, 

the insights conceming both impulses (i.e.. sin) and defenses (Le., disguise) is 

thematically consistent with Wesley's use of a spatial metaphor and the notion that 

hidden depths of desire are successively uncovered and bmught into awareness. 

Psychic lategration and Cbancterologial Cbnge 

The sense of presence was instrumental in the dynamic uncovery and clarification 

of sin. Yet, however crucial, insight alone cannot promote chanicterological change. 

How exactly did the practice of the presence contribute to the process of working 

through? To answer this question we must firstly consider the axiomatic notion that faith 

gave believen the strength to overcome the power of sin. According to Wesley, the 

meditative perpetuation of faith literally expels the force of temptation. 

But 'whosoever is bom of God', while he abideth in faith and love and in 
the spirit of prayer and thanksgiving, not only 'doth not', but 'cannot' thus 
'commit sin'. So long as he thus believeth in God through Christ and 
loves him, and is pouring out his heart before him, he cannot voiuntarily 
transgnss any command of God, eithet by speahng or acting what he 
knows God hath forbidden - so long that ' seed' which 'remaineth in hm' 
(that loving, praying, thanlthil fsth) compels him to reûain fiom 
whatsoever he knows to be an abomination in the sight of God (1984-87, 
1: p. 436). 

But so long 9s he ftels nothing but love animoting al1 his thoughts, aiad 
words and actions, he is in no âanger: he is not only happy, but safe, under 
the shadow of the Afniighry. Anâ, for G d ' s  sake, let him continue in that 
love as long as he m...( Wesley and Wesley, 1981, p. 338). 



As long es one continued to pray, the motivational impetus of unitive ideals 

minimized the threat of succumbing to temptation. The enonnously satisfying effect of 

the mild altemate state of presence, and the pleasure deriveci h m  self-esteem, 

outweighed the cruder gratification of narcissistic needs and aggressive impulses. This 

helped to preserve an exclusively observational stance where one could confidently reject 

the lure of these particular urges. Conversely, any extensive lapse in the practice of the 

presence ruptureci the proteetive space between bare observation, and the pull towards 

action. When the willfulness to pray is replaced by the imaginative content of the 

tem ptations, the rapid spread of desire diminishes faith, ecl i pses the sense of presence, 

and leaves the individual vulneiable to backsliding. This sequence of "dissipation", or 

the "scattering of one's thoughts", is portrayeci in the following extract: 

You see the unquestionable process fiom grace to sin. Thus it goes on, 
from step to step. ( 1). nie divine seed of loving. conquering faith 
remains in him that is 'bom of God'. 'He keepeth himself, by the grace of 
Gd, and 'cannot commit' sin; (2). A temptation uises, whether fiom the 
world, the flesh, or the devil, it matters not; (3). The spirit of God gives 
hirn warning that sin is near, and bids him more abundantly watch unto 
prayer; (4). He gives way in some degree to the ternptation, which now 
begins to grow pleasing to hirn; (5). The Holy Spirit is grieved; his faith is 
weakened, and his love of G d  gows cold; (6). The Spirit reproves hirn 
more sharply, and saith, 'This is the way; walk thou in it' . (7). He tums 
away from the painful voice of God and Mens to the pleasing voke of the 
tempter; (8). Evil desire begins and spreaâs in the soul, till faith and love 
vanish away; (9). He is then capable of commining outward sin, the power 
of the Lord king departed fiom him (Wesley, 1984-87.1: p. 440). 

When dissipation does not devolve dinctly into sin, believen tend to r e m  to an 

obsessive defense, an embatlled dialogue between the ego and the punitive introject. As 

mentioned, this sûategy of selfieliance is commody r e f e d  to as ''remning". It offers 

no relief since any attempt to overcorne guilt in the absence of the witness produces a 

cycle of fbtile appeals and doubt. If one reasons instead of focushg attention on Gd's 

ptesence, the indisputable testimony of a good conscience cannot intervene to allay the 

anxiety. For example, Robert R œ  writes, "Wben 1 muon, 1 have no pwer, when 1 



[exercise the] the faith 1 have; and when temptations are offered, hediately faith 

repels them ... If 1 wete to reason for a moment 1 should be miserable" (Arminiun 

Magazine, 1 784, pp. 247-248). 

Even when concentrative focus is successfully maintained, Wesley conceded that 

the effort to resist temptation ail1 involveà some degree of displeaswe. To forego the 

natwal inclinations of the will was inherently fnistrating, notwithstanding the 

consolations of faith. Instincnial renunciation was regmded as a subjection, or 

'bcrucificion7' of the flesh (Wesley, 198487,I: p. 329): "A cross is anytbing conmry to 

our will" (Il: p. 243). We will recall that during the pst-justification period of 

depression, a tolerable dose of fiutration actually makes the ego stronger and more 

resilient. Essentially, the same principle of spiritual growtb applies to the idea of 

crucifixion. 

The Lord then sits upon the sou1 'as a refiner's fire', to burn up al1 the 
dross thereof. And this i s  a cross indeed; it i s  essentially painful; it must 
be so in the very nature of the thing. The sou1 cannot be thus tom asunder, 
it cannot pass thrwgh the fire. without pain (II: p. 244). 

Bathsheba Hall. for example, States that she "still frequently felt anger" and 

wished '?O feel [her] enemies until they were destroyed (Arminiun Mugu~ine, 1 78 1, p. 

37). Here again, the ability to experience hstration lucidly, without falling into either 

extreme of presumption or despir, gamered the approval of the positive superego and 

pomoted a mon forgiving attitude towds ambivalence, as well as feclings of mastery 

and self-control. Thus, Wesley regarded the sufierings of temptaîion as "an occasion of 

thanksgiving" ôecaw ''the consolations of the Holy ûne so increase as to overboilance 

them all" (Wesley, 1984-87, iU: pp. 165- 166). 

Although they fael the root of bittemess in themselves, yet are they 
endued with power fmm on high to trample it continuaily under hot, so 
that it cannot 'spring up to trouble them': insomuch that every fiesh 
assault which they undergo only gives t k m  fresh occasion for p i se ,  of 



crying out, 'Thaaks be unto Goti, who giveth the victory, through Jesus 
Christ our Lord' (1: p. 236). 

In as much as temptations wete viewed as being spirihiolly productive, the 

evidence suggests that the strengthening of the ego - the development of holiness - was 

measured in ternis of the transformation of impulses. Lee points out that "Wesley 

anticipates modem psychology in his recognition that instinctive attitudes may be 

sublimated" (1936. p. 195). In A Plain Accoscttt of Christian Perfection, Wesley explains 

how appeals to Christ during the moment of temptation literally alter the impulse by 

inverring its meaning and emotional content. Pride turns into humility, anger into love, 

impatience into patience, etc. How can we account for these "sublimations" without 

falling back on the obsolete hyâraulic mode1 of psychic energy? 

ln between discussing the merits of self denial, and the necessity of unceasing 

prayer, Wesley writes the following: 

The bearing men, and suffering evils in meekness and silence, is the sum 
of a Christian life. 
God is the fint object of ou. love; its next office is  to bear the defeçts of 
othen. And we should begin the practice of this amid our own household. 
We should chiefly exercise our love toward them who most shock, either 
out way of thinking, or our temper, or our knowledge, or the desire we 
have that others should be as virtuous as we wish to be ounelves (Wesley 
and Wesley, 198 1, p. 369). 

In this passage, Wesley explains how the temptation of intolerance is used as a 

means to acquire kindness and patience. nie realization of such sentiments requires an 

adjustment of perspective. Wesley descntbes an implicit sequence of mental events. A 

charitable disposition towards othen arises only after a contemplation of the source of 

love: "God is the first object of our love; its next office is to bear the defects of others". 

When the sense of presence i s  fotemost in one's mind, the whole array of positive 

emotions associated with divine acceptance are magnanimously extended to othen. In 

this particular instance, dKre is a subtle, yet crucial articulation of a shift in 

selfabservation, one that, in keeping with the p d c e  of the pcesence, stems from the 



super-ego, that is, kom the self-obsewation tùnction that is c h e d  out by conscience 

(Freud 1933, pp. 5940.66). By prayerfidly invoking God's presence, feelings of 

intolerance are reevaluated, in fmtasy, fiorn the perspective of the ideal other. Put 

differently, the experiential witness of pardon allows for an imaginative appreciation of 

God's acceptance of the self, even in light of one's shoitcomings. The identification with 

God's "objective" stance, a view which transcends the ego's usual perspective, 

encourages one to experience others in an equally empathic and forgiving matmer. 

Thus, the so called sublimation of impulses can be understood as the result of a 

shift in self-obsewation which presupposes a him to the positive superego. Temptation is 

welcomed as an oppomuiity for change, an occasion to understand, manage and finally 

dispose of troublesome inclinations by aligning oneself with the motivating forces of 

conscience, and by adopting the personified perspective of loved and adrnired ideals. At 

first, the procedure is entirely voluntary - a conscious and deliberate act of will. 

Consider, for example, the following extract from the journal of John Nelson: 

1 then began to tell W. Ingham] what 1 had seen at London under Mt. 
Wesley's preaching. He *d, He pitied poor Mr. Wesley, for he was 
ignorant of his own state; and he spoke as if he believed Mr. Wesley to be 
an unconverted man; at which words my compt nature began to stir. But 
it came to my mind, "The m t h  of man worketh not the righteousness of 
God;" and I lifted up my heart to the Lord, and my mind was calmed in a 
moment (John Nelson, 1842, p. 50). 

In stating that his "comipt nature began to stir", Nelson shows that he is quite 

aware of his indignance towards ingham. Nelson then recalls an appropriate verse of 

scripture, and lias up his heart to the Lord. His decision to actively repudiate his anger 

by tuming to God restores his composure: "and 1 was calmed in a moment". 

When practice of the presence becomes automatid, or "ceaseless", the shift in 

self+ôservational perspective also occws automatically and thetefore proceeds 

independently of conscious deliberation. Long tem charac~erological change, or 

Sanctificalion, is uchieved when the dictates of conscience are srrrbly incorporoed inro 



the ego as precomciow schenraa idealîj, these schentos ore durable and comprehensive 

in scope - they are applied g fobally. 

One commends me. Here is a temptation to pnde But instantly my sou1 is 
humbled before God. And 1 feel no pride, of which 1 am as sure as that 
pride is not humility. 
A man strikes me. Here is a temptation to anger. But my heart overflows 
with love. And 1 feel no anger at all, of which 1 can be as sure as that love 
and anger are not the same. 
A woman solicits me. Here is temptation to lut. But in the instant I 
shrink back. 
And 1 feel no desire or lust at ail, of which 1 am as sure as that my hand is  
hot or cold ... ln the instant the soul repels the temptation, and remains 
filled witb pure love. 
And the diference is still pfainer when I compare mypresent state with 
my put .  wherein I f k f t  rempturion and corruption too (emphasis added; 
Wesley and Wesley, 1981, p. 352). 

An example of an automatized tum to the superego is found in Richard Moss' 

autobiographical nanative. By Methodist standards, MOSS' spiritual development is 

exernplary in the way it represents, in sequence, al1 of the stages described by Wesley. 

Early in the narrative, Moss repeatedly tries to restrain his camal desim - drinking, 

garnbling, falling into "il1 company" and associating with "loose women" (Anniniun 

Magcine, 1798, p. 48) - but his inability to remain consistently "resolute" drives him 

into despair. After acquainting himself with the Methodists, and listening to Wesley 

preach, he experiences a dedation, and fit~ally mourns his way towards an ecstatic 

conversion. Justification is followed by infiation which gives way to a deprssive crisis of 

doubt. Finally, another unitive mtasy persuades him not ody of his forgiveness, but that 

the witness of pardon will be aôiding. At this junchire, Moss begins practicing the 

presence of Gd: "1 did ail my business without distraction. Nothing intempted or 

hindered my intercowse with Gad" (p. 55). In time, he receives a vision of the trinity, 

which signifies his sanctificatioa (p. 56). The nanative cornes to close with the story of 

how he overcomes his reluctance to preach. 



. . .I walked over one day with Mr. Downes, to Bmupfield. 1 began to 
speak with him; but he said 'Ray, do not speak, for I want to meditate by 
myself." Soon after that scriphue was strongly fixt upon my min4 
wherein Mary is said, to have washed Christ's feet with her tears, and 
wiped them with the haia of her heaâ. And presently 1 was pressed in 
spirit, to peach on those words. I was swpriseâ, having never had such a 
thought in my life. 1 strove to put it out of my mind, but could not: It 
followed me al1 the way; and 1 saw the meaning of the words, and of the 
whole passage, as 1 have never done before (pp. 56-57). 

When they amved at Bumupfield. Downes 'preached as usual" (p. 57), but was 

taken il1 the next &y. Downes convinces Moss to preach in his steaà, and with great 

trepidation, Moss presented his discourse on the meaning of Mary's ministrations. To his 

surprise, he "found much of the Love of God in speaking, and no want either of matter or 

words" (p. 57). In light of Moss' immanent tum to preaching as a vocation, we may 

assume that he identifid with Downes and valued his companionship. Moss' attempt to 

initiate a dialogue is abniptly refused by the preacher, who prefen to meditate in silence. 

It is significant that Moss does not mention any feelings of hurt, disappointment, or anger 

in king rebuffed. In short., he appears not to have been consciously "tempted". On the 

other hanci, the content of scripture which was immediately and "strongly fixed upon his 

mind" is rather telling. Moss' reaction consists of an association to Mary humbly washing 

the feet of Christ, and wiping them with her kir. The spontaneous image of Mary's pious 

subservience allows us to ider the missing gap in Moss' response. Keep in mind that 

according to Wesley, when temptations assail those who are only partially perfected, they 

must will full y resume the practice of the presence to ensure that temptation will give way 

to holy sentiments. According ta the logic of increasing p c e ,  that is, the movement 

fiom imperfect to perfect or automatized pmyer, if Moss had found hirnself in a sirnilar 

situation earlier on in his developrnent, his wounded narcissism would have intervend 

directly and forced him to deliberately intensify his prayer. In the present instance, 

however, falings of indignance Pnd hurt are by-passed The shiR in observational 

perspective is insmtaneous. It is tnggered reflexively in the peconscious. What is more, 



mt only i s  Mary's subrnissiveness a corrective to the initial impulse, it also preserves 

Moss' positive identifcation with Downes, the peachet, and accomplishes an important 

work of sublimation. As the two men continue waiking to the fie14 Moss silently 

elaborates upon the content of the inspiration, feeling stnuigely compelled "to preach on 

those words". Guilt and resentment do not compromise his push towards autonomy. The 

following &y, Moss delivers his sennon publicly, and this marks the beginning of his 

caner as a circuit pteacher. 

Autobiogrrpbical Accoiinb of WateLing and Praying 

Unfortunately, in the Methodist autobiographical narratives, most references to 

the practice of the presence and introspection do not ptovide a great deal of information. 

They are typically bnef and encapsulateci. This has to do with the fact that the nchest 

sources of personal data are the relatively condensed life histones which appeared in The 

Arniinran Muguzine. Although more elaborated &y to day entries taken from dianes 

were ocwionally published, the narrative length of the standard format tended to 

preclude lengthy accounts of the relation between meditation and spiritual growth. As a 

mult, extensively detailed depictions of rneditative experiences are more or less 

exceptional. The abbreviated descriptions, however, are extremely common in the 

literanire. Furthemore, given Albin' s finding that 33.2% of Methodist sanctification 

ecstasies are representeâ as having occurred in the context of "various types of prayer" 

(1 985, p. 278), we may conclude tbai "watching and praying" was taken seriously by a 

substantial number of Wesley's adherents. Let us examine the data. 

AAer a short lived crisis of doubt which followed his justification, Thomas 

Hanby's 'Yorrner peace, love and joy" retuned to hirn in a moment (Aninion Mugcine, 

1780, p. 48 1 ). The distress of Iosing the witness made him appreciate the necessity of 

holding fast to his faith. 

My son trial taught me mon watchfullrie~s. After this 1 waîked in greaî 
love, and peace, for near wo yean, buying up every opportunity for 



prayer, hearing and reading ... Oh! what a stniggle had 1 between my 
unfitness and my love for God (pp. 481 482). 

This extract is a fauly typical example of the generic and unelaborated style of 

description. Hanby informs us that his trial encouraged him to k more watchfbl and 

contemplative. In doing so, he comprehends the duality of his love and his bûnfitness", or 

sinfulness. A similar pattern is seen in John Mason's nanative, only in this case, he 

lingered in a post-conversion "darkness" for five years before recovering the "peace and 

love of God" (Anniniun Magazine, 1780, p. 653). He writes: 

1 was watchful, and spent much time in prayer: the word of G d  was my 
daily cornpanion, and it was spirit and life to my sou]. My faith was now 
stnngthened: my love to God and man increased abundantly. The Lord 
held me by my han& and fed me with the bread of life. He gave me to 
drink of the water of the river of life, and 1 was happy all the day long. 
Such was the blessing 1 continually enjoyed, I lived near Gd, keeping 
Jesus in my view, a.9 rny I r f e .  my pattern, and my d l  (emphasis addeû, p. 
653). 

In a pst-script to his autobiographical narrative, William Hunter gives a short 

summary of the events which preceded his sanctification. Here again, unequivocal 

refemices to watchfulness and pnyer are presented without any intimate description of 

the vicissitudes he undenvtnt before he was perfected: "It would be tedious to relate the 

various exercises 1 went through for several yean..." (Arminian Maguzine, 1779, p. 596). 

Nevertheless, he States: 

[After being justifiedl it pleased Infinite Wisdom to open a new scene to 
me: 1 began to be exercised with many uncornmon temptations, and felt 
my own heart ready to comply with the sarne ... 1 began to cal1 in question 
the work of grace in my soul. 0, the pain and anNsh I felt for weeks 
togethet! Yet al1 this while 1 was very eamest with the Lorâ, rny sou1 
clave to him and 1 often said, Though he Skry me. yet will I trusl in him. 
Under this exercise 1 leomed several things: As first, thPt my nature was 
not so much changed as 1 thought: I founô many thiags in me which 
opposed the grace of Gd; so that without continuai watching and prayer, I 
was capable of cornrnitting the very same sins which 1 had bwn guilty of 
before. 2. 1 began to be more aquainted with Satan's &vices, and found 
power fiom G d  to mist them. 3.1 had very affecting views of Christ, as 
my great high-piest who was touched with a feeling of dl my infmnities. 



4. The snptures were precious to me, and 1 fouad great comfort in 
reading them. And lady, 1 was conscious of a need of a far greater 
change in my nature dian 1 had yet experiend..yet I found rny mind at 
times deeply engaged in prayer to be saved fiom al1 sin (pp. 594-595). 

Note that Hunter "haâ very affecting Mews of Christ", who was touched with a 

feeling of al1 mis] infinnities". Here the sense of loving presence is clearl y personified 

and experienced as an empathic selfabject who is both moveâ by, and appreciatively 

supportive of  Hunter's efforts to subdw his cormptions. For Charles Perronet, the 

practice of the presence also takes the fonn of a highly personalized object relationship: 

1 talked with him; he seemed to look upon me with precious smiles; 
became my delightful abode; gave me promises, and made al1 my 
existence glory in himself, fixing al1 my desires upon his Love, and the 
glonous display of his own person. 1 could relish only Jesus: to have been 
a moment with him, I would have given up al1 besides. 1 was so engaged 
with Christ, that the thought he had been despised on earth, drowned my 
eyes in tears: and the thought that he now possessed al1 fullness, so 
satisfied my largest desires that I had no choice whether to exist or not: 
whatever was myself was no more. It seemed to make no part of my 
happiness. All centered in Jesus and hirn alone (Aminian Mugcine, 
1779, p. 202). 

ln this instance, the personification of presence is imaginatively rooted in the 

humanity of Christ. Perronet speaks to Jesus, who, in retum, grants him "precious 

smiles" and "promises". Through the play of mutuality, which fosters trust, self-regard 

and gratitude, Perronet experiences a profoundly empathic tie to Jesus, whose sufferings 

move Perronet to tears. The intense involvement with the presence of Christ goes hand in 

hand with the crucial shift in self-observation, a movement away fiom the perspective of 

the self to that of the ideal other. Because Perronet's own wcissistic needs for minoring 

and support are taken care of, there is no mention of any anxious or morbid 

sel f-involvement, only an eager devotion to Jesus: "Al1 centered in Jesus and hirn alone". 

Indeed, Perronet's relationship to Christ is so all-encompassing that the practice of the 

Pfesence 1s extended into his dr- life as well: 



I seemed in my sleep to k ofien with Christ. 1 camed him as an infant in 
my anns. 1 heard hirn speak. 1 walked with hirn, and saw hirn work 
miracles. I helped to support him in his agony: saw hirn cnrifieâ and was 
crucified with him. 1 saw the approaches of the last &y, and the tmmpet's 
found. Another time we al1 stood before Jesesus. I cried in an agony to be 
made fit. 1 was made so and rejoiced (p. 2 1 1 ). 

William Carvosso's spirihiil memoir contains several references to watching and 

praying. In presenting the "remarks" of a certain W. Bramwell", we see how Carvosso 

aspind *?O be taken into God" ( 183 5,  p. 122), which be understood as a state of ceaseiess 

prayer : 

... The following remah  of Mr. Bramwell are striking, and deserve 
prticular notice: - "Justification is great; to be cleansed is greater; but 
what i s  justification, or king cleansed, cornparrd with king taken into 
God? The world, the noise of self, - a11 is gone; and the mind bears the 
full stamp of God's image. Here, we talk and walk, and live; doing al1 in 
Hirn and to Him; - continual prayer, and tuming al1 into Christ, in every 
house, in every Company; al1 things by him, from Him, and to Him" (pp. 
172-1 23). 

Carvosso continues with his own commentary: 

O! 1 long to be more filled with God. Lord, stir me up to be more in 
earnest! I want to be more like Jesus. My sou1 thirsteth for Thee, O God. 
1 see nothing will do but being continually filled with Thy presence and 
glory. I know al1 that Thou hast is mine, but 1 want to feel a closer union. 
Lord, increase my faith! (p. 123). 

Carvosso's description of faith clearly presupposes the practice of  the presence 

and the use of spiritual senses: 

1 see if 1 would get g d  every where, it must be by striving to keep my 
outward senses under subjection to those which grace hm opened in the 
soul. By faith 1 rdize the presence of my gmt Prophet; my car attends to 
that still maIl voice which is not heard in the hwry and twiult of our 
nature; my eyes gaze on the Divine perfections displayad in the whole 
economy of nature and gr=; and hereby 1 begin a life that never ends, 
and obtain enjoyments which shail incniw to dl eternity. Fa i t .  does not 
merely wait for Divine influence, but actually lays hold of it, as well as on 
every other purchaseâ and promised blessing; yea, by simple fw 
promises and promiser are made al1 our own...l am desirous of leaming 



his way more prfectîy, that I may daily make sensible objects subsewient 
to the reaiities whkb faith reveals.. . (pp. 1 4 1 ). 

By "sûiving to keep his outward senses under subjection to those which grace has 

opened in the soul", Carvosso shows that he is actively applying or assimilating the 

unitive abstraction of presence to the particularities of bis seme perception. He makes 

"sensible objects subse~ent to the realities which faith reveals". Emphasis is placed on 

the voluntary aspect of the exercise. "Divine influence", which includes inspirations of 

conscience - the "still mal1 voice" of the "great prophet" - is delikrately invoked 

through meditation. In line with the idea of co-operative grace, Caivosso States that he 

does not "merely wait for Divine influence", but willingly summons the sense of 

presence by "actually laying hold of it". 

As with Hunter and Penonet, Carvosso's experience of the presence is markedly 

personified. A good conscience, which is expressed as an "approving smile", engenders 

basic trust, vitality, and confidence. 

He doth now reward my poor services with, His approving smile and 
continual presence; teaching me in ignorance, strengthening me in 
weakness, supporting me in triais, blessing my feeble endeavon and 
labon, fighting for me againa evety enemy, and making al1 things work 
together for rny good. O my soul, what mercies! what boundless love! 
(p. 159). 

The practice of the presence is coupled with introspection: "Some days before 

this, my faith was severely tried; and not without a cause. O what a necessity there is for 

more selfdenial! Lorà, keep me ever watching!" (p. 134). In this way, Carvosso is 

enabled to participate in the "mystery of faith" wherein sin is simultaneously 

comprehended in light of Gd's pardon. 

But this is the mystecy of faith, that while 1 have on one hand a pglnfiil 
consciousness of my deserts as a suUret, 1 have on the other, at the same 
moment, "boldness to enter into the Miest by the blood of Jesus." 
bbBlessed is the man to whom the Lord imputeth not sin." I thank God 
through Jesus Christ. He is 'Se way, the tnith, and the life:" we must 



ever bear in mind, that we can only be saved unto the uttermost while we 
"corne unto God by Km." (p. 266). 

E#ecause Robert Roe's autobiographical narrative includes dated insertions fiom a 

personal joumal, he provides a somewhat more detailed disclosure of the difficulties and 

successes of his meditative experiences. The following extract iudicates that he used the 

practice of the presence, the moment to moment renewal of faith, in tandem with 

1 see plainly we are to corne to God by simple faith, and expect gmce 
when we want it, and use it when we have it, day by day, hour by hour, 
minute by minute ... 1 feel this day the clear witness of Gd's Spirit, that 1 
am his, and at the same time 1 have a sense of inbred sin (Arminian 
Magazine, 1784, pp. 360-36 1 ). 

Roe's introspection fiequently gets the better of him. and his emotional calm i s  

disrupteâ by '"trials" and "ternptations". For example, he writes, 

Of late 1 have been tossed to and fro. Sometimes I have k e n  happy; at 
other times, aimost in despir. Trials fkom the world; temptations fiom 
the enemy; and above all, the evils of rny own hem wearied out my 
spirits: add to this, the weak state of my newes, which often render me 
incapable of recollection, so that 1 cannot penue my business, or properly 
judge of the state of my wul. Satan always takes advantage of these 
seasons, and when 1 tay hold on the promises, he tells me, they are not for 
the. Thou an fallen fiom grace, thou hast sinned away the day of &race, 
and wilt be damned. 1 have sunk into despair. Sometimes 1 would fast, 
and use al1 kinds of mortification, to keep under my corruption; but when 
1 found them rise again with qua\ strength, I was ready to give up al1 (p. 
81). 

In permitting himself to feel and explore his ambivalence, R œ  undergoes a rapid 

oscillation of m o d  states. Strong resistances, which manifest as self-accusations and 

doubt, mate suficient anxiety to sabotage his contemplation, thus leaving him 

"incapable of tecollection". Hoping to nkindle the sense of presence, Roe falls back on 

the stanQrd procedum of ritual mouming. When these pove to be equally ineffective, 

he lapses into despair. On other occasions, however, he is able to quel1 his ruminations. 



1 was very cornfortable, till in placing my books I began to think they were 
bwnd too elegantty for a Christian, and fell into reasoning. 1 had no 
sooner given way to this, than Satan came in as a flood, and 1 was almost 
distracted The 29th. 1 was e linle comforted; but beginning to resson 
about speaking, 1 was soon miserable. I then resolved to cry unto God, 
and taLe no thought abwt speaking. My temptations and misery were 
gone in a moment, and 1 haâ sweet peace and love ... AM1 19th. Since 1 
wrote last, my experience and trials have ken  various. But this 1 ever 
find, when I yield to rcasoning and unbelief, the emmy gets the 
advantage; but if I look to Jesus by faith, it brings present power, peace 
and love (p. 4 17). 

Distracted by the worldly elegance of his books, as well as the prospect of 

prpaching, Roe is drawn into an obsessive debate with his own tonnented conscience. 

He is  compelled to reason with the devil. But in this p~rticular instance, instead of 

hitlessly minating, Roe 1s able to follow Wesley's instnictions: "1 then resolved to cry 

unto God". By reinstating the sense of presence through simple prayer (Le., lod«ng to 

Jesus by faith), he recoven his emotional equilibrium. 

PoatConvenion Uses of the Sense of Prewmce 

Although Methodin autobiographen provided only encapsulated references to 

watching and praying, descriptions of the piuticular uses of the sense of presence - al1 of 

which occur after conversion, and some of  which are based on spontaneously occumng 

ecstasies - are a more informative source of data. I have included this material in the 

present section because it readily demonstrates how the intellecnial vision of presence 

facilitated the on-going work of the positive superego, helping believers to endure 

sickness and loss, to overcome the anxieties of preaching, and to engage in personal and 

moral problem sokng. 

In her paper, Notes on Psychtmnaiysis and lntegrative Living ( 1 947), Bnerl y 

argues that therapeutic uses of the sense of divine presence cm k understd as 

superego phenomcna. She cites two experiences of a woman in her late teens. In one 

these, when the woman tned to resolve a ptoblem by sumndenng her self to the wiil of 

God, she received an ecstatic "blessing": "her coasciousness was su- with a feeling 



of peace and beatitude which seemeâ like the healing gitt of a transcendent power" (p. 

74). In the second experience, she was 'Yaced with an exhaustjng task to which she felt 

inadquate? After spending a few minutes in a "concentrated prayer for strengih", she 

received another blessing. "This time waves of energy seemed to well up within her, she 

went to the dreaded task refieshed and renewed and carried it through without difficulty". 

Brierly explains that both of these events "cm be interpreted in ternis of the modification 

The first can be thought of as an experience of definitive object-love 
relationship between ego and supersgo ideal, a revival of infantile 
beatitude, and the second as a release of id energy for sublimatory use 
sanctioned by the supetego (p. 74). 

In much the same way that the sense of presence diminished the physical and 

mental sufferings of the dying, when Methodists were taken ill, they were frequently 

comforted by feelings of communion with the divine. William Carvosso mites, 

1 have been confïned to bed four days by an inflammation in my leg. But 
though the Lord has afflicted my body, my mind has been in perfect peace. 
My sou1 has mounted on the wings of contemplation, and 1 have enjoyed 
sweet communion with God. His presence makes my paradise ( 1835, p. 
124) 

In a rare variation of divine presence, Robert Roe descnis a unitive encounter 

with a "guardian angel", which was the spirit of a fiiend. 

The following night I was very ill; but suddenly Llt a kindred spirit, with 
dear -. The love of God, as soon as 1 thought of her, wamied my heart, 
and healed my sorrow. I thought it was impossible to fécl such union with 
any who are in the body. 1 therefore concluded she was dead; and that her 
spirit acted as a guardian angel upon mine. 1 rejoiced at the indisposition 
of my body, and the expctation of soon followuig het. The next morning 
I was tempted to reason; but in the afterwon 1 found a pmying spirit for 
my dear fiiends; and the more 1 prayed, and exercised faith on Jesus, the 
more 1 felt heaven openeâ in my heart (Anninian Mgazine, 1784, p. 307). 

Just prior to his falling ill, Roe became unhappily e~banged fiom his father who 

condemneâ his son's involvement with the Mediodists (p. 305-306). Also, on the night 



peceding his illness, Roe ministered to a "sick woman", and the encounter lefi a serious 

impression upon him: "This was a great cross to me" (p. 307). Although there is no 

direct evidence to suggest that Rw's sickness was hysterical in nature, we may infer that 

the stresses of ment events - guilt over his father's disappointment, and the unsettling 

reminder of human frailty - contributeci to his state of mind while he lay convalescing. 

Themes of bereavement show that he had become susceptible to fears of dying. The 

ecstasy itself is compensatory in that it appears to be triggered by a depression (i.e. 

"sorrow") associated with the illness. The unexpected intensity of the sense of presence 

convinces him that his hend must have been deceased, for it seemed "impossible to feel 

such union with any who are in the body". Because his illness instills a fear of mortality, 

the cornforting sense of union with a "kindred spirit", one who has already passed on, 

augments his sepration anxiety: "1 rejoiced at the indisposition of my body. and the 

expectation of soon following her". 

Benjamin Rhodes recounts a presence ecstasy which occurred while he was still a 

yout h. 

At about twelve years of age, I took a walk one evening into a large, thick 
wood not far fiom tom. 1 left the pth, and wandered in the thickest pan 
of it, till 1 was entinly lost. Night began to close in upon me, and 1 did not 
know which way to him rny face towards home. It soon becarne quite 
dark: 1 then gave over rambling, and intended to have remained there till 
the moming, when 1 hopd to find my way out. In this situation I found 
my f m e r  impressions begin to r e m  with much sweetness. M y  sou1 was 
put in prayer; I was deeply sensible of the presence of God; my heart 
overflowed with penitential tendemess; and, mder a deep seme of my 
own unworthiness, and of  his goodness, mercy, and love, 1 sung and 
ptayed with much fervor: yea, 1 was so thankful that the Lord had found 
me, while lost in a wood, that I w d d  not for ail the wotld have missed 
such an opportuniîy (Anninian Magazine, 1779, pp. 358-359). 

The ecstasy, which is evokd through prayer, eases Rhodes' fear and lonelimss, 

giving him the patience to wait until he is eventuaily retrieved by his father. The 

expesiences documenteci by Roe and Rhodes illustrate how the sense of presence 



mitigated separation anxiety. This phenornenon is consistent with the fact that such 

ecstasies oAen transpired during periods of loss or separation fiom family and friends. 

For exarrtple, when ZecMah Yewdall hrst became an itinerant preacher in South 

Wales, the Lord "condesended to visit [him] in the most gracious manner" (Anninion 

Magazine. 1795, p. 266). The visitation filled his heart 'Wth an abundance of peace and 

joy in believing". Yewdall explains that the ecstasy was well timed. His depemue into 

the field haâ "overwhelmed [him] with sorrow" since he was now without the "counsel 

and support" of his friends. Yewdall experienced his longing as a demonic temptation: 

T h e  enemy made cruel and painful suggestions". Even so, he states that the Lord 

"relieved" him in his tirne of distress. 

ARer losing his wife. William Carvosso lived with his son Benjamin, who had, 

unlike the rest of his siblings, remained unmarried (1 835, p. 57). Benjamin was 

eventuall y appointed to a preaching circuit, and forced to leave his father behind. In a 

letter wriaen one day after his son departed, Cawosso states that he prayed to God to 

assist him in his grief: "and [Gd] so filled my soul witb his love, that 1 have been happy 

ever since. 1 am resigned to God's will. .." (p. 57). Latet he received notice fiorn 

Benjamin that he had ken requesteâ to undertake a foreign mission, one that would take 

him even farther away from home (p. 103-105). The news left Carvosso micken with an 

"indescribable burden", a conflict between his love for his son, and his belief that 

Benjamin had ken truly "cailed of God". Carvosso writes, 

But on one occasion soon akr, while 1 wss in secret pondering over the 
painhl subject, thinking of the separation, and of the various privations 
and dangers attending such a work, just at the moment when nature shrunk 
back, and 1 felt as if 1 couid not consent to make the sacrifice, 1 seemed 
suâdenly swounded by Divine pwence, and a voice said to me, "1 gave 
my son to die for thee; and canst diou not give thy son to go an enand for 
me? I will bring him to thee again." 1 cned ouf 'Tk him, Lord, take 
hm!" The Lord conquend me by his undying love, and never did I offer 
any thing to G d  more willingly. Meed it apparrd to me at tbaî time, 
that, if 1 had a t h o d  sons, 1 would checfilly have given hem al1 up to 



God for such a woiL Nor have 1 since changed my views, or had one 
uneasy thought about bun. At the time when I felt the wonderful 
deliverance, and the Father of metcies Hirnself condescended to reason 
with me, it seemed for the moment, I could not tell if 1 was in the body or 
out of the body. Time appeared only a moment, compare!d with that 
eternity which was ope& to my mi&; and it was in the full assurance of 
faith 1 offered hirn up, believing that, if I should see him no more in t h e ,  
we should quickly meet in heaven; seeing the Lord told me He would 
bnng him to me again ... When the time came for his deppmire ... and [q 
took my final leave of him, 1 was so supporteci above myself, that 1 was 
perfectly calm and recollected ... G d  bas unit& us; in Him we subsist as 
one soul, and no "power can make us twain" @p. 104-106). 

The extract reveals how the sense of presence hctions as an ecstatic 

manifestation of conscience, thereby assisting Carvosso to resolve a highly charged 

emotional conflict. The fact that he pondered the "painhl subject" while he was in 

"secret", indicates that Carvosso utilized the technique of ritual mourning in order to 

receive divine guidance. The onset of the sense of presence is accompanied by an 

interior dialogue in which the voice of God articulates an ideal dictate, a succinct moral 

analogy that clinches Carvosso's decision to relinquish his son: "1 gave my son to die for 

thee; and canst thou not give thy son to go an errand for me? 1 will bring him to thee 

again". Here again we observe the imaginative shift in self+ôservation fiom the 

perspective of the ego to that of the ideal other. Carvosso considen God's sacrificial 

relationship to his own son, and willingly concedes. in eamestly consenting to his ideal, 

Carvosso's joy creates a greater sense of trust, and he is enabled to entertain the pieasing 

prospect of reunion, either in this life, or in the next. The satisfaction he experiences in 

abiding by his conscience, and voicing his decision, heightem his euphoria and gratitude: 

"The Lord conqueted me by his undying love, and never did 1 offer anything to God more 

willingly". Interestingly, the cc* appeam to climax with a brief interlude of trance - 
Carvosso States that, for a moment, he was not certain whether he was still in his body. 

We do mt have sufficieat eviàe~lce to pin-point any specific mistance that dictates this 

hypnotic tum. Perhaps some mersure of sorrow felt to be inconsistent with the dominant 



emotional meanhg of the experience led to a momentary defensive lape in sense 

perception. In the end however, Carvosso pottrays the outcome in an entirely 

unambiguous light. His grief is replaced by the gratification of his convictions, and the 

consolations of unitive thinking: "God has united us; in him we subsist as one soul, and 

'no power cm meke us twain"'. 

As a source of inner sustainment, courage, conviction, and creative inspiration, 

there is no question that the sense of presence gave ample support in the manifold labors 

of traveling preachers. Like SQ many other fldgling preachers, Zechariah Yewdall had 

dificulty finding the resolve to overcome a great teluctance to speak in public. He 

writes, "The first pulpit I went into was at Pudrey Chapel; the Lord was pleased to favor 

me with such a sense of his presence, as dispelled my fears, and gave me liberty in 

speaking to people" (Arminian Magazine, 1795, p. 2 1 8). When confionted by an 

"unnily" mob who tried to obstruct his passage into a chape1 in Monrnoth, Yewdall relied 

on the practice of the presence to subdue his fear. Note that his description underscores 

how the empathic shifi in self-observation helped to preserve his composure. 

When 1 went first into the pulpit, my mind was much exercised; but in a 
linle time 1 found serene calm in the midst of the turnult, and a firm 
reliance upon the protection of the Almighty, especially while I was 
beseeching him to forgive and have mercy upon those thoughtless men, 
who knew not what they were doing. A friend conducteô me home 
safely, and 1 was unfeignedly t h d l  t b t  the Lord had given me a heart 
to pity and pray for my enemi es... l found how much better it was to be 
persecuted for righteousness sake, than to follow a lawless multitude to do 
evil" (p. 268). 

In adâition to taking on the perspective of the other, the final sentence of the 

extract shows that Yewciall's bnivery, his willingness to risk attack and suffer ridicule, 

was ftrther reinforced by the rlfcsteem dmved fiom living up to his ideals in the midst 

of such danger. 

ûecause verbal and intel1ectul inspirations of conscience are an integral part of 

the alternate state of presence, Methodisi preacbers, Iike Thomas Olivers, sometimes felt 



thernselves prompted to spedc on themes and ideas which they believed were passively 

and spontaneously mediated by the spirit. On one occasion, while traveling as a circuit 

peacher in Scotland, Olivers awoke in the early hours of the rnoming and began to "cal1 

upon God". "In an instant*', he writes, "1 was filled with such sweetness as 1 haâ not 

tasted for a long time" (Arminiun Maguzine, 1779, p. 142). Olivers States that the 

enduringly positive influence of this "visitation", was tiwi to an equally remarkable 

infusion of grace given to him while he addresseci his congregation. 

The effect of this visitation lasted a considerable time, and was of greater 
use to me, both in preaching and living. Some time after, 1 was preaching 
on the barren fig me, a few words proceeded fiom me in such a manner. 
as 1 can scarce describe. The conpgation seemed as if they had been 
electrified. One who had long been bowed dom, cried out main; and 
said afterwards, that under those words, she felt as if she was dropping 
into hell. 1 have since thought that if the word was always attended with 
such power, very few would stand befote it (p. 142). 

A particularly fascinating example of the courage individuals derived from the 

sense of presence is found in John Haime's narrative. ln this case, the blissfulness of 

divine presence is used to sustain what amounts to an adaptive denial of extreme anxiety. 

Convinced of his invulnerability, Haime is literally swept away in manic exaltation 

during a brutal military encounter with the French anny. 

For my part, I stood the hottest fire of the enemy, for above seven houn. 
But 1 told my cornrades, "The French have no ball made. that will kill me 
this &y". A k r  about seven hours, e cannon ball killed my horse under 
me. An officer cried aloud, 'Waime where is yout God now?" 1 
answereâ, "Sir, he is bere with me; and he will bring me out of this 
battle". Presently a cannon bal1 took off his head. My horses fell upon 
me, and some c r i 4  out, "Haime is gone!" But 1 nplied, "He is not gone 
yet*'. 1 soon di~ngaged myself and walked on plusing Gd. 1 was 
exposed both to the enemy and to our own home; but that did not 
discourage me et dl: for 1 knew 1 had the God of Jacob with me. I had a 
long way to go thtough dl our horse, the balls flying on every si&. And 
al1 the way, multitudes Iay bleeding, groaning, dyng, or just dead Suiely 
I was in the fieq furmcc; but it did net singe a hair of my head The 
hotter the battle grew, the more smngth was given me. 1 was as hill of joy 
as I could contain (Arniinian Mug-inne, 1780, p. 262). 



My hem wss filled with love, peace and joy, more than tongue can 
express. I was in a new world! 1 could tmly say, ''Unto you that believe 
he is present". 1 stood the fire of the enemy seven hours (p. 2 17). 

We have previously seen how William Carvosso used the sense of presence to 

ssuage the sadness of k i n g  separated fiom his son. Equally important, however, is the 

fact that the ecstasy also served as a vehicle or manifestation of conscience. The 

emotional power of the ideal strengthened Cmosso's will, and gave closure to a painfuf 

moral dilemma. Another example of the relation between ecstatic presence and moral 

problem solving is provided by John Cennick. Although an early follower of Methodism, 

Cemick's Calvinist leanings kep hirn fiom fully embracing several of Wesley's core 

theological tenets, including the doctrine of Christian perfection, and Wesley's insistence 

that conversion did not guarantee "final perseverance", or the impossibility of 

brrksliding (Towsland, 1957. 106-1 07). Cennick was also very skeptical of the 

eccentricity of "scenes", the panic attacks, convulsive seinires and paralyses which 

Wesley, during his ministry at Fetter Lane, regarded as the "work of G d  (p. 106). Tom 

between his allegiance to Wesley, and his own personal convictions, Cemick sought to 

resolve the conflict in the following way: 

One &y 1 walked by myself into the wood, and wept before the Savior, 
and got again a sensible feeling of His prexnce and detennined 
thencefonvard to pteach nothing but Him and his righteousness. And so 
al1 fits and crying out ceased wherever I came, and a blessing anendeâ my 
labon. ûnly this opemd a way for Mr. Wesley and me to jar and dispute 
often, because, firstly, I could not believe or preach Perf'iection, and, 
secondly, 1 resolved to mention only the righteousness of Christ and the 
final perseverance of souk tnily converted (quoted in Towsland, 1957, p. 
107). 

Like Carvosso, Cennick deliberately induccd the ecstasy through rihial mourning. 

He ptoceeded to find a secluded spot in the woods, and exacerbateci his distms by 

weeping and appcaling to Christ. Upon acquiring a "sensible fceling" of the savior's 

presence, Cennick's resistance to taking a moral stance that genuinely reflected his own 



convictions, was successfirlly overcome. In deciding to follow the directives of 

conscience, Cemick's self-esteem and sense of integrity allowed him to tolerate his guilt. 

in short, he was e ~ b l e d  to cornfortably assert his autonomy. The experience lefl him 

confident enough to "jar and dispute7' with Wesley, to ressert a previously inhibited set 

of religious values, and to preach the gospel in accordance with his beliefs. 

Theoretic Summrry 

Anticipating the current consensus of writers in the psychology of religion, 

Wesley undemood that the revelatory character of conversion ecstasies were not wholly 

transfomative in and of themselves. If long terni characterologicd change was to be 

achieved, ecstatic insights needed to be systematically engaged, elaborated, and 

consistently carried forward in worldiy practice. For this reason, he recommended the 

simultaneous use of two meditative exercises, the practice of the presence and 

introspection. The combination of these techniques were theologicaily aliped with the 

interdependence of faith and repentance, both of which were the necessary prerequisites 

of gradua1 sanctification. 

The practice of the presence, a discursive exercise involving the imaginative 

contemplation of God's immanence, was predicated on the memory of the original 

conversion ecstasies. The technique was a way of prese~ng and prolonging the state of 

mind associated with the new birth. More specifically, because al1 fonns of action were 

regard4 as expressions of prayer, the emotional and cognitive content of unitive ideals, 

the foundation of Christian conscience, were appiied to one's daily a . i n ,  where, 

ideal 1 y, they wodd eventuaily be stabilized as permanent dispositions. 

The practice of the presence induceâ a mild ahemate state of consciousness, 

comparable to wbet Maslow calls the plateau experience. Two aspects of this state are 

crucial for undetstanding how the pwaice couid biing about the pemnality changes 

associated with sanctification. Firstly, the unitive dimension of the sense of pesace, as 

both a fonn of personal communion, and as an abstraaion that organized one's 



perception of the cosmos, provideû a holding environment, a space of psychic safety 

where sel'exarnination could proceed with minimal likelihood of incluring a depression. 

Secondly, the alternate state was baseci on nverie, so that con ego fiinctions remained 

intact. Consequently, individuals could maintain the mental flexibility necessary to 

balance the continual "day dream of divine immanence with lucid introspection. 

In essence, we may say tbat the practice of the presence was, in fact, an 

intensification of conscience. This simple formulation illuminates what 1 have referred to 

as the synergistic tie between watching and praying. in as much as the pnictice of the 

presence perpetuated the witness of pardon, believers in possession of a good conscience 

were now far more able to withstand the anxieties and depressive reactions that typically 

accompanied the apprehension of sin. The "shield" of faith permitted an intensive 

moment to moment examination of impulses resistant to a fuller realization of altruistic 

values. Also, in as much as the altemate state was a symbolic, that is, personified 

embodiment of conscience, it provided self-evident criteria for introspection. In fact, 

Wesley held that an awakened conscience not only brought one's sins into the light of 

&y, it also revealed their "disguises", or the rationalizations used to deny hypocnsy. 

Thus, Wesley delineated an insight mode1 of spiritual development, one that presupposed 

a depth psychological metaphor, a penetration into the ""depth" and "ground" of one's 

heart. 

Even though the p t i c e  of the pesence minimized the psychological threats of 

introspection, resistances occurred al1 the same. Wesley identified two common 

reactions which cari be regarded as unitive distortions: peswnption and despair. In the 

former case, piactitioners experienced a subtle fonn of infiation which involved a denial 

of the significance of sin. Despair, on the other hand, was characterized by an 

exaggerated pnoccupation with the seemingiy unbridgeable gap barnen one's own 

comptions and the "height and glory of God". Here, the hop ofacquvuig holiness was 

distoned by the psychic tesidue ofevanplicaî nurture. With the return of the bad object, 
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the promise of perfection - the confident hopefulress that stems fiom an unconflicted 

ideal - devolved into m impossible amhoritarian demand. Wesley's advice to those who 

founâ themselves stymied by doubt was straightlorward instead of "reasoning with the 

devil", a phrase which signified an obsessive and ultimately futile debate between the 

ego and dK punishing superego, believers should resume the practice of the presence in 

order to revive the witness of pardon. 

Because the practice of the presence maintaid the ego's rapport witb the loved 

and admired ideals of conscience, the rnotivating impetus of the latter gave "power" to 

overcome the tempîations of sin. The important gratifications that accompanied the 

altemate state of presence, not the least of which was the ego's sense of satisfaction in 

living up to its ideals, were more compelling than those derived fiom the guilt ridden 

impulses of sin (i.e. worldly pride, indiscriminate sexual longings, anger, intolerance 

etc.). The fiutrations of instinctual renunciation were consciously endure4 but 

attenuated by the pleasure of  selfssteem. AS structures of impulse control were 

continually built up in the ego, inâividuals became more and more able to tolerate and 

contain psychic pain and tension. This process was due, in large measure, to the 

self-regulatory huictions of the positive superego. As I have show, the sense of presence 

helped Methodists to endure the ravages of sickness. the grief of loss, the ahvieties of 

preaching, and the conflicts of moral problem solvhg. Temptations were thus regarded 

as welcomed opportunicies for spinnial growth. The insight obtained in observing versus 

acting on one's impulses, pmnoted characterologicai change in tanâern with the 

imaginative dimension of the practice of the pesence. In other words, the meaning and 

consequmces of undesirable impulses were mvaluated, in fmtasy, fiom the perspective 

of the ideal other, the mpetep's point of view. Long term charactetologid 

apnsfomtion, or sanctification, conespoadad to the automatization of this shifi in 

selflobservation. Sanctification, thdore, was characterized as the perfection of 

contemplation, a state of ceeseles, unintmupted payer. 



Psychoanalytic anthropology, the shidy of the relationship between cultural forms 

and the unconscious, was brought into existence with the publication of Freud's Totem 

and Tubm ( 191 3 ). What Freud considered to be the origiw of human social structure 

and cultural life, that is, organized communal existence, the incest taboo, and the 

ôeginnings of religion, are ingeniously recollStIUCted along deàuctive lines similar to the 

method employed in his individual case histones. By designating the Oedipus complex 

as the impenis for the cteation of cultural f m s ,  and by charting an evolution of religious 

ideas that reflects the collective need to manage the pressures of oedipzil rebellion and 

guilt, Freud established a "defense" conception of culture which became axiomatic in 

later streams of psychoanalytic anthropology. For Aters such as Roheim ( 1971 ), 

Kardiner ( 1 %6), Whiting ( 196 1 ) and Spiro (1%5), collective symbolism reproduces and 

reinforces optimal compromise formations between the ego and the unconscious. 

Whereas the actual clinical practice of psychoamlysis is aimeci, ideally, at the molution 

of neurotic conflict, prevailing psychouialytic theories of the nature and uses of cultural 

symbdism tend to highlight themes of conflict management. 

Although highly usehl as a methadological tool, the defense conception poses 

theoretic limitations if it is taken as the primarymetaphor for a working definition of 

culture. For example, while conceding that symbol systems may function as defenses, 

Obeyesekere holds that the f~egoing writen, in empbizing ngressive themes, 

implicitly assume an isomorphism between cultural symbols and symptoms (1990, p. 

19). From his field work in Sri Lanka, Obeyesekere describes the experiences of an 

ecstatic priestess who, thrwgh an emotional identification with, and the ritual 

manipulation of cultunl symbolism, tmsfomed and mnscended the "archaic terrocs of 

childhood" in a mannet comparable to the "working tbrough" of unconscious fixations in 
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clinical psychdysis (pp. ! 1 - 12). I f  culturai symbols are capable of effecting such 

resolutions, the defense conception needs to be augmented by a more inclusive theory . In 

other worâs, how can that which is in itself symptomatic contribute to the resolution of 

symptoms? 

Furthemore, the restriction of our understanding of cultural symbls to the 

defense metaphor invokes a subtle ethnocentric and rationalistic bias. Obeyesekere 

challenges Devereux's contention that ethnic symbolism may promote social 

"adjustment", but not "introspective awareness" or "curative insight" (Obeyesekere, 

1990, p. 2 1 ). The latter argues that a sharnan provides a mode of treatment which, at 

most, "leads to a repatteming of defenses", "a changeover from idiosyncratic conflicts 

and defenses to culturally conventional conflicts and ritualized symptoms" ( 1980, pp. 

17- 18). Thus, insights that constitue a "psychiatrie cure" are reserved for the analytic 

session. Obeyesekere argues thai this position mises an "embanassing" implication: 

"one has to assume that prior to the invention of psychoanalysis, al1 of us went our ways 

in the abysmal dark of ignorance.. ." ( 1990, p. 2 1 ). Clinical psychoanalysis promotes a 

specific kind of nflexivity in the fonn of rational self-rektion and is a product of a 

modem and dem ysti fied worldview. Cultual and rel igious sym bols, however, may also 

permit curative reflexivity, but in a diRetent U o m .  

Obeyesekere's discussion of symptoms venus personal syrnbols provides a 

decisive methodological distinction thpt supplernents the cumnt defense conception. 

Individual symptoms possess "little range of variation or capacity for continual 

displaccments, or substitutive flexibility" and therefore tend to "exhibit near identity 

cross-culnirally" (p. 14). Personal symbols, on the other han4 are the product of 

culturally transfonned symptorns. Predicated on a publicly recognized symbol system 

made available by the cultural spkre, persoml symbols open up a semantic space for 

active self-reflection, and thereby replace the compulsive rigidity of symptoms whose 

limited meanings are, by &finition, inaccessible to consciousness. Obeyese kere explains 
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that although both of these terms presuppose motive and meaning, symptoms are largely 

dominated by the former. Their ngressive character engenders ver- little reflexivity in 

that reflections habitually "hover" around infantile motivations (p. 12). Personal symbols, 

on the other hand, channel fixated motivations into a galaxy of cultural signifiers whose 

cognitive richness and intersubjective character afford a range of psychologically 

adaptive options not available to the private neuroses. In this way, persona1 symbols 

provide a greater degree of remove from the archaic motivations of childhood. Unlike 

idiosyncratic symptoms, pesonal symbols participate in degnes of public consensus; 

shared intentionality fosten meaningful communication with others and thereby 

enhances self-reflection. The relative "mindlessness", so to speak, of the limited and 

pnvate repertoire of symptom-symbolism is given over to the "mindful" play of 

polyvalent cultural symbols wliose existential meanings are made available for 

therapeutic insight. Obeyesekere holds that the process of symbolic remove, the work of 

culture, is inherently tied to ideals and their sublimatory potential. Within these "higher 

levels of symbolization", "the Freudian notion of idealization and sublimation ptevails; it 

is here that symbols prospectively and progressively rnove away fiom the sources of 

motivation to the realm of the sacred and the numinous" (p. 68). 

Pfister's position on the curative potential of cultural forms is also relevant 

(1931). His analysis of shamanic healing in a Navaho context demonstrates how ntual 

uses of religious symbolism rewlve neurotic conflict and promote conscious insight in 

symbolic fonn. Some modes of religious healing can constitute an "instinctive 

psychoanalysis" by an unwitting "[penetration] to the unconscious motivation of the 

psycho-neurotic disturbance" (p. 250). In stipulating that the unconscious "rems more 

quickly to the language of symbols than the propositions of reason" (p. 25 1 ), Pfister 

bnngs instances of successful nli,gious healing into line with play therapy where insight 

and the recession of symptoms is contingent u p n  the use of figurative language. 
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nie way in which Wesleyan spirituality systematically utilized religious 

symbolism in tandem with both altemate states of consciousness and meditative 

techniques, exemplifies the combined views of Obeyesekere and Pfister. The Methodist 

punuit of holiness was iegarkd as a renewal of the whole person; it presupposed 

significant personality transformation bescd on the long-term integration of religious and 

almiistic values. In keeping with scripture, Wesley regarded sin as a disease entity. 

Consequently, he undefstood sanctification as a process of personal healing. Prior CO 

conversion, the soul's alienation from God was not only a moral dilemma, it was also 

seen as the cause of interna1 strife and the root of discontent and suffering. Wesley was 

well aware of the prevalence of despair amongst his foliowers. His prticular rendering 

of the Gospel message spoke directly to this ailment. The continual inculcation of the 

assurance of divine benevolence and grace - a promise realized in the ecstatic reception 

of the holy spirit - was used to overcome an array of typical symptomatic states and 

manifestations, al1 of which were commonly organized by a core depression and a sense 

of futility. 

In Wesleyan spirituality, uses of religious symbolism led to insights capable of 

ameliorating psychic conflict and depression. Wesley's pomayal of a merciful God, 

along with his attempt to induce an immediate, perceptual, and vitalizing sense of God's 

forgiving presence, fostered a potentially "curative" insight: '4 am worthy of love". It 

will be noted that the content of this plvticular kind of insight diffea fiom that initially 

intended by Freud, who emphasized the conscious acknowledgment of repressed 

instinctul strivings. To be sure, the malkation that one is worthy of love is a departure 

fiom the traditional mode of psychoanalybc insights which epitomize the dramas of 

infantile sexuality and the Oedipus cornplex. If anything, the former is an expression of 

self-esteem, which, in tmns of Freud's stnrctural model, is a huiction of the superego. 

However, since ego psychologists have stipulated that both id and superego materials 

may be subject to repression and held in check by resistances (Le., Rangell, 1974). the 
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recovery of ideas pertaining to self-worth may also be tegardeâ as a legitimate class of 

insight . 

The three mumas of 18th cenhuy British childreiuing (evangelical numire, 

bereavement, and the precocious presccupation with death and damnation) led to 

disruptions and complications in emotional development. The disintegrative splitting of 

self and object representations interfered with the consolidation of the positive superep 

such that the development of reliable values, non-conflicted ego-motivation and 

autonomy, selfssteem, regulation of drive and affect, intimacy and interpersonal 

relatedness were significantly compromised by aggression. Wesley's mode1 of spintual 

development. and the techniques used to achieve sanctification may be regarded as a 

means by which splitting was gradually reduced. The pursuit of sanctification required 

individuals to bring together separated currents of love and hostility, so as to reconcile 

the impasse of will and resistance in direct apprehension of the presence of divinity. It 

mitigated conflict by strengthening, via religious symbolism, the ego's ability to maintain 

an alliance with the positive superego, and the unitive ideals of conscience. 

The process of Wesleyan sanctification parallels contemporaiy daims made by 

humanistic and minspersonal psychologists that there is a link between peak experiences 

and the transformation of values and personality structure. In the Methodist context, 

conversion, or "justification" is a unitive ecstasy characterkd by the immediate sense of 

the loving presence of God. Subsequently, two meditation techniques (the discursive 

"practice of the presence" and "watching", a variety of introspective mindfblness) are 

utilized to consdidate, as long terni structures, the morai insights of the conversion 

ecstasy. These techniques foster a potentiaily signifiant resolution of psychic conflict 

and promote long-terni gains in both content and accesibility of the positive superego. 

For Wesley, Gd's love and mercy are the most hdamental feitum of his moral 

attributes ( M x ,  1994, p. 53). Watching and praying promotes a perceptible, that is, a 

coptive and affeebve apprehension of divine grsce which gradudly modifies previously 



&pressing news of God as distant, critical and unforgiving. Wesley's definition of 

religion symbolically describes the ego's permanent acceptance by the ego ideal. 

The hiowledge of God in Christ Jesus; 'the life that is hid with Christ in 
Gd'; the king  joined unto the Lord in one Spirit'; the having 'fellowship 
with the Father and the Son'; the 'walking in the Li@ as God is in the 
light'; the king 'purified even as he is pue' - this the religion, the 
righteousness he thirsts after. Nor can he rest till he thus nsts in God 
(Wesley, 198447'1: pp. 497). 

In as much as the Wesleyan method secures the ego's access to the positive 

superego, one way of characterizhg the integrative potential of Methodist spirituality is 

to compare it to Win's notion of achieving greater access into the depressive position 

(cf. Hinshelwood, 1991, pp. 138-155). The genius of Wesley's technique lies in the 

concurrent conscious acknowledgment and assimilation of one's aggression or "enrnity" 

in the light of God's abiding forgiveness. Ideally , the fluctueting cycles of depression 

and elation are gradually reduced by the simultaneous and reconciling knowledge of hate 

and love, of sin and absolution. The immediate sense of Gd's loving presence 

dramatically manifested in conversion, and later sustained by the meditative practice of 

the presence, reduces the anxiety stemming from intemal aggression and allows for the 

systematic introspection of sin without the cnppling fear of God's wrath (Lindstrom, 

1946. p. 1 16). In other words, in successful enactments of Wesley's technique, the 

strength of the ego's identifiatory relationship to the good object permits a sustained 

investigation o f  residual aggression. 

Unitive ecstasies are key in this process. They Pnord novel opportunities for 

constnrtive identifications with an ideaiized imago (Haartman, 1 W8b, pp. 2 16-2 19). As 

long as the ego maintains an identifkatory alliance with the latter, action is no longer 

Qminated by unconscious rage stemming h m  the demands ofa negative superego. A 

new and empowering locus of psychologid motivation is  esriblished. A h a t i c  boost 

in self-esteem accompanies inner confonnity to rncovered ego-idds. Pardon and 
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acceptame provide the courage to examine compulsive sinning, motivated in part by the 

need to aggnssively act out or "rebel" against the inteml bad object. These behavionil 

trends are gradually relinquished out of love . Due to the upsurge in selfesteem, they 

becorne replaced by aspirations reflecting the new value system. In Wesley's terms, this 

is equivalent to receiving powet fiom God to resist sin. 

The piactice of the presence and watchfulness reinforce two processes that lead to 

the durable integration of the initial peak experience. Recurring identification with the 

sustained presence consolidates unitive values in a more permanent fashion, while 

systematic introspection strenphens, to the point of habituation, the awareness that one is 

no longer gatified or compelled by sin. Wesley's method created the opportunity for 

achieving greater integration behveen the ego and the positive superego, due to the 

ego-syntonic nature of religious ideals. Through the ecstatic invocation of love, rage is 

separated from these ideals, allowing the ego gradually to adopt them. Thus, 

psychological integation, the amelioration of tbe split imago, is concurrent with the 

intensification of empathy, and the transformation of values and moral sensibility. 

As a developmental ideal, sanctification corresponds to what Bnetly refen to as 

the "integration of sanctity", a "total surrender of ego-direction to super-ego control" 

(1947, p. 47). In a very significant sense, Maslow's notion of self-actualiurtion can be 

used to illuminate Methodist sanctification in that both presuppose a more or less 

permanent aligunent of the ego and the ego ideal. On the other hand, the integration of 

sanctity does not envisage a "democratic hamonkation of id, ego and super-ego 

systems" (p. 47). Aithough abstract, these heuristic fonnulations raise an important 

question as to the integrative limitations of Wesleyan spintuaiity. In a similar vein, 

Obeyesekere, in his discussion of the work of culture and the process of symbolic 

remove, hints at the problem of symbolic constraints, or the extmt to which cultural, and, 

more particularly, religiou discourses are able to promote the working through of 

archaic motivations ( 1990, p. 62). 
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A t d y  thorough arulysis of the symbolic limitations of early Methodism, as 

messured fiom the perspective of psychic integration, would be a whole 0th mdy in its 

own nght. Be that as it may, it is wfbl to conclude the present work with a brief 

delineation of the problem as it bears on avenues of future research. As 1 see it, the 

integrative constraints of Wesleyan holiness were rmted in a historical paradox in which 

the anempt to overcome the stars of evangelical nurture continwd to bear the 

unmistalcable signature of the very regime that inflicted these wounds. Because Wesley 

and his followers could not erase their own psychic histories, it is al1 too easy to analyze 

Methodist spirituality in tems of repetitions and compromise formations, an approach 

which tends to obscure new developmental achievements and the extent to which 

conflicts were actuslly resolved. On the other hanci, we must keep in mind that no fom 

of cultural practice, be it spiritual healing or clinical psychoanalysis, can effect a 

wholesale rupture fiom the past. This is botb impossible and meaningless. The 

formative events of early life are indelibly laid down in the unconscious, shaping our 

identity, character, and core beliefs. However, in tandem with new experiences, they 

provide the raw materials for psychic change and growth. integration is characterized by 

a mon inclusive reconfiguration of past experiences, a transformation of internai 

representations (and their emotional meanings), leading to a richer subjectivity and the 

undoing of ngid defenses. 

In one sense, the whok notion of sanctitication as the perjkctri of holiness 

continued to prpetuate the ethos of authoritarian childrearing. It is true that Wesley 

advocated a qualified definition of perficction, one that mercifidly tolerated the "defects 

inuporiible from life on earth. that is, the imperfections of knowledge and the 

shortcomings of M l y  infmities (Lindstrom, 1946, p. 145). Even so, the doctrine 

pfesewcd the essentid traces of i n f i y  by enshrining a set of moral standsr& both 

ewcting and dificuit to achieve. In this sense, the Io@ ideals intemalized in the context 

of evuigclical nurture rernained esocntidly the same. The crucial difference, of course, 
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is that Wesley was able to nsuscitate a prima1 love for the goad parent, one that had been 

previously compromised by disappointment, rage and muma. The symbolic 

re-emergence of this attpchment, now manifesting as a g d  conscience, meant that one's 

ideals could be eagerly and voluntady embraced with a minimum of conflict. However, 

because the trace of the bad parent remained inscribed witbin the moral objectives of 

sanctification, the mobilization of aggnssion, and the inevitability of depression, 

punctuated every tum of the process. Moreover, the majority of published narratives and 

extracts which entered into the public domain attested to the benefits and successes of 

Methodist holiness. Like any other organization geared t o w d s  consolidatirtg power and 

attracting greater membership, Methodism was not particularly interested in 

disseminating the accounts of those who, despite their efforts, continually failed to thnve, 

and were une~ched by grace. For this reason, we cannot adequately assess the number 

of individuals who were unable to surmount their depression, who remained untouched 

and unredeerned by the spirit; or those who, after tasting the hits  of conversion, 

backslid pemanently. 

If we are to conceptualize early Methoàist spirituality as a metaphoric system that 

facilitated insight in symbolic form, we may say that its thetapeutic potential was 

ultimately limited by the penistence of the bad object. There is no doubt that Wesley's 

theology did much to soothe terriQing depictions of  God the father; he adarnantly 

opposed the Calvinist doctrine of pndestination, replacing the inscrutabie arbitrariness of 

divine judgment with images of God's unconditional mercy attd his willingness to save 

al1 who chose to accept Ctuist. The rejuvenating power of the witness radically 

diminished the psraiyzing efEects of a troubled conscience. At the end of the &y, 

however, the fear of God was never whoily exorcised. The unconditionality of his grace 

was guiusnteed ody as long as one continuai to abide by his word Methodists 

understd that a sipificuit decline in personai holiness would &ive them back into the 

d m  of the angry deity where, once again, they wouid be forcd to grapple with the 



orninous t b t  of his vengeance. Wesleyan spirituility went a long way in M i n g  the 

split imago, but the split was mver fui/' resoived. Although Wesley evennially modified 

the tactics of his early semons in which he zealously and graphically portrayeci the 

sufferings of the damna his later wwks attest to the f~ct that he did not completely 

abandon this appoach (cf 198401987, Hi: pp. 3 144). What is more, some of Wesley's 

circuit preachers clearl y garnered a reptation as bel1 fi re preachers (Aminlm Mgcine ,  

1780, pp. 98,309,479). We shoutd not be surprise4 thfore,  that the penods of 

Qrkness and heaviness so fiequently described in the autobiographical narratives 

revolved around the problern of doubt and the stubbom dread of damnation. 

Besides fear, there is also evidence of an identification with the aggressor, a 

mindset which appears to contradict the othenvise dominant sensibilities of Christian 

Holiness. For example, Rack points out that "al1 Methodists ... believed in 'particular 

providences' - the manifestation of the direct action of Gd through events" which, 

amongst other thinp, "wrought judgnents on evil doers and scoffers. .." ( 1989, p. 432). 

The sadism in these celebrated instances of providence is undisguised. 

As a waming to drunkards, for example, the Magcine ncorded how a 
man was dnink on the Sabbath as usual and died in his sleep. A 
blasphemous gardener dreamt that he met two devils and k a t  one of 
them. On W n g  he joined his dnnking cornpanions and later went to his 
hot-house. Here he was found to be on fire with his nose bumt off, his 
lips preserved but his blasphemous tongue bumt out of his mouth (p. 432). 

Wesley himself imagined that several of bis detractors were mthlessly disposed of 

by divine intervention. 

During the course of Wesley's fi @-one years as a traveling evangelist, 
some of his local opposers were mnoved out of his way, as he thought, 
providentiaily. One "dropped down and spoke no mon"; another hsaged 
himself in "his o m  necessary house"; two in the same parish were 
bbsnatched away by a fever" (Abelove, 1990, p. I 1 ). 



Finally, the prsistence of the bad object Md splitting can be seen in the fm that 

Methodists, according ta Rack, "inhabite- a world which hed strong elements of 

dualism" (Rack, 1989, p. 434). 

The devil and his demons atnicted them during their conversion struggles, 
and their visions and visitations seemed vividly to symbolize the stniggle 
for the soul bamcn good and evil powers. And indeed Wesley himself 
believed in good and evil angels as agents of God and the &vil (p. 434). 

Abelove argws that in spite of its evangelical concem, Methodists' relationship 

with non-Methodists was also dualistic in that a pronounced ingroupoutgroup mentality 

held sway. Wesley's followers hed no dificulty in obxrving his nile 'Wat they love 

each other and help each other in business" (1  990, p. 1 08). As he traveled throughout the 

British countryside, Wesley consistently observed the ties of affection which so 

tenaciously bund his followen to each other. He variously described them as having 

"one heart and one mind"; they were "lovingly and closely laut together", "uniteà" like a 

"family of love" (quoted in Abeiove, 1990, p. 45). But the ethic of mutual reciprocity 

was not as easily extended to outsiders. Abelove daims that Methodists' "generosity 

seldorn resulted in anything more than money or spiritual advice". "So strong was their 

sense of union with one another that no outsiders were really tolerable to hem, unless of 

course the outsiders wanted to join" (p. 1 08). For example, the following account of a 

Sheffield man is, according to Abelove, a "typical" representation "of how the reaction to 

an outsider would go" (p. 108). 

He says that once when "a strange family" had moved into the 
neighborhmd, he went to d l  on them. He told thmi, "afler some 
introductory remarks", that he was a Methoâist, that he ''faed Gd", and 
"had Iately kgun to inquire the way to heaven". He added that he and his 
fmily wished them well and would k glad to do tâem any fes~ibk 
"oflice of kinâness", but on one condition only: that they tumed out to be 
"likeaindsd with reference to the dvation of thcir seuls". If they were 
not, then, he couid have no 'Yamiliarity or acquaihtance with hem", 
because 'UH fnendShip of the world was enmity against God" (pp. 
108-109). 
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Whether or not this panicular example was truly characteristic of the attitude of 

most Methodists, it does illumate the realistic imperfections of empathy as compared to 

the scriptural ideal of universal love. in the end, we may say tbat Wesley and his flock 

were al1 too human. The legacy of the past continued to inhere in the pment. Yet, 

whatever theontic criteria we use to characteriz psychic inteption - the achievement 

of insight, the resolution of conflict, the rnovernent into the depressive position, the 

sîrengthening of the ego, etc. - we must nmember that these indexes of change are never 

absolute. They exist on a spectnun and cm only be measured by degrees. Moreover, it is 

reasonable to suggest that Wesley's technique of watching and praying might be capable 

of acheiving an even geater degree of integration in the contea of a more liberal, 

modem theology - one that is less encumbend by unresolved spliaing. Be that as it may, 

if Wesley's "rnethod did promote what Brierly calls the "integation of sanctity", the 

theraputic gains derived fiom the relationship between the ego and the positive superego 

was nothing less than a signsficant deveiopmentai achievement, one that, despite its 

limitations, attests to the crucial role of ideals and conscience in mental life. 
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